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Introduction

The study of visibility is a field the basic mission of which is invest-
igation of the laws of visual perceptivity of various natural and artificial
objects of the landscape, and of signal lights. With these basic missions,
which have broad applied and investigative aspects, there are associated ex-
tensive circles of experimental, theoretical, and methodical treatments ad-
dressed toward study of the optical properties of the atmosphere and of ob-
served, toward the state of threshold visual functions, toward the creation
of zpecial devices, etc.

The present state of the study of visibility is characterized by certain
peculiarities which may be summed up briefly as follows.

In the first place, to date it has not been possible to construct any

universal, theoretical, methodical, and apparatus complex applicable in con-
!tant measure to the resolution of the diversity of applied problems. As
practice shows, different branches of the national economy bring forward applied
problems which are differentiated as to their content, and correspondingly
the resolution of these problems must also be sharply differentiated both as
to methods and as to devices used. An obvious example of what we have said
is the methods for deternining the landing range of visibility at equipped air-
ports.



In the second -lace, the reseli.tion of each applied problem regarding
range of visibility of objects in the atmosphere is possible only in the
event that we take into account a series of factors characterizing the
properties of the milieu (the transmissivityr of the atmosphere), the photo-
metric peculiarities of the objects themselves and of t'rbackgrounds, and
the state of threshold visual functions of the observer. The problens cannot
be resol-Wed if even one of these factors is an unknown.

In the third place, one is obligv-d to encounter the specific difficulties
of measuring the determining param~eters, their changeability in tine aad in
space, and the (generally speaking) low precision of these measurements.

heecircumstances oblige one to impose reasonable deaands t.oth on the pre-
cision of determination of range of visibility of objects, arnd or. tLe main
problem of the study of visibility. Relatize errors in measurement of the
range of visibility amzounting to 15-20% are regarded as being acceptzble.

Thus, study of visibility is associated with meteorology, in particclar
with atmospheric optics, and also with the photometry of the Imiscape, with
lighting techniques, with physiological optics, and with th* 2z7atufacture i.ff
special instruments.

EBoth in the USSR and abroad, in connection with the enormls developezent
of aviation and the lack of methods for blind landing, a great deal Of at-
tention is devoted to wavs fer determining, under conplicated weather Con-
ditions, the range of visibility of a take-off and landing strip and of the
system of signal (landing) lights associated with it. This has become the
main problem for the science of visibility- Abroad investigations are also
underway as to the problems of visibility of --ojects on the streets of large
cities and on highways, and optimum norzs art: being worked out for !ighting,
depending on. the degree of visibility of objects on the ro2ad. 'This prmobl=
comes up in connection with the catastrophic rise in a'jtdmobile accidents in
the capitalist countries [175, 2201.

A characteristic feature of the present-day state of the study of visi-
bility is the increased practical utilization of the integral and spectral
transmissivity of the atmosphere in horizontal .'nd non-horizontal directions,
and of methods for the measurement thereof.

The transmissivity of the atcosphere, expressed in terms of the zeteoro-
logical range of visibility, is regarded ir- certain foreign wcorks as the
&actor determining th.! radius of effective radiaticia:. contamination in atomic
bomb explosions (Figure 1), and as also determining the thernic efficiency
of the emanations of- lasers at great distances. The transnissivitv of the
atmfophere conditions the degree of visibility of terrestiai objects fr.-. cir-
cuniterrestial cosmic space, and its importanfce will increase in prieportion as
satellite are- "lunar" meteorology, aero-astronavigation, and photograrmerry from
space develop.
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Considerable attention is teing devoted to study of the laws of
threshold visual perceptivities of objects and of single and grouped signal
lights.

Correct comprehension and utilization of the circumstances of visi-
bility may produce results of exceptional effectiveness in connection with
warfare. The operation which the Soviet command carried out in one of the
seczors of the Berlin battle in 1945 to bring about mass Jight-blinding of
enemy forces with the help of a great number of projectors is widely famil-
iar. This operation contributed in important meastre to the successful
outcome of the conflict in that sector.

During tle time of the battle of Stalingrad a number of important
crossings of the Don were accomplishb'd beneath the surface of the water.
This circumstance, as is acknowledged by G. Dbrr I, entirely escaped the
attention of enemy air reconnaissance and contributed to ensuring tactical
surprise during the changing over of Soviet force.; to the counter-attack
before Stalingrad.

One could cite a great many such examples. All of them show that special
training of the armed forces with respect to the fundamentals of the science
of visibility would be decidedly useful.

There is a comparatively large number pf articles on various problems
of visibility, as may be seen from the attached bibliography. But there are
few general monographs. The first and the most complete study of this sort
was the widely known monograph of V. V. Sharonov [118]. Although it appeared
as early as 1944, the wealth of factual material presented in it and the
exceptional clarity of the exposition of the principles of the science of
visibility cause it even now to continue being the guide for anyone who
works in the field Gf atmospheric optics and visibility.

We are also familiar with the monograph of Middleton [200], but it falls
considerably behind the study of V. V. Sharonov referred to above, as regards
the scope and objectivity of the problems discussed. The numerous theorctical,
experimental, and methodical works of Soviet specialists find almost no re-
flectinn in it.

In a small monograph of Lhle [19a] there are statements of common
questions of the science of visibility, specifically to its climatological
aspects.

1G. Dirr, "The March on Stalingrad," Voyenizdat Publishing House, 1957.
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The long article of Linke [197] gives an interesting survey of the
development of visibility problems in their methodical and climatological
aspects.

A number of interesting articles on methods of calculating the visi-
bility of objects at sea, the metrics of visual receptivity, and the like,
are to be found in the single-volume edition of the works of A. A. Gershun
[40].

A. I. Gribanov has published a short monograph [52] on the methods of
calculating the visibility of objects in the beam or a projector. A series
of theoretical anu experimental studies are devoted to problems of the passage
of a projector beam through the atmosphere in the symposium "The Projector
Beam in the Atmosphere," edited by G. V. Rozenberg [99, 100].

Theoretical and experimental problems associated with the science of
visibility are examined in studies of E. S. Kuznetsov [76], V. V. Meshkov

[86. 87], E. V. Piaskovaya-Fesenkova [96], G. V. Rozenberg [99, 100], I. A.
Khvostikov [155, 116, 117], and K. S. Shifrin [127, 128].

Methodical and instrumental treatments associated with the measurement
of the horizontal transmissivity of the atmosphere have been published in
the woc.s of V. F. Belov [7], V. A. Beryozkin [9, 11], N. G. Boldyryov and
0. D. Barteneva [14, 15], L. V. Gulnitsky [53-55], L. L. Dashkievitch [56-60]
and I. A. Savikovski [101-103].

A series of photoelectrical assemblies for registration of the trans-
missivity of the atmosphere have been worked out, published, and introduced
into airport practice by V. I. Goryshin [44-49].

The author of the present monograph has set himself the purpose of exam-
ining some experimental and methodical treatments applicable to the solution of

series of practical problems that face the science of visibility in its
pxksent phase.

The >iurrh, a nud sixth chapters are devoted to methodical, experi-
mental and instr..-_,tai co,-c.innts associated with the determination of range
of visibility of real c' :t'> and signal lights. Considerable attention is
paid in these chaptt .5 Lo . . problems of determining landing visibility at
times of light and darkne,,s, and also to analysis of photoelectrical gauges
for atmospheric transmissivity.

In chapter seven we examine a new method for measurement of horizontal

Pnd non-horizontal transmissivity - the method of reverse light diffusion -
and an assembly based upon this principle is described. We demonstrate that
the method of reverse light diffusion, supplemented by shadow zones, makes
it possible to solve a number of problems having to do with the optics of the
surface layer.

-5-



The eighth and ninth chapters are devoted to instrumental-visual methods
of measuring horizontal transmissivity, suitable for use by networks of hydro-
meteorological stations. Here we describe in detail methods for measuring the
meteorological range of visibility in times of light and darkness, and we
estimate the errors of measurement and the value of one group of methods as com-
pared with another.

In this monograph there are set forth some results secured by the author
over almost 20 years of his work on various problems in the science of visi-
bility.

Bearing in mind the fact that thousands of workers in the Hydrometeoro-
logical Service of the USSR, in aviation and in marine and land transport, have
to do with problems of visibility, the author has sought to make his exposition
as simple as possible. Basic attention has been paid to the physical treat-
ment of the problems examined, with some introduction of simple mathematical
apparatus.

At the author's request, the fifth chapter of the monograph has been
written by Yu. V. Frid, a leading Soviet specialist on phototechnical equip-
ment for airport use. Paragraphs 41-43 of chapter six were written by V. A.
Kovalev.

N. M. Suderevskaya, B. N. Fedorov and L. G. Kuzmin have been the author's
collaborators ,nd helpers in his experimental and methodical activities over
many years.

The manuscript of the monograph has been examined by V. V. Sharonov,
who has furnished valuable advice which the author has made use of with
appreciation.

The manuscript of the monograph has baen examined by N. P. Rusin, G. M.
Zabrodski, V. F. Belov, V. L. Gaevski, V. I. Goryshin, and Yu. D. Yanishevski.

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to all the persons
named, who have offered valuable critical comments.

The author is profoundly obliged to N. A. Petrov, the responsible editor
of the book.
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CHAPTER I

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF THE STUDY OF VISIBILITY

§ 1. History of the Problem. Visual Scales of Visibility.

The problem of the need for systematic measuzements of visibility arose
for the first time after the naval Battle of Jutland in May, 1916 between
the German ttigh Seas Fleet and the British Grand Fleet. In the opinion of
students of this titanic battle. the heavy losses suffered by the British

fleet wer- occasioned by various visibility circumstances, favorable for the
German fleet and unfavorable for the British.

After the Battle of Jutland and certain other operations of the First
World War, problems of the visibility of objects in the atmosphere and of the

transmissivity of the latter - came to attract more and more attention in a
number of countries. In order to meet the demands of the navies, there were
worked out almost simultaneously in England and in Germany scales for the

[ visual evaluation of visibility without any particular requirements being
jI imposed upon the objectives and the conditions of observation. The first

scales of visibility are set forth in Table 1.

TABLE I
Old British Scale Old German Scale

of Visibility of Visibility

Point lExtent of Point (kin) Point lExtent of Point (kin)

x <0,025
A 0.025-0,05C
B (,05-0,10
C 0,1-0.2"
D 0.2-0.5 1 0,0-0.5
E 0.5-1.0 2 O,-!,0
F 1-2 3 1-2
a 2-4. 4 2-4
H 4-7 5 4-7
1 7-10 6 7-12
J 10-.20 7 12-20
K 20-,V 8 20-50L 30-50

Each gradation, both of the British and of the German scale, indicates
limits of visibility: visible - not visible. Although both scales were set
up taking only practical requirements as their basis and although they have
no theoretical base, they were the first to reflect the matured need for
determination of a threshold visibility of objects, thtz at which they are
barely discernable: the upper limit of each point correrponds to invisibility
of the object, the lower to its barely perceptible regist, ring.

-7-
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Since the gradation of these scales was selected rather arbitrarily,
in the 20's and 39's of the 20th Century, other scales of visibility were
propcsed, having the course of the interval between points based on certain
mathematical relationships. Thus, Tetens worked out in 1920 a visual scale
in which the extent of each point corresponded to the natural logarithm base
e = 2.718. But the intervals of such a scale proved to be too great. The
scale was not applied in prazt;ce. In 1922 Laing (haipple) proposed a scale
in which for visibility of more than I kin, the extent of a point was taken
as being 1.33 kin, and for visibility of less than 1 km it was taken as teing
300 m. This scale also failed to find any practical use.

In 1938, L6hle worked out a visibility scale with a point extent equal
to e/2 = 1.36. L~hle called this scale, consisting of 30 points, the natural
scale. Lbhle then proposed an abbreviated, coarser scale, consisting of the
15 even-numbered gradations of the previous scale.

Other scales of visibility, with ether definitions of the extent of a
point, were also proposed.

At the International Meteorological Conference in 1929 at Copenhagen a
l0-rv^nt scale of visibility was adopted which was based upon the use of ob-
jects on the terrain and which was recomended for application in all coun-
tries of the world (Table 2).

TABLE 2. INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY SCALE OF 19Z9

Pointi Visibility I Point Visibility

1 1
0 50x 5 4x-
1 200 6 [ 10
-2 500 7 ! 203 IC00 8 50

4 29 0

lhien this scale was used in practice, it was at once discovered that
there were disagreements as to how to understand the concept "point.':

In Europe, in harmony with the note underneath the vi:;ibility point,
the point was taken as being the distance to the closest object whic-h was
not visible. In -Uerica, on the other hand, the visibility point was taken
as being the distance to the most remote object that was still visible.

-8-



Thus, with the same atmospheric blur the "European" visibility dif-
fered from the "American" by one point.

The source of the disagreement referred to was a differing approach on
the part of investigators to the concept of threshold contrast perception.

In order to eliminate this disagreement, at the International Meteoro-
logical Conference of 1935 at Warsaw the following version of a 10-point
visibility scale was adopted (Table 3).

TABLE 3. INTERNATIONAL VISIB!LITY SCALE OF 1935

Objects vis'...but not( lObjects vis" ...but not
Pointible at dis- visible at Poilntible at dis-visible attance ........ distance Itance ....... distance

0 - I 5 2 xx 4xx
i 50 200 6 4 10
2 200 500 7 10 20
3 5 1000 20 504 500n 7 5

j4 1 Ku 2x >50

This scale is in effect in all countries, including USSR, to this very
date.

If one contrasts the international 10-point scale of visibility of 193S
with the old British and German scales (see Table 1), it is easy to see that
points 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 of the international scale represent the corre-
sponding gradations of the British or the German scale.

The 1935 iiternational visibility scale established a single principle
of observation based upon determination of the fork "visible - not visible,"
and eliminated the disagreement which had been occasioned by different ways
of understanding the concept "threshold perception" which existed under the
1929 visibility scale.

In Table 4 we compare various scales of visibility borrowed from study
[198]. All of them, with the exception of the 1935 international scale,
failed to find application.

-9-
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In 1964 the International Meteorological Conference at Paris adopted

t%;o new visibility scales: 1) a complete scale, consisting of 90 points and
computed on the basis of precise instrumental measureiments, and 2) an abbrevi-
ated scale for approximate or naked-eye determination of visibility (Table 5).

TABLE 5. COMPLETE AND .BIRZVIATED (POINTS QO-90)

INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY SCALES OF 1964

range of range of range of I range of
Pt. Ivisibil- Pt . ivisibil- Pt. ivisibil-iPt,1 visibil-

lity (ki)i iity (km)z ity (ka) 1 ity (kin)

00 <.OiO 25 0.350 s0 2.00 75  15
0! 0.010 26 0.3S0 2.30 76  16
02 0.020 0.410 52 2.60 77 17
03 0.030 283 0.44-1 1531 2.W 8 is
04 0,010 291 0.440 (54 3.20 1.79j 19
05 0.050 - 0.500 3.50 8 20
06 0.C' 31 0.550 5 1 3.80 81 25
07 0.070 32- 0 W' 5 4.10 S$2 30

09 0.090 34 0.700 58 4.70 83 50
10 0.100 35 6 750 60 5.00 5

12 0!D 3 IX W 6.O 1S 213 0 1S0.95W10 .5 - 0
Is 0.150 ,) 1.001 cc- 7.50 O 0.0-0.1
16 o.1D 4: 1.!0 65 8.00 91 0.1-0.2
17 0O140 A2 1.20 67 8.50 9 0.2-0.5is 0.ISO 43 1.30 65 SI.00 93 0.z-1.0
19 0.19 44 :.4 Qj2 9.15 S ;.0-.5
2D 0.2W 45 1.50 7 0 95

0. r 417 1.6 71 97 2.0--4.0
231 O0 72 11j 9723 0.20 49 i .154 7 3 13 9 10_-

Comzas indicate decinal points.
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Regarding these scales we may make the following remarks.

The complete scale has reduced point visibility limits, the practical
need for which is questionable and the measurement of which calls for great
precision such as cannot be achieved at the present time. Points 88 and 89
are superfluous, inasmuch as the range of visibility in an ideally pure at-
mosphere (Rayleigh atmosphere) comes to 350 km. In real atmospheres a range
of visibility greater than 200-250 km is observed only in rare cases. The
determination of such high transmissivity is possible only on the basis of
special methods of measurement. As regards the determination of visibility
in accordance with the abbreviated scale upon objects on the terrain, in
this case, just as with use of the 1935 iiternational scale, one is obliged
to encounter numerous complications, difficult to surmount, that will be
examined below.

S 2. Inadequacies of Point (Visual) Determinations of Visibility,
and Nfeed for Shifting to Instrumental Methods.

Khen recomminuations were drawn up in 1929 and 1935 for the organization
of the determination of visibility on the international 10-point scale in the
network of hydrometeorological stations, it was probably not considered to
what extent the recommendations in question could be carried out in practice.

At the same time, the carrying out in a netwoik of hydrometeoiglogical
stations of measurements of visibility by the "visible - not visible" fork
method, despite its apparent outward simplicity, at once ran up against a
number of serious difficulties.

in the firi-t place, it was not every hydrometeorological station that had
on its premises the indispensable "set" of natural or artificial objects, lo-
cated at set distances in a single azimuth, of sufficiently great angular dim-
ensions, and projected against a homogeneous background. In the majority of
cases, point.s 8 and 9 cannot be determined, since ordinary natural objects at
distances corresponding to these points are as a rule not visible or have ex-
cessively small angular dimensions.

During the winter and with snow or frost on the objects the visibility
points will be different from what they are upon observations oi. these same
objects, but without snow and frost.

lp the second place, in steppe and desert regions, by reason of the ab-
sence of objects, observations of this sort are quite out of the question.
The setting up of artificial objects - screens - and keeping thent in useful
shape is impractical, on account cf their great size and high cost.

In the third place, a visibility point determined in twilight does not
correspond to visibility by day (under the same meteorological conditions),
on account of the changing properties of the observer's vision.
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in the fourth place, the measurement of visibility in points does not
satisfy aviation, regional climatology, and other branches of knowledge as
regards its precision.

In the fifth place, the determination of visibility in points is impossible
during the dark hours of the 24. The supplementary recommendations in the
international 10-point scale as to the setting up at the locality of incan-
descent lamps corresponding to the limits of the points cannot be carried out
in practice on account of the high cost of constructing such a line of lights
and the complicated nature of its utilization.

What has been set forth above makes it possible to conclude that uni-
Vwrsal non-instrumental empirical determinations of visibility by the method
of visually fixing the "visible - not visible" fork have proved to be impos-

sible to achieve.

Empirical experimental methods for determining the visibility of objects,
as worked out by the outstanding German geophysicist Wiegand, did not give
the desired results. A detailed analysis and criticism of the work of Wiegand
appear in the familiar monographs of V. V. Sharonov [118, 120].

The problem of measuring the range of visibility for objects has turned
out to be considerably more complicated than was anticipated to begin with.

Empirical trials have yielded place to profound theoretical and experi-
mental investigations and to various sorts of methodical treatments.

The numerous investigations with respect to various problems having to
Co with the visibility of objects that have been carried out by V. V. Sharonov,
A. A. Gershuk, V. A. Faas, 1. A. Khvostikovski, Koshmider, Foitzik, L6hle, azd
o-hers, have created the foundation upon which the further study of the pro-
perties of atmospheric haze, the photometric properties of terrain objects,
anl the peculiarities of vision, etc., have been based.

These theoretical and experimental treatments have t.ansferred the
prollem of visibility from a position of empiricism to a sclid scientific
founiation. The science of visibility has come into being. Its principle
subjvct matter is the problem of determining the limit distance which is
called visibility range, at which terrain objects of various sorts and signal
light; are at the threshold of perception, i.e., are either just barely
visible, or are quite invisible. The dependence of this problem upon the
properties of the objects and lights themselves, the transmissivity of the
atmosphere, and the laws of threshold visual perception, demonstrates its
complicated character, and shows that it is necessary to take into account
the most variegated factors.

So as to get a clear idea of the subject matter of the science of visi-
bility aid the methods for solving its varied problems, one must become ac-
quainted in summary form with the basic propositions of principle which con-
stitute its foundation.

-13-
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S 3. The Weber - Fechner Law and the Concept of Contrast Luminance

The Weber-Fechner law and its sequelia establish general laws for vis-
ual perception of the objects and light sources that surround us1 . These
general laws, associated with threshold and non-threshold visual percEption
and defining the concept "range of visibility," constitute the basis f the
science of visibility.

Let us examine the major content of the Weber-Fechner law and the con-
sequences which flow frcm. it.

Let us suppose that on an absolutely black background we observe a single
light source having a luminance B and producing a visual sensation of inters-
ivity E. The problem is posed as follows: by what amount rst the observed
luminance of this light source be changed so as to produce the first barely
perceptible (threshold) subjective alteration in the level of the original
sensation E by an amount dE?

According to the Weber treatment, alteration in a given level of sen-
sation (light, sound or other) is proportionate not to the absolute value
of the objective alteration in the strength oI the exterior rxcitaticn, but
to the ratio vetween the objective alteration of the exterior signal and the
amplitude of the signal itself. On this account if one assumes that the
luminance B of the observed singlt light source is changed by an amouit dB1
and this increment of luminance has produced a ninimm perceptible threshold
alteration in sensation E! to an extent dE1 , then according to Weberes treat-

ment the magnitude of the threshold alteration in light sensation dE1 is pro-

portionate to the ratio of the objective change in photometric luminance of
the observed source dB to the magnitude of the luminance itself, B.; i.e.:

dE1 =k d (1.1)
B1

where k is the coefficient of proportionality.

Equation (1.1) constitutes the differential form of the Weber-Fechner law,
signifying that equal absolute changes in levels of sensation correspond to
equal relative changes in luminance of light source.

As we shall see further on, the principle of operation of devices of a

IThe law which is called the Weber-Fechner law unites the views of the
physiologist Weber as regards the process of visual reception, and the

mathematical treatment of these views which was produced by Fechner.
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special class - v'isibility gages - is takezx as beirg in cCd'ofrixty wicth
the differential forn oil the RIeber-Fedaner lzwi.

Integrating differential equaticn (1.1) we get

E I = kIn a, -C. (0.2)

Ferntula (1.2) si;gni;fi.es that ligi-at sensation-_ or intensity of recep-
tivity, is proportiona2te to the iogaritfzi of the 1=,inance of the lighit
source.

in order to establish the gene-nil relatioship betiaeen lijght sza
tions (percepticoos) atr! !uninzn=cc of' swurce we shnall asst= thnt the single
light source successiv-ely chages it ltinasce froni 3 to B2 B3V -. 5 n

proicing levels olf ieat sersat.iy El. E 2  , E= - E n espec-,rely In

this proces. w'e assume tv the btainance indi;cated aenoz selected :r:-.5
trarity, but in such fashiw. zhat the sensation levels E,,E., E E -'

A 2V 5

constitute an tninterru-pted grazarzed threshold sciries. Thren it is S;Pparenc
that changes of luninaznce BV B , 3 .. ... B' by asm sdl=C2

aB n ill produce correspoading aanzgcs in sensatioa levels E1 , F-,. E.. -

E by threshold ants &V ---

Applying equ~ation (1-1) to cozrespand vaiwcs d3,l, dB.5V.V - dB n_

-i ~dtE., . dE , wce get &~e n of or-dizan- aiffexential equtzrs, ,over

and 2bore the ;=e secured zbore (1.31):

na~ ~ ~ ~ czo1v--
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Assuming that the levels of sensation rise from 1. to En (i.e., assuming

that 1'. is greater than E and subtracting successively E2 - El, E3 - 2

etc., we shall have:

E2 - FI = k(ln B. - in B1).

Es - E2 = k(ln B3 - In B2).
. I . . . . . . . . . o

Eft - EA- 1 = k (In B, - In B-0).

whence we secure the following relations:

BIal _e(a (E) A _e

B2

. .i .. s).. . .

Bn - EE-
B,_'

Inasmuch as the sequence of differences E - E1, 13 - E2; etc., is re-

garded as being the stages of minimum distinguishable differences of sensa-
ti-ns arranged in increasing (or diminishing) order, we can advance the pro-
position that within the limits of successive changes in luminance from the
value B1 to B there may be contained l, 2, 3, ... , n values of minimally dis-

tinguishable differences of sensation.

Then in the general case, on the basis of (1.5), we can write:

B A A =, A, B3 !. -A, 3, A (1.6)

The expression (1.6) constitutes the integral form of the Weber-Fechner
law, which reads to the effect that changes in sensation (perception) whichchange in arithmtical progression correspond to relative objective alterationsin the luminance of a light source which change in geometrical progression.

The integral form of C'.e Weber-Fechrer law means that the subjective
sensation of changes in luminance is not a linear function of the objective
alteration in luminance, and that the sensit'vity of the eye to the reception
of relative alterations in the luminance of L single source is not great.

-16-
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This conclusion fully explains the fact, very familiar in visual astrom-
etry, that the so-called stellar magnitudes of luminance do in fact con-
stitute gradations, or thresholds, distinguishing the luminance of one set
of stars from the .minimum differenciable luminances of other stars. The un-
aided eye distributes all distinguishingable stars into six gradations, or
thresholds, of brilliance, although the actual differences between stars as
regards brillance are infinitely numerous.

As a great number of experiments have shown, the ratio between the
brillances of two stars which are distinguished within a single visual
threshold interval, is a constant quantity equal to approximately 2.5. In
other words, all stars, as well as points of light, are noted by the eye
as being minimally differentiable as regards brilliance if one source is
2.5 times stronger than the other.

In this fashion a star of the first magnitude is 2.56, or approximately
250, times more brilliant than the faintest star.

The non-linearity of the linkage between sens;- ons and excitations finds
its explanation in most recent experiments on thr "trophysiology of vision,
from which it is learned that the frequency of - ulses of electrical cur-
rent in the tissues of the visual nerve increas ion-linearity as brilliance
increases.

The non-linear relationship between sensations and relative alterations
in the brilliance of individual sources of light means that if we construct
upon this relationship a system of quantitative evaluation of the intensivity
of visual sensation, it would suffer through being excessively coarse and
could not be used for the evaluation of the intensivity of reception of the
objects that surround us.

Experience shows that the eye of a man senses with great delicacy not
relative changes in the luminance of individual point-sources of light, but
the difference in the luminance of two luminous or non-luminous surfaces of
large angular dimensions that are set close to each other. For this case we
can secure the necessary relationships by using a line of reasoning analogous
to the foregoing.

Let two surfaces (two non-point sources of light) have luminance BI and B2 ,
which are differentiated by such a small amount that they excite only a barely

perceptible threshold sensation c.

Let us assume that the reception of these two surfaces is also subject to
the general Weber treatment, i.e., that a given livel of minimally perceptible
threshold excitation is proportionate to the ratio of the object difference in
luminance between two sources of light to the luminance of one of them, speci-
fically

-17-



B(1.7)

Although there is an external similarity between (1.7) and (1.1) the
physical meanings of these expressions differ substantially. Equation (1.7)
can also De regarded as the differential form of the Weber-Fechner law, but
this time as applied to the reception not of the changing luminance of a
single light, but to the relative difference between two simultaneously ob-
served luminances. On this account equation (1.7) is frequently called the
difference threshold, by which we understand the relative threshold differ-
ence of luminance of two extended sources of light.

As experience shows, the minimally sensed relative threshold difference
of luminance e remains a constant over a relatively great range of absolute
values of B1 and B , so that

BA - - Const,
B,. (1.8"

12

in which connection B is little to be distinguished from B2.

The quantity E is called the threshold contrast of luminance and is a
very important characteristic of the threshold selsitivity of vision. On
this account (1.7) is ordinarily regarded, by analogy with (1.1), as the
threshold intensivity of sensation as applicable to two observed extended

sources of light.
If the luminance B and B2 differ considerably, i.e., if they lie beyond

the limits of threshold excitation, then the conditions of (1.7) are not applic-
able to such luminance, and one must take instead of them a quantity char-
acterizing the final, rather than the threshold, intensivity of perception.
By analogy with (1.7) and by virtue of the correctness of (1.8), this final
intensivity of perception, designated by K, can be written in the form

/j . (1.9)

The quantity K is called the constant luminance, in which connection
B. may be considerably differentiated from B2 .1V

The concept of contrast luminance is one of the most important there is

in the science of visibility.

In contradistinction to threshold contrast in (1.7), the significance of
final contrast in (1.9), i.e., the relative difference as to luminance between
two sources being observed, can serve a- a measurement for the numerical ex-
pression of the intensivity of visual perception.

[ -18-
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Although we must very frequently encounter the concept of lum.inance con-
trast in the science of visibility, we must note that the quantity K is far
from being always convenient as a characteristic for the intensivity of visual
perception. It characterizes only luminance difference, and has nothing to
say about the effect upon intensivity of perception of the color of fields,
the structure of their surface, angular dimensions, etc. In this there is in-
herent one of the deficiencies of the differential form of the Weber-Fechner
law. To anticipate a little, we may note that there is a more convenient
method for determining the intensivity of visual perception t;hrough the use of
a coefficient of visibility, or of -he degree of visibility, of the object. We
shall discuss this further on (see § 13).

§ 4. Basis for the Selection of the Initial Contrast Ratio

In equation (1.9) there is one substantial vague point which greatly com-
plicates the practical utilization of this apparently simple relationship.
This vague point consists of the fact that in equation (1.9), as also in ((.7),
it is not indicated which of two observed luminances ought to stand in the de-
nominator, and between what luminances one should take the difference for the
numerator. The differential form of the Ioeber-Fechner law does not indicate
which source of light ought to be the first, and which source ought to be the
second.

For threshold contrast (1.7) this circumstance is of no. substantial sig-
nificance, inasmuch as luminance B1 is little to be distinguished from luminance

B 2. Fut for final, non-threshold contrast (1.9), when luminances BI and B2
may have any values differing the one from the other, it is far from being a
ma:ter of indifference which of two sources (or surfaces) shall be taken to be
the first, and which the second.

There is no common opinion on this matter tc, date, a circumstance which
leads to the following complications.

Some authors treat (1.9) from the photometric point of view, differenti-
ating luminances B1 and B2 into a "greater luminance" (B ) and a "lesser lum-

inance (BL), indifferently as to whether the more brilliant one is the object

or the background. This gives rise to four concepts of contrast, and conse-
quently also to four ways of expressing quantitatively the intensivity of vis-
ual perception:

K,,B

; (1.10)

Bg Bg



Other authors appr-oach (1.9) from the geometrical point of view, dif-

ferentiating B and B32 as "luminance of object" (Bob) and "luminance of back-

ground" (Bb) and fixing, as it were, a place in the relation (1.9) for each

of these lhinances. This leads to four further concepts of contrast, and
consequently to four further ways of evaluating quantitatively the intensivity
of visual perception:

Bob B ob

K6 sb- ob = b
11 0111

Kf-- b --- jb_-- -

B b 18

Thus depending on the meaning one gives to the luminances B and B and

also on the order of their placement in the numerator and the denominator of
equation (1.9), there is nct one way of treating the concept of contrast, but
instead eight, and obviously there are eight ways of expressing the intens-
ivity of visual perception. Such are the undesirable consequences of the
vagueness of the differential form of the Weber-Fechner law that we have been
discussing above.

The lack of any agreed standard determination of contrasc leads to a state
of affairs where all eight ways of expressing it are being used in our litera-
ture. Such a ,multiplicity of concepts of contrast is decidedly inconvenient.
It complicates the solution of many applied problems, particularly geophoto-
metric ones, and it even makes it difficult to understand many studies that
have been publishea.

The need for standardization of the concept of contrast has long since be-
come pressing. In the HIydrometeorological Service of the USSR alone we have
worked out, on the basis of the concept of luminance, contrast methods for de-
termining the transmissivity of the atmosphere, methods for determining landing
visibility, and the range of visibility of real objects. etc.

For out purposes it is indispensable to select a single, most suitable
definition of contrast, which -e can use in all cases.

In the symposium "Terminology for Phototechnic " (published by the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR, 19S8), the authors understand by contrast "the ratio
of the difference between .uminance of objective and of background to the um-
inance of the background," ;.e., they award their preference to contrast K8 .
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For reasons which we shall set forth further on, the choice of the re-

lationship K8 as the standard gives rise to a number of objections. In order

to provide a basis for the selection of a contrast relationship, let us ana-
lyze Table 6, which affords a clear idea of the magnitudes of contrasts in ac-
cordance with (1.10) and (1.11), depending on the characteristics of the
luminances of contrasting surfaces.

TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF SOME LIMIT VALUES
OF CONTRASTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH (I.i0) AND (].I]).

Characteristics of
luminance of con- J, Ks K, I rs[ Ko K7 A7
trasting surfaces

White object on - .

black background I oo -0-o - -1 rc
Black object on
white background 1 o - -

One luminance .045 1 -l-0.5 0,5 -1 -0.5 1
twice as great or or r
as the other.. -o ado -0.5
Luminance of ob- 0 0 0 0 0 ( 0
ject and of

background the
4S an*' ..........

As may be seen from Table 6, with a given set of luminance characteristics

of contrasting surfaces each of the eight ways of expression contrast produces
a substantially different numerical result, with the exception of the case

.where the luminances are equal.

In our opinionj a substantial deficiency of the "geometrical" contrasts
(from KS to K3) is the fact that one and the same intensivity of visual per-

ception (for example, white on black or the reverse) is characterized not by
one, but by two differing numerical values, of which one is necessarily nega-
tive.

One should note that if one regards contrasts as a measure of the intens-
ivity of visual perception, then negative values of contrasts, particularly
those having values of minus infinity, have only a formal meaning and do not

permit physical interpretation. This circumstance makes it possible to elim-
inate from further consideration the contrasts from K3 to K8 respect.vely.
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Thus, ther,: remain two "photometric" contrasts - K and K2 .

The relation KI is more convenient in practice than K For all possible
relations of luminances the value of KI ranges between 0 and 1. This is con-

venient in practice, and the physical treatment of it is clear.

The value of K2 ranges from 0, when the luminances observed are equal, to

plus infinity when maximum contrast is observed. This is what constitutes the
practical inconvenience of making use of the K,, contrast and the difficulty of

presenting it in clearly apparent form.

Thus, of the eight contrast relationships examined, we give out perference
to contrast K1 written in the form:

igq¢ (1.12)

in which connection the greater luminance of the less luminance may relate
either to the object or to the background. Relationship (1.12) approaches
the physical sense of the differential form of the Ifeber-Fechner law to the
greatest extent. it is the one which has received the greatest practical
application.

In using (1.12) one assumes that the contrasting surfaces possess the
following qualities:

a) tue surfaces of observation are photometrically without stLucture and
have .arply defined borders (an evident incongruence with the majority of
real objects on the terrain);

b) colored objects are considered only from the standpoint of their lum-
inance; the effect of color upon perception is not taken into account (an evi-
dent incongruence with real objects on the terrain);

c) the line of contact of fields is even and not jagged (incongruepce
with the majority of real objects on the terrain).

Mhen we solve problems having to do with the range of visibility of real
objects it will be shown to what extent actual conditions diverge frCo those
for which (1.12) holds true.

i 5. Threshold Visual Perceptivities

As has already been shown, the problem of tke range of visibility of ob-
jects is linked with the problem of threshold visual perceptivities. Roughly
speaking, threshold perceptivities are the perceptivities of very low-visibility
objects barely distinguishable by the eye. It is precisely relationship (1.7)
in its general form that characterizes the conditions of threshold perceptivity.
But. threshold contrast (1.7) in the aspect in which it is derived from the dif-
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ferential forst of' the Ieber-Fechner law admits of two interpretations instead
of Just one:

i) if luminances B and B are close to eaes other, but the eye can
1~ 21

note a distinction between then, then (1.77) characterizes the mini= dis-
tinguishable threshold contrast of luminances, called for short, the contrast
detection -threshoAd and designated by ;Edet;

2) if lumainances B, and B. are sc close to each other that the eye

does not detect a difference between them, then (1.7) characterizes the indis-
tinguishable threshold contrast, Called the threshold of loss of visibility
or more frequently the contrast disapearance threshold, ard iadicated bydi

The quantities cdt and cd. are detelmined by the sensitivity of the eye
to the rec-eption of a given threshold contrasz tinder given circunstances of
observation.

From the definition it is clear that mr-erically E~ is greater than
Edis'

t1inreshold detection" as it applies to concrete objects aeans that the
object is perceived in the form of a hardly distinguishable silhouette; the
surface stricture of the obiect is not. naile out.

The requii~ents of practice have given rise to still another concept of
the threshold, one associated with a rxiniozl relative difference irs itinances

1 2n suchi that the form of an object is recognized or its detailed struc-
ture is distinguished. This threshold is called the recognition threshold and
is design-ated by c £ in the nt~erical sen-se £ e i~s greater than c dt

The differentiation betueen the concepts of thresholds and the nueericalI
diferece etwen dis £dt ad Cecmean that we caninot speak of thresholds

in gL-ncral term. For exanple, the statenent "a threshold is ecuai to such-
and-such a quantity"l is insufficient, since one mnust: indicate what contrast
threshold one is talking Abotit.

in studying threshold functions one =nust also indicate "hat threshold
or thresholds are being investigated.

At the usual (day) level of iliuninationa the eye of ran has high sensitiv-
ity to the perception of the luminan~ce difference between two contrasting stir-
faces. The threshold values for objects of sufficiently large dimensions (not
less than 30 1ninutes of angle) come to unit percentages (I-St) (Table 7).



Z

TABLE 7. VALUES FOR THRESHOLDS
OF COtTRAST SENSITIVITY OF ViSION ()

Author Cdis: d r e nditions of
Investigation

Under Fixed Observation

V. V. Sharonov . . . . 1.5 --- laboratory and• ! field

N. N. Sytinskaya... 1.5 - - ditto
L. L. Oashkievitch... i. - laboratory
N. G. Bodyryov and

U. . olyryv ndI field0. D. Bartenev " .:!., .5 3 5
V. A. Gavrilov ..i 4 - laboratory and
Foitzik .. .... ni
Middleton . . - . j 3.1 -field

Blackweil . . . laboratory
Schoerwald ...... 1. 4 .1 7

Siedentoof. ........ I
K 8nii-Brodchun . I 2
iHowel I . . . . . . -3.2
Halbert . ........ 2 field
!nternat onal Illurin-i i

ation Commission" I

Under lion-Fixed Observation
(timae of search 15 seconds)

Tasseei and Oliver. - - - jfr 7  field
V. A. Gavrilov ... 5 (aI(aver-A

age 7)

The differentiation of threshold perceptivities which has been referred to
above nevertheless, pronves to be insufficient for the purpose of fully reflect-
ins the heterogeneity of real conditions of threshold visual observation.

Ian the basis of investigations of threshold perceptivities that have been

carried out aver many years, the author of the present monograph has come to
the conchosion that the numericai value of one and the same treshold depends
essentially mnon whether the observer does kne, or does not kno, where the
object is (251.
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If the eye is directed precisely at the object sought, the threshold
contrast has one value. If the location of the object is not precisely
known and it must be sought over a certain area of space, the contrast has
another value, in which connection this value is always a greater one than
in the preceding case. Such a way of looking at matt,.rs obviously leads
to a need for dividing up all the aspects of thresholds referred to above
into two classes:

1) visual thresholds with fixed observation, when the eye is constantly
following the object;

2) visual thresholds with non-fixed observation, when the location of
the object (having a contrast close to the threshold value) is not precisely
known and it has to be sought within the limits of a certain space.

With fixed observation all three of the aspects of thresholds referred
to above come into play: Cdis, cdet, and rec

With non-fixed observation only two thresholds are sharply detected:
C det and cre c . With non-fixed observation the Cdi s threshold is an indefin-

ite concept. If the object is detected after a certain period of observation,
this will obviously be either E det or c ree". But if during the course of the

given time the object is not detected, then its actual contrast in the given
case can be arbitrarily taken as being Cdis.

Thus, non-fixed thresholds are essentially temporal since their magni-
tudes depend substantially on the tire of search. It is meaningless to speak
of a non-fixed threshold without indicating the time of search.

On the other hand, fixed thresholds are practically not linked at all
with time of search.

The distinction between fixed and non-fixed thresholds can be explained
on the basis of an example taken from the practice of aerological observa-
tions. It is well known that an aerologist observer who is following a pilot
ball can see it for a long time, even if the ball is at an extreme!y faint
perceptivity level. But if the observer even for a moment turns his obser-
vation aside, the ball, passing beyond the limits of the fixation cross-lines,
is lost from sight, and the observer is no longer in a position to detect it;
the "lost" pilot ball is not detected again.

In the light of the considerations set forth one may propose the follow-
ing classification of threshold relationships, wbich we shall use from now en:

1) fixed thresholds of the contrast sensitivity of the eye, not linked
with time of search, inasmuch as the visual axis of the eye is directed right
at the object: cdis, Cdet, Erec;
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2) non-fixed thresholds of the contrast sensitivity of the eye, de-
pending on time of search, since the visual axis of the eye lies to one
side of the object: cdet' crec' (tdis is nominal).

lie may add to what has been said, the statement that the c ec thres-

hold, whether fixed or non-fixed, is entirely conventional in its meaning
and is determined wholly by the character of the problem posed. For ex-
ample, in one case it is sufficient to determine the object qualitatively -

to determine, let us say, whether the object is a house or a hill. In a
second case, a need may arise for determination of quantitative relation-
ships as well: if it is a house, how many storeys does it have; if it is a ship, -

ship, just what sort of a ship, etc. It is clear that in all concrete cir-
cumstances r rec values say differ substantially.

The results of experimental determinations of the numerical values of
threshold visual functions aie set forth in Table 7. With illumination
from 200 to 20,000 lux and with angular dimensions of the object not less

than 0.30, thresholds of contrast sensitivity have minimal values. To
either side of the limits of illumination indicated and with angular dimen-
sions of less than 0.3' the thresholds mount rapidly (Table 8 and Figure 2).

6 1
15-

C det

Edis____ __

0 4 8 12 16 20'-

Figure 2. Alteration of Fixed Thresholds
Cdis and cdet Depending on Angular Dimensions

of Objects y.
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TABLE 8. ALTERATiO. O F'!XED !YHRESHOLi)S
C Ais AI-cDez DEPENDING 0,1 A!MLAR O.ESIC",S OF

OSJECTS (f.2jfHOR:s DATA).
Angular dia-i

Meter of ob-! Cdi s  de -

ject _

Is 2.CS 2 ':.20
12 21.33 3.3:)

92.05
6 3.1056
3 7, 7.4-.2

Coo-as indicate decimal points.

The pruble2 of the range of visibility of objects is to be so_red in h. r-
nony with the srateZent of the auestion of threshold ft.znctions set for-th oe.
Just as there is no sense in a.lking of t-reshold contrast in genera! terns,
there is no srense in talking of range o; visibility in gener.al -er the con-
ceot "range of visibility" ust be lin-ked in each co-n-crete cas-e uith a defin-
ite type ef threshold. Since there are three thre-sholds in~stead of ore, --e
umst speak of thrce concepts of rane of visibility:

I) range of disappearance of am object, correspamring to the threshol-i
of disapearice, a-- equal to the distance at uicb the object ; so: to be
distinguished in -uninance fren the backgrouad zr eses to be perceived;

2) range of dtection of an cbjecct, correspnding to t-.eV shold of
detection, aMd equal to the distance at wich the object is aU! not to be
distinguished from the background as reg-ards i izace, but wit he eye
still being in a pFition to detect it at the exzre:e l nit of cenE4iit
in the foran of an extremely faint, barely cawtrastiaZ spot;

3) the ra.ge of ecognitioa of an object, corresponding to the tbrsholi
of recognition and equa; to the distazce at iihie. the ccntent of z object
or its detailed structure is recognized, dependi-* cc the cha.racter of the
problen posed.

To anticipate a little, we shzall shor t'.;t zbe range of derectico i -tn

fixed observ-a3tion is apprco.imtely 20G1 less rhan te r.nge Af iisz ace.
Tnc range of recognition nay be itss than the range of disppeara-e by sone
t4_s of percentage poinzs. 'With non-fixed cbs-.,-ration the diStinctic-s ''-
be considerably greater.
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§ 6. The Light-Atmosphere Equation

The relations secured above (1.12) for luminance contrast aind (1.7) for
the threshold of contrast sensitivity are still insufficient for determin-
ation of the range of visibility of objects in the atmosphere. To solve
p oblems one must know in accordance with what law the observed contrast of
a distant object clanges under the operation of the veiling effect of atmos-
pheric haze. For this purpose it is necessary first of all to establish the
regularity of the change in the lumin.nce 8 of the layer of atmospheric haze
as the distance L between the object and the observer ince'eases. This reg-
ularity is described by the so-called light-atmosphere equation.

Let us look at Figure 3. We shall show how the luminance $L of the

layer L of tha atmosphere which lies between limits A and B changes, assuming
that over its entire length the layer L is optically homogeneous.

A 8x

I ----

Figure 3. For Derivation of the
Light-Atmosphere Equation.

Let a light flow of given density fall upon the A edge of che layer.
At a distance x from the A edge we 3hall isolate the unit layer dx.

Let us assume to start with that the light flow has traversed the
course from A to dx without absorption or diffusion. In this event the
luminance da' of the layer dx would be proportionate to the illumination
E of this layer and to the intensivity of the diffusion of lighz p(O), i.e.

d' =p () E dx= dx, (1.13)

__ _ _
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where P() is a function depending on the quantity and dimensions of the
particles suspended in the layer dx and on the direction of the sighting
upon this layer.

But actually, on the course from A to dx the light flow is weakened
by virtue of diffusion and absorption in the medium, and the true luminance
dO of layer dx will be less than according to (1.13).

The weakening of the light flow over the section of its course referred
to is subject to the Buger exponential law, a fundamental law of physical
optics running to the effect that over a course x light energy, as a result
of diffusion and absorption in the medium, suffers a weakening proportionate
to e-ax, where e is the natural logarithm base and a is the index of weaken-
ing. In other words, the true luminance da of layer dx is equal not to
(1.13), but to

;' dS -- ze- ° dx.-•x dx(1.14)

Obviously, the luminance d0i of any other unit layer located in the
1

layer L at a distance x. fron the A edge can be described in analogous
fashion.

The complete luminance a of layer L, which is the result of the ag-

gregate operation of the unit luminance doi, can be determined through inte-

gration of (1.14) within the limits of the entire Layer L, i.e.:

I L
L d -e-dx= - (e

Specifying that

we have finally

" = ~D e1-(1 s

The expression (1.15) is in fact the light-atmosphere equation we have
been seeking, the one that characterize: the change in atmospheric haze de-
pending on the ext-nt of the L layer. It was secured by Ldhle in 1922, and
in 1924 by Koshmider on the basis of somewhat different reasoning.

1Editors note: in foreign test this symbol is cyrillic Band has been trans-

literated throughout this book as V to avoid possible confusion with the

Eng lish or the Greek .
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Let us dwell in more detail on the physical meaning of the light-at-
mosphere equation and let us show to what extent it corresponds to the
real conditions which exist in the earth's atmosphere.

Equation (1.15) was derived on the assumption that the layerL is op-
tically homogeneous. Such an assumption, for obvious reasons, at once
excludes the applicability of (1.15) to oblique directions directions which
embrace optically heterogeneous layers, and allows us to speak of its applic-
alility only to a horizontal direction. But experience shows that optical
blurring in the horizontal surface layers of the real atmosphere is frequently
l'-hterogeneous and inconstant both in time and in space. If we add to this
the fact that "mottled" clouding creates heterogeneous illumination in more
orless extensive layers, it becomes clear that the light-atmosphere equation
is far from being always valid under the circumstances of the real atmosphere.
The physical meaning of the coefficient of the light atmosphere equation
also calls for elucidation.

If we take a more and more extensive layer L, then as follows from (1.15),

the luminance 8, of the layer initially rises rapidly, but later gradually

approaches the value D as a limit. In Figure 4 we set forth diagrammatically
the dependence of 8 L upon the length L of the layer at various transmissivit-

ies of the atmosphere. It is obvious that, no matter how great the length
of layer L may become, the value of BL cannot exceed a certain limit char-

acterized by the magnitude of the coefficient D of equation (1.15).

0 '1 .2 3 7 89"0,C

fI is -
, I / .

were, ~ I the stt flmnne -auai-i o h ae .I trwrs

.1 /,

IL /

: /1

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ,I Obsr

Figure /4. Changes in the Luminance 8L of

Atmospheric Haze Depending on the Len6:h
of the Layer, w.ith Meteorological Ranges,
of: Visibility of 1 km.

Thus, in its physical meaning the coefficient D characterizes, as it
were, the state of luminance "saturation" of the layer L. In other words,
the luminance 8L of layer L, after a- eving a certain maximum value, does

not increase further, no matter how much layer L. may become extendA.,
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but such sharp deductions as these as regards the properties of coef.-
ficient D of the light-atmosphere equation should be applied only with
caution to the real atmosphere.

With considerable blurring of the atmosphere (in the presence of fog
or thick haze) the luminance of the surface layer in the horizontal dir-
ection does, as experience shows, actually reach a state of saturation over
an expanse of some kilometers, and it remains practically constant when the
layer is extended further. 'ihis means that the hutninance BL of an "infin-

itely extended" layer of atmospheric haze may be identified with the lumin-
ance of the sky at the horizon. In this case it may even occur that a state
of luminance saturation may be attained in some oblique directions as well.

The case examined is characterized also by the special quality of at-
mospheric haze: the color of the haze, as a rule, is white.

The matter stands altogether otherwise with high transmissivity of at-
mosphere, when the observer can "see through" layers of the atmosphere re-
moved from him by many tens of kilometers and located above a spot which is
far below the line of the horizon. For example, with greht transmissivity
there are frequently visible beyond the horizon the tops of clouds 100-200 km
and more from the observer.

In this case, the horizontal line of sighting runs through relatively
homogeneous surface layers only for 20-30 km and thereafter rises into layers
which are more and more elevated above the corresponding terrain and which
consequently, have less and less optical density. The optical homogeneity of
layer L is broken down starting at a certain distance, and the relative incre-
ment of luminance on the part of layers equal in extent starts to become less
and less. The luminance of atmospheric haze does not reach that state of
saturation that it would possess if the optical blurring were everywhere just
as homogeneous as at the start of the course. The luminance of the haze now
changes in harmony with another law, and it does not reach a state of satur-
ation even in a horizontal direction. On this account, with high transmissiv-
ity of the atmosphere equation (1.15) is strictly speaking, not applicable,
not only to any direction, but even to a horizontal direction, in the rea'l
atmosphere.

Thus, in the real atmosphere a range of blurrings exist for which equation
(1.15) holds good with sufficient accuracy, and a range for which (1.15) is
fulfilled with an error which is the greater, the higher the transmissivity of
the atmosphere.

As a limit dividing the ranges referred to one make take, in our view,
an atmospheric blurring such that luminance saturation (or meteorological range
of visibility; see § 7) is reached in a layer of 50 km long. At such a trans-
missivity of atmosphere, haze at the horizon still has a white color, and a
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spot 50 km away from the obscrver will be below the horizon line by a total
of 200 m, i.e., the line of sighting intersects at this distanice layers
which are almost not to be distinguished as regards luminance from the sur-
face layer.

Summing up, Ae can conclude that the light-atmosphere equation, while
one of the most important theoretical propositions of the science of visi-
bility, is nevertheless, far from describing all the properties of the real
atmosphere and is far from being unconditionally applicable to every state
thereof. This constitutes a lap in the science of visibility 'hich has not
been overcome to date and which makes the solution of applied problems more
difficult in a whole swarm of cases.

§ 7. The Equation for the Visibility Range of Real Objects

The general copcepts set forth in preceding paragraphs make it possible
for one to secure one of the most important relationships of the science of
visibility of a real object. By the latter we mean any object on the terrain
for which any real object or section of the sky at the horizon serves as a
background.

The theory of the range of visibility of objects was worked out for the
first time by the German geophysicist Koschmider in 1925 and was developed
in the works of V. V. Sharonov, A. A. Gershun, and other Soviet specialists.

Let us assume that we are observing some real object the range of visi-
bility of which must be determined.

The derivation of the appropriate expression is based upon the following
premises:

a) the intensivity of visual receptivity of the object is determined
by the contrast of luminance between it and the surrounding background;

b) atmospheric blurring under corresponding conditions reduces this
contrast to a threshold value;

c) atmospheric blurring, and also the conditions of illumination, are
homogeneous from the point of observation to the distance at which loss of
visibility of the object occurs;

d) the object has angular dimensions of not less than 0.30 (at the
distance of the range of visibility).

Let us first establish the 'iw for diminution of contrast of the observed
object under the operation of haie up to the threshold value.
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The true luminance B of the object, i.e., that not distorted by haze,

as observed from a short distance, at once starts to change as we move away
from the object. This change takes place in accordance with two principles.

in the first place, as a conseauence of the diffusion of light in the
layer between the object and the observer the true luminance of the object

diminishes from B to B e - a L1, where L is the distance from the observer to
0 0

the object and a is the index of weakening per unit length.

In the second place, by reason of the veiling effect of atmospheric
haze, a seeming conversion of a colored object into an achromatic one takes
place, and also an increase in the luminance of an object which is proportion-
ate to the luminance of a layer of air of length L (in accordance with the
light-atmosphere equation), i.e., proportionate to the quantity

Thus, it at a short distance the observed object has a true luminance,
not distorted by haze, of Eo, then at a sufficiently great distance L the

luminance of the object B ' under the joint action of the two factors re-
0

ferred to above will become distinguished from B and will assume the value0

(1.16)

Luminance B bears the appelation of the observed or apparent luminance.

Through entirely analogous reasoning we can secure an expressior for ap-
parent luminance B of any real background:

ABe + D -e- (1.17)

We should note that the second term in (1.16) and (1.17) distorts the
luminance possessed by the object and by the background considerably more
than the first term does. Worsening of the visibility of an object takes
place, as.IWiegand and Schmaus have emphasized, not so much as a result of
weakening of the rays passing from object to observer, as by virtue of the
masking effect of haze in the layer between the object and the observer. The
masking effect of haze is precisely what is determined by the second term
in (1.16) and (1.17).

Let us also note that in the general case, the distance between the
object and the background can differ, as a Yestilt of which the value of L,
forming part of B and of B can also differ. But for this case, which
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leads to clumsy expressions, the course of further reasoning remains the
same as for the case of so-called pLhne contrast (uhich is what we are ex-
amining here), when thie distance between object and background is not great
Pnd the indicated differences in 1. can be disregarded.

Now (1.16) and (1.17) must be substituted in (1.12). But the latter,
when one saistitutes into in concrete values for the luminance of an object
and a background, may have a double form:

B - B, B,,
K (8, ,.= 1 -0 if Bo> B.;

K (B., .v) i " (1.19)

Let us assume that in our case the luminance of the background is great-
er than the luminance of the object (this is the case for the majority of
the problems examined from here on). Then the substitution of (1.16) and
(1.17) into (1.18) produces

• ~~ Be - +V 01 - e-L)- 8,--"- -e ,-.)

Dividing the fraction by B e~lL and taking. (1.181 intc .ccount, we
secure

81 , K. '-

K(B,,, B:) - 84 , . .,

'Where K is the initial contrast, not distorted by haze, betv.een t!:: object

and the background.

The expression secured describes the regularity of chan,e of contrast
as distance L between the object and the observer increases, or as blurring
of the atmosphere (indicator a) increases with L being fixed.

If the object is brighter than the bacikground, then (1.16) and (1.17)
must be substituted into (1.19). In this case in the numerator of (1.20)
D/B will stand iii the place of the relation D/B . From (1.20) it follows

that the value of the contrast K of the object diminishes until with corre-
sponding values for L (with a given a) the threshold value e is attained.

This crit;cal value of L is ca'led the range of visibility of a real J

object and is designated by S . Adapting (1.20) to the value of the thres-
p

hold of contrast sensitivity c and replacing L with S we secure after
simple transformations
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A

A

I

Ko

or

D e K + n

Hence, after logging to the base e, we secure

S,= in " (1.21)

8,

Expression (1.21) is the equation for the range of visibility of any
real object projected against any real background.

From (1.21) it is apparent that the range of visibility of a real
object is a compound function of five parameters: a, Ko, e, D, Be. If even

one of these five parameters is unknown it is impossible to solve a problem
involving determination of Sp

Equation (1.21) is examined in greater detail in Chapter IV, where
some methodical considerations arising upon the solution of a number of
applied problems (in particular, upon determining the so-called lahdipg
visibility) -ire set forth.

Let us turn now to an important particular case, arising from (1.21)
when a real object is projected against a background of sky at the horizon.
In this case the luminance B in (1.21) indicates not the luminance of ny
arb'"trary background, but the luminance of the sky at the horizon. The
latter, however, as has been remarked in S 6, can be identified with the
value of the'coefficinet D,of the iight-atmosphere equation when zhe atmos-
phere is not very transparent and when the sky at the horizon has no bluish
tinge perceptible to the eye.

In that case, inasmuch as a section of the sky at the horizon serves as
background for the object, one can cousider B D. Substituting this
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equality in (1.21), e secure an expression for range of visibility SpA

of a real object examined against a background of haze or of sky at the
horizont

p.A- (1.22)

When there is high transparency of the atmosphere all of the qualifi-
cations affecting the physical meaning of the coefficient D (sce § 6) hold
good for equation (1.22). But at small values for range of visibility
(in fog and with heavy hazes) the equality B = D ana consequently correct-

ness of (1.22) may hold good not only in a horizontal direction but also,
as has been shown earlier, in oblique ones (at an angle up to some degrees).

The problem of determining the range of visibility of objects against
a background of sky at the horizon hks been pretty well worked out. It
will be examined in d6tail in Chapter IV.

5 8. The Meteorological Range of Visibility

Still another decidedly important special case arises from (1.22), that
in which an absolutely black surface the inherent luminance of which, B = 0,

is the object against a sky background. Then we have from (1.18)

K-=-I

The substitution of this value in (1.22) produces, instead of the range
of visibility of a real object S p.A the range of visibility of an absolutely
black object against a sky background. Designating the latter as Sm, we

secure

I (1.23)

As a concrete value for the threshold of contrast sensitivity of vision
c there is generally taken a value determined comparatively long ago by
Koelig-Brodchun in laboratory experiments. According to these experiments,
if one understands by c a relative difference, not distinguishable by the
eye, between the luminance of a sufficientiy large object and the background,
then c = 0.02 (or 2%). Substitution of this value in (1.23) gives
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In 50,
a

or finally

3.91 (1.24)

Expression (1.24) or (1.23) constitutes the familiar Koschmider formula
establishing the single-valued relation between the range of visibility of
an absolutely black object against a sky background at the horizon, and the
degree of optical blurring (transmissivity) of the atmosphere expressed by
the index of weakening a.

The range of visibility of an absolutely black surface determined via
11.24) and providing a single-value characterization of atmospheric blurring
through the index of weakening a is called the meteorological range of
visibility in all countries.1

If we compare (1.22) and (1.23) with each other, we can easily see that
the range of visibility S of sufficiently dark terrain objects (for

example, coniferous forests, for which K is about 0.9) is close to the range
of visibility of a theoretically absolutely black surface (the difference
between S and Sm does not exceed 10-15%; see Table 18).

In other words the range of visibility of dark real terrain objects on
a sky (haze) backgrounid at the horizon may also serve as a convenient
characterization of the transmissivity of the atmosphere. This is the sense
of the measurements which were used as the basis for the 10-point visibility
scale of 193S.

As ensues from (1.23) and (1.24), the magnitude of the meteorological
range of visibility when there is homogeneous atmospheric blurring should
be the same in all directions. A difference in atmospheric transmissivity
in various directions, frequently observed, is explained not by error in
(1.23) and (1.24), but by actual provision of zhe real atmosphere.

IAt the suggestion of Foitzik, in the German Democratic Republic the term
"normal range of visibility" is used instead of the term 'meteorological
range of visibility" (cf. note on page 329).
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Thus the meteorological range of visibility is an arbitrary expression
of the transmissivity of the atmosphere over a distance at which through
the operation of atmospheric haze, the visibility of an absolutely black sur-
face, having at that distance angular dimensions not less Olan 0.30 and pro-
jected against a sky (haze) backgrourd at the horizon, is lost.

The relation (1.23) furnished the impetus for various sorts of methodical
treatments in order to measure S, for investigation of threshold functions,

etc.

Let us note that the use of the natural logarithm to the base 2.7 in
equations (1.21)-(1.23) is less convenient than is that of decimal logarithms.
Sometimes the natural logarithm is replaced with the decimal one, and in
those cases, upon shifting from one set of logarithms to the other- in (1.21)-
(1.23), 2.3 must appear in place of 1, i.e., instead of (1.22) we must
have

p 2.3 IgKo

Sometimes ancther procedure is used. In the light-atmosrhere equation

(1.15) the exponential function e - L is changed to 10 -a L . But since a in the
one case differs from a in the other on the module of the nhift from
natural logarithms to decimal ones, in order to avoid confusion the index 10
is inserted in the exponential of weakening with the base 10; Le.,

is replaced by In other words, one may write

Hence, logging to the base 2.7, we socure

a -2,31:o.

Furthermore e-eL *L

-c L 1. og
e =T or a = - In T, or al0 log ,

where t is the transmissivity of the layer L.
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IgI

wecnesl euein place of (1.21)te2)oo~eneso

ain l 1ace of (12)

S.I

* S1 1  1. 27';

It is indisper~seble for the reader to bear ir. eir4 thesz peimiiarities

of all the relationships set forth above.

From the content of the parsaza. in q~stian it ensues ta ne can-zote
speak of visibility in general -enzs. ihen one speaks af range of visibility
dete=ined at a network of m~teorological stations, one has in ntind the
range of visibility of zn absolutely black su-rface at-. the horizon, i.e. ,I
one has in mind the reteorological rang e of visibility or the tr-z-smssivity
of the atmosphere. Wit if one speaks of range of visibility at a3jT6-mrts,

let us say, then I-ear what is involved Is the range of rasioility of the
landing strip, determined i;n accc-rdance with (1.25) or (1.21) W-ieihazz
i~s iuvolved is the range of visibility of a real olject.

One mi-St not confust! the neteorological range of visibility S With the

range of visibility of a real object S o~- S lhug.h dik'fari-ue
between theni is plainly evident from the expressions derived zbove, even-
today7 we run up against cases uhere these two differin~ ccneepts --re confiised.
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"~-§ 5 it was demonbtrated that range of visibility should be determined
in accordance with the d 'ferentiation of threshold functions. Both the
me-eorological range of visibility and the range of visibility of real
objects may be treated as tue range of di,.,pearance or of detection, or as
that of recognition.

The diiference between them can be substantial. Alteration of the
threshold of contrast sensitivity by 1% changes the range of visibility of
an object by approximately 10%. Expression (1.24) has been derived for
c = 0,02. With c = 0.05 there would be 3.0 in the numerator, i.e., the
difference in Sm in the two cases would be around 30%.

The presence of a threshold of contrast sensitivity in the ratio K0 /

in expressions (1.21) or (1,25) is natural, inasmuch as we are dealing with
the range of iisibility of objects. But the presence of a threshold of
contrast sensitivity of vision in expression (1.23) for meteorological
range of visibility is thus a fault, inasmuch as a subjective threshold
factor is injected into a sharply-defined physical concept, "atmospheric
transmissivity." This brings it about that in place of the objectively
existing concrete va' .e of the transmissivity of the atmosphere there is
substituted a multiple value corresponding to the value of e that may be
inserted into the formula for meteorological range of visibility. Tlh.-e is
as yet no single opinion as regards the value of c which ought to be
utilized in (1.23). This circumstance has moved the author of the present
work to carry out experimental investigations as regards deternination of a
most-reliable value for z which should be used in (1.23) or (1.27). From
the result of this investigation, which is set forth in § 66, it transpires
that the most-reliable value for E is close to 0.03 (or 3%). If this value
is inserted into (1.23), then ins'ead of (1.24) we get

3.5
NS (1.28)

and instead of (1.27)

- (1.29)

The relationships among a, a 10 , T and S for various value3 of c are

set forth in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Relationships Among a, 01 T and Sm for Various

Values of E. VJalues for L.(,:1Y 2) 3%; 3) 5.%.

IWe shall in fact make use of expressions (1.28) and (1.29) for meteoro-
logical range of visibility, m.r.v. from this roint onward, rememberin.g that
the angular dimensions at a distance SM must not be less than 0.3% (about

20' of ,,'ogle). Th way the rang,-e of visibility of a black object of lessangular dimensions changes is evident from Table 9, drawn up in accordance
with (1.23) with the data in Table 6 being taken iato aecc-.nt.
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TABLE 9. ALTERATIONS IN RANGE OF VISIBILITY OF AN
ABSOLUTELY BLACK OBJECT DEPENDING ON ITS ANGULAR
DIMENSIONS (% RELATIVE TO AN OBJECT OF LARGE ANGULAR

DIMENSIONS)

Angidar Range
Diameter
of Object Of Disappearance Of Detection

1 OO t00
15 97 94
12 1 94 90
9 89 84
6 82 77
3 64 .60
2 54 50

§ 9. The Concept of the Range of Visibility of Signal Lights

The Koschmider theory and expressions (1.2l)-(1.28) which ensue from
it describe the so-called daylight visibility of non-luminous extended
objects. In the dark hours of the 24, the range of real non-luminous objects
is likewise fully described by expression (1.21) and (1.22). The small
values for the range of visibility of objects at night are brought about,
other circumstances being the same, only by a greater value for e, which
attains some tens of percentage points. But the practical activity of man
is associated with the visual receptivities (including threshold ones) of
objects of a second extensive class -- signal lights in the form of incan-
descent lamps of various powers and colors, beacon lights, searchlight pro-
jectors, etc. if these sources are observed from such close distances
that their angular dimensions considerably exceed the threshold of acuity of
vision of man, taken as being equal to 1' of angle, then the Koschmider
theury and all the relationships of § 5 and 6 are fully applicable to such
luminous objects with the provision that tho objects are white and that
expression kI.19) is used for determination of the contrast of luminance.
For colored luminous objects of large dimensions, as experience shows, the
Koschmider theory does not hold good. No theory for the range of visibility
of such objects has yet been set up. Buc in the enormous majority of cases,
luminous objects are observed from such great distances that their angular
dimensions become less than the threshold of acuity of vision and they are
perceived as points.
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The Koschmider theory is likewise inapplicable to :oint-;iources of

light; their range of visibility is determined by ottar laws.

Let us examine what conditions determine the range of visibility of
point-sources of light.

Let us suppose that we are looking at a distance point of light. When
we speak of a point-source we refer not to a luminance, but to flash. The
flash of a point-source is determined by the sensation which it creates
upon the pupil of the eye of the observer.

If from a point-source, having power I0 and located at a distance L

from the observer, a flow of light has traversed a path in the atmosphere
without loss through diffusi~n amd absorption, then illunination E upon the
pupil of the eye would be determined by the law

- L

But in the real atmosphere the light flow undergoe, weakening, as has
already been indicated above, in accordance with the Buger exponential law.
For this reason the real illumination upon the pupil of the eye, analogously
to what was the case with the luminance of an object (cf. 5 6), will be
equal to

E= A e - *I,  (1.30)

where a is the index of weakening per unit of length.

As is appareint from (1.30), in the real atmosphere illumination E from
a point-source diminishes ex:tremely rapidly not only by reason of the spatial

redistribution of light energy in accordance with the law of squares of
distance, but also in consequence of its simultaneous weakening in accordance
with the Buger law.

At a certain distance Lc, called the range of visibility of a signal

iight, illumination upon the pupil of the eye reaches a minimum at which
the eye ceases to see the light in question. This minimum illumination is
called the threshold of light sensitivity of the eye with respect to a
poir.t-source, and is designated by Eth. More briefly Eth is called threshold

sensitivity to the pupil, it being understood that the signal light is of
point dimensions.
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Thus for a range of visibility L of a point signal light we shall have
C

in place of (1.30)

Threshold illuminatiun has to be classified in just the same way as

thresholds of contrast sensitivity. in the first place, the value of Eth

depends essentially upon whether it refers to fixed or to non-fixed
observation. In the second place, threshold illumination is divided into
Eth upon loss of visibility of light, Eth at the moment of detection of the

light, and finally Eth upon recogaition of the light (by Eth upon recognition

of the light we mean the minimum illumination upon the pupil at which
recognition of the color of the light takes place). With this classification
of threshold illumination we must associate also the range of visibility
of light.

One must note that the eye of man possesses an extremely high sensi-
tivity to the reception of a single distant light after a prolonged stay
in darkness.

As S. I. Vavilov's tests have shown [17], after proloaged stay (some
hours) in absolute darkness the eye of man acquires a sensitivity which makes
it possible for hiu to perceive a few quanta of light, and even individaal
quanta of light. With such sensitivity as this the eye would be able, as
S. I. Vavilov demonstrates, to see a lighted candle at a distance of 200 kn!
Thus the limit light sensitivity of the eye that is possible is limitedby
the very nature of 'ight. But under real conditions the eye of man never
acquires such high sensitivity: even though Eth may be very small (microluxes

and even tens of microluxes), it is nevertheless two or three orders greater
than the absolute threshold of sensitivity.

The value of Eth rises sharply even when there is an inconsiderable

increase in the general illumination or luminance of the backgtound. With
transition from the dark to the light part of the 24 hours, the threshold of
illumination changes within broad limit- -- from 10-8 to 10- 3 'ux, i.e.,
approximately by five orders.

It is important to note that the v" ie E is different for coloredEth

lights observed under identical conditions. On this account, in solving
practical problems having to do with determination of the range of visibility
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of signal lights one must use not one value for Eth but several depending

on the level of general illumination, the color of the light, the duration
of stay (adaptation) of the observer at a given level of illumination, etc.
Study of the threshold receptivity of colored lights has revealed still a
further complicating circumstance. It proves to be the casa that if the
level of illumination upon the eye that is created by the source is close
to the threshold level, then colored light sources are perceived as white
or almost white sources. The achromatic interval of circum-threshold
values of illumination is particularly great for green lights. But for
red lights the achromatic interval is absent: at threshold disappearance or
detection they are apprehended as being red.

All of what has been set forth above decidedly complicates the solution
of problems having to do with determination of the range of visibility of
signal lights; many questions remain unexplained and in dispute.

It is impossible to determine the value of Lc directly from (1.30).

It can be found either from tables or from a nomogram. To ccnstruct the
latter, in place of a in (1.31) there is substituted the expression from
(1.28) which corresponds to it:

3,5
S,,

and (1.31) is presented in the form

InIinL+L =In (1.32)
mruth

zsome practical problems relating to the visibility of signal lights are

examined in Chapter V. There we present nomograms constructed in accordance
with (1.32) and we set forth questions linked with the apprehension of
powerful grouped lights.

Some Conclusions

From expressions (1.25), (1.26), and (1.32) it transpires that in order
to detexinine the range of visibility of objects and signal lights it is

indispensable to kpew the factors which characterize the optical properties
of the atmosphere (the meteorological range of visibility), the photometric
properties of objects, backgrounds, and signal lights, and also the threshold
visual functions.
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If even one of the factors referred to is unknown, it is not possible
to determine the range of visibility of objects or lights.

Direct measurement of the factors referred to above, especially the
transmissivity of the atmosphere, is a pretty difficult problem, calling
for the working out of special methods and apparatus and the acquisition of
a certain practice in the carrying out of measurements. In this connection
one must bear in mind the fact that these factors are not stable, but are
subject to considerable changes depending on meteorological and climatic
conditions. For example the true contrast K0, not distorted by atmos-

pheric haze, may vary for the majority of objects of the terrain, as
conditions of illumination change, by 10-20% or more. Variations in the color
of objects from season to season (wetting with rain, presence upon them of
snow or frost) change Ko, and also D/B (or D/Be), by some tens of percentage

points.

But what complicates the problem of determining range of visibility of
objects and lights most of all is the enormous changes, in time and over
space, in the transmissivity of the atmosphere.

The real scope of alterations in the meteorological range of visi-
bility amounts, as experience has shown, to hundreds of thousands, even
millions, of percentage points. These alterations very frequently take
place over a very brief interval of time: some hours or even minutes. This
constitutes the reason why the working out of methods and apparatus for
determination of the transmissivity of the atmosphere has come to be the
central problem of the science of visibiity. From subsequent chapters
it will become plain what difficulties have stood and even now stand in the
way of solution of this main problem.

The need for systematic measurements of the transmissivity of the
atmosphere (in any direction and at any hour of the day), for determination
of the photometric properties of various objects of the terrain, for study
of threshold visual functions, etc., has contributed to the working out of
special methods of measurement and of the complex of apparatus and devices
associated therewith. The measurement principles utilized can be divided
into two sharply distinguished groups:

I. Visual inst mental methods (the eye of the observer is the
indicator), Figure 6.
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II

"Equal ity Set-Up"

a) b)

Scale

Object

"Disappearance Set-Up"

c) )

L .... ~

Method of Relative Luminance

e) f)

.......... ...o

Figure 6. Photometric Principles Utilized in the

Science of Visibility in Visual Instrumental

Measurements.
a) Initial moment: luminance of scale and of object
are different; b) Final rmment: luminence of scale
and object are the same; c) Initial mom ent: the
object is visible; d) Final wrvoent: the ubject is
invisible (has been brought to threshold perceptivity);
e) Initial moment: the black scale mark is visible
against the background of the object; f) Final moment:
the black scale mark is not visible against the back-

ground of the object, but the object is visible.

I) The method of photometric coparison, or "equality set-up";

2) The method of photometric extinction, or "disappearance set-up;"

3) The method of relative luminance (cf. Chapter III).
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II. Objective methods (a photoelement is the indicator), Figure 7:

1) The basis method, consisti..g in direct measuremett oE the index
of weakening, a, over a section of given length;

2) The method of return light diffusion, consisting in measurement
of a via the intensitivity of light diffused at an angle of 1800 or at an
angle close to this, relative to the direction of falling light (cf.
Chapter VIll);

3) Objective nephelometers (cf. Chapter IX).

1) 0) 3) omer~cu

2) fpo.cexmOp npeuHU%

I |

i 71

4)6)
5) flpvie m.~ -

Figure 7. Principles of Objective Photometry Applied in
the Science of Visibility in Measuring the Transmissivity

of the At.,mosphere.

a) The basis method; b) The rethod of return light diffusion.
Key: I, a); 2, Projector; 3, Photoelectric collectcr; 4, b)
5, Projector; 6, Collectcr.

The objective Rethods are intended Drimarily for the measurement of
the main parameter -- the index of weakening, a -- and of the value of S

which is unequivocally linked with it (in accordance with formula (1.23)
or (L27).

By the method of photometric comparison one can determine only the S

-aramieter (by the method of contrasts of objects on the terrain, and here
only with a limited c!ass of these objects). -Measurement of other parMeters
by this method is difficult and may even be impossible by reason of the
color of objects.
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The method of photometric extinction and the method of relative
luminance, which may be regarded as being a more refined variant of
the method of extinction, are moye universal. They inake it possible to
measure all parameters forming part of the equations for the range of
visibility of real objects. The defects of these methods are the more
difficult process of measurement and the need for acquisition of practice
in making observations.
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CHAPTER~ 11

fON-ADAPTATIONJAL VISI BILITY GAGES

5 10. Photometric Peculiarities of Visibility Gages, and Field of
Their Use

in order to solve various sorts of measurement problems in the optics

of the terrain, including determination of the transmissivity of the
atmosphere at a network of hydrometeorological stations, a special class
called visibility gages is widely utilized. pooercetnto n

Examination of the principle of operation of visibility gages as
multiple-purpose devices, exposition of their optico-photometric system, and
the like, constitute the content of the present chapter.

Visibility gages possess one quality which shaply distinguishes them
from any other visual photometry device: they directly measure a certain
quantity which can in its physical sense be interpreted as a measure of the
intensity of visual perceptivity (sensation) of an cbjcct, or as its degree
of visibility. This measure of intensivity of perceptivity of an object is
expressed in the for.- of a certain n =ber, V, of thresholds of contrast
sensitivity of vision c, contained in a given contrast K.

Analytically this relation has the for.- (see derivation in -S 13)

V~~ = 2. 1)
C

As is showns farther on, the initial measured quantity of an~y 57isibility

gage in making observatio-.s of any character is ire tact not the imagnitude of
contastbut the V value, determined froo. a graduated tale for the given

reading. liaw we get :frn V to the contr.-st K is sho-wn farther on.

Sy inrens ivity of receptivity, or degree of visibility, off a given
object we shall agree to r-ean a certain anou-nt of viscual excitation,
charaf-teristic for given con-,diti&ons of obserraticen. khich is determined by
thie state of the visual analyzer and by the su~ total of the photormerric,

colrinetrcand geometrical differences between the object and the back-

(bservations based upon r-easw~emenc of the degree of visibility V of a
given obj ect zaie it possible to solve a variety of photcmctric, phototechni -
cal, psychophysiological, and ozher problems, whichi as a rule camnot be
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solved by the conparison method, the "equality set-up." 'n this connection
ft is in place to recrll the statement of the most outstanding Soviet
phototechnical expert A. A. Gershuz, to the effect that a need has long
since matured for the working out of a sinple device which is able to
neasure the degree of visibility of aa object, i.e., -he intersivity of
its visual receptivity, "as sL-ply as a thermometer weasures te e Prature
or a luxometer measures i1lazination" [40].

Present-day t'isibili-y gages are in fact such devices. -o oher derice
of visual photometry p-: sesses such qualities.

The field of the varied applications of visibility gages is exanined
by V. V. Sharonov (118] and L. L. Dashl-ievritch (S61. We shall dwell upon
this question again, after having r.de a razber of swpm.m_a.ry rem.r _s.

Visibility gages are used:

1. In !meteorology and a3tospheric optics

a) Measure~ent of contrasts of tetrain ob-ec:s of azny color, w.
rngular dimensions arid config-rations; the objects ar-_ projected against

a backgro& of -ny color or luninance;

b) Measurement of the perazeter K /c in the cq .ation fo: ran ge cf

visibility of objects;

c) Measurement of the pa. -eter D/S (or DIS ) in the aei-a-aiom for the
0

range of visibility of objects;

dl ea-suresent of trnsnissivity of the =znosphere by dayiight thrMgh
measurement- of contrasts or through the degree of Visibxiity of objects;

e) .ieasurement of tra nsiss.vity of the atmosphere by night;

f) Various investigations on the optical y.erzies of amospiheric
haze;

2-. In photoce&.nics:

a) Deter=ination of the degree of visibility (intensirvity ,-f
perceptivity) of z.d2arks, naigation amd highway signs under earious atmos-
pheric amd optical conditions, in air. ser, rail!-ey, and Oum, otive trzsport.;

b) Determi=tion of the degree of visibility of varicus i rztriai
objects, depending on established norms or on the level of lninn-ce they
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c) Comparison with each othe, as between various lighting apparatus
and the way they are placed, as reflected in the degree of visibility of
object- that they create (for example, the efficiency of a given placement
of pro.,-tors at an airfield, etc.);

3. In camouflaging:

a) Measurement of the effectiveness of camouflaging media depending
on the level of illumination, the character of the relief of a locality,
etc.;

b) Measurement of the concealment effectiveness of artificial smoke
screens in accordance with the degree of deterioration of visibility of
objects;

c) investigation of the appearances of buildings, weapons, ships, and

establishment of the effectiveness of means of camouflaging them;

4. In radiolocation and television:

a) Measurement of the degree of visibility of a signal under exami-
nation, depending on the characteristics of the receiving apparatus and the
character of the illumination of the receiver screen by 3blique light;

b) Investigation of the degree of reproductivity of the pictuze tune
of the television set oi the object image being transmitted;

S. In physiological optics and aviation medicine:

a) Investigation of threshold, of contrast sensitivity Gf vision
depending on the level of illumination, the angular dimensions of objects,
their color, the character of contours, and the rapidity of movement; study
of the effect of vision fatigue upon the value of threshold functions;

b) Investigation of threshold functions depending on pathological
changes in the visual apparatus;

6. In psychophysiology:

a) Investigation of the suitability, and the limits of applicability,
of the Weber-Fechner law;

7. In optical technology:

a) Investigation of the effect of light filters on improvement of the
visibility of objects (observed through instruments), including also terrain
objects;
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8. In aeroastrophotograph and microphotography:

a) Comparison of t~ie visibility of objects and their detailed structure
as secured in shots made by various cameras and objective lenses, or through
the use of various photofilters;

b) Comparison of the visibility of objects secured from various
negative or positive materials;

9. In cartography:

a) Mumerical determination of the degree of visibility of various
scripts, legends, etc.

Only a few of the problems enumerated above can be solved by mean: of
the "equality set-up."

But let us note that the optical-photometrical lay -out of modern
visibility gages makes it possible to appl) with these devices t. metto. of
photometric comparison. Thus modern visibility gages are universal di1's
of visual photometry, capabl,,t of solving problems by- tte "equality s.7
the "disappearance set-up," end .,%,, by the "detectioY: sTt-up"' and tht
"recognition set-up", and final!;, ,y the method of rela:ive luminance.

Unfortunately, we have to note hut in visual photometry insufficient
attention is paid to visibility gages. To date there is no theory for ':he
extinction method which would make it %oss;ble to point out new fieids l'or
its application. It is characteristic that i.n courses of physical optics
and photometry there is not even any mention of the extinction method or of
visibility gages. In the Great Scviet Encyclopedia only a few line. are
devoted to them. lhe sole exception is the we:U-kncwn text on phototechnics
of V. V. Meshkov [86, 87], where some visibility gages are described, the
method of their use is examined, and great attention is paid to threshold
visual perceptivities.

Consideiing that during the last 20 years the worki.,g-out both of
visibility gages and of the actual principle of extinction have progressed
a great deal, we shall dwell in a little more detail upon the exposition of
the rational system of visibility gages, their theory, and the description
of present-day examples.

5 II. Adaptat;on Effect, and Exposition of the Ratknal Optico-Photox.rric
System of Vsibility Gages

Observations by means of visibility gages are based on a peculiar
artificial deterioration of the image of the object which is being examined,
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and or. its being brought by degrees to thr~shold perceptivity. T1he latter
is achieved by means of the superposition (compsition.), upon the image
being examined, of a supplementary veiling lumainaxnce (artificial instru-
mental haze), which is altogether analogaus in its optical effect to fog
or heavy la~ze. The principle for the constitution and operation of the
masking luminance is examined in S 12.

Variations in masking luminance which are brought about by t'e
photometrical apparatus of the device make it possible to change within
broad limits the degree of visibility of the image being examined, all t--
way down to complete loss )f its visibility (i.e., to threshold perceptiv!i,-K
agairst the background of this masking luminance.

In such a process of observation one condition which is important in
principle must be met; it was forzmulated by V. V. Sharonov, and it runs to
the effect that as the image of an object diminishes to threshold percept-i-
vity the threshold of contrast perceptivity of the eye oist, remain a constant,
the same as it was prior to the start of observation by means o-f the device.

To anticipate 7. little, we shall show that if the condition of V. V.
Shaxonov fails to be met tbis leads to the appearance of an adaptation
eft which obstructs the taking of precise measurements. The substance
of this P>ffect is explained below.

she h.'istc-Ty of the creation of visibility gages has shown that meeting
the condition 4f V. V. Sharonov is made more couplicated through the fact

that n orer to bring the ima-ge under observation to threshold percept'vity

one must reduce lvs msdtial centrcst, as a rule, by some tens of times.
For example, if we spposa that. the contrast of the object under examination
comes to 80%, and the threshold of contrast sensitiVity, c,, is 2%, then in
order to bring the contr~ist in question to threshold contrast it must be

reduced to one-fortieth.II In the first designs of visibility gages such a considerable reduction
of the observed contrast was secured bv virtue of sharp dimi;-_icion of the
overall Ilminance of the field of vislon by introducing into th~peth of the
light beams photometric neutral-gray or vl(.udy dispersion prisrs, by
diaphragming, etc. It was thought that r.; matter how markedly the overall

luminance of the field of vision of the d-wkec might diminish, the eye of
the observer would be working under cir.-xmstances where the conditions ofT
the differential form of the Weber-Fechner law would be met -- i.e., under
Circumstances where constancy of the threshold ot. coptrast sensitivity would
be maintained.
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It was only a comparatively short while ago that it beca=-?- plain tflat
ppliatio of hese 2methods of reducin- observed contrcst to the threshold

value in visibility gages was impossible under any circumstances.

Experience has shown that extinction photometry measurements based
upon reduction of overall luminance of the field of vision are accompanied by
a new, previously -unknourn ph". omentin -- light (or more precisely darkness)
trans-adaptation of the eye, associated with a more or less profound
violation of the initial threshold sensitivity. scoeth~ing whIch leads to a
great spread in readings and to unsatisfactoz-y, results of )aeasure-ments.

Externally, light trans-adaptation consists ;nthe following. An
object, just extinguished, after some 3econ.ls is again observed by the~

* eye, and continues to be observed for a certain time with increasing
distinctness. 71%e otbserver again extinguishes thea image which has appeared,
still further reducing the overall luminance of the field of vision, but
within some seconds the eye once more perceives the object at this still greater
level of lu'2inance, etc.

Observations with sonrx' examples of the first visibility gages hwive
* shown that on a bright zunny day the image of the obj ect may be noted again

each time after a rnumber (.5-B) of successive extinctions thereof.

Thus what we call ma ada,,t_,--ion effect is inherent to visibility gages
*having a diminishing Gv',;rall 1,w,-n3ance of the field of vision. the effect

becomes manifest in the capscity xf the eye for adapting itself to the
* diminished level 2 f illuminaticm. xtich is attained at each successive stage
I of the bringing of the image of the object to threshold receptivity.

The origin of the adaptation~ effect may be explained as follows.

'The diminishing luminance of the field of vision gives rise to a
brie,-- darkness -blinding of the eye, ?-.alogous to the blinding
bsre upon going into a darLkened room from brilliant sunlight. In this
cas th eye requires some time to build up again its original contrast

Ithreshold sestvt;hvn aiuofsharply in the first moent of
- darkness -blinding, it then comme~nces to mount, at a given lowe- levelI of

illumination, If this new: Irvel of B 1lum,'nation does not exceed the Units
of the applicability of the differ- wzial form of the Weber-Fechner law,

when there is sufficiently pr~olonged adaptation the eye would be able to
buiid up again its forme.r threshold sensitivity and would be able to see
the object with the former visu~l intensivity. But since the process of
observation with "long-term set.-ups" is not possible in practice, repeated
extinction of the observed objs c*,; comences earlier than reconstitution of
the sensitivity of the eye becomes complete.
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Thus the factual level of the threshold sensitivity at the attair~ent
of which measurements cwtmence at each successive stage of darkness-
blindness deoarts t-ore and more frog its origina. sensitivityr level.

The~ effect of trans-adaptation of tr1e eye as over-all luminance of the
field ef vision diminishes boils down in the last analysis to the fact that
by reason of individual differences in the recovery properties inthe
thzeshold sensitivities of a smber of observers, the readings nade by
-enbers of the group will diverge sharply frcm one another, which renders
the results of the measurements entirely worthless.

It is obvious that visibility gages having diminishing overall
I= iinax-ce of the field of vision and possessing the adaptation effect do not
satisfy the requirem-ent. of V. IV- Sharonoir as to constancy, of the threshold
of contrast sensitivity, and are unsuitable for any sort o"f easurenent
purposes.

In the tig.ht of what has been set forth above, i;t is traly astonishing
that the majority oif proposed designs of visibility gages are based upon
diminishing luninance of the field of vision, with all the consequences which
the adaptation effect gives rise to. This is plainly to be seen from a
brief survey of the principles of operation of scoe "adaptation"~ de-icts,
which is set fo~rth below

Visibility Gages Without f~asking Ltinance

Ti,_he Lekis ar-! Mo~ss (1935) biroz4'J2 alsfiiitt; aaae. The device
consists of two rotund neutral-gray pris-as fastened in a frane-P like a pair of
-lasses and mneunted before the eyes of the observer. bringing the object
to extinct ion is achieved by Eynchronoutsly tUrn1ing these prisns and by
sharp reduction of the overall luninance of the Hield of" vi--.ion. Adatation
effect mist make I cs appearance in this derice in the sharpest inaglhable
manner. The device is navertheless used i7 the United_ States and in Great
Britain for approximate evaluation of illumination norms under industrial
conditions, especially in zivxes.

:.h~e 2i-kzer ';_,oxazad iH u :ge 1253. This device is analogous
to the Lekish and Moss device, but the course of alteration of the density
of the round photometrical prisms is different. It is str.ange, to say the
least, that ini 1953 a device was created having the same drawback as the
Leki::h and ISoss device.
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Visibility gages HavinS Masking Lum~ina2nce

7-.he V. V. Shfz-nav ka=- etr (1934). The observer exaziines the
ob~ect thrceighiZ tube 2 and 41 (Figure 8), in -,he main fecal Wlane of brhich
3 ilass 0-!,! -- inclined at an angle of 450 is fastened, plus a Dhotometr;P
prism 2, E- ups ahea:6 of the obJective oaf the tube. Upon the picture
observed there .~s superimposed a tnasking 1"minance -dl'ich is formed by a
niilky plate 5 (or ball), fkastened above the glass plate. According to the
idea the presence of the nasking lumintance, the operation of WhicI% is
analogc;'-s to that of haze, coight to elinoinate the adaptation effect.

Figure 8.ODEcal Phetetric Circuit of
the V. V. Sharecwo Haze F-ettr.

er exicino the obetobserved down to thresholdperceptiv-

tephotocetric prism.

Kith such an extinction systcam it was riot possible to elirsinate the
adaptation ciffect: the object was observed each tirne after 3-4 successive
extinczions thereof. The p-ecision of neassuremtnts proved to be unsat is-
fzczory. But the original idea as to the part "ayed by a natural Maskin~g
ltmiztance in elinfeating adaptation effect proved fruitful, It deternined
the sole correct optical -photo--etic system' for a visibility gage, one which
has L--en put into practics in a series of rsore recenst treatments.

2. 1he V. F. PfiskA2n v-isibityt~' ge (1939-22402'. These devices consti-
tute a refinement of the disign of the V. V. Sharonev haze meter. For the
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first tri the i.-age of a section of the sky at the horizon was used as a
masking 1u~inance instead t.f the niddle spherical illhipation as in the
haze =eter. P-3king the izczte of the section of sky at the hori~cn coincide
with the observed im~age of xthe obj ect was done by e~ffecting -in appropriate

incina in o anirrrr. Brngim& the obiect observed to xkreshold
receptivity was achieved by reducing the 1=inance of the field of vision
through the us-r of a circular photometric prism~.

(bservatioms have shc-an that the V. F. Pislkun device had a subs-:antial
indetern inacy of the read-off point by reason~ of e..aptatieni effect. The
results olf the observavicas were unsatisfactory.

~3. 77-e Cottrzll uviaibilti& g ge Jfor rt'e uze (1.15-1) (1491. As ~e hae
cezarked abore, in mines of the United States, Great Britaizn, and Belgium
vi_&ibility gages are used to evaluate the norm. of mine 1ll"ri.&tion in
accordance with the degree of visibility of objects at. the faces. One of
these devices is Cotrell visibili-j ga-e (Figure 9). The object, -!, is
srxamined throughi a seai-transparent plate 3 and a photo~et7ic prism 2. An

iadesct - p 8, a plate of n; My, glass 7, a Mirror S, and an optical
svstem 6 create a constant masking ltminance izmzoscad upon the image being
exained by the eye. 4. As the pris-n 2 is rotated the object =wres tow.ard
extinction against the backgrozHn of the imposed masking Ihmincice. The
indicatiGns of the device are referred arbitrarily to the initial value of
the masking luminance.

I ' 3

5

Figure 9. The Opticai and Photcrwtric Syst64
of th~e Cottrell Visibility Gage for Mine Use.

Although Cottrell indicates that in his device the degree of adaptation
-A of the eye is taken into account, in reality an adaptation effect muist take



place, since the total iwuinance of -le field is reduced, by reason of the
extinction of the object, to the value of the rasking luninance.

4. Vre pobierts vioiHiitu ae fOr r-mine use (1955) (212, 213J. Thbe
device (Figure 1.0) is intended for mine use. in the Roberts visibility gage
both the _naskin& 1miJnance and the luminance of the inage of the object
beitg cbserved can be varied. Light from a lI=p 6, passing through a
system of absorbers and filters 9 and 10, falls up-non a mirror 11 and then
upon a se--transDarent plate 5 or 2, crecting a Lasking luminance.

2

3

Figure 10. The Optical and Photcmetric System

of the Roberts Visibility Gage for Mine Us'e.

The irage of the object is extirguished by zeans of a photometric
prism 1, i.e., by virtue of reduction of the luminance of the field of
vision.

Variations of filters 7 and of the position of the photometric prisas 8
and 9 equalize the comparison fields. In the event of need, data regarding
the luminances of objects observe- can be registered by the photoeleaent 12
and the microm.perometer 13 cornected into its system. For visual obser-
vations a tube 4 with a semi-transparent plate 5 is attached; rays 3 pass
through it from the object of observation.

Roberts indicates that his device is being used successfully in British
mines to ch.arac=erize the conditions of illumination.
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The. A. vsihiiz c~e (i1939-7$1S). De'eeoving the idea cif
T.- V. Sharoner as to the signiafficance of a nasking ILminance for eliirzation
of adpwi,2ation effect, V. A. Faas czme very close to car~rehensien of the
negative conseauiences ot neasurements made with devie:; based upon diminishing
It~iPZFI:C'-S of the field of vislon.

V. A.. Faas wo-ke3i out so~e variants of devices having a ver- s mle
optical and photonetric syse, characte-ried by considerable strengthening
of the aasking itminaxce and df the Zeneral luninzice of the field of
vision- The devices were formed in the shape of attachmet~ts to a field
glass, ball-Dilot theodolite, or ar.3 other sort of telescopic syste=. A
negative lens was faszened inside the- attachnent (Figure 11); it had 3 sali

aperure t i's center, cwvered !,V a "'ct s ere"~ =araie diapikrzgn. t:#*.l
looking into the eyepiece the eye saw an image of a seczio--i af the terrain
com~posed5 of rays whichx had passed throuzgh the central aper-r-ire of the negative
lease. This inage w'as exained againSt a briSght ihzrninc~rzs backgrounrd (a
masking lltinance) created by the negativelens. As the dbject was being
observed, even before the start of the meascrement the aasking iumainance was
substantially red~scing its contrast. Then :!te visibility of the object w~as
r educed to threshold valtze via the diphragming of the centra's anerture of
the negativ-e lens with the petals of the "cat's eye" diaphragn. Wfith ti
sort of optical and photomnetric systen V. A. Faes proposed to esczpe-
adaptation effec-t entirely, inasmidl as the overall luminanrce of the field
of vision of etxe device changed very little. But this provosal of V. -A.
Faas did not work %out. Deispite the insignificant reductien inr the averall3
luninance ofr the field of rision, a non-readzotatiuon effect took place in
this case as well, a-.0- it 'had a negative effect upon the securin-g of stabie
obsez-vat icz re-sults.

Tcsts of the V.* A. Faans devices rade it vossible to dezernine
definiti-uely that xunon. obser-eation of near-threshold contrasts the eya- of
nan is decidedly sensitive to dart-blindniess. eve-n at slight red-uctions of the
ovcerall ltminance of the field of visionz.

Thus prolonged explerience accuiuiated wchile working out and testing
visibility gages has riade iz possible to tale coni-:a3nce of0 1 general
principle for the rational optical 27-d photonetric system of devices of this
class.- tht process of extinguishing the inage observed rzust not be accpa2-ne-d
by dininution of the overall lina-Pnce of the field of vision. Only or.
this basis can one create a visibilit-y gage free from ~adatation effect, ;-.e..
one which will satisfy V. V- Suaronov's requirenent as to c-nstancy of
threshold sensitivity of the eye.
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II

At present we have for the moment only two types of visibility gages
which fully satisfy the non-adaptation requirement. These non-adaptation
devices are:

1. The polarization visibility gage (PIV) with constant overall
luminance of the field of vision according to the L. L. Dashkievitch
sys-am (index M-S3A);

2. The visibility gage having augmenting overall luminance of the
field of vision, worked out by the author of this monograph (index IDV -
:Range of Vision Gage").

Both of the devices referred to are capable of solving a variety of
measurement problems (see § 10) by the methods of extinction, relative
luminance, and comparison.

§ 12. The Principle of Const toting a Masking Luminance in Present-Day
Non-Adaotational Visibility Gages

The PiV and IDV visibility gages have a certain similarity to.each
other both in the principle for producing a masking luminance and in the
peculiarities of photcmetry via extinction.

The masking luminance in these devices is produced by doubling the
image observed in the field of vision and subsequent combining of the
object examined and a corresponding section of the second image. For
example, if a forest is being examined against a background of sky, two
completely identical images are visible (at corresponding readings) in the
field of vision of the visibility gage, each blended at a certain angle
relative to the other.

By turning the device around its optical axis one can see hot both

images change position relative to each other in the field of vision, now
approaching, now moving away. With a certain position of the device ti-
forest referred to above can easily b combined iith the sky background of
the second image, which will in fan'. constitutf. the masking luminance for the
forest. The luminance of these two divided images can change within broad
limits, something which makes it possible to carry out extinction of the
object observed against the selected background of the second image fin
our case, the forest against the sky background). in the PIV the doubling
of the image is done with the help of a Wollaston polarizing prism, out of
which there emerge two light beams linearly polarized at an angle of 90* and
blended relative to each other at an angle of about 1° (Figure 12,a).
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Figure 12. Optical and Photometric System, ;n Principle,
of PIV M-53A (a) and System of Opticel Achromatic Prism
of the IDV (b). Y, Wollaston polarization prism;
2, Polaroid.

In the IDV doubling of the image is ensured via an optical achromatic
prism having a refractive angle of 1.50 and set up ahead of the objective
of a telescope of 7X magnification (Figure 12, b).

Variation of the luminance of the two blende l images in the PIV is
brought about by turning the polaroid, in the 1 .' by drawing the prism out
of the plane of the entrance mount of the objective of the telescope (the
plane of the entrance pupil).

A more detailed examination of the process of measurement on both
devices) and conclusions as to their corresponding relationships, are given
below.

Now we must speak of certain peculiarities of photometry through
extinction. Its central shortcoming is the absence of control over the
fixing of the moment of reading.

Independently of whether observation is being carried out according to
the method of the "disappearance set-up" or according to the method of
relative luminance, the observer does not know precisely when he ought to
take the reading. Experience shows that the reception of threshold and
even near-threshold cont-rasts is always accompanied by a sensation of
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uncertainty. The observer carrying out the measurement is at a loss to say
whether he has brought the image under examination precisely to the pointof disappearance or whether it is still just barely visible; or perhaps it
has already long since disappeared and the photometric apparatus is "screwy."
In consequence of this the spread in readings, particularly with the
"disappearance set-up", may be rather considerable, and the error in
measurments, particularly with inexperienced observers, may be greater than
the permissible amount.

"Me cause for the appearance of a sensation of uncertainty during
observation of near-threshold and threshold contrasts consists of the
following: in our opinion.

Wen the object being examined in the device is brought to a near-threshold contrast and becomes barely perceptible against the given back-
ground, a hardly visible outline, a disorganization in accomodation occurs:
the barely contrasting-image of the object is slightly better perceived at
one moment, slightly worse at another.

This sort of loss of constancy in sharpness of pvrception is of an
individual charactnr. This circumstance is, in our opinion, the reason whya relatively large error is inherent in measurements by the "disappearance
set-up," so that broader application of this method in making measurements
of all sorts is handicapp-J. But the error of the "disappearance set-up"
can in a certain measure be reduced and the disorganization in accomodation
diminished if the extinguished image is shifted slightly in position within
the field of vision. This shifting is easily carried out if the visibility
gage is rotated around its optical axis to one angle or another simul-
taneously with the process of extinguishing the objec*. In this case the
spread in readings carried out at the same time by various observers becomes
smaller and the precision of measurements increases somewhat.

The application of this method of observation in-conneorion with the
solution of certain practical problems is examined below.

tie should note that measurements of relative luminance cannot be carried
out, in the majority-of cases, with this sort of jDggling of the image.

5 13. The Theory of the Visibility Gage Having Increasing Luminance of the
Field of Vi-sion (20, 26]

Let us look at Figure 13. Say the optical prism completely coVers the
objective of the glass. In this case there will be visible in the field
of vision of the device only a single image of the picture being observed,
displaced relative to the optical axis of the glass. This image is the
basic one.
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Figure 13. For Derivation of the Basic IDV Equation.

What is seen in the field of vision of the IDV on
making extinction measurements on the object (the
"extinction set-up"): a, Start; b, Part-way; c, Final.
Above: diagram of posi:tions of optical -prism (with
transmission T) relative to the entrance mount of
the objective of the glass.

If the prism occupies an intermediary position, i.e., is partially
covering the objective of the glass, then the flows of light falling upon
it are divided and one will no long. r observe in the focal plane of the.
telescope merely a single picture, bu.t instead two identical images of the
same picture (Figure 13, b), combined in a single plane. One of them,
as is obvious, is composed of rays which have passed through the optical
prism and which have been bent to one side from the optical axis by it;
the other image, the supplementary- image, is composed of rays which have
passed through the par of the objective- which is not covered by the prism.
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Both of these images in the field of vision of the device are dis-
placed relative to each other by an amount which is proportionate to the
refractive angle of the prism, 1.So &nd to the magnification of the glass
(7X), i.e., approximately by 10' (the angular displacement in space of the
objects is equal to 1.50).

Obviously, upon gradual withdrawal of the prism beyond the limits of
the frame of the objective (of the entrance pupil) the luminance of the
basic, bent image will diminish, and the luminance of the second, unbent
image imposed upon it will at the same time increase.

In the IDV device the prism has a transmission, T, of 0.35 to 0.40.
It is made that way so that the masking luminance changes approximately
three times faster than the corresponding diminution in the luminance of
the blended image. Thus the extinction of the object being observed is
brought about not only by virtue of reduction of its luminance, but also,
and principally, by virtue of a rapid rise in the masking luminance as
the prism is withdrawn.

This is what constitutes the essence of the method of increasing
luminance of the field of vision as one of the ways of combatting the
adaptation effect.

Lct us designate the effective area of the prism as a (Figure 15, a),
and its transmission as T. The luminance B' observed in the field of

vision, of the bent image of the object will be proportionate to its true
luminance (that outside the device), B, multiplied by the amount of the

effective area of the prism a and the coefficient of its transmission T,
, i.e.,

B. B IT.

We can write analogously an equation for the luminance B,", as observed

in the device, of the background of the bent image:

If the prism is completely withdrawn from the limits of the entrance
pupil (Figure 13, c), then there will be visible in the field of vision
only the unbent image of the same obje-t and background. The luminance,
Bo",of the unbent object will also be proportionate to its true luminance,
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3o. multip.:ie. by the area, E, of the free aperture, not covered by the

I. of th, objective; i.e.,

Analogously, we shall have for the luminance of the background of the
unbent imke

Aczt ,u, y, however, at the moment of reading the prism occupies a half-
way position ana z. ,he field of vision both images -- the bent one and the
unbent one -- are visible simultaneously. According to the conditions of the
problem, the contrast between the object and the background has to be
measured. This can be done tvith the !isibility gage if by rotating the
device around its optical axis the bent image is brought to coincide withthe unbent image of the background. Then upon a luminance, B 0 , of the bent

image of the object there is superimposed a luminance, B@", of the unbent

image of the background. In this event, taking the equations set forth
above into account, we get for B0 ':

B= B 0TB,. (2.2)

In just the same way the luminance, B , of the bent image of the

backgfound is combined with the superimposed luminance, B", of the unbent

image of the background; i.e.,

B; = Br- (2.3)

Now we can set up an expression for the contrast ir luminance between
the object and the background. For contrast irn luminance we have-adopted
expressions (1.18) and (1.19).

For objects projected against a haze background relation (1.18) almost
always holds good. § 15 shows how to proceed if the background'is dsrker
.han the object.
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Substituting (2.2) and (2.3) in (1.18) we secure for ccntrast
K(8o, B,) between the object and the background the following expression:

K =.T= "' - -. b (2 4)

Further dividing the numerator and the denominator by B oT, and taking

into account the fact that the contrast observed is brought by masking
luainance to a threshold value c, we secure

, (2.5)
S-.i--

B*

As to itf significance the numerator of the fraction is nothing other
than the starting (initial) value of the contrast according to (1.18). On
this account we can write, in place of (2,5),

K

I+ G
or

(2.6)

Exr e:ii (2.6) is the basic foruuls for the visibility gage having
incressip: ,:inPince of the field of vision. Its physical ,=ning consists
in the fa%. *:hat each time an observed contrast is being brought to a
threshold value, one gets not thm initial value of the contrast, but the
magnitude of the contrast as related to a given value for the threshold of
contrjst sensitivity of the eye. We can also put it this way: the value

represents the quantity of threshold values (threshold intervals) entering
into a given cozerast under given circumstances of observation. From h6re



on we shall call expression .(2.6) the degree of visibility of an object,
understanding by this term a certain measure of intensivity of visual
receptivity of a given object, which is determined by the level of
illumination, the angular dimensions of the object, etc.

The graduation of the visibility gage consists in determining the
numerical values of V as functions-of readings from the device.

In-order to change from values of V to the magnitude o e contrast K,
from (2.6) we find that

K--= W. (2.7)

Hence it follows that with the help of the visibility gage the con-
trast of the object is defined as the product of the threshold of contrast
sensi;tivity, c, times the degree of visibility, V, of the object.

How is c determined?

From (2.7) it ensues that

4K

1+(2.8)

If there is an object with a known contrast value, then its extinction
against a given-background with the help of the visibility gage-gives a
value c, determined through the use of a table of graduations.

V. A. Faas proposed a very simple variant of an object having a known
contrast "value: a plywood square 3 x 3 cm, covered with black velvet and
projected -either against a sky background at the horizon or against a white
screen as background'. 7he di.stance from the device to the square is- 5-9
meters.

'The cont ast K of such a square can be taken as being 1, or 100%, Er
example. In carrying out extinction of this test square against a back-
ground, let us say, of white paper and designating by Vm its degree of

visibility, we get instead of (2.8)
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But practically it is more convenient to express contrasts, including

threshold ones, not in digits but in percentage terins. Then we will have

100 (2.9)

Substituting (2.9) in (2.7) we secure an expression for luminance
contrast:

(2.10)

From (2.10) it is apparent that in comparison with determination of the
magnitude of V for an object, finding contrast K for the same object is a
more complicated problem, calling for additional measurement of the threshold
of contrast sensitivity c.

Thus, so as to determine contrast with the help of a visibility gage
of one design or another, one must carry out two observational procedures:

1. Extinguish ("disappearance set-up") the observed object against
the given background and in accordance with the moment of reading find from
the graduation table the degree of visibility of the object, i.e., V;

2. Extinguish against a background of white screen (or of sky at the
horizon) the black test square, find from the same graduation'table for the
given moment of reading the degree of visibility of the black square on the
background indicated (V m), and compute K according to (2.10).

It is more convenient to express the contrast which is sought in
percentage terms, i.e., in place of (2.10) we should have, by taking (2.9)
into account

V .-- 00" (2.11)

From what has been set forth it is apparent how much simpler and more
convenient it is to make use not v. the concept of contrast, but of the
concept of the degree of visibility of an object, which is the initial
quantity of any given measurement of visibility: the V value of an object
is determined by the "disappearance set-up" alone and is directly found
from the graduation table. The convenience of utilizing V values, and not
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K values, of the ob.-. c t is further shown in a whole series of problems,
including the probl-m of determining the transmissivity of the atmosphere
by ineans of terrair objects. In Table 10 the V values and K values of
objects observed r" ;er varicus conditions are compared with each other.

In concluding this -rection we shall dwell upon the question of the

precision of mea-urementcs of V and K by the extinction method. Experience
over many year.s has shf,vr, theft for a trained observer the relative quadratic
error AV/V in -he carrli-ig Wot of 3-S readings upon the object being ob-
say-ed comes Ta approxAirately 12%, with a variation of 2-3% in one
direction or :he other. In other words, the error in measurement of the
degree of€ v ibility of an object is

-AV

V- - 129/. (2.12)

The error in measurement of contrast of an object is determined, as we
may see from (2.11), not only by means of the error 6V in the measurement
of the d-gree of visibility of the object, but also-by means-of the error
6% in measurement of the degree of visibility of the black test square.

These two errors are approximately the same, i.e., each of them comes co
12%.

Thus considering that 6V = 6V m±12% we get the f-)lowing expression

for the relative quadratic error in iseasuremont of the contrast oil an
objeoct:

SK = 71OW" + MV 170. (2.13)

5 14. Theory of the Polarization visibility Gage with Constant Lum-;nance
of Field of Vis;on

The M-53A polarization visibility gage worked out by L. L. Vashkievitch
[57] has no tube. but like the IDV it is based upon the principle of
doubling the observ ed object, with subsequent extinction thereof with the
help of a masking Auninance. As has been remarked above, one of the sections
of the supplementary image, appearing as the polaroid is rotated from its
zero position, is used as the itasking luminance.

The optical and design system of the polarization vis.ibility gage is
shown in principle in Figure 14.
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TABLE 10. VALUES FOR DEGREE OF VISIBILITY, V, OF OBJECTS, AND QUALITATIVE
CHARACTERISTICS OF INTENSIVITf Or VISUAL PERCEPTION WHICH ACCOMPANY THEM

Overall character of Intensivity of Relationship to Approximate
V Perception ThresholJ Percept- Value of

ivity :(roughly K (l)
speaking)

1 of

IObject Is -invisible (luminance of Corresponds to 2dis
object and of background perceived with fixed observaion
as equal). I

1.5-2 Object is barely discerned in the Cor.-espends closely 5-4
form of a very faint outline and with Cdet with fixed
only during fixed observation; Aobservatio.
dur.ng unfixed observation the 7
object is not detected.

2.5-3 Very bad visibility -- Turing fixed Lower limit .of c 
observation the object is detected i fixed
at once. During unfixed observation w i t h fixed obsev4-

"- I tlon
the object can-fall to be detected. Ion

4-5 -Very bad visibility. The object is Upper limit of c $-to
detected during unfixed observation oi .f. r. . "I
with a search time of 15-20 seconds i ui. b v

In the form of a faint silhouette. -tiof and searcii time
5-8 Bad visibility without perception of of 15-20 seconds. 10-15

structural details. The object is of Cdetectfd rapidly. I rec .
10 Satisfactory visibility. Only major One of the "radations 20

details are visible; the color of of C
natural objects is not perceived rec

amid haze.
10-25 Gradations cf satisfactory visibility RelationsKip outside 20-50

passing into gradations of good the threshold zone.
visibility; the color of naturel
Iobjects Is dstinctly noted at their
upper limits.

25-35 1Gradations of good visibility. " 20-70
35-50 Gradations of good and-very good " 70-100

visibility; at the limit of acuity
of vision all details are visible.
KColor is fully apprehended.

50-100 Highest gradations of excellent j 1CO
visibility, achieved under exceptiont
ally favorable circumstances,
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Fiagure 14. Optical and Design System of Polarization

Visbii-y Gage L-53A. 1, Wollaston -pris;
2, Polaroid; 3, Reading lens; II, Glass dial;
5,' Rck and pinion.

D'lift of the picture osre- is . about, as has already
biee indizated, by the use of a dmuble-refta-tive Wollaston priza. Ike
cs of the doubled image, polarized in recivrocally pexpeaIrcular
directions, can cg their luim ce in oppiste directions through
rotation of the polaroid !-- i.e., if the lumi ce of one ccmpient
weakens, the lamiwce of the other will s,rgdaM, and vice versa.

This course of alteration in tke luminnc of bo¢h coueots of
the image enm fr" me-ftlus la, which-leals to the effect that if a
ratural ligt of itessirity 10 passes -throt* w polarizing media placd-

ome beimd the other, the plsones of polarizaticn of these beirl tudre at
aam-le # relative to each other, thtn the intemsivity of light I upon
issuing from this systin will be

I = 10 cos2 4.

Since in the polarizatics visibility gae the co ,memts of the imge
are polarized in two directions perpe.'i cular to each other, as the .po.aroid
is tured to an aulle # the imizaace of one image will ch=&Vpropo. zonately
to Co 2, ad the luminuce oC the otker preportiamately te sm-n -
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this account, as the polaroid is turned from * = 0* to ' = 90' one image
will change its luminance from maximum to zero, and the other from zerc to
maximum.

Let us turn to Figure 15, with the help of which we can easily explain
the principle of operation of the PIV M-S3A device.

b) c)

Figure 15. For Derivation of the Basic Equation for the M-53A
Visibility Gage. What is seen in the field of vision of the
M-53A while making measurements via the "extinction set-up":
a, Initial oosition; b, Half-way; c, Final. Above is a diagram
of the positions of the planes of polarization of the polaroid
(large arrow), relative to the polarizing components of the
double-refractive Wollaston prism (small arrows).

The position shown in Figure 15, a (reading "0-0") means that in the
field of vision of the PIV only one image of the object and background will

be visible, one made up of rays polarized by one of the components of the
Wollaston prism parallel to the plane of polarization of the polaroid.
Rays polarized perpendicular to the plane of polarization of the polaroid
will not pass through the system of the device, as they will be totally
extinguished.

Let us coissider the image examined above the first or basic one. It
is obvious that upon observation in the device the luminance B. of the
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background and the luminance B° of the object in this image are respectively

equal, under the Malus law, to TB cos 2  and to B oC0S 20, where T is the

coefficient of transparency of the optical system of the device (the prism
and the polaroid). For an angle of 0 = 0* these luminances are respectively
TB and TB.

* 0

Upon turning Cie polaroid ,0*, i.e., in the second extreme position
(Figure 15, c), only a single second, supplementary image of the same object
and background till be visible.

The luminances B of the background and B of the object in the second

image are equal to TB sin 2 i ad Bo sin 24, and for 0 = 900 they are equal
to TB 0 and TBo .

In the half-way position of the polaroid, shown at Figure 15, b, both
images will be visible, combined at a certain angle relative to each other.
In this connection the luminance of the second image will be superimposed
unon the luminance of the first image, as a result of which an adding
together of luminances will occur. Then in the field of vision of the
polarization visibility gage we sha.11 have the rollowiag values for the
luminances for the basic image:

luminance of background: B., --. = B , cos5 ? T-B , sin2

luminance of object: 8, ,=B0 COS2_+Bq, Z in+ -B+ (2.14)

Substitution of these expressions in the relation (1.18) gives the value
of the contrast in luminaance between the object and the background observed
in the t>: ld if vision of tbe device:

98+ C062 .s 2 + -. - COsO Y

Dividing the numerator and the denominator by TB ccs 2, and taking

into account the fact that the contrast observed is brought to a threshold
value, after elementary transformations we secure

KO - 8 
(2.1)

(B , Io) -- + 2 -- I --
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The difference standing in the numerator is nothing other than the

real value of the contrast K between the object and the background.

Then (2.15) assumes the form

-'=Kcos2 ?,
or

K _

(2.16)

Expression (2.16) is the basic formula for the polarization visibility
gage, and l/cos2 * is its fundamental instrumental parameter.

The last circumstance is an advantageous one, since it greatly simpli-
fies the process of graduating this device.

If one prefers to measure with a polarization visibility gage the
contrast, rather than the degree of visibility V, of the object, then from
(2.16) it is easy to derive an expression for contrast, namely

K

From this it is 6vident that just as for the IDV, it is necessary to
carry out two successive operations:

1. Determine e, after having extinguished the black test square (K = 1)
against the white screen or sky-at-horizon background;

2. Distinguish the object (process of observation is 'precisely the
same as with the IDV). Then upon extinctioa of the black square we get

r Ios2 ?,,. or /o10s. 1£=C .o I I- C J (2.17)

COTw

in which connection m >
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The relative quadratic errors of measurement of contrast and of the
degree of visibility of the object in the polarization device are approxi-
mately the same as in the IDV, i.e., for the polarization visibility gage
onf can consider that 6K - 17%, 6V = 12%.

§ 15. Derivation of Relationships for the Case Where the Masking
Luminance is Less Than the Luminance of the Object

The principle for measurement of the K or V of objects with the help
of visibility gages, set forth in the preceding sections, has contemplated
Sthe use of t'.e contrast relationship (1.18), according to which the back-
ground used as a masking luminance has always to be brighter than the
object.

As E. A. Polyakova has pointed out, if the background is darker than
the object, in making use of (1.18) one cannot use such a background as
a masking luminance because readings and consequently the values of V and
K for objects, will be excessively high. This observation has the character
of a principle as regards measurements by the extinction method. It could
be avoided by using expression (1.191 in place of (1.18) in cases there
the background is darker than the object, and by reconstructing the process
of observation so that the object should be ,-tilized as the masking luminance,
the extinction against it of the background vith which it is combined then
being carried out.

In cases where the objects and the backgrounds are of sufficiently great
angular dimensions such as alteration of the process of measurement does
not give rise to any complications. But if the lighter objects are small
in angular dimansions, then the reconstruction of the measurement process
.referred to above cannot be carried out.

But one can carry out a certain corrective adjustment that makes it
possible to secure a correct result while preserving the uniformity of the
measurement process, in which adjustment rhe background is always taken as
the masking luminance no matter whether it -.s lighter or darker than the
object.

This corrective adjustment can easily be carried out on the basis of
the following reasoning, which applies equally to the IDV device and to the
PIB M-53A.

The luminance B ' of an object observed through the eyepiece of the

IDV. and combined with the image of a-darker background i" equal, in
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accordance with considerations adduced earlier, to1 *1

BBar + B, N. (2.18')

t1te imainance B@' of the background in this case is

B' 8,,T+-B, . (2.18")

According to (1.19) we should write, taking into account the fact that
i oB'

o,,

K 8"s-- -" (2.19)

Substituting in (2.19) the values Bo ' and B ' from (2.18') and (2.18")

and taking into account the fact that through the imposition of haze the
observed contrast is brought to the threshold value c, we secure

BoT- B+1.-T

opt T

Hence, dividing the numerator and the denominator by BouT and taking

into account the fact that 1 - BiB° = K, we shall have

K
D4 £- (2.20)

in which K designates the giver., actually observed contrast of the object.

From (2.20) we find that

S .(2.21)

eT

But on the other hand, in accordance with the condition of (2.19), we
can write
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I -K, (2.22)

which upon substitution of (2.22) into (2.21) gives

I-K- K--

hence it follows that

s f - -K , t -- K - , ,

or

Recalling that

we secure finally

K V
T 14-6('--) (2.23)

Thus for the degree of visibility of an object under observation with
the IDV device we have:

a) if the background is lighter than the object, then in accordance
with (2.6)

b) If the background is darker than the object and this background

serves as the masking ltuinance, then in accordance with (2.23)
K V.

The value of V, which appears in both relations, is determined from
the graduation tsble for the moment of loss of visibility of the object
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against the given background. But if the backgrumnd is darker than the
object the value of V will be too high. Still, the corrective altiplier
appuaring in t'^ denominator of (2.23) eliminates this excess. In order to
substitute c into (2.23) one must extinguish the black square against the
white-screen or sky-at-horizon background, but 'inder the same conditions of
illumination as the observation of the object was carried out under. Then
instead of (2.2-) we shall secure (recalling that £ = I;V )

v-1. (2.24)

If the value of V is high (not less than IS, to which - K of about
30% corresponds), then, disregarding an error of some percetage points,
we can put V - 1 as more or less equal to V. Then instead o-" (2,24) we
get

V.
g T (2.25)

And finally, if the level of illumination is high enough and if the
value of V. can be taken as approxinately equal to 50, then-we secure in

conclusion

V- VV* -- + .0i," (2,26)

If the value of V is low (not more than 15), one cannot use the
simplification V - I =-V, a!9 V" must be deterained via the exact formula
(2.24),

If one is to shift from V* to contrast, t-hen from (2.24" we secure,
assuming that V* = X*/E,

*V

V,, (2.27)

For the approximate expression (2.26), assuming that £ 2%, we have

KOz-YV-.2  
.(2.28)

S.2
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If K is to be determined in figures (decinal fractions), then (2.27)
and (2.28) are to be multiplied by 1/100.

Such are the values of the degree of visibility and the contrast of an
cbject as found with the help of the IDV device when the background (the
masking luminance) is darker than the object.

Now let us derive an expression for V* applicable to the polarization
visibility gage.

Substituting (2.14) into (2.19), we secure

K -- B. coo .o cosz + .4 s14 4-? co - 2.

Dividing the numerator and the denominator by tBo COS 24 , and recalling

thAt in accordance with (2.19) 1 - B /B = K, we secure, upon bringing the

contrast observed to threshold value,

K K
+. t 2 !.--K)tg? "

Hence, after siunle transformations

K(I . &tg p)I tg ?),

or K tg 2  - V .

(2.29)

Multiplying the numerator and the denominator of (2.29) by,-os2, we at
length secure

1

C-(- y+'4 2y' "(2.30)

And finally, analogously to (2.26)

1=oT+O.2stn=y (2.31)
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Such are the values of the degree of visibility of an object as
determined with the polarization device when the background (the masking
luminance) is darker than the object.

To shift from V* to contrasts, one proceeds just as in deriving the
expressions (2.27) and (2.28).

In conclusion let us point out that the polarization device is to be
used with care in determining V or K of surface objects, since the objects
themselves and the backgrounds surrounding them contain, in a majority of
cases, a considerable polarization component, failure to take which-into
consideration leads to considerable augmentation of the error of the
measurements.
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CHAPTER III

THE RELATIVE LUMINANCE METHOD

16. The Essence and Theory of the Relative Luminance Method

Until quite recently visibility gages, as multiple-purpose devices,
were used only in the variant providing photometry through extinction,
which we call the "object disappearance set-up." As has been pointed
out earlier, a relatively high error is inherent in such a measurement
process, something which is in our opinion responsible for the scanty
extent to which visibility gages have become part of the process of
visual photometry.

The author of the present monograph has developed a more refined method
for extinction photometry, which is approximately one order better, as
regards precision of measurement, than the "object disappearance set-up"
and which, when applied to the majority of problems to be solved, approaches
the accuracy achieved by the "equality set-up" and even exceeds it. For
example, over the range of contrasts 70-100% .of the relative errors in
measurement by the new method (called the method of relative luminance)
amount to unit percentages, and even to tenths of one percent [29, 30].
This circumstance will be able to contribute to a more widespread use-of
the extinction method in visual photometry, particularly in terrain photo-
metry, than has been the case to date.

Observations by the relative luminance method consist in the fact that
through the use of a masking luminance (i.e., an unbent image of the back-
ground) one extinguishes against a given background not the object, but
instead a variable black mark located in the field of vision of the device
against the background of the object being observed. In accordance w.th the
moment of extinction of the mark projected against the object one determines
the degree of visibility of the object or the contrast between the object
and the background. This process of measurement can easily be carried out
for a majority of the problems posed in J 10, with the exception of the
cases where the objects are of small angular dimensions.

In order that the visibility gage shall operate by the method of

relative luminance, its optical and photometric system must be revised in
such fashion that an image of a black mark which changes its degree of
blackness when the masking luminance is superimposed shall be located iii
the field of vision. The IDV device referred to above, which is described
in § 20, is such a visibility gage,
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We shall set forth the theory of the method, first as applicable to

the IDV.

Let us imagine that in the field of vision of a visibility gage there

is an image of an absolutely black mark in the form of a small disc. wrich

is projected (combined).upon the image of an object having a luminance B°

(Figure 16, a).

66

a) b) c)

Figure 16. Re the Theory of Observations According to the

Relative Luminance Method.
What is seen in the field of vision of the device: a, Initial

position (the mark is projected against the object); b, Half-

way; c, Final (the mark is extinguished against the object).

Above diagram of the positions of the optical lens of the IOV

device relative to the entrance pdpil of the objective of the
glass.
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Nhen the optical prism of the '1V couplecely co .trs the entrace

.zpil (the objective sommt of the glass), i.e., 'hn there is no agisking
haze in the field of vision of the device (Figa.c 16, a3, the Itminance
B' of the mark .i B ' of the ibject, cbser'ed in the -evice, will be

eoyual.

S'9 = , since by definition the mark m, t be absolutely blaci ;

B' eT, where o is the area of the entrzce pupil corered by the

-prism, and T-is the trarsmission of the prism.

With the help of the optical system of the visibitity gage, r. nsking
lumin nce is Imposed upco this ijage of the uark arid of the object by
%ithdrawing the optical prism beyond the edges of the eurztrance vupil of the
objective. Th-en inhimony with the above-described optical syste'of he
visibility gage, a second image of the sara object with its *2r and of the
background surrouding it arears. No attention. need be paid to this newly
appearing image. &1- one of the sectiems of the backgrouVd of this image
ca be combined with the first image which is under obserzazion, ar. this
will be the 1inamme of ihe masking haze (Figure 16, b'. 7he value of the
-latter is proportionate to the luince 8- of the b ckgro--d ard ro the

atea!: of the free aperture of the oblective not occ=pied by the ov-,tical
prism.

In thisvaf the lm nane of the mascing hxe, eqaal to RJ, is imposed

upon the hmiumnaces, eaised aboe, of the first image, =d ncw, wth -the
prism partial withdranrn, the lminmces seemn in rthe fielJ of- vi-o!a Ni
be equal:

=BcT B# T

rhe ltminance of sqnerpo-ition, B9£, is ircreased until the contrast

between theinark ad the object. as it diminishes, reaches the threshold
value c and the s=rk ceases to be .erceir- by t.a eye (Figare b, )- 1is
waent is the one at which the reding i s take.

Applying the relation for contrast in the fa-rm of (i1 8) it is easy
to set up, on the basis of (3-1), an exuressien for contrast ,- 3M bem



the object and the mark, brought to threshold receptivity:

-(3.2)

,O r B -

In the last analysis what we are interested in is the eontrast betweenthe object and the background, and not that between the mark and the object.
The presence in the denominator of (3.2) of the ratio between luminanceB/B 0 makes it possible to find the contrast that interests us. By analogywith (1.18) we can set up an expression for the luminance contrast betweenthe object B and the background B, assuming that B > B 0

B41 8 Bo 0~K (8o, B*)=-.- (-.3)

Determining from (3.2)

: ', - -- -( 3 .4 )
cT

and substituting (3.4) into (3.3), we shall find the contrast between objectand background that we are seeking:

K (B• (3.S)2-w

Since from (2.6)
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and

instead of (3.5) we can write

V -1 VI .I
K(B,, B,1 (3.6)

where V' = V - 1, a figure determined from the graduation table in accord-
-:.ce with the moment of extinction of the mark in the device against the
object; V' = V - 1 is the same in accordance with the moment of extinction

of the mark against the background of sky or a white -.teen.

Expression (3.5) or (3.6) is the theoretical of the relative
luminance method.

From the physical meaning of the expressions secured above it ensues
that upon extinguishing the mark against the background of the object we
secure as a result the contrast between the object and the background which
is serving as a masking luminance. For example, if one selects as an object
of observation a house, projected (let us say) against a background -of
forest, and if a section of sky at the horizon serves as a masking luminance,
then extinction of the mark against the background of-the house gives the
contrast between the house and the sky at the horizon. Under the relative
luminance method one always gets the contrast between the object and
whatever background may be utilized as a masking luminance, within the
limits of the angular splitting of images in the field of vision of the IDV.

This real background against which the object is actually proje.cted
does not obstruct determination of contrast between the object and the
background sought, which may even be located to one side of the object. To
anticipate a little, we may point out that this feature is what constitutes
the advantage of the relative luminance method over other methods in
deter~mining the transmissivity of the atmosphere via terrain objects: the
objects of observation can be projected against any real background below the
horizon line.

Let us point out the meaning of the distinction between the relative
luminance method and object extinction observation as a whole.
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In the latter case the contrast K(Bo0 B ) between the object and the

background is determined, as we are aware, via the relationship

VU, (3.7)

in which connection the values of V and Vm are determined directly by means

of the visibility gage.

With the relative luminance method the quantity measured directly is
the contrast, K(Bo, Bm), between the mark and the object, determined in

accordance with (3.2), on the basis of which in harmony with (3.6) we
compute the contrast K(Bo, B ) between the object and the background which
we are seeking.

Thus the distinction between (3.7) and (3.6) consists in the fact that
in (3.7) the ratio between the directly measured quantities V and Vm at

once gives the value of the contrast sought, while in (3.6) the ratio between
the directly measured quantities V' and V has to be subtracted from unity.

The latter circumstance substantially alters the precision of con-
trast measurements.

§ 17. The A-curacy of Measurements by the Relative Lum;nance Method

Let us write (3.6) in the forn

K •M (3.8)

Dividing the numerator and the denominator by V' and taking V '/V' =n,m
instead of (3.8) we get

K= n-1 (3.9)
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Thus the relative luminance contrast can be presented in the form of

a function of values of n, these being positive figures, since V' is

always greater than V'.

After completing logging and differentiation of (3.9), we secure,
after obvious transformations

-dK d • (3.10)
n n-I

But since

a-

then
dn dV ' dV'

__ r___1_ V,- v (3. 1L)

Substituting (3.11) into (3.10) and shifting to final increments and

relative errors 6V ' AV M'/V ' and 6V' = AV'/V', we secure for the

quadratic error

_ /i2 ZV,-
n- (3.12)

The terms beneath the radical sign are respectively the error of light
measurement upon extinction of the blick mark against a sky (or white-screen)
background or the lighter component of the contrast, and then the error upon
extinction of the mark against the background of the object.

bExperience shows that for the trained eye the errors of light measure-
ment during observation of the mark against a sky background and of the
mark against the background of the object are approximately the same and
that, as was shown in § 13, they come to about 12%. Then for the relative
quadratic error of measurement of contrast by the relative luminance method
we secure in conclusion, in place of (3.12), the following expression:
i17

8 1Ki= +!2" 17 On-I - n- (3.13)
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If (3.13) is compared with (2.13), it is at once apparent that the error
in measurement of contrast by relative ltuninance is i/(n - 1) times less
than the error by the "object disappearance set-up."

One can easily determine the numerical va~les of 6K if one finds the
values of n depending on the magnitudes of contrasts.

The concrete value of n is easily determined from (3.9): n = 1/(1 - K),
upon substitution of arbitrary values of K (in fractions).

The path of values of K according to (3.9) as a function of n-figures,
and the magnitude of theoretical errors 6K according to (3.13), are set
forth in Table 11 and in Figure 17.

TABLE i1. ACCURACY OF THE RELATIVE LUMINANCE METHOD.
VALUES OF K AND OF THEORETICAL ERRORS 6K AS A FUNCTION

OF n-FIGURES

K% 1 K' K &K

1.00 0 oo 10 90.0 1.91.02 2,0 750 11. 90.09 1.7.03 3.1 570 12 91.7 1.61.05 5.0 340 13 92,3 1,41.3 23.0 57 14 92.9 1,31.5 3.3.0 34 15 93.3 1.22,0 50.0 17 16 93.8 I1.12.5 60.0 11 20-23 95.0 0.83.0 67,0 8.5 24 95,8 0.7
3.5 71,0 6.5 25-30 96,5 - ,64 75.0 5.7 35 97.0 0,5
5 80.0 4.2 40 97.5 0,446 83,0 3.4 50 95.0 0.34
7. 85,8 8 I00 m>100 99.0 0.178 87.5 24 00 100 0.009 8,9 2.1
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Figure 17. Relative Errors of Measured Contrasts.
I, By extinction of outline of object, or "disappear-
ance set-up;" 2, By relacive luminance method; 3, By
photometric comparison method, or "equality set-up"
when there is a gap between the fields compared; 4, by
the moment of disappearance of the dividing line
between two fields being compared.

The data in Table 11 and the nomogram in Figure 17 clearly illustrate
the unusual path taken by errors when measurements are made by the relative
luminance method.

Errors are very great when faint contrasts are measured, and they
diminish rapidly as strong contrasts are approached (high degrees ofvisibility). The greater the contrast or the degree of visibility of the

object, the less is the error in measuring it. Over the range of contrasts
from 95 to 99% the error, 6K, comes to tenths of one percent, which
considerably exceeds the accuracy of measurements by the "equality set-up"
using monochromatic fields of comparison. in the range of contrasts from
95 to 80% errors come to 1-3%, which still remains back of the accuracy of
the "equality set-up" or is comparable with -it.

But from the K = 50% value theoretical errors commence to mount
rapidly: with K = 0, or mort precisely with K = c, the relative errors come
to hundreds of percentage points, passing at the limit. (with K = 0) into
infinity.
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Let us bring to light the physical meaning of the very great
theoretical errors of the relative luminance method, and let us demon-
strate whether they can make their appearance during practical measurements.

Referring back to § 4 (in the first Chapter), we at once note that
contrasts amounting to 2, 3, and even S% are threshold contrasts, the first
two contrasts being perceived only under circumstances of fixed observation.
Furthermore, contrasts of S% and even 7 are still so small that under
circumstances of non-fixed observation they are not detected at once and
may not be detected even after a 1S-second search (cf. Tables 7 and 10).

All these threshold contrasts, and also the near-threshold ones with
an upper limit of 10-12%, cannot be sufficiently precisely evaluated in
practice without the use of instruments, and on that account they can be
left out of consideration.

The greatest errors ih measurements of contrasts lie within the range
of 20% < K < S0% with errors 6K from 17 to 60%. This is what constitutes
the upper limit of the practical error Gf measaresent of contrasts by .the
relative luminance uethod.

Thus in practice contrasts of not less than 50% ara advantageously
meisured by the relative luminance method. In the field of greater con-
trasts 6K percentage values rapidly fall off, and in the field of liess
values (up to 20%) they rapidly Yount.

A contrast equal -to 50% is the boundary to one side of which the
relative ,,=inance method pr.oduces a substmntial gain in acazrac,,' of
measurement; and on the other side of which it offers no advantages as
compared with the "object disappearance set-up."

Yet, as one may easily guess, one can by making use of very simple
means ensure approximately smooth measurements over the whole rar4e of
contzasts from 0 to 100%. To this end it suffices to have in the field
ef vision, in addition to the black mark, a firther two or three light
marks having known transmission. When measuring a less pronounced con-
trast one should extinguish against the object not the black .mark, but a
correspondingly lighter one.

Thus in making measurements by the relative luminance method one .uay
expect the appearance of errors within the following limits:
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Range of
Contrast Limits of Quadratic Errors in Measurement of Contrasts,
Values (S) (K, by Relative Luminance ( )

99-94 0.2-0.9
93-85 1-3
80-75 .3-5
70-60 6-10
50-40 Error in relative luminance measurements is equal to error

of measurements by extinction of object in general, i.e.,
it comes to about 20%.

!i0-20 Error of measurements comes to some tens of percentage points.
Me3surements by relative luminance disadvantageous.

10-2 ObJects very faintly visible or not visible at all. No sense
in making measurements.

One should emphasize tha the indicated accuracy of measurements is

retained diring the observation of objects of any color. This circumstance
opens up possibilities, still very little studied,- for the application of
the relative luminance method in the solution of certain phototechnical,
gzoph. tometric, and psychophysiological problems. In particular, in making
light measurements on colored objects it is possible, through a simple
procedure and with sufficiently high accuracy, to investigate their luminance
contrast, to separate the character of the outlines of an object from its
purely luminance- or color-associated characteristics, and the like. By
other rethods this can be accomplished only by overcoming considerable
experimental difficulties.

18. The Relative Luminance Method in Its Application to the Polarization
Visibility Gage

The M-S3A polarization visibility gage does not have a telescope syste;,
for which reason one cannot set up the variable black mark in the device
itself.

So as to be able to carry out measurements by the relative luminance
method with this device, one must make use of a removable black mark in the
form of a black spot that is set up against the background of the object.

Let us set out the theory of the relative luminance method as it

applies to the polarization visibility gage.
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Let us imagine (cf. Figure 16' that we are observing through the
polarization visibility gage some object against the background of which
a zemovable black spot is projected. A masking luminance is superimposed
upon the picture being observed.

At the "0" reading, when the imposed luminance is absent, the
luminances observed in the device are equal to the following (cf. § 14):

The luminance of the black spot:

BU =-B,.TCoS: -0;

The luminance of the object:

B-,= B- cos .

At high readings (more than 50%) there is visible in the field of vision
of the polarization visibility gage a second, identical image of the object
and of the background surrounding it, but bent at an angle to the first.
We need this supplementary image in order to superimpose the masking
luminance upon the object being examined and the spot projected upon it.
To this end, just as in measurements on the IDV, through appropriate
orientation of the polarization device we combine the picture being
looked at with the background of the bent supplementary image. The
luminance of the background of this supplementary image will be equal, in
accordance with the theory of the polarization device, to B T sinZ #. This

luminance is added to the luminance of the object and spot being exmined,
and their total luminances for any intermediary reading will be equal to
the following:

The luminance of the removable spot

B, B,:-sir" ?

The luminance of the object

B = Btos- B, sit-?.

Substituting B I and B ' in relation (1.18), and considering that
m 0

B ' > B ', we secure for the moment of extinction of the mark against the

background of the object

Bo- CO a + Be- st - ,? -- B,.s-c
K(B, B,,) - -
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After elementary transformations we have
t !

8I tan- :

or

whence

'11

Since the contrast between an object with luminarce B and a background

with luminance Bf, with Bf > B0 , is equal to

K(B, 8,)=1 -- = ' - .
we secure

K(B, +)=1 ___(_._4

Substitution of this expression into (3.14) at length produces, after
simple transformations,

K, (s,. B .) = I -tan 2y 3.5
• tanI?x 3.5

where # is the angle at which the polaroid is turned when the removable
spot disappears against the background of the object; *m is the same upon

the extinction of the removable spot against a white-screen (or sky-at-
horizon) background.

This is what represents the value of the contrast of an object when it
is measured with the polarization device by the relative luminance rethod,

The accuracy of measurements by the relative luminance method for the
polarization device is approximately the same as for the IDV device. At the
same time, the course of alterations in the basic instrumental parameter V
in the two devices diverges considerably, as is clearly apparent from
Figure 20. The consequences of this divergence are examined in S 20.
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§ 19. Intensivity of Perception (Degree of Visibility of an Object)
by Relative Luminance

As was pointed out in the first Chanter, the shortcomings of the concept
"luminance cont-ast" keep one from regarding it as a universal yardstick
for the intensivity of visual perception; a more acceptable concept is
that of "the degree of visibility of an object," which is directly deter-
mined by visibility gages.

inasmuch as the relative luminance method has an error approximately
one order less than the error cf measurements on extinction of an object
in general, it is of interest to secure an analytical expression for the
degree of visibility of an object by relative luminance.

Let us once more write down. expression (3.9) for contrast by relative
luminance:

where

1'

Here Vm' is the degree of visibility- of the mark of the device against

a given background, which is equivalent to the degree of visibility of a
black screen against the same background; Vt is the degree of visityility of
the mark against the background of the object, hi" is equivalent to the
degree of visibility of the black screen against the background of the object.
The quantities VM' and V' are determined from the graduation table for the

moment of the respective extinctions (losses of visibility) of the mark, in
which connection V ' > V'.m

In order to simplify our further reasoning let us suppose that the
background is brighter than the object.

If the degree of visibility V of the object against the given back-
ground is written in the form V = K/e, then in place of (3.9) we shall have
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Replacing i/c by Vn, a:9 n by the relati.n written down abioe, we

secure

or finallf

V- v - ," f5. 16)

where V is determined in accordance with the mucent of extinction of the
n

mark against the backgrcnd of sky at the horizon (in field investigations)
cr against the background of a khite screen (in laboratory tests). 'f V

is nore or less %.4ual to %', then

V = v - . (3.17)

If the luminance of the object and the background, and also the level
of illumination, are Aore or less stable, the" the vaiues V and V' can be

determined with heightened accuracy as Deans from an extended series of
W*asurements.

Then (3.16) can be written ac follcvs:

4-

where c Is a costant eq"l to (V-IV-'2) ard &ete-ied in advance.

These zre the ezressions which describe the intensivity of visual
perception (the degree cf visibility of an jbject) by rel, tiye lminance.

One 3ight get the impression that deter-mining the degree of visibility
V of an object by relative l'inance is more complicated than by extinction

of the object in general, where only one meas~xement procedure is 7e.uire3.
But in actuality one must keep the following in vind:

1. Direct extinction of an object against a given real background,
when the pa-orma observed in the field of vision is as a rule distinguished
by an extremely variegated character, is a more cmpi-cated character than
extinction of a mark against tha Gbject and the backgroud;
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2. The value V of an object is distinguished by relative luminance
approximately by one order more accurately than by extinction of the
object in general;

3. The relative luminance V value of an object can be determined not
only relative to the background directly adjoining the outline of the
object, but also relative to any other surface distant from the object by
the amount of the angular splitting of the images in the field of vision
of the device. But the value of V by extinction of the object in general
can be determined only relative to the background upon which the object is
directly projected.

Thanks to the circumstances examined above, the relative luminance
method can find widespread application in phototechnology, meteorology
(geophotometry), in physiological optics, and in other scientific fields
during the solution of various applied and research problems.

§ 20. Description of an Adaptation-Less Visibility Gage Based on the
Relativw. Luminance Method

The working out of the relative luminance method and the pcssibility
of its widespread app~ication in terrain optics, meteorology, photo-
technology, and other fields bring up the problem of modeinizing in
principle the optical and photometric system of the visibility gage to
adapt it to the requirements of the method in question.

An adaptation-less visibility gage as a multiple-purpose device satis-
fying the method of relative luminance must have design and optical-
photometric systems which:

1. Shall set up in the field of vision a black mark zeroed as
infinity and changing its blackness under the operation of an imposed
masking luminance;

2. Shall reduce to the minimum possible the parasitic instrumental
luminance;

3. Shall bring about a slower rise in imposed masking luminance than
has to be the case in object-extinction observations.

In Figure 18 we set forth the optical and design system of an
-i adaptation-less IDV visibility gage which meets all these requirements1 .

IThe IDV device described here, with increasing luminance of the field of
vision, is a modernization of earlier patterns of devices in accordance
with cr unicatiuns of the author [19, 20, 21]. The design system for the
collwimp.ir was proposed by L. L. Dashkievitch.
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The device consists of a visual tube 9 with seven-power magnification; an
optical achromatic prism 7 (see Figure 12) set up as close as possible to
the objective 8 of the tube and movable relative to the objective via
rack and pinion 5 and 6; a collimator 2 consisting of two identical
objectives I and 4, between which there is a collective lens 3, on one of
the plane-convex components of which there is mounted a round black mark
which is seen in the field of vision of the eyepiece 10. The purpose of
the colAmator is to create in the field of vision of the device an image
of this ulack inark, and at the same time an image of a section of the
terrain being examined. In order to bring this about the forward objective
of the collimator can be shifted a few millimeters along the longitudinal
axis of the device and can bring objects located at from 2 meters to
infinity from the observer into clear focus. The collective lens is
fastened at the focus of the second, stationary objective of the collimator.

The optical prism 7 is intended to create a masking instrumental
"haze", which is achieved by means of a splitting of the observed image,
subsequent blending with each other of corresponding parts of both images,
and variation of their luminances via the withdrawal of the prism from the
objective of the visual tube.

The overall appearance of the IDV device is shown in Figure 19.

In carrying out observations, to begin with one gets a clear image of
the mark by focusing the eyepiece. At the eyepiece end its angular
dimensions are 30'. Next by focusing the forward objective of the
collimator one gets a clear image of the object.

Readings of the IDV device do not depend upon the degree of polari-
zation of the falling rays. Since in reflected or diffuse light the
majority of terrain objects have a relatively high polarization component,

the IDV device is convenient for carrying out measurements of various sorts
and for investigations in the field of teTrain optics, including those for
determining the transmissivity of the atmosphere. But observations in
terrain optics by means of the polarization visibility gage are comDli,-
cated by reason of the need to struggle with the polarization compDnent of
diffused or reflected light.

The system of diaphragms inside the device and the making translucent of
all optical units almost completely eliminate parasitic luminance. The
weignt of the device is 0.5 kg. Smooth motion of the gear that withdraws the
prism beyond the edge of the objective of the tube is ensured by converting
linear shifting of the prism into rotatory motion of the dial. Linear shift-
ing of the prism (amounting to 13 mm) is converted into circular motion-of
the scale to the extent of 3300. In conjunction with the selection of the
most advantageous transmission T for the prism, amounting to 0.35, this type
of motion ensures decidedly smooth alteration of the instrumental parameter V.
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In this respect the optical-photometric and mechanical system Cf the
IDV is more advantageous than is that in the polarization device, the bases
of which in principle do not permit one to vary the magnitude of alteration
in the V parameter per unit of turn 0 of the polaroid. It has proven to
be impossible, both optically and mechanically, to alter the speed of
imposition of the masking luminance for identical angles of rotation 6 of
the polaroid.

The comparative characteristics of the displacement of the V parameter
for both devices with equal angular rotations of the dial m are set forth
in Figure 20. The great steepness of the path followed by V in the
polarization device starting from V > 25 calls on the observer for
heightened visual exertion in determining the correct moment for a reading.
Here it is in place to remark that visibility gages having great steepness
of alteration of the V parameter are not convenient to use for the
determination of large contrasts by the extinction method: reading moments
fall at sections of the graduation curve that are very steep, which pre-
supposes a greater error in the measurement of contrast.

The practical application of the relative luminance method and of the
IDV device is examined in the fourth and eight Chapters.
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CHAPTER IV

SOME QUESTIONS HAVING TO DO WITH DETERMINATION OF THE
VISIBILITY RANGE OF REAL OBJECTS

§ 21. General Observations

Expressions (1.21) and (1.25) derived in our first Clapter in their

general form describe, as we have already pointed out, the visibility
range Sp of any real object projected against any real background. From

these expressions it is apparent that S is functionally linked to ap
series of parameters, specifically

S. =: , K-. I. D. .- A(B0)I (4.1)

(the conventional symbols are the ones used earlier).

The visibility range of lights also depends on a series of factors

the meaning of which is clearly apparent from (1.32).

The great number of factors that have an effect on the visivility
range of objects; the difficulty of measuring them directly; the lack of
agreed definitions; and the arbitrary character of the way some of them
are interpreted -- all of these things taken together markedly complicate
the solution of applied problems of every sort.

The heterogeneity of the photometric properties of objects; the
dependence of the threshold sensitivity of the eye upon the level and
circumstances of illumination; the changeability in space and in time of
the transmissivity of the atmosphere, etc., set obstacles in the way of
developing universal methods for determination of S which would be suitable

for utilization under any set-up applicable to any concrete problem. For
examp!e, detection of a target in the beam of a projector has on the
methodological plane nothing in common with the detection, let us say, of a
landing strip, although both of these problems are described by one and the
same set of theoretical relationships.

Development of the applied side of the science of visibility at its
present stage is characterized by sets of specifics of "the given problem,"
which are sharply expressed in the methodical sense. These sets in the
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last analysis presuppose the coming into being of a number of important
and differentiated directional lines which will be of major significance
to our national economy,

Let us turn to some examples.

In connecticn with the enormous and continuously rising number of
automobile accidents on city streets and on highways in all countries, as
a result of which every year hundreds of thousands of people perish, and
millions of people are hurt, the problem of street and highway visibility
has arisen. This directional line studies questions of optimal norms of
illumination, and of the degree of visibility of objects on the streets of
cities and on highways which are bound up with illumination; questions
having to do with the properties of vision and the speed of motor reflexes
of man under circ;mstances of relatively low levels of illumination and
low intensivities of visual perception of objects; methods for striving
toward heightened efficiency of the operation of the eye under these
circumstances, "etc.

In connection with the lack of methods for blind-landing airplanes
under complicated meteorological circumstances, an evil quite sufficient
to its day is the problem of determining the landing range of isibility
in all the multiplicity of the meteorological, phototechnica , and visual
factors which define it.

Problems of a specific character also spring up in maritime navigation,
in railway transport, etc.

It is obvious that in each concrete problem one will have to deal
with unique objects and s'ecific apparatus, with unique permissible ranges
for the alteration of the parameters that determine the visibility ranges
of these objects.

From what has been set forth above it ought to be clear that this
Chapter will not contain and cannot contain ready-made recipes for de-
termining the range of visibility of concrete objects or signal lights
under the variegated real circumstances of their observation.

This Chapter elucidates some particular questions of a methodical
character; it presents data regarding the photometric properties of terrain
objects which have been secured with the help of a visibility gage; and it
devotes considerable attention to questions n.:ing to do with determination
of the visibility of objects against a backgrouna of haze, as well as to
methods for determining landing visibility.
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5 22. Transformation of the Expression for S on the Basis of theP
Tveory of the Relative Luminance Method

As transpires from (1.21), S is a funcciorK of five parameters, andp
one cannot determine the S of an object if even one of these is not known.

p
Measurement of the parameters V0 and D/B by the method of photo-

metric comparison is difficult to accomplish on account of the color of
objects and the heterogeneity of their surfaces as regards luminance.
These parameters can be determined with relative ease through the help of
visibility gages.

As we have shown in the second Chapter, visibility gages directly
measure the ratio V = K/c, which we call the degree of visibility of an
object and which can be treated as a measure of the intensivity of visual
se,;&ation of an object. As it happens, the quantity V0 is one of the

components of (1.21).

With visibility gages one can also determine a second parameter in
(1.21), namely the ratio D/B (or D/B ).

Thus if the V of an object and D/B are determined with visibility

gages, S can be examined as a function not of five, but instead only ofp
three parameters:

s~= ~ .s:3 ,( '60 (4.2)

Measurement of D/B (or D/Bo) is nevertheless a difficult task even for

visibility gages. These difficulties are occasioned by the fat that by
reason of the relatively low angular furcation of the images in the field
of vision of the device, one does not always succeed in superimposing the
luminapce D of the section of sky at the horizon upon the luminance B of B0,
undistorted by haze, of the more luminous component of "surface" contrastthat is being observed.

But even if the imposition of luminance "D upon the picture being
observed is in fact possible, then difficulties arise as regards the
determination of the moment of extinction of the surface under observation,
on account of its outlines as a rule being indistinct. It becomes necessary
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to extinguish on the basis of the "texture" of the surface, and even this
is possible only when the instrument is joggled, a matter that was referred
to in § 12. All of these things, taken together, have led to great errors
in measurement of the parameter D/Be, and consequently to great errors in

the determination of S
p

Only with the development of the relative luminance method was this
situation altered.

With the help of this method it became possi'.ble to replace the para-
meter D/B with a different parameter, equivalent to it but simpler and

susceptible of more accurate measurement. It is precisely this replacement
of one parameter by another that constitutes the essence of the transfor-
mation that is being explained.

For the sake of practical convenience, it is well to replace the natural
logarithm in (1.21.1 by the decimal one. Then instead of (1.21) we shall
have

K,. D

SP og D (4.3)

In (4.3) we replace K0/c with V,0 and a by a synonymous expression in

accordance with the Koschmider formula (1.23), i.e.:

II
Sl

Then we secure

DS , - '. (4.4)- - -!og D

In solving problems having to do with the virsibility range of 0bjects,
i.e., in perceiving threshold or near-threshold contrasts, there are
actually never conditions providing observation in a strictly fixed direction.
Actual conditions of observation of threshold or near-threshold contrasts
involve a need to search for the object within the limits of some small
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space, even if the location of the object is known in advance. Experience

shows that during such observation the value of L . , which corresponds ta"dis

the losing of an object from sight, mounts somewhat in comparison with Cdis

when there is strictly fixed perception.

From our experiments on investigation of threshold functions, carried
out under conditions close to fixed perception (see 5 66), it transpires
that the most reliable value for Cdis for these conditions is 0.026 (2.6%).

If this value for Cdis is substituted into (4.4), we secure

sP =. o.62 s

But if in (4.4) we substitute a value for cdi rounded off to 0.03,
which we use in the formula for meteorological visibility range

(see (1.28)), then in place of the coefficient 0.62 in (4.5) we secure a

coefficient 0.62 which, when the more precise value for Cdis is used,

gives a difference in value for S that is equal to approximately 5%.P

Let us now pass on to exposition of the idea of transforming (4.5).

The expression for contrast

where B in the less luminance and B is the greater luminar-', 15 easily

applied to the ratio for [DB., when one is examining scme s'face" ,-:,tr*

and on the assumption that D is the luminance of haze at the horiTc' and
B is the more luminous component of the "surface" contrast -eineg sered,

ini which connection D must be greater than 5,.

By analogy with the ratio
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one zan write the following expressions for the component of luminances
of D and B0:

I--- (D. 13). or D
D . " '- (4.6)

But we are already acquainted with one peculiarity of the relative
luminance method upon which the transformation being explained is based:
in order to find the contrast between the luminosity D of haze at the
horizon and the luminance B of the observed component of "surface" con-

a
trast it is indispensable that the latter be projected against a background
of sky at the horizon having luminance D.

In accordance with relative luminance one can find the contrast between
any real object and the sky at the horizon, even if the object is not pro-
jected against a sky backgy-ound. The only thing that is important is that
the angular furcation of the images in the field of vision of the visibility
gage should make it possible to utilize the luminance of a section of sky at
the horizon as a masking luminance. Then, in harmony with expressicn (3.6),
the desired contrast K0 (D, B ) between the lumi.nance D of haze of the

horizon and the lighter component of the observed "surface" contrast Ba

will be equal to

V-

:- (4.7)

Here V a is the degree of visibility (minus one) of the black mark of
t

the device against the background of the lighter component of "'surface"

contrast, determined in accordance with the moment of extinction of the
mark; V ' is the degree of visibility (minus one) of the mark against the

sky background, determined in analogous fashion. In both cases the image
of the section of sky at the horizon having a luminance D is to serve as a
masking luminance.

Substitution of (4.7) into relation (4.6) gives

V-v:
K O (DB"-
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whence

D

Replacing the parmaeter DIB =U/ in (4.S) by the last relation, we

secure

V.

So.6:!S, kS 14

V:
0

One can simplify (4.6) if one substizutes a nean alu r Vor secured,4

in accordance with the result- of a prolonged series of measurerents . This
mean value for V ', deterained with the help of the DY device from some

hundreds of series of neasurements oz the exti_=tnion of the mark of the
device against a background of sky at th horizon, proved to be equal to
45 with a relative error of 7%. The substitution this %alue into (4.8'
give-

Sp o.6fS. ..
(4.9)

or

~J~) ~4.0)

Comparison of the initial expression Fo- S (4.5) with the ones tranrs-

formaed in accordance with the method of relati-'e lbiiance, (4.10) or (4.8).
dem-strates the advantage produced by this< r.-m-for-mtio.01

tb, as has been pointed ou. ab,ve. direct deter-inazior: of the DIB

ratio prtse.nts a difficult task that cannot alws be carried out, on the
other h-a&.d a- asurcent of the equivalent ratio V M '!V\C" is altogether sizple

and can alw'ays be accolished, inas-uch as it is associateZ with separate
extinction of the mark against the "surface' object 'zjd ag-i-mst the sky-t-
horizon background.



2

But if one starts with expression (4.10), then the need for extinction
of the mark against the sky background falls away, and the entire measure-
ment procedure 'onsists on.' of extinguishing the mark against the lighter
component of the observed "surface" contrast, in which connection the
masking luminance is to be th,. section of sxy at the horizon.

It is the simplification of the method system for the determination of
D/B which corstitutes -he essence of the transformation which has been

explained.

Let us recall that V0 in (4.10) represents the degree of visibility,

not distorted by atmospheric haze, of the object against a given "surface"
background, in which connection this background itself is to serve as The
masking luminance when V0 is measured.

If the angular dimensions of the object are smali, then in (4.10) and
in other relations for S one should substitute a value V for the objectp oy

which is attained at a given visibility range S of the object.
p

The methods for det-rmining the V of the objects having small
oY

angular dimensions are exami-ned below.

The correctness of the expression (4.10) can be checked in the following
way.

Let us suppose that a black object is being observed on the ground
against a white background. The degree of visibility V of such an object

0

is equal to 45 as a mean, since this is equivalent to the degree of visibility
of a black screen (or the mark of the device) against a sky background,
which is also equal to 45.

The quantity V 1, however, must be determined in accordance with thea
moment of extinction of the black mark of the device against the background
of the lighter surface, i.e., in our case against the white background
surface. This, again, is equivalent to observation of the black mark
against a sky background, which gives for VaI a value which is also close

to 45. Substituting all these values into (4.10) or (4.^) converts S into

S., which is what shauld occur.
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§ 23. Table for Coefficients of Transfer from Transparency of Atmosphere
to Visibility Range of Terrain Objects

In order to get around the computation of the rather clumsy expression
for Sp, A. A. Gershun [40], N. G. Boldyryov [13], Duntley [156], Foitzik

[160], and others have proposed various nomograms which make it possible to
find the value of S in accordance with known values of SM, Vo and D/B

p 0

Beside the nomogram method one may propose, it seems to us, a still
simpler method for determining S It consists in determining in accord-

ance with given values of V0 and D/B°a (or VM'/V.') a certain coefficient

which when multiplic! by SM gives the desired SP.

The .dea of determining such correctional coefficients consists in the

following.

In (4.10) let us isolate the multiplier

0,62Io V-,- -- I : st. =- q,
(4.11)

which we shall call the coefficient of transfer from meteorological visi-
bility range to visibility range of real objects.

Guiding oneself via the values of V0 and V one can set up a table,

convenient for practical use, of the values of the coefficient, q, for
transfer from S N to S (Table 12).

Knowing the values V. and V.' for the object of interest to us, we

shall find at the intersection of the correspon:.g rows and columns of Che
table the coefficient q. Upon multiplying it by the value of SM, determined
by one method or another for the given moment, we at once secure the quantity
S for the given real object. Nomographic deteimination of S becomesp p
superfulous.

Table 12 shows what part of the value S, constitutes the quantity Sp
under certain circumstances of observation. In accordance with the data of
the table one can follow the laws governing change of S at various values
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of the parameters V° and 45/Vo ' = D/Ba. It is ccnvenient to make use of
0 a

the table in construting nomograms for the solution of various particular

problems. Thus we waxe use of it when we construct nomograms for the

determination of landing visibility.

TABLE 12. VALUES OF COEFFICIENT q FOR TRANSFER FROM S TO SM p

I :

t)1. . 4(..6 G) ~ 61 L-5'v.

is o.13 ' 0;.;,: t0.5,7; . J u. : :,. , . *;.', !, .. 0,. O . l'.."

2.IA, G i).; , .. .: ' . . t . ii;., ,).,.6:6.1 6"" 12"
3A 10 (0.: -* ,; ., ..:)7 1 0..G 10.! - 0. 11 .,.,) .. . . r..)1,, ,. . .. U,'" 1I. .0 5",2

§24. Determination of V of Terrain Objects With the Help of Visibility

Gages. Table of VValues of Certain rerrain Objects
0

As hwas pointed out in the second Chapter, the measurement procedure for
determining the V0 (or K0) of objects consists in making the bent image of

the object being examined in the visual field of the visibility gage coincide
with the unbent image of the background surrounding this object. The image

of this same background is to be the masking luminance.

For example, by making the bent image of a river coincide with the

unbent image of one of its shores, and then extinguishing the image of the

river to complete loss of its visibility, one at once finds from the table

of gradUations the V of the river against the shore background. In this

connection it is important to recall that if the background is lighter than

the object, then the table of graduations at once gives V0 for this reading.

But if the background is darker than the object tthis is determined by visual

estimate), then one must introduce into the graduation data a correction
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in accordance with formula (2.26) or (2.24). It is obvious that if the back-
ground is darker than the object, readings on the device and V values will

be greater than when the lighter object is used as the masking luminance.
Correction in accordance with (2.26) or (2.24) eliminates this excess.

For example, the moment of extinction of a road against the background
of a meadow does not coincide with the moment of extinction of the meadow
against the background of the road. In this case the Vo values will differ

from each other by a certain amount. The correction referred to evens off
both of these values.

One should note that observations of this sort with the visibility
gage possess a great degree of individual character.

The structure of the surfaces of observed real objects and backgrounds
is decidedly lacking in homogeneity as regards luminance and color. These
surfaces consist of individual microelements or micro objects. For example,
the shore of a river constitutes an alternation of sandy shelves, grassy
or bushy sections, plus various buildings, boats, etc. The river itself
has a surface covered with waves, a different luminance depending on depth;
bcats, ships, etc. may be moving on the river.

Men making the images of such real objects and backgrounds coincide
the picture which one is observing in the visual field of the device is as
a rule exceedingly variegated, and the very river is extinguished not as a
whole when masking luminance is intensified, but by sections; against some
sections of the background it may be visible, against others not. For this
reason it is sometimes difficult to set definitely the moment for a reading.

It will be correct if the object observed is extinguished in such fashion
that it is in the main not visible against a given variegated background,
while at the same time individual elements of the object may still be
faintly perceptible against individual small and secondary details of the
background.

Experience shows that in making measurements of this character, as
practice is acquired by the observer his intuition as to the selection of
the proper moment for a reading develops.

Although measurements of this sort are not characterized by high pre-
cision and are not simple, they can be carried out only with the help of
visibility gages. It is not possible to get such measurements so simply
either by means of visual comparison ph-..tometries, or by the methods of
objective photometry.
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* In the "A. I. Voyeikov" Main Geophysical Observatory, by using the
method set forth and one of the early models of the IDV device, V measure-

0
ments for various real objects of the terrain projected against various
"surface" backgrounds were carried out.

A considerable part of the data were secured from the air, in which
connection airplanes and free balloons were used as lifting media.

Efforts to organize analogous observations from a helicopter did not
meet with success, as a consequence of the non-adaptability of the cabin of
the machine for such measurcients (subject to closed fields of vision, etc.).

Airplane observations were carried out through the opened entrance
door, the indispensable safety precautions having been observed. E. N.
Dovgiallo, A. K. Donskoi, L. S. Yudina, and others took part in these
observations.

All V measurements from the air were carried out at low altitudes in
order to exclude the influence of haze upon object observations.

Endeavors to make use of the polarization visibility gage for the
measurements in question proved unsuccessful. The majority of natural
objects, particularly when observed from the air, possess a considerable
polarization component, as a consequence of which the moments of readings
depend heavily upon the orientation of the device relative to the objects
observed. On this account it was necessary to cut short observations with
the polarization device.

In Table 13 we set forth V quantities and 6V0 errors for those objects

upon which no less than five series of measurements at different times were
carried out.

If the '' 0 values show in the table are multiplied by 2, we secure the

approximate amounts of contrasts K of the corresponding objects. The V0

values of objects Nos. 5, 7-13, 36-39, 41, and 44 were computed by the
formula (2.26).

Wlat deductions of a general character may be made from an analysis of
Table 13?

The objects shown in this table can be divided into three groups by
degree of visibility (for comparison, see Table 10):
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Group 1 - V° values less than 10, which corresponds to bad visibility;

Group 2 - V° values lie between limits of 10-20, which can be evaluated

qualitatively as satisfactory visibility, although it is in general still
far from good visibility;

Group 3 - V0 values comprised within limits of 20-50, which corresponds

to good and to excellent visibility.

On the basis of these gradations we can reach the conclusion that the
majority of terrain objects projected against "surface" backgrounds should
be referred, as regards degree of visibility, to the "poorly visible" and
"satisfactorily visible" groups. One should recall that what is involved
here is the degree of visibility of objects without haze upon them, and
that the latter still further worsens visibility.

Thus the majority of )bjects placed in Table 13 under numbers 1-35 are
little suited, or not at all suited, for visibility landmarks for aviation.

The following are easily and even outstandingly visible from the air
against a water background: concrete dams, islands, railway bridges, ships
lit up by the _-.un, and also structures (such as factory chimneys) against
a snow background, highways when lit up by the sun against a grass back-
ground, etc. These objects r.an serve as landmarks for aviation even at
reduced oblique transmissivity. Good landmrks are rivers, lakes (under
certain circumstances of lighting), and the shore of the sea.

The question of the visibility of objects during the winter season is
a special one. Visibility from the air of population centers, ail sorts
of struc tres, and the like, is bad on account of snow on roofs. An ex-
ception is offered by bridges, chimneys, painted buildings, for which Vo

is as a rule greater than 2S.

"Vegetable" objects, not covered by snow. a. . .easi sy v-. ! e
air, but f there is snow or frost upon them there is littie r: -
guish them from the background. But even with "--Lvi: -iL:,
woods, trees, and other 'vegetabls'" objects are "ittie sui:e-:n-. as
landmarks for aviation.
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TABLE 13. MEAN V0 VALUES OF TERRAIN OBJECTS PROJECTED AGAINST VARIOUS

BACKGROUNDS AND HAVING ANGULAR DIMENSIONS OF NOT LESS THAN 20' (CON-
TRAST K0 % 2V0 )

No. of 1Mean JV 0  Ilum Charac-
objects Character of object and backgrcund V V ntn ter cfobj cts 0 1 natio n  tber v.

-- ________I _____ouserv.

Objects against , earth surfac backgrouncI

1 Factory-type buildings on variegated
dark background. 7 2n R From air

2 State regional electric power plant
buildizg against dark vriegated
background 6.5 20 R Same

3 Wooden cottages against background
of stripped earth. 7 -- R

4 Same against background of brown
grass. - R

5 Reinforced concrete warehouses
against grass background. 15 P

6 Asphalt highway against grass back-
ground. 10.5 R

7 Reinforced concrete buildings of
hydrostation against grass back-
ground. 9- P

8 Same, lightened up by sun. 26 -- D
9 Dirt road against grass background. 16 20 P
10 ISame, lightened by the sun. 38 --

11 Gray houses (brick or wood) against
grass or forest background. 20 -- P

12 Slate roofs against grass background 16 -- P
13 Same, against earth background. 19 -- P
14 Red brick structures againt 

grass I

background. 9.5 P
15 Railway station against varie:d back-

ground. 8 R
16 Riilway bridge against grass back-

grcund. 5 P
17 lWooden highway bridge against grass

background. 13 P
18 Railway against grass background. 8 R
19 Train aainst forest background. 8 -

20 Evergreen forest against grass back-
"ground. 8.5 P

21 Individual evergreen trees against r
earth background. R IGr-jund

22 Young evrgreens against grass back-
Iground. 19 R ISame
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TABLE 13." (Continued)

No. of Mean V0  illumi- hr-
o.0 Character of object and background ea V vat ter of

objects 'JO V0  nation observ.

23 Individual evergreen trees against
snow background. 36 P

24 Leafless bushes against earth back-
Iground. 10 R

25 Leafy bushes against grass back-
ground. 14 -- R Ground

26 Bare bushes against snow background 24-- P Same
27 Pine against brown grass background 5 -- P
28 Pine against snow background. 25 -- P
29 Old wooden shed against earth back-

ground. 13 R
30 Same, against grass background. 17-- R
31 Same, against snow background. 34-- R
32 Log houses against earth background 17 15 R
33 Sa.me, against snow background. 29 25 R
34 Red brick staructures against earth

background. i6 -- R
35 Same, against grass background. I13 15 R

36 Cecrete runways against brown grasi
background. 18 15 R From air

37 Same, against same. 23 15 R Ground
38 Same, against green grass backgrounl. 27 15 R Same
39 jSa.ne. 27 15 , I

Objects against background of surface of water, and the like.

4o Ccncrete dam against water back- I
ground. b2 P !Fror air

41 Same, agianst water background lit I
up by sun. 55 D :Same

42 Hydroelectric station building, dar
against wate r background. 15 P

43 Sam, against w ater background )it I-
up by sun. 31 -i

44 Wooded island against dark water
background. !!l ± 15 P

45 Same, against bright water back-
ground. 22 ± 20 I

46 Same. 20 t 20 R
47 Sandy island in river Oka. 35 ± 2 I P
48 Sandy island in Lake Ladoga. 33 i 20 P
49 ISame, lit up by sun. 44 2P D
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TABLE 13. (Continued)
No. I Mean I  Illlumi-I Characerof Character of Object and Background Vo i nation of

Objects 1 0 j Observ.
50 failway bridge on river Neva against I

jbackground of bright water. 42 -25 B
51 iSame from shady side. 15 20 B
52 ISame against dark water background. 15 25 P
53 ISteamer on river against dark water

-background. 45 -- B
54 I-ame against light water background. 15 R From air
55 Island under snow against background mSae

jof snow. 5 -- P
56 Raiiway bridges against background of

frozen river. 25 -- p
57 Painted buildings against snow back-Iground. 40o - P

58 fWooded island without snw against
background of snow. 40 -- P

59 River under snow against background of
bank under snow. 4 -- P

6o River against green meadow background, I-
dark point in river. J 11 -- R

61 ]Same, light point in river. 25 -- ' ft
62 Lake against forest background. 30 -- R

NOTE: P Overcast; R Diffused lighting; B Cloudless.

The V. values of objects set forth in Table 13 can be utilized in the

practical determination of S but only on the condition that the angular

dimensions of the obiects at this distance are not less than 20'. If one
accedes to a certain insignificant heightening of error in the determination
of Sp, one may adopt i5' as the limit permissible angular dimension of the

object. Beyond this limit the degree of visibility, V0 , of the object

rapidly diminishes (the threshold contrast rapidly mounts), and without this
circumstance being taken into account the value S all other conditions

being equal, will be considerably exaggerated.
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25. The Method for Determining the Degree of Visibility, Vo, of

Objects Having Small Angular Dimensions

The initial expressions (4.5) or (4.8) and (4.10) are correct also for
object-, having sma]l angular dimensions, but the degree of visibility V°

in them must be replaced by V
oY

There are various ways of taking into account the alteration in the
degree of visibility or contrast of an object if its angular dimensions
at distance S fall to less than the permissible limit. The majority of

p
these methods, based upon varicus propositions as to the laws for alteration
of the threshold of contrast sensitivity and of the threshold of visual
acuity, are nevertheless pretty corplicated for practical use.

If we are not striving for exceedingly high accuracies in the determi-
nation of the S of small objects, we can propose a decidedly simple method

p
for determination of the dependence of Voy upon the angular dimensions of the

object. The basis of this method consists of the experimentally determined
law governing the alteration of the V of a black body against a skyor
background and the concept of a "critical distance" at which the angular
dimensions of the object reach 15'.

To begin with let n3 elucidate in a litile more detail the-meaning of
the concept "ritical distance."

The angular dixensi'n of 15' X 15' is taken as being the ninimm amount
beyond the litits of which perception of the obj2ct substantially worsens
and the value of V0 falls off. For any real object there is a critical

distance L at which the dimensions 15' X 15' are reached. To deteymine the

Lcr value for a given object is extremely easy .if one follows the rule to

the effect that an angulLr dimension of I Yeter at a distance of one
kWlometer, upon observation with the naked eye, comes to about 3.6'.

if any large building, like a grain elevator, has a height of 25 meters,
let us say, then at a distance of i kilometer its angular hleight comes to
3.6' ti es 25, or to 90', i.e., it exceeds by six times the critical dimension.
Gi this accoznt the Lcr of such a building is approximately equal to 6 km.

L -19-
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Such an evaluation of I, is suitable for objects the shape of which

is._.close to the square and rectangular, if only these objects are not very
markedly drawn out either in length or in height.

For elongated objects of the type of forests, factory chimneys,
television masts, and the like evaluation of Lcr becomes somewhat more

complicated. As tests carried out with adaptation-less visibility gages
show, elongated objects are considerab.y better visible than is a square
having a .side equal to the least height (or breadth) of an elongated
object. Of course, differing elongation relative to different least
dimensions presupposes a differentiation in the intensivity of visual
perception of the elongated object.

From the results of investigations of the perception of elongated
objects carried out by the author [25), one may take it (without going
into detailed proofs here) that for the type of elongated articles
mentioned above L ought to be increased approximately by 2.5-3 times

cr
relative to the distance at which the least dimension of the elongated
object attains an angular dimension of 15'.

Let us elucidate the sense of what we have said.

If, for example, a mature forest has a height of 15 m., then its
angular height at a distance of 1 km. will come to 3.6'115 = 54', and
therefor2 for the forest L should be equal to 3.5 km. But if one takes

cr
into account the fact that the forest should be regarded as an elongated
obiect, his distance should be multipli.ed by 2.5-3 times, i.e., L

cr
for the forest is equal approximately to 8.5-10 kM.

T"r,gh analogous reasor.J.ng one can find that for a water tower (or
a hcco) haviig a base about 5 me-ters in diameter J. i5 about 3-4 kilo-cr

u r du_.. described makes i possible to find zpproximate values of
- 11o', tvpical objects of t,.- terrain ,rable I.4

!eroi, T"able 14 one can see, among other things, hoe desirable it i.s to
:. u.e of even a small optical sy.stem in order to magnify the anigular

dini r-ion- observed: for the range of visibility S of the majority of
P

tcrr:;i objects it eliminates the need for taking angular dimensions into
account.
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TABLE 14. APPROXIMATE VALUES OF CRITICA. DISTANCE L AT VHICH 1HEcr

ANGULAR D01ENSONS OF TERRAIN OBJECT ARE OT LESS ThAIN !5 X 15'

ksa.
cr__Object lObserved with Observed with

1 Naked Eye 8-Power Bino.ular

Kature- forests of all -.orts. 8.5-10 50-60
Individual mature groves of 4-5 35-40

all sorts.
Large hillocks- 10-17 80-100
Individual mature trees. 1.5-2.0 12-15
Substantial buiidings (ele- 6 ! 40-50
vatorS, houses, etc.)

Large railway bridges. 2-3 I 15-20
Factory chifneys 41 25-30
Beacon structure 3-/I 25-30
Television oasts. 6-8 I80
Triangulation station. 2-3 25
Log house. 1-1.5 8-12
ren. 0.2 !1.5

Truck. 0.5 !.G
Artificial scre*n 4 X i m. 3 8
Artificial screwn 2 X 2 a. 0.5 e
Large 5hp 40

If the meteorological range of visibility is less than the critical
distance LCr it is noz necesar-y to inrroduce corrections in the anj-ular

diiension of the object, as the object is nat visible at a distance less
than the meteorological range of visibility.

But if the eteorological range of" visibility considerably exce-2s Lcr.

then the situation changes radically: beyond the limits of the critical
distance the degree of visibility of the object deteriorates not only as
a conse e.ce of the reduction of the angular dimensions, but also by
virtue of the iaskir.g effect of atmosps.eric haLe. U.der these circtmstances
the ran-ge of visibility ol a snall object observed with the naked eve may
be considerably less than s

4hat has been sa.d above is valid only for the ligt hours of the 24,
both as regards the limit angulaT dimension of IS' nd uas regards L
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In twilihnt and, naturally enough, in darkness the laws of visual
perceptivity of objects take on an altogether different character. In
twilight the degree of visibility of objects deteriorates steadily as the
general level of illumination falls off.

Each level of illumination has its own, considerably greater, maximum-
permissible angular dimension for an object, and its own critical distance
L cr. In the dark, with illuminations at hundredths and thousandths of a

lux, the limit angular dimension of an object rises to some degrees, and
Lcr diminishes correspondingly.

In methodic respects all these questions have been little worked out,
and on this account there is no point in dwelling on them in greater detail.4

Now let us pass on to examination of the question of the dcgree of
visibility, Vo, of objects depending upon their angular dimensions.

The experimental base for this question has been created by field
measurements-of the degree of visibility of a black body made in the form of

I a thin-walled hollow brass cylinder having a ratio of length to diameter
of opening amounting to 10:1, and blackened inside. The cylinder was set
up against a sky background at the horizon; variations of the angular
dimensions y of the black hollow were secured by altering the distance to
it. As an instrument one of the early variations of the IDV device was
used. The image of a section of sky at the horizon served as the masking
luminosity. The value of V was determined via the graduated table of

_ oy
the device through reading at the moment of extinction of the image of the
black body (observations were carried out without "joggling" the image).

- The results of the measurements are set forth in Table 15.

It is apparent, although not stated, that the hollow brass cylinder
I must have been closed at the end farthest from the observer-translator.

TABLE 15. CHANGE III DEGREE OF VISIBILITY V oyOP AN ABSOLUTELY

BLACK-SUR.FACE PROJECTED AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF SKY AT THE
HORIZON, AND DEPENDENCES UPON ITS ANGULAR DIMENSIONS (FOR FIXED

OBSERVAT ION)

y . .. .. . .. .... 20 15 12 9 6 3 2

V (mean).. . . .. 45 L1  38 29 19 8 4; oy

I Some tens of series of measurements were carried out for each angular
dimension.
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The graphic data of Table 15 are presented in Figure 21 in the form of
the upper curve.

4, F

,X,

s-a rrs .6th an r .- ;.r,;- o -

in the range of ?.,uiar dimensions from 15' t, 2" c a n ge 0 f V relative

to ",as may be seer from Figure 21, is of a sharply defined linear character.
This linear relationship and the "critical distance" t.onc.ept w'hich has been
introduced make it possible to determine that at least for an absolutely
black surface the change in V"' depending on y- follows almost precisely the

empirical relationship 
o
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(4.12)

where V is the initial degree of visibility for the limit angular

dimension Y = 15'.

As regards (4.12) one must make the following reservations. The
L/S, r-latio7:ohip can be used only when S, is greater than Lcr. The

magnitude of the L rISM ratio characterizes the angular magnitude of an

object beyond the limits of the initial value 15'. For example, if SM =

2 Lr, then y = 1/2 15' = 7.5'; for this angular dimension we find on the

upper curve of the nomogram the V -values of the black surface which isOY
T-aI to 22.5 (with initial o  45). If SM = L cr we find correspondingly

that y = 0.2-15' 3', and V = 9.

O4 c.urse V ran be determined at cnce frcm (4.12) by substitutingoY
into that equation kncrwn values for Vo and Lc/SM. Such a course does not
give the concete angular dinension y for an object. But this dimension, as
we see from-the above example, can easily be found.

The upper curve in Figure 21, constructed on the basis of the experi-
mental data of Table 25, may be regarded as a :guide one for the construction
of the course of change of the V of real objects which have a differentoy
initial value V0 , There sre oo grounds for supposimg that Yoy for pronounced

contrast (i.e., for an absolutely black surface) takes one course, and that
V for a weaker contrast takes Aatber.
oy

The less V value of real objtt may he regarded as a correspondingly

reduced V value for an absolutely black surface.
0

Taking this as th, point of departure, on 0a basis of (4.12) values of
Voy for a series of other initial values of V 0,'ex computed. As a result
the family of curves which is set cut en the same Figure 21 was secured.

Iti-1 -
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I

h.:. LGurrectness of the course of V for any .given initial value V.

as thus .acured is fully confiraed by analogous curves published in ont. of
the studies of A. A. Gershun [4O page 429], from which Figure 22 has been
borrowed. In this drawing the discrininability of Voy corresponding in our

case to the degree of visibility, Vo., of an object, has beer. set forth o.
the ordinate axis, and on the abscissa 2xis the angular dibension, y, of

the object. P.T; curves illustrated in Figure 22 are constructed for contrast
values of 80, 60 and 30%. These curves correspond to the curves in
Figure 21 constructe4 for degrees of visibility V0 of approximately 40,

30 and 15. The splendid coincidence of the paths taker by these curves,
secured in independent investigations, carried out on different methodic
bases, serves as a confirmation of the method set fort. here for determin-ii ing the relationship of V to y, and of the formula (4.12)

Figure 22° Eepen~M' ce of the V
or

.cf Objects Upoo ' ngular Dimensions,
y (According to A. A. Gershun),

The iamily of curves in Figure 2! possesses some interesting peculiar-
ities.

It is ohvious that when any object is '-ought to the threshold of
perception, with its contrast K deeiinirg to the value c 2nd with the
object becoming invisibie, the degree of v:isibility V = K/c of such an
object is equal to one. This object will b#r invisible even under fixed
observation (cf. -for compariscra Table 10). W-r will small objects be
visible if their V0y = 1. In harwotty with nomogram set forth in

Figure 21, no objects having a Vo from 4S te 15, the curves of whicn

* intersect a straight line corresponding -; V = I and parallel to the

-bscissa axis, will be visibie.



Loss of visibility of all these objec-s (occasioned, let us recall,
only by the small size of the angular dimensions, and not by the action of
haze) takes place, as the nologran shows, when their cngular dimension
y = ,'. This orresponds very well with ;he generally accepte4 value for
the threshold of acairy of vision, and once nore serves as an indirect
confirmation of the correctness of the linear dependence of V upon y that

Oy

has been secured, and of the (4.12) relationship.

7he consideratiors set forth above are based upon the proposition that
fixed observation occurs. But under rezl circumstances one is obliged to
deal with unfixed observation, for which a V = 1 is too small. On this

account, for real circumstances o- threshold perceptivity V o must be taken

* as larger.

If for orientation purposes one takes a value V oy = 2 (tbe second line

fro the bottom, parallel to the abscissa axis), then, as ensures from
Table 10, detection of the object does already corresmond to this value
for V0 , but again only wi-h fixed observation. ith unfixed observation

objects having V o = 2 czn fail to be detected. In these cases the

angular dinensions of objects (naving the Hi 1i initiation value of V that
0

are indicated above), come. as is apparent from the nomogram, to I - 2'.

Thus with unfixed observation, -wich is the =ost typical for practical
conditions, one mist use Voy = 3 for orientation purposes; it corresponds

(see Table 10) to detection of the object with unfixed observation. OLe can
see from the rnoogram what wil-I be the angular dimensions of objects unier
these circanstanc%-s for variou-s initiation V values.

Here one should note that the V0 quantities of reel-objects projected

on a sky backgrwxrd at the horizon never attain a vaiue less than 10
c.K 20%) This is correct even in the winter tine when the oject is

completely covered with sn-w.

Evidently, as ensues from observations of the author extending over many
years, V° = 10 is a lower linit beyond which no real object projected against

a sky background- at the horizon falls.

Such is one of the possible methods for determining the degree of
visibility, Vo.f, of objects having small angular dimensions, if means of

optical magnification are not used in observing them. In expressions (4.9)
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or (4.10) the va-ameter V wist be replaced by V .; i.e., we shall have

5 26. Ue of Visibility Gages to Peteraine the Parameter DI/ or (DIBo )
0

In its generl Ieatures the princEple for masureent of the parameter
0/3 for D/S ) hss been set forth at the begimi.~ of the present C-samer,

where we have s ken of the transformation of the equation for the range of
visibility of r-a1 objects.

Let us dweil En ~ little wore detail upon some of the details of the
principal for stasrmeint asapplied to the DV device.

The idea of measur--ent is based uron the rel-tive ltminance method.
The basic isge is a bent 'gixed) iuge. 7he black wek of the device is
placed upon the lighter c.vqwk~e-t of the observed '1round surface" cornrast,t.._ ta -e -!bjecz then the nark is placedi ezi, if the background is ligxiter than the be Je hemr spae
upon the -background, ard vice- versa. -he i=&e of a sectioa of sky at the
horizon is to serve as tthe *asking "_.inarie.

The point of optical coincidence of the mark wit. the surface being
obkerved mist be selected at such a distance frem the -oint -f obse-VatiGn
that this section is -not uder haze and that it will be possible to piace
upon it, 'y wesns of the proper airing of the visib- lity gage, the masking
hminance in the fo= of an unbent i-2ge of the section of sky at the
horizon, the lbinanc-e of which is taker as being equal to the D coefficient
of the light-atmosphere equation.

All the reasoning applied in Chapter ill in the derivaticn of the basic
relationsbips stands up completely in the present case as well. But in
then, in place of the 11mirsqce 3 of the backgroulnd there should stand t-he

luminance D of the second of sky at the horizon; and in place of the
1tainance % of the object, the more luirnous component of the observed
"ground 7urface" c6ptrast B a

0

Without repeating the derivation, we shall write a few obvious firial
relationships. in place of (3.4) we shall have

-127-
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Hfere 1/c is the degree of visibiiity V44 of an absolutely black object

on a background of sky at the horiz)n (in our case it is replace! by the
black =ark of the device); E/oT is ticerically equal to the degre of
visibility V (mims one) of the bla-:k mark. against -he backgretad of the

lighter component of -"grourd surface' contrast.

In both Cases the xasking l-tinance is to be the 1.mimmace of the sky
at the horizon, i.e., the luaniance- D.

Tbus we car wriv

Taking VM' = 4, utich is close enough for practical purposes, we have

finally, corresponding to what we go: earlier,

D 4sF (4.15)

In Table 16, values for D in accordance with _(4.15) are set forth for

scme terrzin objects xeasured with the IrA device in the incaer in-Acated.

5 '. 27 a. Se of Visibility of Objects Agaist Background of Sky. (Haze)
At Horizon

Va. ious sorts of threshold or near-threshold observations of objects
against a sky background forn an invrtant part of the general science of
the visibility of real Zerrain objects. it couprises all cases of visibility
of objects at sea and the greater part of cases of the visibility of
objects o, land. Inasnuch as in these cases the background is haze at the
hcri:on which characterizes by a state of ltainance seturation 0, theyf .re
very si-aple in theoretical respects, since the luainance B of the background

(sky at hori:cn) can be identified (uith the reservations set forth in
-anter I) with the D coefficient :,f the lighet-ataosphere emuatior,. which
gives D18 = 1. Then in place of (4.5) -cc secured for the range of visibility

of an objec: projected against a background of haze (sky at horizon) and
having at that distance angular dirdensions not less tha 15' x 15'
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S

(4.16)

or with small angi-Alar di2ensions

S..:= (4.17)

TABLE 16. MEAN VALUES 45 -5 V FOR SO.EoBJECTS OF THE TERRAF, MEASURED

BY THE RELATIVE LLN'IIIIAKE METhOD

Object V' k/Vnation ao

Black screen P I. 45
B 1.3 35

Pne Forest- P 4.0 11.2
B 8.6 5.2

Deciduoys forest P 2.2 20.5
0- 3.0 15.0

Bushes F 5.5 5.2
P. 8.6 6.2
B 12.0 3.8

Grassy hillock P 9.2 4,9

R 11.5 3.9
S13,8 3.2

Dirt road R 10.0 4.5

Weathered Wooden Building P 3.6 12
B 8.0 5.6

Slate roof P 27.8 1.6

Concrete Landing Strip R 30 1.5

NOTE: P - cloudy; .1 - Diffused illumination; B - Cloudless, objects lit
up by sun.

Generally speaking, (4.16) and (4.17) are correct for bright, duli, and
dark tines of day on the condition that the V0 or V of the objects is

determined s it applies to the given level of. illumination.
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As the expressions w'e hzave introduced above show. the S of An.

object against a hackground of haze depenids upon t:wo parameters, i .e..,

7ce principle for the use of visibility gaes in -irder to deternine
the V 0of objects and tbe meth~ds for re&4ding V OYare exined in detail

in foregoing chaters.

The =ethc.6s of measureuent of the uetecrological ange af visihility
are set forth in Chapters VI, VII ard UX.

!f the value S and thc degree of visibility V0 (or V ) are ino~n -

for an object, then the an;.ut of is c=vcfuted accoringto(6)o

(4.31, or according to Tble 12 (second grazih from left' one finds the
coefficient or transfer q, and t:e one co~resacodig oth
for~ula

In Table 17 w'e set forth ==mrs for teVof so~e tya-caZ terrairn

GW0 Xa

objects agairst a haze background, sec-rt-. frea prolonged series of
observrations with -h he;-, of one of ;:he mnodels of the 11V visibilitv gage.
On the besis of the data in this Tabi-le, :.b- :-alues; for the relative a-2nge
OF visibi lity rif some bjects against a hsze 7)ackgreu-ni are cccputed (4.16),
and these are set forth in Table I..

F ~rom Talble I t followcs that in the light hours of the 24 the r3,ne of
visibility of the majority of real terrain objects projected against a
backgroun-z of ha'e and ha-ving sufficiently large angUlar dinez-sions,
corresuond5 annroxianately to the n-teorclogical range of visibil ity.

it is precisely this peculiarity- of the real objects in question that
makes it :nossible to identify their- range of visibilty with the metGeoro-
logical range of visibiiity, z ewith the state of trasissivity of the
atmosphe~e, and that constitutes the foundation for any visual scale of
visiblifty, including the international lO-noint scale of 193S.
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TABLE 17. MEAN VALUE6 V AND ig V OF SOME TERRAIN OBJECTS PROJECTED

AGAINST A SKY (HAZE) BACKGROUND AT THE HORIZON DURING THE LIGHT HOURS

OF THE 24 (MEASUREMENTS WITHOUT JOGGLING IMAGE) AND HAVING ANGULAR DI-
MENSIONS NOT LESS THAN 15 x 15'

With sharply With broken,
1 % Pdefined, even Jagged

Object Period ~ ln ulnI" outli Ine out ilne
"V O  1 gyo V°  I gV

__ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ _0* 0 0___ _

Absolutely black body. 45 1.65 --

Mature coniferous forests

and groves. Year-Round 40 1.60 34 1.53
Mature deciduous forests

and groves: Spring, Summer
With leaves and Autumn 34 1.53 28 1.45

Without leaves lutumn and Winte 24 1.38 20 1.30

Mixed forest. Year-Round 37 1.57 30 1.48
Individual coniferous

tree (not further than
2.5 km): 37 1.57 30 1.48
Individual deciduous
tree (not further than

, 2.5 km): Spring, Summer

With leaves and Autumn .. ... 28 1.45

Without leaves Autumn and WInter 23 1.35 20 1.30

Grassy hillocks. Summer 33 1.52

Objects under frost or
snow (Forests, hillocks,

trees, buildings, etc.):
Gray background Winter 25 1.40 .

.Lio-ht gray background " 14 1.15 ..
Fuiildings of gray brick
Jrv; .einforced concretc Year-Round 23 1...

. n :. r d or' . " 4r 1.6 .
"~~ ", ra/. tepn v n)l.

; :, rhQ ,  ('0 bt,; ri r~: . f , .i .. .
i c " rnc, t)u , '

up 40,

IB I.
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TABLE 18. RANGE OF VISIBILITY, DURING DAYLIGHT, OF SOME TERRAIN OBJECTS,
PROJECTED AGAINST A HAZE BACKGROUND AND HAVING ANGULAR DIMENSIONS (AT
RANGE S A) not less than 15' X 15' (RELATIVE TO METEOROLOGICAL RANGE

OF VISIBILITY S M )

OjcRange of
Object Vo lg V°  Visibility

Relative
to SH

Absolutely balck body. 45 1.65 i.O0
Coniferous forest with even outline. 40 1.60 0.99
Same with broken outline, 3 1.53 0.95
Deciduous forest with even outline. 34 1.53 0.95
Same with broken outline. 28 1.45 0.90
Same without leaves, with broken outline. 20 1.80 0.80
Mixed forest with eveni outline. 37 1.57 0.97
Same with broken outline. 30 1.48 0.92
Grassy hillocks with even outline. 33 1.52 0.94
individual coniferous tree with even
outline (not farther than 2.5 km). 37 1.57 0.97

-Individual deciduous tree with broken outline,
no leaves. 20 1.30 0.80

Sme, with leaves. 28 1.45 0.90
Substantial structures of red brick

(chimneys, buildings, etc.). 40 1.60 0.99
Dark gray steeples, old weathered

log structures, etc. 40 1.60 0.99
Large objects (forests, structures, etc.)

under snow and frost (light background). 14 1.15 0.71
Structures of light gray brick. 20 1.30 0.80
Large railway bridges. 30 1.48 0.92
Triangulation signals. 25 1.40 0.91
Oid telephone posts. 40 1.60 0.99

Thus if an object is locuLed at a distance less than Lc , and if S < L

then S is determined according to (4.16) or through the q coefficient
p*

(Table 12) without any corrections for angular dimensions.

With S H L it is necessary to find V via (4.12) to start with, and
?4 cr o

then to compute S in accordance iith (4.17), with the condition that SH

must be known.

4+-.'2
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For example, let us determine the S. A of a factory chimney with
p .

SM =15 km and V° = 40. From Table 14 we find that for the chimney

L cr 4 km. From (4.12) we compute Voy at distance Sm, i.e.,

S4t K, 7 -'= -io 1 l0,:.

Finally in accordance with (4.17)

S , .

i.e., Sp A is approximately two-thirds as great as S W.This diminution is

occasioned by the aggrcgate operation of two factors: the reduction of
the V0 value on account of small angular dimensions (at distance Sp.A) and

the masking effect of haze characterized by the magnitude of S

Let us note that actually the magnitude of S in the example being

examined will be somewhat larger than the one secured, since V must beoy

determined relative to the range Sp.A which is being sought, and not

relative to S . But although this point does constitute a chortcoming of

the method for getting V that has been set forth, the distinction between
oY

the actual and the computed values of Sp.A is not great, and this is

acceptable for practical purposes. Moreover, even the other, more accurate
ways of calculating V also contain a series of imprecisions, and theoY
value S of a small object is also secured in approximate form.

The approximated method for getting the Voy of objects relative to y

with the help of the introduced-condept of "critical distance", as just set
forth by us, is readily applicable to elucidating the problem: at what
values of SM is the visibility range of a small object against a sky back-

ground basically determined by diminution of its angular dimensions?. For
this purpose we must find from (4.12): at what value for SM and the given
value for Lcr does V = 3? (see Figure 21).

For the case of the factory chimney we have from (4.12)

S .cr •-13-
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In'accordance with (4.17) we determine the maximum range of detection
of the chimney

Sp ,A.ma -. 0:S • 53iog3 !- z.

At this distance the chimney will be barely visible, on account of the
aggregate effect of atmospheric haze and its diminishing angular dimensions.
But if from this distance one looks at the chimney with an 8-power binocular,
thanks to the augmentation of the anguiar dimensions it will be a great
deal more readily visible.

Thus the maximum range of visibility of a small object, observed against
a sky background v'ith the naked eye, depends on the ratio (1,Ir/S )-15 at

which the value V = 3 is attained.
oy

If one takes into account the fact that the threshold range of dis-
appearance is approximately 30% greater than the threshold range of detection,
then in our case with the factory chimney (with Sm1 = 15 km) the range of

disappearance of the chimhey will be equal to 13 km, and in place of the
maximum range of 16 km at which the chimney is 'arely visible, we shall
secure a range of disappearance equal to 20 km.

It ought to be remarked that pronouncedly elongated objects on the lines
of antennae, or high electric transmission lines, are visible at very great
distances. This takes place for two reasons: first, such objects can be
projected against a background of blue sky, rather than of haze, which
increases their degree of visibility; in the second place, the threshold of
sharpness of such objects declines from 1' to 10-20", which changes the
initial relationships.

The procedures set forth can easily be applied to any object and for any

value of S 1. We ropeat, these procedures do not pretend to great precision

and give the S value for objects with an error of 25-30%. But es we see

it, the attainment of high degrees of accuracy is hardly sensible or
susceptible of achievement, if one takes into account the fact that the
contrast sensitivity and particularly the acuity of vision in different people
are subject to considerable variations; the transparency of the atmosphere
may be heterogeneous along a beam of vision, the properties of the objects
themselves (character of outlines, etc.) change with distance, etc. A
striving toward unjustifiably high precisions leads to making the obser-
vation more complicated, to a need for calling to mind a great many rules,
to prolongation of the time for solution of the problem, all of which taken
together scares the user away from such methods.
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In the practical determination of Sp.A it is perfectly possible to

rest satisfied with an error cf 25-30%.

Our method for the determination of the Sp.A of objects, based upon
the "critical distance" concept and the existence of a linear dependence of

Voy upon y, is precisely the one that offers the degree of accuracy referred

to.

§ 28. Landing Range of Visibility, Posing the Problem

'he present-day aerial radio navigation complex completely solves the
problem of blind flight, as we are aware, at times when no ground orienta-
tion points are visible, but at the same time it is still too incompletely
refined to ensure blind landing on a runway with 100% guarantee of successful
fesults.

The absence of methods for blind landing makes the regularity of flights
depend directly upon meteorological conditions and inflicts enormous losses
not only upon aviation, -but upon the national economy as a whole.

The working out of blind landing methods under a complicated set of
meteorological circumstances is among the most difficult of scientific and
technological problems. Prolonged efforts in this direction both in the
USSR an.d abroad have not yet Lod to solution of the problem. Endeavors to
a2ply television to blind landing, which have been made in many countries,
have been recognized to be unsuccessful.

The insufficient contrast sensitivity, the absence of stereoscopic

vision, the small resolving capacity, and other shortcomings of present-day
television images, lead to distortion of spatial perception and to a lack
of correspondence between the scale of the television image and the scale of
the picture actually observed. For example, according to experimental data
in Belgium, the difference between a visual estimate of the range of
visibility up to the beginning of the runway (in the lower part of the
approach glide) and its estimate according to a television image comes to
tens of meters. Investigations on the application of television ior
determination of the range of visibility on a runway have not pascd beyond
-the experimental stage.

Tests carried out in England on controlling a blind landing from the
control tower with the halp of a radio-location apparatus have shci'n that
this method is also unable to guarantee a successful landing in 100% of
cases.
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The radio-technological principle of so called equi-signal zones
appeared very promising; it was supposed to ensure the indispensable precision
in guiding the airplane along the axis of the runway and in determining its
height above the ground. Experience in use showed that this system ensures
a blind approach to the runway only to a distance of about 0.5 km to the
beginning of the strip, after which the aviator is once more obliged to shift
to visual piloting. Thus the equi-signal zone method also failed to solve
fully the problem of the blind landing.

The absence of blind landing methods makes it necessary, at some final
stage of the approach glide, to shift to visual piloting and visual landing.
In this concluding stage of the flight the visual functions of man estimate
altitude and direction of flight more accurately than do present-day aerial
navigation devices.

In order to get a clear idea what factors affect iisual landing under
complicated meteorological conditions, let us follow the trajectory movement
of an airplane in the concluding stage of a flight.

Let us turn to Figure 23 (see also Figures 30 and 31).
iH

".L" "... .....

Figure 23. Diagram of Trajectory of
Motion of Airplane Go!ng in to Land,

The gradual approach of the airplane (on instruments) coumences some tens
of kilometers fTom the point of landing. 1he flight trajectory of the plane
from the start of its loss of altitude to the point of landing is called the
approach glide. The landing of contemporary heavy aircraft weighing tens
and hundreds of tons is carried out on special concrete landing and take-off
strips, eq-ipped with a system of lighting and radio devices intended to
ensure a su,.cessful vibual landing.

With general high transmissivity of atmosphert and with absence of cloudi-ness the problem of determining landing visibility does not arise, since in
the light hours of the ?4 the landing strip itself, and by night the system
of signal lights associated with it, are readily visible from a distance of
some tens of kilometers.
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The situation changes radically when heavy atmospheric turbidity and
low cloud are observed. In the complete absence of visibility of ground
surface objects, piloting of an airplane is carried out by instruments all
the way to C I os-in homing radio beacon (BP N) (Figure 23), after
passing which the pilot shifts to visual piloting. In this first stage
of visual landing there must be conmnicated to the pilot the so-called
vercical alti-.ude - the height at which, upon coming through the clo:!d
cover. he 'Aill see the ground in daylight or signal lights in darknes&.

To jump ahead, -we shall show that in the first stage complications
frequently Brise as to the determination of vertical altitude, these being
occasion:. b- tho complicated structure of the lower limit of cloud cover.

Simultaneotsly with vertical visibility the pilot must be told the
'distance at which, leokiv. - along the incline below the approach glide, he
will see the beginning of the runway or the system oi signal lights at even
a very faint (thresnold) perceptivity. This det.rmines the so-called
oblique visibility range.

- Visual landing is not possible at every value for vertical and oblique
visibility.

The inertia of the visual and motor functions of man, combined with
the great speeds ot an-airplane in its approach glide and with its inertia,
determines for each type of airplane (and also for the class of polit)
some specific permissible minimum of vertical and oblique visibility, pass-
ing beyond the limits of which is associated with the possibility of an

:1 accident. This minimum is determined through landing norms effective in
the Ciyil Aviation System of the USSR. In particular, at present the norms
for vertical visibility come to amounts ranging from 50 meters for piston
aircraft to 120 meters for jet airplaftes of TU-104 type. The norm for
oblique visibility runs from 500 meters for piston airplanes to 1,200 meters
and more for jet airplanes.

It is obvious Oat range of visibility on an incline along the glide
in any given case cannot be less than the vertical visibility, for whichreason the basic factor limiting the visual landing is the oblique visibility.

- . The inexorable shift to visual piloting immediately before landing has
made it necessary to work out scientifically-well-grounded operative methods
for determining landing visibility. One may give the following definition ofthe concept of these:

The landing range of visibiliku (Sld ) is the nane given to the maxi-

mwr distance, on an incline along the approach glide, at which, with
worsened visibility, the pilot of a landing airplane, upon shifting frrn
instrument to visual Piloting, can detect at the threshold of perceptivity,
and recognize, the beginning of the runway and the system of signal Lights
'ssciated with it.
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With good transmissivity of atmosphere and absence of cloudiness, both
in daylight and in darkness the need for determination of landing visibility
diminishes, since the runway by day, and the system of signal lights by
night, are visible, as has already been pointed out, from a great distance.

With poor transmissivity, in daylight the visibility of -the beginning
of the runway on an incline along the glide may be worse or better ;than the
visibility of the signal lights, depending on the density of fog or heavy
haze and the level of general illumination.

The pilot carrying out the landing must be told both the raikge of
visibility of the beginning of the runway, and the range of visibility of
the signal lights.

With heightened turbidity of atmosphere in darkness the range of
visibility of the beginning of the runway is very low (considerably less
th,&n the meteorological range of visibility), but under the save circum-
stances range of visibility of high-intensivity signal lights is always
greater than the meteorological range of visibility (Figure 24).

It would seem that the need for determining range-of visibility of
signal lights at airfields would fall away even when there is dense fog. But
a series of complicating factors (aureole effect, etc.), which are examined
in detail in the next chapter, shows the lack of justification for any
such supposition.

Thus even in darkness an aviator, carrying out a landing with bad
transmissivity r. 'osphere, should receive information regarding the range
of visibility, .' incline along the approach glide, both of the signal
lights and t -ning of the runway.

- 29. Some Pecul arities of Meteorological Factors Determining Landing
Visibil itN

The state .ceorological circumstances associated with weather
,minima for landi, Is is characteri:ed by heterogeneity and great changeabil-
ity in time and in space. It is clear from the following examples how
greatly thi. circumstance hampers the determination of landing visibility.

To begin with let us examine the question of the height of the lower
limit of low clouds, which determines vertical visibility.
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If the lower limit of low clouds constituted a shrply ',efined plane
of division between clouds and "pure" atmosphere (Figure 25), determination
of vertical visibility would not be difficult, inasmuch as present-day
triangulation [12] and photolocation cloud meters measure the height of
such a lower limit with suZficient accuracy.

b)

a) : " ?.:

Figure 25. Landing Conditions With Sharply Defined Lower
Limit of Clouds

BPR4 -- close-in homing radio beacon; VPP -- ianding and
take-off strip.

Key: a) BPRM; b) VPP.

But as observations show., the lower limit of a cloud height greater
than or equal to 200-250 meters is almost never clear-cut. The most wide-
spread structure for the lower limit of such clouds is an alternation of
sections of cloud sharply distinguished as to height, at some points
passing over into formless strips of cloud hanging all the way down to the
earth's surface (Figure 26), Such a cloud is as a rule moving rapidly in
one direction or another. What is one to call the height of the lower
limit of such a cloud? To what extent does it correspond to vertical
visibility for an aviator who is carrying out a landing? Here we run up
against disparities between the height of the lower limit of zloud as
determined instrumentally through measurements from the ground, and the
actual heish of "detection" of the ground, determined visually by a pilot

ing in for a landing; these disparities are constant, and they have not
been overcome to date.

One also runs up against another type of structure of the lower limit
clouds. It is characterized by the fact that there is no real boundarl

as such, but instead a gradual transition takes place from an optically
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less dense sub-cloud haze which is &3so optically variable with height
(Figure 27). In many cases t e sub-cloud haze reaches the surface of the
earth or hangs above it at on-! inconsiderable altitude or another.

Lower Limpi of Clouds
Key: a) BP§Mtl; b) VPP

I w o °° . °o .. .- .°o o

b .

Figure 27. Land ng Conditions hen Sub-Cloud Haze is Present.
Key: a) OPPAI; b) VPP

'What is one to call the height of the lower limit of clouds in tIAsevent? Here, as in the preceding case, one encounters discrepanciesaffecting both the very concept of "the height of the lower limit of clouds,"and the data whicb must be cocmnicated to the pilot who is comin~g in for a
landing.
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Such are the difficulties in the way of determining vertical visibility;
they arise by reason of the complicated character of the meteorological

phenomenon urnder observation, and of the fact too little study has been
devoted to it.

One encounters complications that are no less considerable in con-
nection with the question of measuring the transmissivity of the atmosphere.

The transmissi'vity of the atmosphere, in an oblique direction and within
the limits of landing norms, can change in the sharpest and most unexpected
fashion. But to date neither apparatus nor methods have been worked out for
measuring the transmissivity of the atmosphere in an oblique direction, such
as might be used in practice. Existing treatments have still not emerged
from the stage of experimental work and testing (see Chapter VII). This
circumstance is a serious obstable to correct determination of landing
visibility.

The well-developed basis method (see Chapter VI) makes it possible to
measure and register the meteorological range of visibility only in a
horizontal direction. Bt fog, and marked turbidity of the atmosphere in
general, are characterized by a considerable spatial heterogeneity and by
rapid changes with time both in inclined and in horizontal directions. Methods
for measuring and figuring this spatial and teiporal hettrogen6ity have not
been worked out to date, something which is sometimes the cause of serious
accidents.

Still a further phenomenon of a meteorological character complicates
the solution of the question of landing visibility.

A system of airport signal lights is a group cobination of constant
or flashing lights of high intensivity (power extending up to 500,000
candlepower). Such group lights possess in darkness, when there is pro-
nounced turbidity of the atmosphere, a considerable aureole effect, thanks to
which there comes into being a luminous curtain extending some hundreds of
meters in width and some tens of meters high. The preserce of the luminous
curtain increases the importance of threshold illumination F for the group

lights (the light sensitivity of the eye falls off), in which connection this
takes place the =re, the greater is the atmosphere turbidity. It is
striking that despite the urgency of the question there is not a single in-
vestigation on the values of Eth for group lights in the presence of aureole

effect.

If to this on- adds the absence of studies on the effect upon Eth (as
well as :m the threshold of contrast sensitivi.y s) of such factors as
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pilot fatigue, dircyizg of the sight glasses of the cabin, etc., are may
conclude that. inraeoacy. of stdit an the threshold risuzal Zrwnctiorts also
obstruicts any highn-quzailitv optical deternination of lan&Zizg 'risi-bili-ty.

* ~ ~~ ' 3O. Factors Which iDetemirm Ladirg 'fsibiit

To st= vp -.&at we have said ;;n the- two precedinz spctimas. let us make
a li--st of the =zteorological, * hotote&znical, = ad ~~-hsooi
factors that determine lv~~ isibilitty e-.zg d.-Elight 2=4 &-lring dark-
ness:

1) might ;gr4 dvmjracter afi stmec-ye of J itm~
2) Vertical ez~~ f R-clezd hzzze and Y;:rtca.3 &mr-ient of i-ts

op~tical density:
5) Average tran.s-Issivi -.. of* stosmhere (Inea valt~ of =ee-aogica

rxge of visibilitf) On an Iznc!ine along tb=- fi1 sect!=n of the z7-rcach
glide;

4) i'.siiz razos: he-ze meteor oical rs:Ae of v.-sibility)
in a hoiona iree-4n close to te begiming of trte r.-.ay;

5)~~ebiiy of the ;Factors In tine am in, sppce:

HI- Rhcoteordai factors:

1) t~trx~a ractzisrCS c the 2=06wan the ~eg~
surourding~ fp-wretsrs CK or 451W I

~ C

2) 1ooer .tei ic of he riysignal Iiv ts -

piot cvdx . -:r a - - tor gmu

Swat uete sz-- :t t zIt' hzz the --tteeoroiec-al ae rr

COf al:laiz 4h:-'- is ass~isted wi: h rea nOf Ianiin vISRI-iity
t Aurznx daylig&hr A=J iarkress zaos fr stundy of VT-e oC~t-s of the gmvamd-

suriace Ia =ai- s-aas for r.eszremin oftaudsvt of -~e

aonher ;1i horioantal and c-or~~a directions. the dereo=&int OF
szethojS Ef-~~ easur5!'g and flzaarng s til a tezmporal ciange~silitv o-F
uee -- rrlgiral factors, znd the stcdy off zhresbold v~isua iui=ns



31. Methods Systems for Determining Landing Visibility ;n Daylight.

Experimental Values of Basic Parameters

In this section we examine the methods for determining in daylight the
range of visibility of the boeinning of the runway as an object which
forms a "g'round-level" contrast with the background that surrounds it.
The question of the range of visibility of the signal light system is
examined in the next chapter.

Since under complicated meteorological conditions the shift to visual
piloting is made at a relatively short distance from the beginning of the
runway, the latter can be regarded as an object having large angular
dimensions and thus one to which the relationship (4.5) is applicable. But
since the light-gray concrete surface of the runway is as a rule more
luminous than the background which surrounds it, with the exception of winter
conditions, instead of the ratio D/B one can take D/B or the equiva-

a runway
lent ratio 4S/V' run, where V' is a quantity determined in accordance withrun

the moment of extinction of the mark of the visibility gage against the
runway background.

Thus the determining expressions for S land applicable to the beginning

of the runway will be the equations

Vu" , ~

iand O,62S., 08  D (4.18a)

Brun

or

and=-,6_S :log .(4.18b)

iun

From these expressions the invalidity of the frequently applied procedure
under which Sland is determined as the value of the meteorological range of.

visibility SM with a certain constant empirical correction, and without
taking the parameters V and D/Br into account, is clearly apparent. To

this end, in expression (1.23) for SM the value of P; is increased. For

example, in the Unizee. States in graduating Douglas transmissivity registers
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Al

(see § 42) the quantity c is taken as being equal to 0.055, and SM as being
equato2.9rt 1.26
equal to or toL- . In France the value of measured with ana a10 S

instrument, is simply reduced by 30% or even 60%, and is taken as being the
Sland of the beginning of the runway in daylight [226].

Such empirical corrections, and constant ones at that, cannot take into
account the seasonal alterations of contrast between the runway and the
background surrounding it, nor variations in depending on circumstances of
illumination and other factors. The magnitude of Sland for the beginning of

a runway is correctly determined only with parameters Vo and D/Brun being

taken into account.

Here we shall not touch upon steps for measuring SM with application

to the problem of determining Sland' since this question, which has a long

history, is examined independently in Chapter VI.

Let us pasB on to determination of the parameters V and D/B in their
0 run

application to the problem of the visual landing of airplanes.

The parameter V_ of concrete runways has been investigated in detail

in accordance with the seasons of the year. The measurement procedure is set
forth in § 24. The basic ground observations were carried out at Leningrad
airport, and the check ones were carried out at Vnukovo airport, Gorkii,
and others. The observations were basically carried out by A. K. Donskoi.

The obse'--a'itons on a concr.e runway from the air (from airplanes and
from free balloor--i were carrica o-it ot the Leningrad, Kiev, Minsk, and Tula
airports. The basic 6tservat.-.:s ;-re iade by E. N. Dovgiallo and the
author of the present monogr47n.

As a result of observations carie. . out at all seasons cf the year,
about 250 series of measurements we-te sr.;red, which made it possible to
establish reliable seasonal values for the V0 of concrete runways by daylight

under various meteorological conditions. Resultant data are set forth in
Tables 19 and 20.

One should note that the deviations (not errors) of actual values of Vo

from the mean for various u.nways and backgrounds and for more detailedlighting conditions do not exceed 25%, and that this figure only slightly
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exceeds the usual error of photometry by extinction. Inasmuch as Vo forms

part of the value of Sland not directly, but via a logarithm, the averaging

indicated is altogether permissible.

TABLE 19. MEAN VALUES FOR V0 OF CONCRETE RUNWAYS BY SEASONS OF THE

YEAR AND UNDER VARIOUS METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (GROUND OBSERVATIONS
AND OBSERVATIONS FROM THE AIR)

~Diffused

Season Background Cloudless Ligftind Cloudy- Lighting

Spring Yellow-brown grass from last 18 (9) 23 (10) 17 (3)
year.

Summer Bright green grass. 27 (51) 27 (23) 26 (12)

Fall Yellow-green or browning grass. 20 (30) 20 (37! 21 (15)

NOTES: 1. In the summer after a rain (with runway wet) and under any
lighting conditions the vaiue for V is 21 (six series of measurements).= 0

2. In the Fall after a rain (with runway wet) and for any conditions of
illumination the mean value of V is 18 (10 series of measurements).

0
3. The numbe," of series of measurements is given within parentheses.

During the winter, ground measurements of V become difficult, sinceo0
the dividing line between the runway and the snow background surrounding it
is very far from clear. On this account for the winter (and in part-for
the spring) period measurements of the Vo of the runway were carried out from

the air (see Table 20).

In accordance with the data of Tables 19 and 29 it is possible to
determine the mean quantities for the V of concrete runways for various

0

seasons ef the year and various meteorological conditions (Table 21).

Operative utilization of the meaz values for V set forth in Table 21
0

in determining landing visibility is examined in the next section..

Let us now set forth the results of measurements of the parameter
/ or 4S/Vrun as they apply to the airports indicated above. The

principle for measurement has been examined in detail in § 26. It was
impossible to carry out measurements of this sort from the air, as a conse-
quence of limited splitting of the images in the field of vision of'the
visibility gage.
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TABLE 20. MEAN VALUES FOR V OF CONCRETE RUNWAYS

I0
4o

i1

Airport Tyve of Background I.Condition of Lighting V N.o
Aipot Flight, runway Conditions 0 ISe r ie s  of

I!

Winter

Leningrad Airplane Snow Partly snowed Diffused 8.0 4
over. lighting

"""Same Cloudy 6.5 5

Gorki i Free " "8.1 1
balloon

Leningrad Airplane ISnowed over 1 6.0 7

Spring
Tula Free ]Camouflaged Without snow, Cloudy 16I 5"

Sballoon dryI
"f Same ILast year's Partly snowed !  15l

!grass over

TABLE 21. MEAN VALUES OF V OF CONCRETE RUNWAYS FOR VARIOUS SEASONS OF THE

YEAR AND VARIOUS METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
AirpoBackground C itin Condition of Runway

Conditions Dry SWere

Yellow-brown (last year's Any 20
grass, without snow.
Bright green young grass. i27 g21
Yelow-green grass turned "20 18

brown in spJts, and
subsequently all turning
yellow.
Snow of varying whitenesses Predlnantly 8

(background and runway under cloudy

snow)Camouflaged (snow patches). Same 16
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With application to concrete runways about 100 series of ground measure-
ments of D/B were carried out; they were executed for the most part by

run
A. K. Donskoi. It proved to be the case that as it relates to a runway the
value of this parameter depends but little on the magnitude of the meteoro-
logical range of visibility and on the lighting conditions.

In 86% of all measurements carried out for a dry runway in the spring,
sumter, and fall, the mean value of D/B came to 1.5 with individuaArun
deviations (not errors) from the mean amounting to plus or minus 30%. In
14% of cases (12 series), which were rejected for variouas reasons, the
deviations were greater than ± 30%.

For a wet runway (after rain) the mean value of D/B came to 2 (16run
series of measurements), with deviations of plus or minus 25% from thi mean.

In order to determine landing visibility the following final values were
selected:

1) for a dry mrnw&.y D/B is equal to 1.5 the year round;
run

2) for a wet runway V/BrIn is equal- to 2.0;

During the winter seas'on, as we are aware, snow is thawed through the
use of special machines and concrete runways are always maintained in a dry
state, for which D/Brun = 1.5.

The use of the measured magnit-des of D/B -un for operative determination

of Sld is examined in the next sectiona.

S 32. Nomograms for Range of Visibility of the Beginning of the Ruhway
During Daylight. Marking the Runway.

The d-termination of landing visibility range which was set forth in
§ 28 shows that a should be based upon the concept of thresholdSland

detection.

In France they take as the basis for the nor" of landing visibility
the criterion of threshold recognition [226, 227], in accordance with which
Sland is approximately 30% less than the range of visibility in accordance

with the threshold of detection.

In our view, to base minima of landing visibility upon the criterion of
threshold recognition is unreasonable, since in conditions of bad visibility
it would become necessary to prohibit landing a good deal more frequently,
something which would without special need inflict a great economic loss.
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In the same fashion it is impossible to base landing norms on the
criterion of threshold disappearance, at which Sland be approximately

20% greater than the range of threshold detection. To compute the range
of landing visibility in accordance with invisibility of the runway is in
our view impossible.

Taking as poiut of departure the circumstance that landing visibility
ought to be determined in accordance with the criterion of threshold
detection, one should introduce threshold contrast cdet into (4.18a). It

is clear that cdet should be applicable not to the value of SM. but to the

parameter V0, inasmuch as it determines the degree of visibility of a runway

against a given background.

The values of VG for a runway, set forth in Table 21, contain the

quantity cdis in harmony with the procedure for measurement -- i.e.,
Vo = K/dis. This means that it is necessary to introduce a correction

into the tables referred to above, before one can use them for operative
purposes. Without pausing on details, we may note at once that as applied
to the landing of airplanes, when observation takes place through dust-
obscured slightly yellowish glasses of a pilot's cabin, edet is approxi-
mately twice a,. large as cdis , in harmony with which the values for V0 in

Tables V., and 20 should be cut in half. But if the landing takes place in
rain or a snowfall, this proves to be insufficient.

Raindrops striking a sight glass that is moving at great speed form
something like a curtain of watered dust, which considerably worsens and
distorts the perception of objects.

The perception of objects is also considerably worsened during a fall of
snow, when snowflakes stick to the sight glass, and partially melt upon it.
In these cases, as observations carried out right in the pilot cabin show,
threshold contrast of detection rises up to 7%. in harmony with which the
value for V in Tables 19, 20 and 21 should be reduced approximately by

3.S times.

Particularly important distortions are introduced, under such circum-
stances, y sight glasses of the pilot's cabin which are markedly inclined
to the line of sight, as in an airplane of flJ-104 type.
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The V values for a runway from Tables 19 and 20, after the introduction
0

of the corrections examined above, are set forth in Table 22.

TABLE 22. SEASONAL MEA4 VALUES FOR V OF CONCRETE RUNWAYS, SUITABLE
FOR NOM'GRAPHING IN THZ PRACTICAL DETERMINAT!ON OF Sid (FOR DAYLIGHT

AND UNDER ANY LIGHTING CONDITIONS)

Upon Landing of Airplane

Background Condition of runway Without With

Precipitation Precipitation

Bright-green young grass. Dry 11.o 8.0
Same Wet 10.0 6.0
Yellowish-green grass, or Dry 10.0 6.0

grass turned brown or
yellow.

Same Wet 9.0 5.7
Yellowish-brown (last Dry 10.0 5.7

year's) grass.
Patches of sno.w. Without snow 8.0 5.0
Snow of various degrees of Patches of snowe 4.0 2.0
whiteness, patches of
snow (overcast lighting).

According to the data of Table 22 and the values for D/Brun set forth

above, we construct two nomograms for the operative determination of Sland.
For this purpose, in the expression for the coefficient of transfer, q, from
S to S (see Table 12)

q=(.621g-8n

we substitute the corresponding values of V0 and an amount i,)r D/Brun equal

to 2 or 1.5 depending on the state of the runway. The value secured for the
coefficient is then multiplied ty several arbitrary values for S., getting

each time the quantity Sland. In the rectangular system of cGordinates the

S values are set off on the ordinate axis, and on the abscissa axis the
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S1and amounts. The products of the arbitrary values for S .times the given

coefficient of transfer q form a straight line in this system of coordi-
nates. For a series of values of the coefficients of transfer associated
with the effect of the season of the year and the state of the runway we get
a famiy of straight lines (Figure 28).

J[6

.___ __ __ __._o
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Figure 28. Nomograms For Determination of Landing Visibility
_Sland of the Beginning of the Runway in Daylight Without

Precipitation (a) and With Precipitation (b).
1, Runway with patches of snow, background ciean snow; 2, Run-
way wet, background grass of various shades; 3, Runway dry,
background greenish-yellow and brown grass; 4, Runway dry,
background bright-green grass; 5, Runway with patches of snow
or wet, background clean snow; 6, Runway dry, backo-ound yellowish-
brown .grass; 7, Runway dry, background bright-green grass.

The nomogram in Figure 28 a is constructed for a dry sight glass in the
pilot's cabin, the nomogram in Figure 28 b for a wet one.

The nomogram is to be used as follows. Knowing SM, measured on an, in-

cline along the glide, we find on the ordinate axis the point that corres-
ponds to this value of SM . Joining it with the straight line which corres-

ponds to the background that surrounds the rutnway at the given moment, aid
then dropping a perpendicular to the abscissa axis we find on it the value
for Sland'
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This is the most correct course for the determination of Sland. We

may note that up to the present methods and set-ups have not been developed
for measuring transmissivity recording systems, for example the M-37 set-up,
note turbidity of the atmosphere only in a horizontal direction. In many
cases one has to do with a lack uf correspondence between transmissivity of
the atmosphere on an incline along the approach glide and transmissivity of
the atmosphere in a horizontal direction as noted by the M-37 recorder.

This lack of correspondence can lead to a divergence between the range of
visibility of the runway as determined by the nomogram referred to above,
and the range of visibility of the runway on the incline along the glide
set by the pilot who is coming in for a landing.

One has to reconcile oneself to this shortcoming until methods and
devices for measurement of oblique transmissivity are developed. One of
such possible methods is examined in Chapter VII.

In conclusion of the present section, let us pause upon the question of
marking the runway as a method for reducing the meteorological range of
visibility to the landing range in daylight, and partially twilight hours.

The nomographic determination oC Sland contemplated in the present
section is pretty simple and convenient when S! values are stable or change

but little. The situation becomes considerably more complicated if frequent,
non-periodic, and sharp changes in SM take place, something which is almost

always observed when there are marked atmospheric turbidities. In this
case the nomographic determination of Sland becomes of little operative value,

because the person in charge of landing at high-load airports does iot have
a chance to devote his attention to landing visibility alone nor to follow
its alterations continuously via nomograms.

But a simple method does exist which makes it possible to reduce the
registered meteorological range of visibility to visual landing visibility
of the beginning of the runway without transfer nomograms (or computers).
This method consists in marking the beginning of the runway in the form of
a system of stripes of one color or another, applied directly to the con-
crete surface of the runway at its beginning.

The idea of marking consists in principle in creating a constant arti-
ficial contrast of the beginning of the runway, which shall at the same time
be as high as possible, so as to make the coefficient of transfer, q, from
S M to Sland (see Table 12), approximately equal to one. Then the-range of

visibility of the beginning of the runway will be determined not in accord-
ance with the contrast between the runway and the background surrounding it
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(variable depending on the seasons of the year), but by the constant con-
trast between the system of applied stripes and the concrete surface of
the runway that surrounds them.

According to the authar's measurement data, the hightest degree of
visibility by day on a light-gray surface of a concrete runway is that
possessed by a bright red covering (paint, ceramic tiles, etc.). The V
value for such coverings is close to 40. Since the D/Brun parameter lies

within limits 1.5-2, far the worst conditions we find from (4.18a)
D

q=1g9 d~__ 20.

mn

Then

For ma-dium conjitions, assuming D/B run = .5, we find analogously

Sane 0.62S 10g30 O ,95 .

xhis means that if one determines S land relative to the marking system

applied to the surface of the runway, the transmissivity recorder (horizontal
or oblique) will, w'hen the corresponding constant correction is introduced,
directly indicate the value of the landing visibility of the beginning of
the runway. No transfer nomograms or computer apparatus are required.

S(vararking the beginning of the runway can be carried out in the following
fashion (Figure 29) :

t) at both ends of the runway an entering zig-zag-shape (or soe other
sort) of "zebra" of red or another color having the highest V value relative

to the runway; the zig-zag shaped "zebra" is recognized from a much greater
distance than is a rectilinear (ne; in addition, a rectilinear "zebra may

create an undesirable illusion of nearness;

2) the endand the flanks of the beg ning of the runway are edged
with lines of red or yellow color;

3) a runway axis is upplied along its entire length (red, yellow-, or
orange paint) ;
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4) sharply-contrasting single or double red cr yel" lines are applied
to the right and to the left of the axial line, with an interval of 3S-50
meters, and over an extent of 250-300 meters from the end of the runay.

J Runway.-

I! I

Marking-with white .paint does not afford a heightening of visibility of
the runway that is to afiy degree substanti'l in the winter time, aithough
at other seasons, as it appears from investigations carried out not long ago,
white paint affords the greztest cntras.. The use of black paint is also
disadvantageous, since the V value of this paint against the background of

0
the runway is about 20-25 (contrasts 40-50%) with dry concrete, and it falls

to 10-15 with wet concrate, when the concrete darkens considerably.

Marking the beginning of the runway, beside simplifying detetination of
S ,and would heighten the visibility of the beginning of tine runway under

complicated meteorological conditions, something which would contribute to
heightening the regularity of flights at all equipped airports. In addition,
marking would facilitate the approach to landing for the pilots, and would
simplify the work of airport personnel who service the landings of airplanes.
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CHAPTEft V

SOME 1-2-STIONS IP.II To 00 WITH TMEM!XINi THEr
VISWDILITY RANGE 0F AMPORT S1G..!AL LEC.TS

5 33. Presei-ay Airport Light-SignaI Media

Successfal and safe landing of an airplane tunder conditions of bod-
visibility is possible only when radiotedaiical and bOwtotechnicc1 media
are utilized as a- cmlex. Both of these forms o f laig media recipro-
caly clcq~lemnt each other and are of decisive: import~ance at vaious stag"s
of th-t landing process.

-Phototedinical lUnding media afford- the pitnt the more help;, the
farther the axe detected fro* the runway. i -e. , the _g reater the distquces

£from the -TunmW at wrhich the transfer from flight by :iustrankerts mi- rai
media to visujal orientation in accordwace with light-7signal neiia can-.be
miade. Since under circustances of bad -elsibility jdototedmi-al media

cant be observed- from considirable distances, theyr are txterrced beyor4 the
limits obf the ruway- in the diection from ubi-c! the plane v11 come in for
a landiaff

Settin xp of lighting ecpipmxt beyoud the limits of the =!.rfield.-
in a mvroogation of the rLwaT -- i3 a distinguishing !'eczlianrity of the
lighting rquirmant of all sodern airport.

Flight practice shows that for- safe and von~ident landi=Z o-46 airplne
the distance of t-ransfer to Ylsual r'light for airplanes hawing turbo-jet
and tuzbo-propeller engines should cme no aboan !,SOD meters, and fr
airplanes with piston imgines to aboat i,000 mees. frmw the begkinig of
the rmwav'.

Cbrnsequently thze sftto visual flight fo-,r Vi~ar itt? P'*StCe
engines tae.: Place at the close-in. 14-ing zaoi heaco-, whc szn at
distance of 16k frc= the binigof tthe :rwr, arA for wi~ans~ith
turbo-icr znd trbo-propeller e~gimes, t~eveen the close-in an! outzer Asrke~r
beacons. TKhe latter I&B located at a distance o-6 -1 kn fra the =:ay-. Co
this accounxt, st first-class 2irvo-..s t:ctootecd-*'ca1 tecUir~Me=t Ls set Z
along the in3rgir-s cef the runaa and. beyond tchz airsrip at- a distzc-ce of abct-
2*500 neters fromi its star-_

In order that signals set up on an airfield shall facil itate the lzwding
of an. airpllane thec must be set in a predetexmined ffixed seopence, tr-c
color of the 'tight f-lowi radiated by them being taken into accecant, "s also
the qranti 16 and sheVe of ehe Jlghts, the distance -between 2heaa, etc.
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The most widespread design for arranernent of lights intended to facili-
tate landing of airplanes under circumstances of bad visibility is that
shown in Figure 30.

Ar, a distance of 1,500 to 1,600 meters from the closer radio-marker
point in the direction of the farther radio-marker point there are set up

I (along a line prolonging the axis of the runway 30 to 36 impulse lights at
a distance of 50-55 meters from each other.

The approacn lights having flasher light sources are intended t:
render easier the lining-up of an airplane along the axis of the runway
from remote distances as the airplane loses altitude for a landing.

I The flash energy of the flashers comes to 150-400 Joules.

The approach flashers operate on a "chain lightning" regime; i.e., in
the form of a succession of flashes moving in the direction of the runway.
In accordance with the direction of the flashes of "chain lightnifig" the
pilot confidently determines the direction toward the runway as he comes
down for a landing.

The time between flashes of two lights falls within limits of 20-30
milliseconds. The frequency of the flashes of each light, and consequently
of the whole line of flashers (30-36 units) is 45 in one minute, which
corresponds to a flash period of 1.3 seconds.

For better detection ef the lights the frequency of flashes is raised
to 90,120 in one minute.

Depending on the transmissivity of the atmosphere, the approach 1lashers
are switched in on two levels of brilliance curresponding to flash 'energy
100% and 30% of their nominal designation.

Between the close-in radio beacon and the beginning of the runway
constant-beam approach lights mid light-horizon lights are set up.

Constant-beam approach lights are intended to show direction alcng the
axis of the runway and form marking the individual sections between the
runway and the close-in radio beacon.

U Constant-beam approach lights are set up on a line prolonging the axis

of the runway.

I
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So tiat the pilot may rapidly determine the location of the plane
relative to the beginning of the runway, even in the event that he sees
only a part of the lights of the central row, the sections of this row of
lights are coded. At a distance of 300 meters from the beginning of the
runway single approach lights are set up- at a distance of 300-600 meters
doubled ones; and at 600 meters up to the close-in radio beacon, tripled
ones.

The doubled and tripled lights are set up on lines perpendicular to the
axis of the runway, at a distance of 1.7S m from each other.

The distance between approach lights along the line extending the axis
of the runway comes to 2S meters.

Light-horizon lights are intended to form artificial horizons of lights
in accordance with which the pilot can judge the horizontal position of the

airplane in space.

The light-horizon lights are set up in six rows on lines perpendicular
to the prolongation of the runway axis, at distances of 150, 300, 450, 600,
750, and 900 meters from the beginning of the runway. These lights cast an
orange beam.

The light-horizon lights are disposed symmetrically relative to the
line of approach lights. The distance between light-horizon lights in each
row comes to 3.5 meters, and the distance from the line of prolongation of
the runway axis to the first light rightward and leftward from this line is
equal to 5.5 and 7 meters respectively.

All the light centers of the lights of each light horizon are disposed
upon a single line parallel to the horizon.

At the third (from the runway) of the light horizons six projectors with
red light filters are set up, with their color apertures aimed in the.
direction of the runway. These projectors serve as take-off lights, which
are intended to show an airplane which is taking off the outer boundar of
the end safety strip and the direction of take-off.

Take-off lights are used upon taking off; they are distributed
symmetrically relative to the line prolonging the axis of the runway, at a
distance of 7 meters from one another.

The constant-beam approach lights and the light-horizon lights have
four or five steps regulating the strength of the light, depending-on the
transmissivity of the atmosphere. These steps correspond to 1, 5, 25, and
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100% or (for a second system of lights) to 1. 3, 10, 30, and 100% of the

ncminal power of these lights.

In order to improve the field of view upon the landing of airplanes

under circumstances of good visibility, so-called circuit vision lights,
red in color, are set up on the approach lights at a distance of 50 meters
from each other and on the take-off lights. The same sort of lights, but
of orange color, are set up on the lights of the second and fourth (from
the runway) of the light horizons.

Entering, boundary, and landing lights serve to delimit the runway.

There are two variants for setting up the lights of a runway:

1) Two landing lights and a circuit vision light are mounted at the
runway in the form of three armatures not connected to each other;

2) All three elements are mounted in a single housing, which is set
up at the runway in the form of a single three-lamp armature.

As runway marking lights, combined lights consisting of two landing
lights the beams of which are directed along the runway in opposite directions
are used, plus a circuit vision light, which sends out light into the entire
upper hemisphere.

The landing lights are put to use under circumstances of deteriorated
and poor visibility, and the circuit vision light under circumstances of
good and deteriorated visibility.

Entering lights are used to mark the beginning of the runway, 'boundary
lights to mark its end. Entering lights emit green light, and boundary ones
red 13.ght.

At the end of the runway, at each of its corners, there is a single row
of seven entering and boundary lights. The distance between lights is
S meters.

Along the side edges of the runway, at a distance of 50 meters from
each other, landing lights are positioned. In the first and last 600 meters
of tha runway the landing lights have orange filters ii. the projectors aimed
at the center of the strip; but in the projectors aimed in the opposite
direction there are no filters. Thanks to this, the landing lichts at the
lost 600 meters of the runway are always emitting an orange light which warns
of the end of the runway.
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At a distance of !50-300 meters from the start of the runway in each
direction, to the left and to the right of the strip, sets of five lights
are installed whith emit white light and each of which has a single directional
beam and a circuit vision mounting. These are called landing indication
lights, and they serve to mark off the zones for the landing of airplanes.

The runway lights also have four (sometimes five) adjustable stages of
brilliance: 0.3, 2, 15, and 100%; or 1, 5, 25, and 100% of the nominal
power of the light.

Along the flank edges o." the taxiing lanes, at a distance of SO meters
from each other, taxiing lights are installed. At the points where the
taxiing lanes join the runway, light signals are installed that signal
permission for the airplana to enter the runway, or prohibition thereof.

Analysis of the system of arrangement of the lights used at airports

abroad shows that the lights of the landing zones and the quick-exit
lights will become highly developed in the future.

The landing zone lights (white) are intended to mark the runway and
facilitate the landing of high-speed airplanes under bad visibility conditions.
They are set in concr-te over a stretch of 600 meters from the beginning of
the strip.

The quick-exii lights (white) are intended to ensure the possibility of
taxiing at high speed ana of exiting into the closest taxiing lane. These
lights are installed at the points where the runway adjoins the taxiing
lane, along the central line of the latter. The landing zone lights and the
qucl:-.xit lights are not shown in Figure 30.

Or- the basis of what has been set forth above one can note the following
characteristic features of light-signal installations used at airports, from
the standpoint of their visibility.

1. In the field of vision of the pilot as an airplane comes down for a
landing there is not one signal light, but a large group simultaneously. No
method for computing the visibility of a group of point lights has. been
worked out to date. Until such a methods system is developed one can, in
calculating the visibility of airfield light-signal installations, approxi-
mately reckon the effect of a group of lights with the help of a specially
established coefficient of safety which forms part of the amount of threshold
illutina'tion.4

2. Light-signalling installat.ons are used in darkness at any values
for the meteorological range of visibility, but by day only under bad
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visibility conditions. Consequently the range of luninances of the back-
ground against which the lights are viewed is very broad. Calculating the
visibility of signal lights on an airfield should be carried out over a wide
variety of background luminances, all the way up to the maximum luminance
values created by natural lighting.

3. In fog one can (with sufficient accuracy for practical pruposes)
reduce the action of the atmosphere on the light beam to light scattering
alone.

The physical essence of the scattering of light by air consists in the
following. A light beam, falling upon some simple object, is scattered by
it in all directions. This light diffused by a simple object is what
constitutes the primary scattering of the beam of a light falling on sus-
pended particles whirch exist in the atmosphere. The light flow diffused by
the first particle falls upon a second particle, as a consequence of which
it receives a secondary scattering. It is in the same way that light
scattering of higher orders occurs.

Light signals are always seen against some sort of background (snow,
grass, concrete, etc.) illuminated by natural or artificial light. Under
circumstances of deteriorated or bad visibility a scattered light flow
builds up on the natural background, creating a light envelope having a cer-
tain luminance which depends on the state of the atmosphere and the strength
of the light. This additional luminance of the background develops as a
result of the primary, the secondary, and higher orders of scattering of
light by air.

The heightenie- luminance of the background diminishes the sensitivity
of the observer's eye, and consequently diminishes the range of visibility
of lights.

On the other hand, a light flow diffused by air creates supplementary
components of illumination upon the eye of the beholder (as a result of
primary, secondary, and higher orders of diffusion), which facilitate the
recognition of lights. Thus the scattering of light during fog leads, on the
one hand, to a heightening of illumination upon the eye of the observer, and
consequently to improvement of the visibility of signal lights, but on the
other hand to deterioration of the visibility of signal lights as a conse-
quence of heightening of the luminance of the background, which reduces the
sensitivity of the eye.

It is considered that both of the factors referred to -- increase of
illumination and increase of the luminance of the background as a consequenco
of the scattering of light in fog -- complement each other reciprocally, on
which account when the visibility range of signal lights is being calculated
these factors are not taken into account.
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But as more precise calculations of the author and tests of lights
under real circumstances of bad visibility have shown, the influence of
the scattering of light in fog upon the range at which signal lights are
visible is of substantial importance. By reason of the complicated
character of allowing for the scattering of light in fog when one is
calculating the visibility of lights, this question is not examined here.

4. In signal lights various colored filters are used: red, green,
yellow, and blue. On this account calculation of the visibility of lights
should be carried out not only for white light, but for lights of the
colors indicated above as well.

S. In phototechnical landing media systems, flasher approach lights
of brief duration and of high flash frequency find widespread application.
Calculation of the visibility of signal lights should be carried out also
for flasher lights.

In order to secure the indispensable range of visibility of signal
lights both with good and with bad visibility, they must be of very great
power. Such lights are called high-intensivity lights (OV!). For example,
a flasher approach light has a power in the flash amounting to about
240.106 candlepower; the maximum power of a constant-beam approach light is
150.103 to 250-103 candlepower; and a runway light, has up to 400-103 candle-
power. Mhen observed at close distances under circumstances of good visi-
bility these lights may provoke dazzling of the pilot, which is inadmis-
sible. On this account as the transmissivity of the atmosphere changes the
intensivity of t' beams of lights is regulated within broad limits. The
visibility of lights must be calculated for various values of the intensi-
vity of the beam.

§ 3i4. Bases for the Calculation of Curves of Light Distribution for
Airfield Lights

An airfield signal lighting system meets its prupose if its lights are
easily visible to a pilot during the descent of an airplane for a landing
under meteorological conditions which correspond to the weather minimum1 or
above. In order that lights may be easily visible to the pilot uponithe
airplane's descent for a landing, the distributing of their lighting power
must be precisely calculated.

1 The weather minimum is the name for minimum values of landing visibility
range, and height of lower level of cloud, at which the landing of a given
type of airplane at a given airfield is permitted.
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In order to calculate curves of light distribution for lights one
must find that part (zone) of space in which the pilot, at the time of his
final descent for a landing, during actual landing, and during taxiing on
the runway, must take advantage of phototechnical media. The pilot guides
the airplane in this zone for the most part visually, in accordance with the
Visibility of phototechnical media.

A. The dimensions of the zone referred to depend first and foremost upon the
maneuverability of the airplane itself during the last phase of the descent
for landing, and upon the accuracy of the airplane's being drawn in for a
landing by the radio devices in the region of shift to visual flight.

Analysi s of the parameters of maneuverability of airplanes and of radio
device systems In use shows that the zone in which a plane may find itself
when a landing is being carried out in accordance with phototechnical media
under circumstances of bad visibility must correspond to the geometrical
figure set forth in Figure 31. This figure is made up of the following
elements:

Inclined planes 3 and 7, produced through the upper and lower planing
glides (corresponding to the section at a distance of 600 meters from the
beginning of the runway);

Vertical planes 9, 10, and 12, produced through the close-in radio
homing beacon point and a point distance from the beginning of the runway by
2,500 meters (the place of shift to visual flight for airplanes having
turbo-jet and turbo-prop engines); these planes are perpendicular to the
line prolonging the axis of the runway;

Vertical planes 4 and 6, produced through the line of landing lights;

Vertical plazes 2 9nd 8, contacting planes 4 and 6 at the beginning of
the runway, and contacting plane 9;

Vertical planes 1 and 11, contacting planes 9 and 12:

Horizontal rlane 5, parallel to the runway and distance from it of
60 meters.

Figure 31 also shows the light-signal media.

The dimensions of the visual piloting zone of an airplane khen landing
under bad visibility ccnditions are not constant. They depend upon the system
of radio landing devices used and on the maneuverability of the airplanes in
use. rhe place where light signals are installed, and their phototeclnica
parameters, should be calculated so that the illumination from the lights on.
the outer edges of the visual piloting zone of an airplane landing under bad
visibilizy conditions shall be no less than threshold illumination.
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Safe landing of an airplane under bad visibility conditions is
possible if the pilot sees the lights of the system at a distance (minimum
visibility range) sufficient so that he can take the proper steps necessary
for the correction of errors. The minimum visibility range of lights,
necessary for landing with the accepted system of radio devices, depends in
the main on the type (maneuverability) of airplane and the skill of the
pilot, and is established on the basis of test flights.

Experimental flights and flight practice in the USSR and abroad have
shown that in order to carry out a confident, safe landing of piston air-
planes with a landing speed nf 140-150 km per hour the minimum visibility
range of lights for a pilot of average skill should be equal to 600 meters.
For airplanes with other landing speed figures the minimum visibility range
of lights is re-calculated accordingly.

Naturally the lights should be visible at a distance no less than the
minimum visibility range of the lights. This visibility range of lights,
necessary for calculating the curves of light power, is indicated in dotted
outline on Figure 31.

For complete calculation of curves of lighting power one must determine
the distance to the point of installation of the light being figured, and
the angle between a line from the point being viewed to the light on the one
hand, and the optical axis of the light on the other hand. For this dis-
tance one must determine "she necessary lighting power for given values of the
meteorological range of visibility and of threshold illumination.

§ 35. Threshold Illumination

If we confidently observe light signals at a certain distance, then as
we move farther away from this light source the illumination upon the retina
of our eye will diminish, and the signals will be observed less distinctly
and confidently.

At a certain distance from the light source 4e cease to see it, despite
the fact that some amount of light flow -- to be sure, very insignificant --
will still fall upon our eye. This is explained by the fact that by virtue
of the physiological structure of the eye of man a very insignificant light
flow cannot produce a visual impression.

A light signal is visible at a given distance because at that distance
it creates illumination upon the pupil of the observer, sufficient to pro-
duce a visual impression. The lowest value of illumination upon the pupil
of the observer at which a light signal, although decidedly faint, is
nevertheless still visible is called the threshold illumination and is
designated by Eth.
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Three sorts of threshold illuminatzon are distinguished:

1) Threshold illumination upon appearance, when the observer is to
see a light signal in a direction, known to him, toward the point whare the
signal is located; i.e., when the observer knows in what direction the light
signal is to appc.ar (fixed Eth threshold);

2) Threshold iliumination upon disappearance, when the distance
between the light signal and. the observer, with fixed observation, go.s on
increasing until the signal is lost from sight;

3) Thresholdl illumination upon detection, when the point where the
light signal is located is unknown to the observer and he must detect the
appearance of the light signall.

The minimm value for threshold illumination corresponds to the case
where the visibility of a light signal graduaily declines until it di.r-
appears. The maximum value for threshold illumination corresponds to the
case of detection of the light signal.

In our further examination of this questioi,. when a variant of
distinguislning a light signal is not mentioznc we are talking about
distinguishing the light signal upon appearance.

Threshold illumination depends upon the color of the signal beta, the
luminance of the background against which the signal is observed, and the
condition of the observer's eye.

Threshnid illumination is ordinarily somewhat different for various
observers under identical conditions. But if one takes into account data
for a great number of observers znd introduces some coefficient of safety,
one can secure mean values for threshold illumination which are ik fact
adopted as the bases for calculation of the range of visibility of light
signals.

The least threshold illumination is that noted upon observing a light
signal against an absolutely dark background corresponding to a luminance of

1 The threshold illuminations upon appearance and upon disappearance,
described here, may be regarded (see Chapter Ij as fixed detection and
disappearance thresholds. Threshold illumination upon detection corres-
ponds to a non-fixed detection threshold.
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less than 10~ nitsl. 11;e magnitude cf the threshold illm~ination secure'
under these conditions is called the absolute lisht threshold. Accord~ng
to the data of diff'erent inve3tigators the 2bsolute light threshold runs
fron O.SS-lO-9 to 8.5-10" lux. As the U-ninance of the background is
increased the nagitude of threshold iillumination rises (sernsizivitY of- the
&ye declines), and the range of visibility of light signals diminishes.

Analysis of studies made unaer laboratory c*onditioms as regaris the
relationship of the light threshold to kiziinance of the back~ground when a
point light source i-s under observation showi that this dependence is des-
cribed by the curve set forth in F!igure 22.

C: The visibility range of light signals used in aviation by night.. and
j by day undez circumstances of bai! visibility, is usually cafcul~ted for the

most unfavorable conditions of observation -- with greatest lhmizance of
background. M. night such conditions occur orhes the signal is observed
under a full "oon against a back~ground of snow cmer asid in the aibsence of
clouds. In this case the luinance of the backgrud comes to 5-10-2 -nt.
As is evident from Figure 32, the threshold illmirsatier. uith this luxinance
f background comes,* as determined under laborsary cmedixions, to

S-lO-3 lux.

DBy day with fog, the luminsiwce of the backgrowd-a cames, according to the
author's measurmnts, -:o about 101N zt, and the corresponding threshold
illumination secured under labo--stary conditiam is; e*Wa to 0.25-10O" lux.

In measuring threshold zilbizat ion tmder laboratory owcditioos a
series of factors observyed under real conditions of fligtt axe not taken
into account. These factors are of substantial importance in light signal-
ing in air transport. Awn then are:

a) insignific~nt time that a light signal is observed;
b) igracrance of direction in which apearaws of silrals should be

expezzed;
c) extrwieos lights or bright surfaces located in the pilots field of

VILsion;

The nit (nt.) is a unit of luminance equal to the luimnne of an ev-enly
shzining plane surface ecitting in a direction perpeiwicuiar to itseltr a
light beam of J. candlepower per square meter. 7h. liwin-ance of a plarne
surface enitting iz a perpenidicular direction light of 1 candlepowcer per
square centimeter was called a stil!h %ider the old standard (sb):
I nt = o1" 51); 10-r nt = 10- 10 --b
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d) observation of signals through protective goggles or the glass
of the pilot's cabin;

e) noise of engines, vibration, and oxygen deficiency;
f) physical and nervous fatigue of observers, etc.

To take all these factors into account a safety coefficient or reliability
coefficient is introduced. Consequently the calculated threshold illumination
is equal to th-eshold illumination measured under laboratory conditions
with the observer adapted to complete darkness, then multiplied by the safety
coefficient.

1100. i " 1

2 3il ! ,l ll I _IdsI
a).

o le i0-2 10 ' * 0, 105

b) Rp/OM* QOai. HM

Figure 32. Threshold Illumination of a White Point
Light Source Depending on Luminance of Backgrotind, As
Secured Under Laboratory Conditions.
1, Grass, during moonlight night; 2, Snow under moon-
light; 3, Snow in twilight, with fog; 4, Snow at noon,
with fog.
Key: a) Threshold illumination, luxes; b) Luminance of

background, nt.

At present, with application to thc conditions of night signalling in

aviatior and ocean navigation, we take as the calculated threshold illumination

the Eth magnitude of a white light equal to 0.2.10 -6 lux. Consequently for
a background luminance of 5.10-2 nt the safety coefficient is equal to

0.2.10-6
=4.

5.1016
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With a safety coefficient of 4 taken into account, for conditions where
light signals are observed by day in fog the calculated threshold of
illumination Eth for a white light is taken as being equal to 10- 3 lux.

But one should note that for a large number of the factors referred to
as influenceing the visibility of signals a safety coefficient of 4 is
insufficient. In foreign technical literature they are taking as the
threshold illumination for night conditions of observation of light signals
the magnitude of E for a white light equal to 1.106 lux. in this case

th
the safety coefficient comes to 20.

In calculating the visibility of colored light signals one should
distinguish between the light and the color thresholds. The least value
of illumination upon the pupil of the observer at which one begins to per-
ceive confidently the color of a signal is called the color threshold.

In Figure 33 we set forth magnitudes of light and color thresholds for
a point source of light in complete darkness according to the data of
L. I. Demkina, which are the fullest and most reliable.

C) d) e) f)

A

a) .- i

Cf

atQ

44
b) Aomw doomb:

Figure 33. Light Thresholds Upon Appearance (I) and Upon
Disappearance (2), and Color Thresholds (3), for a Point
Light Source in Complete Darkness (According to data of
L. I. Demkina)
Key: a) Threshold illumination upon eye; b) Length of wave;
c) Blue; d) Green; e) Yellow; f) Red.
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Curve 1 in Figure 33 shows the alteration of threshold illumination Eth

upon appearance, and curve 2 upon disappearance, depending on wave length.
Curve 3 is the limit above which the color of a signal is distinguished
(threshold recognition of signal). The area between the curves of light (1)
and color (3) thresholds corresponds to the colorless (achromatic) interval.
The colorless interval is decidedly considerable for blue and green light,
less so for yellow, and is quite absent for red light. This is explained by
the fact that the night vision apparatus is not sensitive to the extreme red
end of the spectrum. Consequently a red signal is detected and recognized
only with the day v-.iion appparatus. The colorless range (the achromatic
interval) for red light emanation (having a wave length of 640 microns) is
practically equal to zero.

As may be seen from Figure 33, with the exception of red signals the
value of color thresholds exceeds the value of light thresholds by many times.
For a red signal light and color thresholds coincides, i.e., the moment one
perceives the signal one recognizes its color.

Calculated values of threshold illumination of single point color sig-
nals, depending on the luminance of the background, are set forth in
Figure 34.

Calculated values of threshold illumination for basic point colored-
light signals for the backgrounds that are of most interest to us (most
unfavorable conditions of observation by night and by day) -- snow, lit up
by moonlight (Be = 5.10-2 nt), and snow at noon amid fog (Be 104 nt) --

are set forth in Table 23.

TABLE 23. CALCULATED VALUES OF THRESHOLD ILLUMINATION OF BASIC POINT
COLORED LIGHT SIGNALS

Color of Color Threshold (lux) with Luminosity of Background
Signal . ... 10Sgnal5"-j 2 nt (snow cover IO' nt (snow cover at

under moonlight) midday amid fog)

White 0.2.10 -6 1-10-
Rea 0.45 1.7-10 -4

Yellow 1.1 7
Green 0.55 J 3.5
Blue 0.5 _
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From Figure 34 it is apparent that with a luminance of background
exceeding 7 nt the threshold illumination of a white signal is greater than
that of colored signals. This is explained by the fact that with great
luminance of background colored signals have a greater contrast between the
object and the background than does a white signal. With a background
luminance of 0.75 nt the Eth of a white light is equal to:the Eth of a red

light. With background luminances less than 0.75 nt, the Eth of a white

light becomes considerably less than the E of a colored light.th

to

I ,,, t/I!I

t .. 1, d

//

Key: a)0 Thehl ilumntin b) Luiost ofG"  bacg",

c) White; d) Green; e) Red; f) Yellow.
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In calculating the visibility range of lights of a light-signal system,
as is plain from what has been said, one must take as point of departure the
condition that the pilot must see simultaneously several lights (a group).

Investigations on visual perceptions of group lights are lacking to
date.

Considering the great importance of the problem of visibility of group
lights in aviation, it is indispensable to expand investigations in this
field.

With simultaneous observation of a number of lights, each of them creates
a certain illumination upon the eye pupil of the observer. The overall
illumination created by these lights is greater than the illumination
created by a single light. From this standpoint a group of lights is more
visible, and is detected farther off, than a single 'ight.

On the other hand, when a group of lights arranged on ?n airfield is
being observed, the last light at maximum distance from a pilot creates
upon his pupil an illumination equal to threshold illumination, while the
first lights may create an enhanced illumination wersening the visibility of
the remaining lights.

This is particularly noticeable if lights are being observed under
conditions of deteriorated or bad visibility, when aureoles develop around
lights amid haze or fog, and these worsen the visibility of other lights.

Investigations carried out at the Moscow Power Institute to determine
the visibility and distinguishability of signals when sources the luminance
of which is considerably higher than the luminance of the background are
present in the field of vision have shown that threshold illumination rises
sharply in this case, i.e., signals are less visible. Threshold illumination
relative to the presence of extraneous sources in the field of vision was
determined in the following fashion. With a given luminance of background
the eye of an observer was lit for three seconds with one source of blinding
light, or with a group, after which the 0.5-1 sec the threshold illumination
was determined. The group of blinding light sources was made of signal lights
which were brought closer to the observer in the way that this takes place
under the real conditions of an airplane landing. The change in threshold
illumination relative to the illumination created by a single dazzling source
and a group of approaching lights, at the ene nf one second after dazzling,
is shown in Figure 35. Data secured under l: oratory conditions as regards
alteration of tbreshold illumination relative to the illumination created by
a group of lights approaching the observer are shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 35. Augmentation of Threshold Illumination at
I Second After Observation of Signal Lights With a
Luminance of Background B =1- nt. 1, Group of
lights; 2, Single light.
Key: a) Threshold illumination; b) Num ber of times
threshold illumination is amplified; c) Prior to dazzling,
Eth = 2.410- 9 lux; d) MIhumination upon the pupil.

1hreshold illumination at one second after observation of dazzling
lights also depends on their color. During the investigations at the MoscowPower Inistitute it was determined that the threshold value for sensitivity ofthe eye at one second after observing the lights comes for red color to64%, for yellow to 78%, and for green to 156% (threshold illumination ofwhite light taken as 100%).

From the data set forth in Figures 35 and 36 one can conclude that thethreshold illumination at one second after dazzling depends in pronouncedmeasure upon the illumination on the pupi! of the observer, Eda z . Thus, for
example, for a single light when E 0.1 lux the threshold illination

7daz 0
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mounts approximately 10 times as compared with the amount at which it stood
prior to dazzling; with Eda z  10 lux the threshold illumination increases

approximately 100 times, etc. With illtuination of 0.1 lux created by an
extraneous single source of light upon the pupil of the observer the minimum
threshold illumination increases from 2.4-10 - to 3.5-10 -8 lux, and with
observation of approaching lights the threshold illumination of the eye
increases from 2.4-10 -9 to 8-10 -8 lux.

to

/ /
I *-

a).

o. /

0.0, ':-

b)Xpmnocrnb Yea.Ywee~w no.:ozoewf, =eOCeP'=.J7a

Figure 36. Augmentation of Threshold Illumination at I Second
After Observation of Approaching Group of Lights.
1) Be = 5-10-2 nt; 2) B0 M 10- 5 nt.

Key: a) Illumination upon the pupil; h) Number of times threshold
illumination is amplified.

§ 36. Weakening of Light by the Atmosphere

Weakening of light by the atmosphere is of considerable importance for
light signalling systems.
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The light flow emitted by a light or reflected by an object to one side
of the observer is partially absorbed, as has been shown above, on its path
to the observer by molecules of the air and liquid and solid particles sus-
pended in it (droplets of water, ice crystals, dust particles, etc.), or is
diffused upon them. Thanks to the scattcring of light, a certain stratum of
the atmosphere takes on a specific degree of luminance in any direction.

The scattering of light consists of an alteration of the direction of a
light flow after its encounter with particles of the medium, or in other
words the totality of phenomena produced by reflection, refraction, diffraction,
and intervention of the light rays.

When a light flow is scattered light energy is preserved; in this case
there takes place only an alteration of the direction of individual rays,
whereas in absorption light-energy is converted into another form of energy.

A light flow is weakened in passing through the atmosphere mainly as a
consequence of scattering, and to a slight extent as a result of absorption
(the relationship between scattering of light-energy and the transmissivity of
the atmosphere was examined in Chapter I).

For our purposes determination of the weakening, by the atmosphere, of
a light flow of varied color (i.e., various wave lengths) is of great im-
portance. Numerous theoretical and experimental investigations have shown
that the transmission by the atmosphere of a light flow of given w.ave length,
and consequently also of given color composition, depends on the -quantity and
dimensions of the minuscule particles suspended in the air. If the dimensions
of these particles aro less than the wave length of the light rays (380-760
microns), then light having shorter wave lengths is strongly scattered in
the atmosphere, and light having longer wave lengths (the red light) passes
through the atmosphere with less scattering. In an absolutely pure (Rayleigh)
atmosphere the spectral index of weakening, a,, is inversely proportionate

to the fourth power of the wave length A, i.e.

where C is a constant quantity.

With faint haze and good visibility one can take

C

-175- (5.2)
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In this case, too, the atmosphere lets the longer-wave rays through
better than the shorter-wave ones. But in fog in which water droplets of
dimensions greater than the wave length of light rays prevail, a light flow
of various color is scattered neutrally (non-selectively).

One can consider that with heavy haze and with fog the spectral index
of weakening is inversely proportional to the length of the wave, i.e.

(5.3)

The somewhat better transmission through the atmosphere of the long-wave
section of the visible spectrum, which is observed in individual cases,
takes place when there is haze, but not in fog.

The luminance of the stratum of air located between the observer and the
object or light being observed is a phenomenon which is ordinarily called
atmospheric haze.

At night atmospheric haze creates a supplementary background and as a
result of its increasing threshold illumination it worsens the visibility of
lights.

On the other hand, by reason of the scattering of light upon suspended
particles, bright aureoles at night form which are easily visible against a
background of sky or of ground surface. They facilitate determining the
location of a light signal, something which is of great importance in landing
an airplane inder bad visibility conditions.

Reckoning the luminance of the aureole while determining the visibility

of lightz constitutes a very complicated problem, this phenomenon is not
examined here.

By day the luminance of atmospheric haze is many times greater than the
luminance of the aureole from artificial sources of light, for which reason
in calculating the visibility of lights by day the aureole effect is not
taken into account.

It is convenient t9 use the amounts of the specific transmissivity of
the atmosphere and the index for atmospheric weakening when studying the
theory of the passage of light through the atmosphere and when carrying out
corresponding calculations regarding the range of visibility of light signals,
but measurement of these quantities under real conditions is associated with
certain difficulties. In addition, it is not possible to get a clear idea
of the visibility range of objects and lights by using the concepts "coeffic-
ient of transmissivity" or "weakening index."
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At meteorological stations in the Soviet Union and abroad the specific
transmissivity of the atmosphere is not measured, but instead observations
are carried out on the meteorological range of visibility.

As we said in Chapter I, the meteorological range of visibility can be
expressed by the weakening index a and al1:

3.5 (5.4)

S. = _ .(5.5)
210

§ 37. The Range of Visibility of Constant-Beam Light Signals

The visibility range of light signals depends in the main upon their
power, the distance from the light to the observer, the magnitude of threshold
illumination, the 2uminance of the background against which the signal is
observed, and the weakening of the light flow by the atmosphere. In addition
to these basic factors, the following affect the visibility of light sig-
nals: preliminary adaptation of the eye of the observer, noise, the presence
of dazzling luminances in the field of vision, oxygen deficiency, vibration,
limited time for observation of signals, insufficient transnissivity, of glass
in window of pilot's cabin, which may be covered with moisture, dust, frost,
etc. at the moment of the airplane's descent, physical and nervous ex-
haustion of the pilot which also reduces the sensitivity of the eye. But the
effect of these secondary factors on the visibility of light signals is Much
less than the effect of the basic factors.

On this account in determining the visibility range of light signals
the effect of the secondary factors is taken into account when the magnitude
of threshold visibility is determined. The basic problem of light signaling
consists in establishing the reiationship between the visibility range of the
light signals and the basic factors referred to above.

In calculating visibiiity of light signals three cases must be
distinguished.

Case 1. Angular dimension of light signal at distance of observation
is so small that the sIgnal may be considered a point-source of light.

Case 2. Light signal at dist.nce of observation has such large
dimensions that its visibility is determined only by luminance.
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Case 3. Light signal at distance of observation has dimaensions such
that on the one hand it cani.ot be considered a point, and that on the other
hand its visibility is not determined only by luminance.

Let us examine these three cases in greater detail.

In Case 1 the visibility of the light signal is conditioned by the
illumination created by this signal upon ths pupil of the observer's eye and
determined by the Allard equation (1.31), which we shall transcribe in the
forn

;.SL 3

Eth=-71 0  _=-.e (5.6)

If the illumination on the observer's eye created by the signal is
greater than threshold illumination, then the lignt signal is visible; if it
is less than threshold, then the signal is not visible.

From eqaation (5.6) it follows that a light signal is visible to an
observer if its power is not less than

Eh O L21a - (5.7)

Expression (5.7) is fundamental. Through its help, knowing the power'of
the source, the threshold illumination, and the meteorological range of
visibility, we can determine the visibility range of the light signal.
Solution of equation (5.7) relative to L is algebraically iwpossible, since
L forms part of the equation as an index of degree. This equation :an be
solved through successive approximations cr graphically.

In Figure 37 we set forth curves for visibility range of light signals
depending on power and the state of the atmosphere. These curves are con-
structed for white light with a background luminance of 5-10-2 nt. The
curves are constrQcted for various values of meteorological visibility- range
and correspondingly for various values of specific transmissivity of atmos-
phere. With the help of the curves set forth in Figure 37 one can determine:

1) the distance at which a white light will be visible by night with a
given transmissivity of atmosphere;

2) the power a white light ought to have so that it may be visible at
a given distance on a bright night;
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3) the meteorological range of visibility a:. which a White light of
given strength w411 be visible at a given distance.

CI 12 4 r :
e O

I2

/11/Wq / I"

Figure 327. Vis ibilIi ty Range of Consmt %i te Light by Might

(5. 2 5.!O2z nt, Et = 0 .2 . 1 0 - lux)

jKey: a) Powr of light; b) ka-ge of Visit-fiy; c) Specific
transuflsivity of augosphere; d) Meteorolagicai -a:)ge of
vis'bility; e) heavy fog; f) Medit= fog; -J! Light fog; h) Very
heavy haze; ;) Heavy haze; j) Kediu= haze; Q light haze;
1) Good visibility; aD) Excellent visibility; n)Ideally tarns-

missive awosphere.

Mhe curtes in Figure 37 can be titilized not only uhen eres.old Munwi-
nation is 0.2lDk- lux, the figure for which zheyv are Construzcted, but : lso
for any valu3a threofl. fr. this eye-at ft is necessary onlyv tc increase or reduce
the given power of the light according to the i.ndicated magnitU.de of the
threshold Illumination. As an exannle let us determine the risibiI:L% range
of a light emitting a red bean of iO,0OO can-dlepoicer. with a zeteeroicegicali
visibility range of 50 km and a backgrowid liminance of S-10-6 U'x. For such
a background luminance the t.hreshold ilitminatton for red !light is, according
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to the data in Table 23, 0.45.10-6 lux. This threshold illumination is 2.25
times greater than the threshold illumination for white light which was
adopted in constrL .ing the curves in Vigure 37. Consequently, for the cal-
culation the given power of the light should be arbitrarily reduced to the
extent where it will come to 8888 zandleiower. A vis--_"ity range of 40 km
for the light corresponds to this value for power of light on the curve for
a meteorological visibility vange of 50 km.

Below we set forth the values for the power of a light that are necessary
for its being visible at a distance of 2 km with various values for the
meteorological visibility range:

Meteorological visibiity
range (km) ........ .50 20 10 4 2 i 0.5 0.2 0.1

Power of light
(candlepower) ......... 1 1.18 1.75 10 40 200 107 8.1017 8.103"

As may be seen from these data, the power necessary for a light to be
visible at a distance of 2 km with a meteorological visibility range up to
2 km is low (40 candlepower); after that, as the meteorological range of
visibility declines, it rises sharply and reaches colossal magnitude. It is
interesting .o note that even the 'st powerful zenith projectors with
parabolic reflectors 1.5 meters in diameter, having 7,108 candlepower, will
be visible at a distance of 2 km when the meteorological visibility ra-ge
is 0.4 km. It is technically impossible to create projectors of 1034 candle-
power, or even of 1017 candlepower.

From the data set forth it follows that under bad meteorological con-
ditions it is impossible to observe lights at consiaerable distances. 'or

this reason, in fog lights of medium power are frequently used, but ones
arranged at relatively short distances one from another.

Fo nula (5.7) can be used for determination of meteorological visibility
range at night. For this one must have artificial light sources arranged at
a known distance from the observer. Knowing the power of the source, the
limit distance at which this light source is visible, and the threshold
illumination, with the help of formula (5.7) one can determine the night-time
metecrological visibiiity range.

In Table 24 we set forth data for determination of meteorological visi-
bility range in points (in harmony with the ir'ernational visibiliiy scale)
in accordance with the visibility range of h by night. As ensues from
this table, for example, visibility point 4 means that a light of 3.5 candle-
power is visible at a distance of more than 0.826 km and is not visible from
a distance of 1.24 km, and that i light of 100 candlepower is visible at a
distance greater than 1.42 k but is not visible at a distance of 2.32 km, etc.
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TABLE 24. METEOROLOGICAI RANGE OF VISIBILITY DETERM INED ACCORDING TO

VISIB:LITY RANGE OF LIGHTS BY NIGHT

3.tb 15 & IS so too 2W0 3W 1 430 SI) 00]O00

d) Ja,416.OCTb SHAMMOCTU oritef

g) e) Mtpw

0'1He r~miteiHp ac 97 105 1 1:23 132 139 143 146 149 156
1 HBNet Ila pa cToX-

itm .. . .. 97 105 123 132 139" 143 146 149[ 156
-e tinecu Ha pac-
| cTORtItII . . . 277 310 383 409 437 455 468 475 507

2 Il ell 11a P2CCToJI-
1*111:. .. ... 277 310 383 409 437 455 468 4751 507

he alu.ell Ila pac-
cToRIIII . 5W3 601 771 838 905 0,18 977 1000[ 1067

f) Kmomerpu

HUM . ..... 0.530 (1,601 0.771 0838 0.05 0,91680,977 1 1,07
;hIe sH ett ita pac-
l c Rom mHM . .. ,826 0,9J07 1.,-8 1,42 1,54 1,63 1.68 11,72 1,86

4 11maceit Hr- paccon-[
HLH . .... 0, 82 0. 107 1,28 1).42 1,54 1.63 1,68 1.721 1,86

1he unt~eu aa pac-I

5 wteit Ila pa2=0o-
| Hlilt . . . . . 1.24 1.5 2.C6 .32 256 271 2,82 290 3,16

e 1-elIa Ic

CT 011 i 111e . .l p .-t~co 177 2. 19 3.24 3,W6 4.2 .4,41 4.62 [4.791i 5.27

7 )1aC'tR1Ta paccTox-
TlBE 22..53 3T35 5C43 6R37 6. 9 8,04 C43 O9.81 10T0

V i'e Bll uepll Ila p a c - I _

e a pa- S3.356. 1 12 .0" 12". 1O3f- d K d. ) . . .0 4 ,3 7,559. m1.8 . 4 15,5
8 8,t.;. "a pacc o. I I

91U MAC~l cTOR .74,2 1.3 10.4 133 1614 1846 1 4,2 5
Ir 4... * ... 97 10 1 3 3 13, 13 1 21.6 25,8

Key: a) Visibility point; b) If u-pon observation the light; c) Candlepower

of light; d) Visibility range of lights; e) Meters; f) kilometers; g) Not

visible at a distance of; h) Visifle at a distance of.
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Let us examine Case 2, where the light source at the range of obser-
vation is of large dimensions. In this case its visible luminance is re-
duced only in consequence of weakening of atmospheric light. The visibility
range L of such a terminal ligh' source may be defined as the distance at
which this source will have a visible luminance equal to the threshold
luminance Bth i.e.,

Bth =BI =Be-". (5.8)

Henco
L= Ig B h -- IgB

Ig " (5.9)

If the luminance of the background is greater than zero, then the
visibility of the signal in Case 2 is determined not by the absolute value of
the sensitivity of the eye, but by the circumstances of contrast. The
minimum difference between the luminance of the object and the luminance of
the background against which the object is first noted is called the threshold
difference of luminance AB, and the ratio of this quantity to the background
luminance B is called the differential threshold AB/B.

The differential threshold depends on thy luminance of the background.
The relationship of the differential threshold to the luminance of the back-
ground is shown in Figure 38.

o.,25 ' - t c: I i~V i-./paco 1ta
0.20

X- YceMo-'e ie,,d d1)

0.o15 : ,  ui I !

roL 0o,025, o 0
b) RpxoCm& Iaoma

Figure 38. Relationship Between Differential hreshold and
Luminance Background
Key: a) Differential threshold; b) Luminance of background;
t;.) Red; d) Yellowish-green; e) White; f) Blue.
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In Case 3, where the dimensions of the light signal are intermediate,
i.e., neither point nor terminal, one can use neither the regime of con-
stancy of the luminance threshold, nor the regime of constancy of the threshold
of illumination. In this case one can use in practical computations formula
(5.9), assuming that the threshold luminance Bth changes depending on-the

ang-.lar dimensions of the signal.

Mean values for threshold luminance Bth, in accorance with the experi-

mental data of many authors, are set forth in Figure 39 in their relationship
to the angular dimension d of a light signal (i.e., Bth = f(d)). From this

-+' diagram it follows that the absolute value of a threshold luminance B = Bth,

with d more or less equal to 500, is approximately equal to 1.10-6 nt for a
white beam.

'

aI I

'0 _ ! ! .

f I S 0 30' Z Sf0 .0 JO*

Figure 39. Relationship of Threshold Luminahce
to Angular Dimenslons of Spot of Light

Key: a) Threshold lumina;ace; b) Angular Dimensions
of spot.

Moon and Spencer, generalizing the results of measuring absolute threshold
luminance, have 5uggested an empirical equation which describes the dependence
of threshold l minance upon the solid angle of a round spot of light:
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: d,,= (007"al' (5.10)

where Bth is the threshold luminance of a spot having a solid angle w; 3 is

an absolute threshold luminance -numerically equal to the threshold luminance
for .

Frim analysis of formula (5.10) one may draw the following conclusions:

1) threshold luminance depends practically not at all upon the di-
mensions of the spot of light when w > 0.1 steradian, which corresponds to
an angular dimension of the signal in the form of a circle with d > 500;

2) for a signal with small angular dimensions Cd t 150) the threshold
illumination E, of a "pseudo-point" light source does not depend on the
dimensions of He signal, i.e.,

E't2=B 2-, 10- 3 B.. (5.11)

The dependence of threshold illumination upon the pupil on the apgular
diu,Jnsion of the spot of light is shown in Figure 40. One can take the
magnitude of the absolute threshold illumination created by a "pseudo-point"
light source as being equal to 2-10 - 9 lux.

From the curve in Figure 40 one can reach a judgment as to the angular
dimension of light source uD to which one can consider the light to be a
point-source.

For a black background the threshold of receptivity of a light spot
having an angular dimension not greater than 15 is determined by the
illumination upon the eye of the observer. With any other background
luminance, the magnitude of that angular dimension for the spot at which one
can carry out a rnplacement of the spot of light with an equivalent point
light source diminishes.

5 38. Visibility Rane of Flashing Light Signals

The flashing lights used in signalling have substantial advantages over
constant-beam lights. White constant-beam lights can easily be confused with
random light signals strewn about within a given area. It is easy to dis-
tinguish a flashing signal light from constant-beam lights which mzy fall into
the observer's field of vision. In addition, thanks to the fixed frequency
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of flashes or the combination of long and short flashes, i.e., thanks to
the operation of the signal under a coded regime, it is possible to
distinguish one signal light from another. Ordinarily during a flight the
place where a flashing light will appear to the obserer is unknown. On
this account the signal appears not in the central part of the aviator's
field of vision, but in the peripheral part. Even a faint flashing light
which appears on the periphery of the field of vision draws the observer's
attention more strongly than a constant-beam light.

a)

VI-

V I Ifo . I S V V" sm.' J

b) YW'V aP9JNA Ifx7Pm~

Figure LO. Dependence of Threshold IlluminatIon on
Angular Dimensions of Spot of Light.

Key: a) Threshold illumination; b) Angular dimensions
of spot.

At short distances, when illumination upon the pupil of the observer is
many times greater than threshold illumination, flashing lights are more
easily observed than are constant-beam lights; they attract the attention and

are readily made out against a background of other lights. But at the liit
of the visibility range, when the illumination upon the pupil of the obser-
ver is close to threshold illumination, the visibility of flas.ing lights is
worse than the visibility of constant lights. The range of detection of a
flashing light depends on the duration of the flash. -his is explained by
the fact that the sensation of light does not arise instantaneously afte' the
light has fallen upon the eye.
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It has been established experimentally that if an observer, after a
stay in darkness, observes a white surface having an insignificant luminance
close to the threshold value, the sensation will attain its full development
only after 1-1.5 seconds (Figure 41). If we limit the duration of
observation of this surface to 0.2 seconds, it will seem to us considerably
darker (this corresponds to the hatched area in Figure 41) than under pro-
longed observation. In order to determine the visibility range of flashing
lights one must introduce the concept of "effective power."

By the effective power of a flashing Ught we mean the power of a
constant-beam light which has an identical visibility range with it.

a)

aa

b) Qdqp sec

Figure 41. Development of the Sensation of Light Over a
Period of Time. When Excitation is Faint.
1, True lumipzace; 2, Apparent !u;..inance.
Key: a) Luminance, relative units; b) Time.

Tie effective power Ieff of flashing lights can be determined from the

expression

lelf (5.12)

where I is the photometrig (true) power of the light (candlepow'er); t is the

duration of the flash (seconds); and v is a constant.
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Equation (5.12) ii called the Blondell and Ray formula.

The magnitude of v varies within very broad limits and depends on the
level of the illumination on the eye of the observer.

For an illumination on the eye of the observer which is practically
equal to the threshold value the quantity v is equal to 0.1. This value is
in fact adopted at present in making calculations to determine the visibility
range of flashing (impulse) lights.

The visibility range of flashing lights is also calculated via formula
(5.7), or is determined from the curves in Figure 37.

If the power of a signal light is constant over time, then its photo-
metric power at any moment may be adopted for figuring out the effective
power of the light. With changing power of the light, during flash, from
zero to maximum (axial light power) and then to zero, as for example in a
rotating light beacon (Figure 42), its effective power can be computed in
the following manner. In accordance with the curve for the distribution of
light by the beacon in the horizontal plane and in accordance with its
rapidity of rotation, one constructs a curve for the variation of the power
of the beacon in a given direction. With a rotational speed of

n rev/min = n/60 rev/sec,

-I

a light beacon will turn by Il in a time of

60 _
-=. - - sec

Knowing this ratio, we can recalculate the curve for the light distri-
bution by the beacon by setting off on the abscissa axis the time in fractions
of a second instead of the angles in degrees. This is what is done in
Figure 42 a for a light beacon having an angle of diffusion in the horizontal
plane amounting to 30, and a rotational speed of n = 12 r.p.r. -.et ,us
suppose thiat the power of the beacon is close to maximum, but that the bL,,

4--hes only for a period t = 0.035 seconds. Then the curve for ,,r of

the beacon over time will take the form of a narrow rectangle with peaks I-1.
For a given light power and auration of flash t we calculate according to

formula (5.12) the effective light power. We lay off on Figure 43 1. the pOwit
value that we get (point 1'). Then we suppose that the light power of the
beacon is a little less, but that the beacon flashes for a time t2 = 0.007

I2
seconds. In this case the curve for the power of the beacon's light over time
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assumes the form of a rectangle having peaks 2-2 (Figure 43 a). The effective
light power calculated in this case is marked off on Figure 43 b with the
digit 2'.

Figure 42. Distribution of Power of Light Beacon
;n Horizontal Plane.
Key: a) Cand'epower; b) Angle from optical axis

Continuing calculations like this, we note that the effective light
power achieves a certain maximum and then commences to fall off again.
Through points 1', 2', 3', etc., in Figure 43 b we draw a s-nooth curve. The
maximum of this curve (in the given example having I = 12.3S-10 6

candlepower) is taken as being the effective light p8wer of the beacon for
the given speed of rotation. We take as the dura ion of the flash the value
of 0.017 seconds, which corresponds to this rmaxivm in the curve of Figure
43 b.

The method which has been set forth for calculating the effective light
power of flashing signals has been proposed by N. A. .aryakin and V. V.
Kuznetsov, and has found widespread application in aviation phototechnics.
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CHAPTER VI

THE PHOTOELECTRICAL BASE METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE
HORIZONTAL TRANSPARENCY OF THE ATMOSPHERE

S 39. General Observations

The parameters V 0 ,D/B.. , 1~ 0e, E th which enter into the expressions for

the range of visibility of objects and signal lights change within consider-
ably narrower limits than does the metearological range of vision

Changes of V0 and D/B~ from season to season come to some tens of
percentage points. The quantity Smay vary, independently of the season of

the yeer ;Lnd the time of day, over a brief interval of time by tens ai .d
hundreds of thousands of percentage points, and in sone cases even by millions
of percentage points.

We are still unable to predict such enormous changes in atmospheric
transmissivity, and this contiinuvs even. today to be zn unsurmounted, bairier
in the way of creating coputational methois for determining the visibility
range of objects and signal lights, and for prognosis regardinX visibility
range.

Without knowing the current value for N ~, xmeasured directly in the

neighborhood of the objects that are of interest to us, we cannot determine
their visibility range evenapo nmtl, and even if the photcoetric.
properties of the objects and the state of the threshold visual functions
of the observer are known to us in advance.

This .:s what constitutes the rzason for the fact that the development
of methods and apparatus for measuring the transimissivity of the atmosphere
in light arnd in darkness has become the central cethodological problem of the
science of visitlility.

the problemi of measurinag the trarsmissivity of the atmosphere in the
presence of such an enorg-ous range of chnanges thereof at any network of
meteorological stations has proved to be decidedly difficult in mnw respects.
Ihas re-uired almost 30 years of effort on the part of scientists of the

USSR, the US:, the GDR, France, and oth-r countries, in:rder at length to
ceate a series of instrwaental-visual and objectivCe methods for measurinkg
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The problem of measuring the transmssi-rity o the atmospher nf a on
horizontal direction has not yet eze-rged fron tbie stage of experiments and
research. One of the possible methods is examined in the fo11ow~ng chapter.

The first photoelectric set-ups of field type intended for necsuremment
of the horizontal transmissivity of the atmosphere appeared in the 50's of
the 20th century, when the prcblem of the mass production of photorAezments
v'as solved.

From the creation of the first photoelectric set-up in 1934 to the
development of present-day transnissivitv recorders pro~euced in large runs
and measuring a limited range of atmospheric turbidity (urida application to
the problem &f safe landings for airplanes) more than 20 ye.--ars elapsed.

The expenditure of se long a time as this on the derelotnt of objective
* apparatus is explained by the fact that for a loeg tire the path-- to ove~r-

coming the difficulties of a design and texploi tational churacter with which
the work of the appai9tus in questiona is ass:ociated were not clear. These
difficulties are linked with the need for etIeThe following fuindamental
conditions:

=1) uni.-eerripted, stab'JLe, and reliable operation of the apparatus =nder
circwstmnces of aging of the photoelectric indicatrs,, irnconstancy of the
luminance f light souces, instability of the feed 3Q=r-es, etc-, musst be
ensured, the apparatus must work reliably and siably over the course of a
prolonged tise without frequent rregmlation and adjustment.

2) the ar'paratus must be sturdy in operation and mst ensure rzliability
of seasuzrtrents in daylight, when the parasitic radiation from~ difFuse -dy-
light nay be seme orders higher than the useful (heaslzrable) 1-ithm flew;

7) veran abve heordnar rquienetsimposed upa.- aperzz-a

Ianticipatory nessures against sue-atiag dust, the freezing of acc2=mlated
snow, and oth~er forms of dirtying of Oe expwosed optical parts of the apparatus.

One readily understads 31w seeions is each point of these requirezents,
4 to say rothing o~f thei;- totality. And at the sme time failure to meet ever.

one point of the list indicated brings to naught the firnccioa of the wparatus
in its entirety.

A brief survey of the developaent of objective methods for -rkcasuring
horizontal trarsmissivityv, set forth below, shows how difficulties hav~e been
overcome step by step, and ho~i complicated this pr-oblem has proved to be as
a whole.



§ 4C Basis oi the Photoelectric Base Method in Principle

The photoelectric appai°atus examined in the present chapter, which are
intended for measurement and recording of horizontal transniissivity of the
atmosphere, are based on a single general principle: in a stratum of given
length (the so-called measurement base) an index of attenuation a, calculated
for a unit length of one kilometer, which is then converted in accordance
with the Koschmider formula (1.28) into meteorological range of visibility,
S t. This method of measuring transmissivity has received the name of

photoelectric base method.

We should note that photoelectric base methods, and also the instrumental-
visual ones which are examined below, for determination of atmospheric tras-
missivity are extrapolational ones. This-means that a is determined for the
section constituted by the relatively short measurement base, and then, on
the basis of the hypothesis of the homogeneity of the horizontal trans-
missivity of the atmosphere, is extended to greater distances.

The extrapolational possibilities of any method of measuring SM are

characterized by the dimensionless parameter

where L is the magnitude of the measurement base or the distance to the object
(in instikumental-visual methods).

1

It is obvious that where there is spatial (horizental) heterogeneity of
atmospheric turbidity extrapolational methods cannot give correct results.

The photoelectric base method of measuring transmissivity is carried out
in the form of two stations located at the ends of the measurement base: a
stabilized source of light at one end, and a photoelectric detectcr at the
other.

When photoelectric set-ups that are based on a differential system are
used, the light source and the detector, mounted in a single aggregate, are
placed at one end of the measurement base, and at the other end a reflector
system which sends back to the detector the light which falls upon it

STre parameter z shows what amount of base distances or of measurc.lent
sections L must be contained in a given value for SM so that a specified

or permissible erroz in the measurement ofl shall be ensured).
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Let us examine the elementary -theory of the photeelectric base method
(Figure 44).

a Apc~~b fipuIemio
-

°f

I !

A 8

Figure 44. In Connection With the Theory of the Phooelectric
Base method for Measuring SM.

Key: a) Projector; b) Detector.

Let a photoelectric deteetor si a, a -t point B (at one end of the
measurement base of length L), and a.. int A (at the other end of the base)
a projector emitting a parallel non-moW,:"hrvmaric light beam F of constant

intensity.

The theory of the base method is founded uion the assumption that the
I transmissivity of the stratum L is the same a, the -transmissivity of the

atmosphere away from the base.

At a certain distance fro the projector the beam of light, afrer having
passed through stratM 7 and having become attenuated (by reason of the
scattering of light upon suspended particles) to a value F1, encounters an

elementary, optically turbid stratum dt. Upon emerging frox it the beam will
have a value F -dFl , where -dFI is the amount of the light bea which has been

scattered and absorbed in stratum dl. It is obvious that the value -dF1 is

proportionate to the thickness of the stratum dl, the magnitude of the beam
F1 which enter; stratum dl, and the intensivity of attenuation (scattering and

-absorption) a in the stratum dZ, characterizing the optical properties of the
medium.
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In other words, the amount of reduction of the light bean -dF ia the

stratum dt Is described by the differential equation

-dF Fl dl. (6.1)

Distributing the variatles and integrating along the entire stratum of
length L and within. the limits of the values for the light beam from F0 to F

arriving at the detector, we secure -L
,dFl ad[,

whence
F.

or F -

L6 (2)

his i the way the magnitude of the light bear. which has transversed
the courF L from the projector to the detector changes. Expression (6.2)
constitutes thit auger law which we referred to in § S. This law runs to the
effect tha: attemrtion of a light flow in a homzgeneously turbidized stratum
takes place in .accv',ace with aii expon-ntial regime.

It is in fact expression (6.2) that constitutes the foundation for the
photoelectric base me'hg.

Let us examine the theoreticzl accuracy of the base method and the con-
clusions arising therefrom.

Legging and differentiating w!.2') s -ecure

_ From expression (6,3) it is obvious that the relative error of measuring
the meteorological range of visibility is equal to thc r..ative error of
measuring the index of attenuation.
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Applying (6.3) to the base method, we secure from (6.2)

- ln (- n F- in F .

Differcntiating the last expression zand then replacing the differentials
with increments, we secure

I (_,F -.oF
L~F' 5o((6.4)

But since from (1.28)
3.5

£ f6.5)

from (6.4) nd (6.5) it follows that

62 IS 'IF F
F -- ---S (6.6)

Substituting equation (6-6) in (6.3) and designating ,41L by z we secure

the expression for the reztiw quadratic error

Expression is the relative errc~r of measuring-the meteorological range
of visibility by means of the photoelectric base method that we have been
seeking.

The ratio L/F 0 represents the -rror of photo-etering the light beak

at such high transmissivity that the ;'atenuation of light on the section of
the measurement base may be disregarded. This error, for a well-tuned
apparatus and with application of a ,;tabili:ed light source, is not great --

ordinarily less than 1%, on which account from here on we need not take it
into considera-cion. They, designatini SF as equal to LF/F and 'S I as equal

to 1iS, 1/S . for brevity's sake, w', set-cre finally

(6.S)
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As It.8 shwsthereltive error of measuring the meteorological range
of v.isibility by the base method is a linear function of two factors: 1) theextrapolational. parazeter Tz; 2) the relative error 6F of *easurement of alight bean attenuated by the aawsphere over the section of ths measurement
base. This error is deterainco by the accuracy of photometering the I Jight
beam falling u'por. the detector that is possessed by an apparatus of given
design. during the couirse of its prolonged utilization. 1

T1he error of mtasureaent 65F over a rather broad zange of variationi of
light flow proves 'to be, in first-atpproximation, a constant quantity.

At very low value!s of light flow the error SF commnces to mount. Fornot -very powerful projectors (whtich are those ordinarily used in the set-UPS
describea below) this moment occuzrs with a value f~r S close t the amount
of L, i.e., with z --1. Thris constancy of the error --f photcoetering alight flow Under the circumstances operative in accordartce with the base
method nay be-taken as running from z more or less equal to 1.S, and upward.

The considterations. enunciated sake it possible to draw -a con clusionA
regarding the limits of applicibility of the photoelectric base method forneasurement, of the transmissivity of the atmosphere. This conclusion ma be
represiented in visual form if on-the basis of (6.81 we set up a table
(Table 25) an& construct a nomogram of theoretical errors of the methoe utder
examination, guiding ourselves by values for z and 6F.

-TABLE 25. THEORETMcAL RELATIVE ERRORS-6S1 (%11 IN IIEA$URIN4 S
BY THE PHOTOELECTRIC BASE METH$OD, DEPENDING ON VALUES OF z
AM4D SF

5 !.4 '2.6 4.2 5. 70
t0 2.9 5.8 8.7 116 5.
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Frcin Table 2S a-A~ the nosogran constructed on the basis thereof (Figure
4S) T-nere transpire. tvose requirements which must be imposed upon the design
of a phitoelectric set-up if one is to Set concrete values for accuracy of

deter* i;AiOr ox-_ A figu;re of 25%; is waiversally taken as being te up.ier
limit of the still permissible error in the measurement of %N. Deedigo-1 C quantity 6Fhis error is attained with z more or less~ equal to 80 (when

I 41

-~ 3

it

Figutre 1s5. Theoretical Relative Errors of MIeasuring SI,
by the Photoelectric Base Ht-od.
1, Limit of perizissible error.

T1hese measurement (extrapolational) possibilities depend on the incline
of the straight lines in F~igure 45, which 'is determained by the magnitade of
the error of 6F of a given photoelectric set-up. The neasurenent possibilities
of the method mount rapidly as the error of 65F diminishes.
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In order to establish -be accuracy of the phrtoortr,' of a given set-L'P
one must either conpare its indicaticas with the iradicatiVIs of s-we
standard set-up or, If the latter Js not availabie. ca-ry out protracted
neasureumtts and tten contrast the quantities secured vith- the value for the
visibility of dark objects on the te.-ain that are proGjecteA against a sky
backliound ait the horizon and that are observed a:- the threshol'i of re-
ceptivity; or O~se by bringing in for cozparison purposes other7 miethods of
measurement.

1ugentat ion of the accuracy of measuresents of Sby -the base method

can be achieved through one of two courses: 1) reduction of VLratiocs by

virtue of prohnitgation of the measurement base; 2) reductici, of the exploi-
tat ional photo-metry error of 65F.

sThe first --vurse is not always advantagevas, since weasurrt of s=all
values fcr cM-becoes Imossiblet.

Ilse second course Is more readily applicable, a" --t present photo-
electric apparatuzs are smfactured having a photoweiry -error -of 8F mounting
to about~ 1%, %hich offers the possibility of neasuring S.- with values of z

running up to 30-90, -with a relative error d of nWt -mre than 25%.

We should note ahat formula -(6.8) ta.Ves on a some~nat differe~r form if
in the expression for meteorolorcical range of risibility we use other values
ior the threshold of contrast seasi-i'vity. If we assume, for example, that
c = 0.05 (i.e., Ai), then in tkhe denominator of the mrmerical. fraction of
(6.6) we shall have 55.0 in place of 3.5, arad in place of (6.4) we shall get

Analogoasly, with c = 0.02
.26-- Z F.

The theoretical error SN at one and the swie value for z deperds on the

selection of the magnitude of the threshold e. In realicy, hwiever, with
different values of c one should take various values of z,: then 6 will he

identical for all three magnitudes of c. lhe question of the most reliable
value for c is considered in i 66.

The base method has a seriou ; shortccuing in, use, brought about by the
necessity in priipciple for tha egistence off a weasurement base. 'This limits
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the possibilities of the method, =aking it possible to carry out ceasure-
itents only in one azimuth and only in _- horizontal direction. -she base
method is almost i=napplicable on the open -sea, in free air, in Mountainxro,
and tzider other similar circuzatances where there is no possibility of
plazing both stat icns of the base 3tethod at the necessary distances apart.

4)E. Photoelectric Set-Ups of the .1nitial Perio3 (19.14-l9;0)

The Bergean Apparatus

In 19V, Berpian onstructed the first photoelectric atpospheric trans-
Aissivity gage, based on the zero-coumenssation. method. The apparatus becaae
widely krxown ad entered into the history of meteorolo~gical instr-ibert-m~aiing
as am apparatt.zs having a_ zer6-cowrensation system and as A device in uhich

I-for the first time the idea of -modulating light hems in order to comat the
parasitic irradiation of photoelectric indicators by scattered daylight.

The system of the Bergman appo2ratus is representcd in Figu're 46. The
apaatus works as follows -

A beam of light from a lamp L, vmssing through- a- conde.nser K, is
mjdlated by a dish- NO having a frequency of f = 500 ftz. After this,
pgssing threugh a filter F, the bean is div-ided by a seemi-transparent mirror
Z into too parts: one part, p. .ssing through the cbjective t) and the regu-
lating dia-Arag D, avoiding the atmosphere, falls upon photoelesent FE,; the

f other part via the objective G, passes through the stratu~m (base) wic. is
under in-rstigation in the atmospbere and, having been reflected from a flat
mirror located st a distance of SO meters from the appa~atus, falls via
objective 0-.. on th." second phol.celement FE

-2,

The photoelements; are conmected to the .primary_ windings of two identical
* sections of a transformer T in sucbh fashion thit the photocurrepts from FE1

and E20induced in the s.econdi winding,- run tovard each other.

Ju the event of inequality of- light flows, a differentiali current arising
in the secondary winding enters the inplifier Y, is rectified after amplifi-
caticn, and is fed- into galva:ooeter G, provoking a deviation of the arrow.

At the basis of the meastirement process thre lies the zero-compensatiorn1! meod, consi.sting in the circumstance that through change in the a perture
of the diaphragm D the flows are 3&ade equal, the arrow of the galvanoxeter
being brough.t to zero -- which, generally speaking, should ccrresponkd to
equality of the light flows falling upon the photoelements.
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Figure i6. Diagram of the Principle of the- Serfaw
Photoelectric Apparatus-

Rieding of indications is &xried out in acco-dance with the pozitic=
of a diaphr-V graduated- in values for meteorological rmge of visibility.
It was supposed that such a system would exclude the effect of scattered
dayligh., and also the effect of fluctmruicns in the linance of th light
source, instaility of plification of rh amplifier, etc. But it soon

becme apparent that the apparatus had a umber of shortcomings, mong hii-
the most nportant were -the following:

i) the use of two photoelements does 5-ot provide the necessary pre-
cision of measurement, inasmuch as each of them has a different ,ate of
aging with time; this irc imstance proved to be the source of consider--ble
errcrs in measurement;

2) it was supp.ed that at e-tit fr - he ph.otoelements the electrical

ixpulses of the signals would be identical in form, co-phasal in tire, and of
,quai duration, since only such conditions would ensurs- the -ecessary pre-
cision of measreent and any deviation from them would lead to a sharp rise
in error oE measurement; actually, as we show below, these conditions canzot
be met in the Bergman apparatus.

7he Bergz=n apparatus also had other shortcosings: for example, the
evening-off of liH-t flows that was carried out by diaphragaing one of them
led to a supplementary error by reason of the differing degree of sensitivity

t of the photoelement at its center aid at its edges,



The aggre-ate of the deficiencies of the aparitus described -was such
that in this aparatus -it is impossible in pripipla to seet the tist
point of the eiiremoents upern objectivt apparatus that worre, set forth at
the mmd of 1 39.

Despite these -dficiencies, the idea of applying zgc&.aaion arA a zer*-
cmeatioia system proved to be iile and underwent further denwelammt
ilk 3UbSequet t.retWMts.

Th .A. Faas -Extin-tw.iter

A second way of combatting parasitic irradiation -=1 the phtoe~ement was
applied in 1940 in the extincomet,-- of V. A. Fsas. The iLmstrusem-t was
interned for study ot the optical density 3An hetem~eneity of areifi-;ija
saoke screens, avd also of clouds,, for Ati&.f pupose the raising all the
instrument an a capti-re or free balloon t.-,s- conempated.

The instzxEIt Consisted of two tebes fastened to :amet&L. shaft at a
distvsce of 2 mettrs Fro- eack other.f 1ame tube -there was placed a light
soucc ad a coatrol phnflelem t, in the other-the I Paret 1Jotoelement.
UTe ratio of te -iarms ftem tbase Pbotoelements was messueA with the
help of a iogmeter. It was expacted7 tkat ike efft-ct of flucta-ation of -the
intensivity of the 1i10t source wzuld be eliminate in this way. In Order To
eliminate the effect of the pwrasitic Iradiation of daylight tau the

x~em MI Pbftoelet. a system consistin. of a "Iess =6 diiuhrap~ ws
used which- ensred- so ion am Mai: of the _fi1lj of risiom that only a light
flow from the ilumint~r fell apoo. the i -alt ptoelomtv and the
scxrocindiaE baciliound was eliminAted-

The Very sall ueaSUZrMME base V. ineterm), the Presewe of two-pboto-
eleetteas of an imertia devigre like the Ilooeter for the u=asur-
mat of the- rapid dhazages in the optical donsity of smae screens __ all

r these thiWg complleM failur* ir. thez~tilixfton of the exti=-ctqweter.

but the idea of coattixg scattered Jdaylight 1wiuace via diaphragm-
i;F ing mad the- selection- of low wSgies of the field of vision1 found application

in later treatQ~ts bf objactive tramsaissi-wity recorders. For exambe, in
19S2 at the L~e Bourget airport a Tasseel f 2263 easiivtreodrWas
installed; it had a di principle Very similar to the designa Cf te Fas
extiitneetr. Th,- recorder consisted of "n Miiiator maid a collector,
anwied ir. ccrete pedestals placed 150 meters apart. The illumninator

SThis way of combatting scattered daylight lakinace was worke8 ouat by
V. A. Faas jointly vith M. S. Sterizat.
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consisted of a lens with an incandescent lamp fastened at its focus. A
control photoelement was affixed outside the lens and facing the -exiting
light flow. The collector contained an analogous lens with a limiting
diaphragm of 4 mm close to the focus, and an analogous photoelement at a
distance of 70 mm from the diaphragm. A change-over switch that turnedIon the photoelements at the illuminator and collector in succession every
"I seconds was linked up to an automatic recorder. Tasseel, taking into
account the shortcoming of his system arising from the use of two photo-
elements, estimates the error of 6F at 5%. For a base of 150 meters this
makes it possible to measure visibility within limits of 270 m 4 SM < 2,400 m,

pto which a z of 15 corresponds.

The recorder was turned on only at low visibilities. There have been
no further publications about it.

The Bradbury and Fryer Registering Apparatus [141]

This apparatus, created in 1940, was the next considerable step in

developing zero-compensation devices.

Taking into account the deficiencies of the Bergman system with its two
photoelements, Bradbury and Fryer developed and tested an apparatus having a
single photoelement. The use of a single photoelement in a zero-compensation
system called for the development and carrying into operation of the principle
of commutation, i.e., of successive, alternating switching-in of control and
measurement light beams on one and the same photoelement.

It was supposed that such a principle of design would ensure stable and
accurate measurement of atmospheric transmissivity independently of alter-
ation of the parameters of the apparatus itself (aging of the photoelement,
instability of radiation of the light source, etc.).

Let us briefly examine the principle of operation of the apparat.
it consists of a collector-measurement device "'ith a light source and a

reflecting m.rror set up 50 meters from the r corder.

The principle of the design of the collector-measurement apparatus is
shown in Figure 47. The apparatus comprises: 1) a light source RL (mercury
gas-diffusion lamp); 2) a modulator, consisting of a motor M1 and turning

screens VZ; 3) a collector apparatus, consisting of a photorlement FE, a
filter F, and an alternating-current amplifier; 4) a mirror galvanometer G,
a light source IS, and an automatic recorder.
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Figure 47. Design Principle of Bradbury and Fryer
Photoelectric Apparatus

Key: a) Feed sxurce; b) Alternating-current armpiifier;
P.) Shifting of apertures in disks.

t The turning screens VZ are built in the form of two disks I and II,
firmly fastened in a fixed relationship to each c:her, but at a certain
distance from each other, and set upon a common axis. The mercury lamp RL
is placed between these disks, as is illustrated diagrammatically in the
lower right-hand corner of Figure 47 (apertures 1 partain to disk I,
apertures 2 to disk II).

As the disks are rotated a commutation cf the light flows F1 and F2

takes place. In one half cf the period, flow F Ial-ls upon photoelement FE.

In the other half of the period, flow F1 is shut off, but during this time the

aperture of disk II is opened and light flow F2 passes through lens L, the

measurement base L and, after being reflected from mirror Z, returns and
falls upon the same photoelement.

Compensation (evening-up) of light flows F1 and F2 is carried out only

when there is high transmissivity of the atmosphere, under which circumstances
the zero of the system is established. To this end a variable diaphragm D is
used; by varying its apertire, minimum deviation of the galvanometer is se-
cured, which should correspond to equality of light flows FI and F2.
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Upon reduction of the transmissivity of the atmosphere this equality
is broken down as a consequence of reduction of flow Fl. In this event, a

variable signal with a frequency equal to the frequency of modulation makes
its appearance at exit from the photoelement; it is called the imbalance
signal. This signal, fixed in accordance with the deviation of the arrow of
the Salvanometer from zero position, is a measurable one; i.e., its amount
charactrizes the degree to which the atmosphere has become turbid.

Inasmuch as copensation of the light flows takes place only at one
extreme value for atmospheric turbidity and is absent in all other ranges,
periodically -- at intervals of one hour -- the flow F2 which goes into the

atmosph-re is covered with a mechanical interrupter and only the control
flow F1 falls upon the photoelement. In this way the zero of the system in

the range of trans-iissivity being measured is checked, and errors on account
of aging of the photoelement, instability of illumination -by the I&ap,
etc., are taken into account.

The indications of the galvanometer are recorded photographically on
drum B, acti-vated by a small motor '!2 The signal being measured, ie.,

the signal of imbalance, is taken down on a tape, az are the control points.

Although the apparatus described here has substantial advantages over
the Bergman set-up (alternating commutation of the light flows used upon one
and the same photoelement), new shortcomings were nevertheless discovered
in it. The principal one of these was the sum total of the errors occasioned
b;, imperfection of the process of commutating two signals on one photo-
element and leading to a state where the moment of balance (zero) of the system
did not correspond to a strictly photometric equilibrium of the flows being
compared (for a more :detailed exposition of the question see § 43).

On account of these deficiencies the Bradbury and Fryer apparatus could
not ensure reliable measurements, and work on it was halted.

From what has been set forth above it is apparent tha,- on the applied
level, progress was essentially not registered in solving the problem during
the first phase in the creating of mass photoelectrical apparatus for the
measurement and registration of atmospheric transmissivity, and that this
phase alculd be regarded as a period of ground-work and research.

The main fruit Qf the period being examined was the application of the
principle of modulation in order to combat parasitic radiation of scattered

daylight (Bergman) and of the principle of comutation of light beams upon
one photoelement as a means of combatting instability of the parameters of
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the photoelectric apparatus themselves (Bradbur and Fryer). In the process
of developing these principles more and more new difficulties came up, which
it has only of lime become possible to overcome to a certain extent.

5 42. Non-Compensation Photoelectric Apparatus

Non-compensation photoelectric apparat~us carstitute the simplest
variants of the base methods ones where a projector with stabilized,-feed is
placed at one end of the measurement section and a photoelectric collector
and automatic recorder is placed at the other. Such a system Qf measure-
ments excludes the possibility of uninterrupted checking of the system's
zero, a nd it admits only of episodic checking of the zero on days having high
transmissivity or in accordance with dark support objects an the terrain, if
they are projected again st a sky background at the horizon and are under haze
at threshold visual perceptivity.

Two photoelectric apparatus of stationary type, very/ similar to each
other, are built on this principle. One of these is the Voublas apparatus
[1581, developed in the United States in 1947; its coiomercial production was
undertaken-approximately in 1950. The second apparatus -- the V. I. Go:ryshin
transmissivity register -- comenced series production in 1956 under the
designation M-37.

Both apparatus are intended for meas urement and registration of the
meteorological range of visibility S M at airfields in order to safeguard

visual landirg of airplanes.

At present many .foreign airports are equipped with the Douglas apparatus,
and almost all the USSR airports hiving concrete runways are equipped with
the M-37 apparatus.

The apparatus are similar to each other ip their principle of operation
and in design respects, for which reason there is no point in describing
them separately. In neither apparatus is modulatio)n of the light source
used. In order to avoid the use of direct-current amplifiers with their
constant zero drift, the photoelements of each apparatus tre connected to
the circuit of the impulse generator in such fashion that the frequency of
the impulses produced is proportionate to the illumination upon the photo-
element which is pr-oduced by the-projpcter. In order to eliminate the
affect of parasitic irradiation ,;f-the photoelement with scattered dayli.qbv,
the angle of vision of the collector is made very small with the help of" a
special long-focus objective and a systen of ,Haphragms.
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In the Douglas apparatus the electrical impulses are amplified by a
two-cascade alternating current amplifier, and measurements of frequency are
fed into the cascade; its outlet is connected to an automatic recorder or to
a specially developed electronic-beam tube.

In the V. I. Goryshin M-37 apparatus a multivibrator cascade serves-as
an impulse generator. In this connection the level of signals proves to be
high enough, and subsequent amplification of the impulses is not called for.
The impulses, without supplementary amplification, are transformed, and are
then fed into the cascade that measures frequency.

The exploitational error of photometering 6F for the M-37 apparatuxs
(as apparently also for the Douglas apparatus) has proved to be equal to
approximately 3%, to which a value for the z parameter equal to a7ppr~ximately
30 corresponds for both apparatus (for SS= 25%).

In the range of norms of landi-sig visibility for which the upper limit of
values of Sdoes not exceed 3 kmn, and isith a measurement base of 250 meters,

z comes to 12, and the theoretical error 6S5 = 10% (see formula 6.8). ThisM
accuracy is completely satisfactory if one considers additionally the fact
that the parameters V and D/B are determined with errors approximately twice0
as great.

But experience in the use of these apparatus has revealed their substantial
defects, which have served as a stimulus to the development of more highly
refined devices.

One of the defects of the Apparatus described is associated with the
method of checking the zero for the system. This check has to be carried out
at such high transmissivity of the atmosphere that the turbidity of the
stratum on the section of the measurement base can be disregarded. With a
base length L. of 250 meters checking of the zero of the apparatus can be

-i carried out when the value of S,, is not less than 25 km, and if L is 1 km (in

the USA), when SM is 100 km. Obviously if there is a turbidity of the atmos-

phere to any extent persistent and considerable, lasting some days (and in some
regions of Siberia low transmissivity during the fall runs for weeks),
checking of the zero cannot be carried out- in this event one can only re-
check the functioning of the apparatus, and that only if there are dark objects
on the terrain, located at known distances, projected against a sky background,
and standing at the limit of visibility.
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l' cbject:; on the terrain are lacking, the control in question is
entirely irtsus'eptuible of executi-on until good visibility make:; its
applearance.

Anothar exploitational defect was more serious. It arises from the
way of comabatting parasitic irradiation of the photoelement with scattered
atmospher'i K~g1~

Strorg rp dip~a ng of the variable light beam in the focal plane of

the olbjective o thp, c-Miector calls for extremely strict constant coaxi-
ality of the prejector and the collector. The slightest displacements of
the projector :)r the inolector give rise to total disruption of the work of
the apparatus. In oz~die* t, avoid this and ensure stability of the measure-
ment process, it was found necessary to faster, the projector and the collector
on massive bases extending not less than twio meters. deep. In the United
States at Washington airport a six-meter concrete pile, driven into the
ground in proximity to the main landing and take-off strip in such fashion
that the beam goes past to one side above the runway at an elevation of five
meters from the concrete surface, serves as a support for the projector.
In Figure 48 we show the placement of the Douglas apparatus at American
airports.

b)

4--

I r

Figue 4. Paceent f Dugls Potoeectic ppaatu

anigureco 8. Placemenhhigt of Doga hteetic Apratues5m
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Thus the method of combatting scattered light has given rise to a
major exploitational shortcoming -- the stationary character of the device,
its being confined to the place where the concrete supports are located.
Experience has shown that concrete supports, even such massive ones as the
ones referred to above, still fail to ensure strict fixity of the position
of the collector and the register vis-a-vis each other. In the fall, when
the ground freezes, and in the spring, when it thaws, the two stations
referred to become displaced relative to their initial position and the
system has to be tuned anew.

The confinement of the apparatus to a given place, which excludes-the
possibility of any moving them about, obliges one to have at each airport
a number of apparatus of the type described. Nevertheless, experience-in
the exploitation of the M-37 apparatus has shown that when regular, skilled
supervision is ensured they give perfectly satisfactory results.

We may place the apparatus having high-intensity impulse sources of
light developed by Freungel [168, 170, 171] among the number of non-com-
pensation photoelectric devices.

Fruengel developed apparatus for several uses: registers of meteoro-
logical range of vision at airports, signal devices -to report v-isibility
values dangerous for a given region, including warning devices (sirens,
beacons, etc.). Here we shall examine only a device for registration of
the meteorological range of visibility. As a light source there was used
in the device a small projector of 31 cm diameter, inside which a gas- -
discharge imrulse lamp of a luminance of 107 candlepower per square centimeter
was plac.,', 'ffhi5 lamp is connected into a special system which provides 72
flshe -. -inuve. The light source is placed at a distance of 150 ,meters
from - . ,cor apparatus. The collector is an antimony-cadmium vacuum
phatoe! _- . .. Electrical impulses from the photoelement are fed to a four-
cascadc a olifier having a special system for automatic regulation of
amplific - hich operates in such fashion that the amplitude of all
impulses .,.ains constant upon exit.

The ioltage of the automatic regulation is conv-- :ed by a special system
into a current from 0 to 1 milliampere, which is in 4ct the measurement
curr -at.

The optical part of the collector apparatus consists of a quarti lens
of 90 mm diameter and having a focal length of 300 mm, and also of a
diaphragm I.5 mm in diameter, which ensures an angle of vision equal to 10'.
A special diaphrp.gm -- honeycombs consisting of 169 tubes S m in diameter
and 250 mm long -- is inst uled ahead of %'he lens.
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Among shortcomings of the system one must list the following:

1) limited number of flashes of the impulse lmp;

2) dependence of amplitude of the light impulses oi the lamp upon
the parameters of the trigger, voltage on the lamp, etc.;

3) the radiation of the impulse lamp and the maximum spectral trans-
missivity of the antimony-cadmium photoelement are in the short-wave part
of visible radiation and ae sharply differentiated from the curve of visual
perception of the eye, which may lead to increase of the error of measure-
ment at medium and high transmissivity;

4) the complicated character of the electrical system; the accuracy
of measurement is affected by the amplification factor of four amplifiers,
the deviation from the logarithmic law on the part of the system for the
automatic regulation of amplification, etc.

No details relative to the exploitational quality of the set-up, the
errors of measurement, the steadiness of work, have hten published.

§ 43. Zero-Compensation Photoelectric Apparatus

After the Second World War, in the USSR, the GDR, anda France
development compensation photoelectric apparatus commenced again, the
principle of design for the majority of them being so similar to one
another that there is no need to analyze each design separately. It" is
sufficient to examine the most highly refined apparatus -- the Foitzik
transmissivity register. An analysis of this treatment makes it possible
to establish the character of the new and serious shortcomings which are
inherent in all treatments of this sort, and which are associated, as te
show below, with imperfection of tze process of commutating light beams.

Thereafter we shall examine a new principle of commutation developed
by V. I. Goryshin and converted into reality by hi* in a compensation
transmissivity register.

The Foitzik Transmlssivity Register [1631

The design of the register, developed in 19S0, is presented in Figure 49.
From an incandescent lamp IL light is divided into two flows:

1) the 'easurement" light flows, which is formed by lens L aad1
objective 01 into a narrow, solid beam and which, after passing through the
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stratum of the atmospheze being tested, falls upon a. mirror reflector Ref;
after which, returning to the device, it fallz upon a paraboloid reflector
P and then upon the measurement photoelement FE;

2) the "compensation" light flow, or the comparison flou, which is
brought down upon the same photoelement FEi within the device, passing
through lens L, and prisms PR1, PR,, PR,, PR4, and two diaphragms D1 and D

A cylindrical modulator Mod serves for modulation and alternative
commutation of these light flows on the photocathode of photoelement FE1.

The co=utation cycle consists of the following ptocesses:

a) only the light flow which has passed over the measurement base in
the atmosphere falls upon the photocathode; the control light flow is
completely covered over;

b) the measureAent light flow commences to become covered over by the
hood of the modulator, and the control flow commences to open; toward the

* en1 of this stage the first flow w;ll have been covered over completely, and
the second will open completely;

c' only the control light-flow falls -u-on z-he photocathode; the
as~r~en .i,,t-f low is comn]e--l.v cov'ered o-er:

t~ cnrz Iignt-flo. ' -z- o~ cveres over, andl -he
-.- ;-- :,encez to or-,- r, e'rs . ai fi~h lows);

= .. ta.e r -;--- ae-beC-e e -- ,e

:e : n: i- aczuai the process or co-mmutat -

I7-= . .. .7 -.- w -

- _- ~ .' a' '-: - :- - -sc. 7" --
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c~gure 4 9. Diagram of Principle of the Foitzik
PN-3toelectric Compensation Transmissivity Register.

As applied to the apparatus described, when the light flows are equal
the variable component of the flow in the circuit of the photoelement FE1

ought to be equal to zero, generally speaking. With reduction in the trans-
missivity of the atmosphere the measurement light flow becomes weaker and a
variable signal component, having a freqnency of co.wmutation of 250 Hz makes
its appearance in the FE1 circuit. This signal of imbalance is communicated

to voltage amplifier VA, and from its exit to the voltage winding of a small
Ferraris phase motor I, the axle of which is connected with a variable
diaphragm D As a result of the action of the signal of imbalance, a
depletion o~the system takes place, during the process of which the motor
changes the aperture of the diaphragm to a point where the level of signals
from both light flows has been evened off and the signal of imbalance has
become zero (or more precisely, has fallen below the threshold at which the
motor turns over). A signal, proportionate to the magnitude of the aperture
in the diaphragm at that moment, is communicated to the automatic recorder C.

The photeelement FE2 is the source of a resistance signal communicated

via amplifier AT to the secondary winding of the motor.

Such is the design system of the device, which the author intended to be
an automatic zero-r.)npensation transmis.ivity register. But tests of the
device have brought to light a series of serious deficiencies in it.

In order to explain them we shall have to analyze what constitutes
the imperfeztion of the process of commutation of the light flows, so
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often referred to above and characteristic for the majority of compensation
photoelectric apparatus, making their functl.oning unsatisfactory.

As was pointed out above, the b's and dk commutation processes are
impossible to make instantaneous in practice. Paut even under real conditions,
when processes b) and d) are of fixite duration, it would be possible to
eliminate commutation defacts if the folloving could be accomplished: by
however much one light flow commutated upon tht photoelement is diminished
-- at each given moment of time, the second light flow should incr-ease by Just

that amount, and vice versa. -in this event, in a position of photometric
equilibrium, the amplitudes of the impulses from the couwtation flows would
prove to be equal, there would be no variable component in the entering
circuit of the-amplifie-r, and tile system would be-in balance.

What has been said above in fact constitutes the indispensab~v cmiditions
of commutation in the absence of which no photoelectric apparatu~s b; _ed upon
modulation can measure with any degree of accuracy.

Is a "law" of comutation ensured in the cempensa-tion apparatus des-
cribed above? -- i.e., does a simultaneous, but oppositely-running, equiva-
lent change take place--in- the two light flows at thez-moment of their failing
on the photocathode of the indicator?

The simnlest line of reasoning shows that these conditions are not met
in the devices analyzed above, for anumber of reasons.

As far back as 1951 V. F. Belov [7] showed that one of these reSSQfls is
the lack of correspondence between the dimensions of the light beam falling
upon the reflecting mirror (at the end -of the measurement base), and ithe
dimensions of the mirror itself: the diameter of the light bean reaching the
reflecting mirror is atlways larger, in consequence of an inevitable divergence
over the measurement base section, than the dixensio.7s of the reflecting mirror.

V. 1. Goryshin not only &nalyzed in detiil the consequences of this
circumstance, but also showed that it is 'meely one of the man" cause-A for the
emergence of coamtation disturbance occasioning the failure of all Compen-
sition transmissivity registers that had been worked out up to that tipte.
Let us demonstrate the character of the comutazion %listu.rbance ozcasioned
by non-correspondence between the dimensio~is of the reflecting mir-,or and
the dimensions of the light flow falling upe)n it.

Let us turn to the upper part of Figure 5O. TAhe photovoetrically cevened-
off light flows fall in alternation upon the photoelevent located close to
the modulator hood: flow F copwhich his covered a short path fri.. the light
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sourcc, and flow' P which has trarversed the measurement base in the
*eas

atasphere. On the diagran we illustrate the &onent when the ccmletely
covered ccuparison flow is to open uv, and =he empletely orpen zeasa-reaemt
flow is at the sm time to become coirerod over. Accordi;ng to the comm-
tation law it is required that an equivalent reduction of flow F shoiila

Ze-s
precisely correspozd to the inicrease of flow F M?. it4it this Will actually

not hxjmen in reality: up to a turng of the hoed to an argle a the light
floo F will wct become reduced, since the reflector will not, during the

3.3$

course of this tike lapse, commnce- -to be scree-med I-.- the non-trasparent
wall of -the hcod. For th-is reasoa, from the tize of~ tie start of nodulation
of the light flows under examination and ivi to the tize when tke hoad turns
to apgle a the aggreate: lig0a flowr ui~l *0 v- S i, .%Salt Of Ifiia a
positivie oEjectionl f signAl will take Visoce (-see the di-ar it. tMhe IoK
left corner of' Figure SO).

b)

I ir

Figure 50. Diagram Explaining How V=c Pasic Ccuwtati~zn
Disturbance Arises ir. Compens3titxl Phot~e!:ric p4paratus.

Key: a) P.6o4toeiemeat; b) F ;CO c) Light source; QJ Aperture

of hoodz Qi Fin3 ; f) Ptatin lood; !;) lion-transparent wc3111;

h) Reflectcr; 0) F1 1S; ;j iat actually ccu~rs; Q) that ouhr

to happen.
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Further on the hood will turn to angle 8 and will completely cover the
reflector, and the flow F meas will rot fall upon the photoelement. But by

that moment the flow F will not yet have opened up fully, so that
comp

consequently at the given moment the resultant light flow will be less than
the mean value. Thereupon a negative ejection of signal will make its
appearance.

Then, until the reflector is screened, and the hood turns to angle y,
thr flow Fcmp gradually increasing, is at length fully opened and is

oomp

This is the way things stand in the first half of the modulation period.

In the second half of the modulation period, when flow Fmeas is to.open

up, and Fcomp is to close, a non-correspondence of the course of alteration

of flows again occurs, but with the reverse sign: F starts to diminish

at once upon the hool's touching the edge of the flight flow Fcomp , but fiow

Fmeas will not fall upon the photoelement until the hood has turned to angle

a. Over this interval of time the resultant flow will be less than the flow
which ought to exist when there is correct commutation. The further behavior
of the signal in the second -half of the modulation period should be plain
from the diagram presented in Figure 50.

From what has been set forth it is obvious that, as a consdquence of
non-correspondence of the dimensions of the reflector and of the light flow
falling upon it, the flows F and F commutated have on the photoelement

comp incas
will not complement each other at the moment of commutation, and the commu-
tation "law" will not be carried out, even thcugh the condition F =comp

Fmeas holds good.

As a result of this, at the moment of photometric equilibrium there makes
its appearance at the exit of the photoelement a commutation disturbance
having a frequency equal to the frequency of modulation; this disturbance
is what creates a false signal. The latte? makes the position of photometric
equilibrium of the system indeterminate, as a result of which accuracy of
measurements deteriorates sharply.

This is only one- of the reasons which condition the low exploitational
qual-ties of the apparatus, with flows compared through commutation, that
hay been examined above.
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in his apparatus [94], 0. 1. Popov sought to eliminate the commutation
~disturbance occasioned by failure of the dimensions of the reflector and of

- the light flow F eas falling upon it to correspond, by making the flow
i slightly divergent and by catching the whole of it in the field of vision of

a collector after reflection from a mirrcr. fie managed to accomplish this,
but at the cost of setti;:; up the mirror and the collector on substantial
foundations, which led to deterioration of the exploitational qualities of
the device.

.... ,The circumstance which has been examined is not the sole cause for the
arising of commutation disturbances. As V. 1. Goryshin has shown, these also
arise through the following causes:

a) when the modulated flows are differentiated as to the distribution
of tie density of light energy, i.e., are heterogeneous as regards structure;

! t character of the commutation disturbances which develop under this set
of circumstances is even more complicated than the character of the distur-
bances examined above;

b) when the modulated flows are different as regards the dimensions
of their cross-sections, something which produces a commutation disturbance
analogous to that examined above;

c) when the diameters of the apertures on the disk of the modulator and
nhe distances between these apertures are other than strictly equal to each

ather;

d) vhen the light flows F and F do not illuminate one and the

comp meas
same section thre tight- ss~s;tive surface of the n-hotoelement.

Impairments to commt,'-atirii, Pyls'ng in accordance with circumstances a),
b), and c), are close to onf, ; ..o ter --n character and provoke the same sort
of effect as does the impatieiit ex.-ined above -- the one which is
occasioned by different dimensi-,vs of the mirror and of the light flow
falling upon it

The commutation impairment in accordance with ::ondition d) arises, on
all occasions, as a consequence of varying sensitivity of the surface of the
photocathode of the indicator at various points. On this account evening-off
Fcomp and F meas via diaphraging of the light flow alone (without use of

milky glass or other analogous media) is inadmissible in principle, since in
this case the amplitude relationships upon the conversion of light signals into
electrical ones are broken down.
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V. I. Goryshin has shown that the magnitude of the voltage of the
impairment to commutation depends upon the time of commutation and the
magnitude of the light flow; that the presence of an impairment to com-
mutation is occasioned by a phase shift between the two signals, depending
upon the relationship between the magnitude of the impairment and the
magnitude of the frequency difference.

To resume what has been set forth above, we may say that the different
design various of zero-compensation set-ups developed in the past and
based upon mechanical modulation of light flows are linked with at least
five causes which produce violation of the "law" of commutation and which
bring to naught all of the merits of the zero method. On this account the
principle of commutation which has been embodied in the designs worked out in
the past cannot ensure the necessary accuracy of measurements. The causes
which evoke impairment to commutation cannot be eliminated in their
entirety, as has-been shown in [46, 47], and in order to construct apparatus
which possess greater accuracy of measurement, the very principle of
modulation must be changed in such fashion that the impairments to commu-
tation which arise shall exercise a minimal effect upon the accuracy of
measurements.

After having pres :nted a correct diagnosis of the failures which had
pursued the earlier treatments, V. I. Goryshin, taking his last deduction
as his basis, created a design for a compensation recorder of transmissivity
having an altered principle of modulation of light flows.

The V. I. Goryshin Compensation Transmissivity Recorder [47, 49]

The optical system of the compensation recorder is in general con-
structed on the principle of the usual systems of this type (Figure 51).

The measurement light flow from the incandescent lamp IL is focussed
by the condensor L -L in the plane of the modulator disk M, and then, with

the help of lens L3 , prism PrI , and objective L 4, is formed into a small
solid angle and goes to the reflector, located 100 meters from the apparatus.

The reflected light flow is received by the concave mirror 3 and then falls
on the photocathode of the photoelement FE.

The comparison flow is also focussed, via the lens L,, the prism Pr2,

and the lens L6, in the plane of the modulator disk M, and then, passing

through lens L7, prism Pr3, and measurement diaphragm r, it falls on the

objective L8 , after which it is focussed on milky glass MG. After having
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passed through the adjustable photometric wedges (or prisms) AW (necessary for
initial regulating) and lens L9 , the flow falls upon the photocathode in the
form of a very slightly diverging beam of constant cross-section. The out-
put from the photoelement is connected to the automatic recorder via an
alternating current amplifier.

hoe basic distinction between the compensation recorder described
and the compensation devices examined earlier consists in the special system
for modulation of the light flows to be compared, which is achieved through
an original design of the modulator disk (Figure 52 e). When this modulator
is rotated-by a motor m (Figure 51), at each half-turn of the disk one of theIlight beams is completely covered, while the other is at the same time
modulated by comb-like teeth.

')a

a) ON Z~lo~ae

99
L L2 L6

IL?
5 P

L

Figure 51. Diagram of the Principle of the Photoelectric
Compensation Apparatus of V. I. Goryshin.

Key: a) From, reflector.

In Figures 52 a and 52 b we show diagrammatically the character of

the impuses from the measurement (F1) and control (F2) light beams-re-

spectively.
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; a) ;

Difli~flulE e)
b) r2

c) F,

d) FiF2  envelops<.

Figure 52. Design of Modulator Disk and Principle for
Elimination of Impairments to Compensation of Photoelectric
Compensation Devices (After V. I. Goryshin).

The character of the signal resulting when the commutated light beams
FI and F2 are equal (balance of system) is shown in Figure 52 c.

The electrical signal which develops proves to be modulated with a
frequency which depends on the number of teeth in the comb and the speed of
rotation of the disk. For the apparatus described this frequency is equal
to 1,700 Hz.

With inequality of commuted flows F1 and F2 the character of the signal
1 2

resultinlg changes, since a signal of imbalance makes its appearance, as is
shown diagrammatically in Figure 52 d.

The resultant signal secured is first amplified to carrier frequency and
then, after detection and separation out of the imbalance signal, to the
envelope frequency.

When light flows FI and F2 are unequal the imbalance signal that develops

reacts upon the reversible motor rm of the automatic recorder (see Figure Sl),
which, operating upon diaphragm D, brings the system into equilibrium. During
equilibrium the signal of imbalance falls out, and at the output of the
system only the impulses of the carrier frequency are found.
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I This principie of modulation, i.e., having commutation and modulation

on different frequencies, makes it possible to reduce to a minimum the
effect of the commutation impairments which destined the compensation devices
developed earlier to be inadequate.

IOther considerable design refinements were introduced into the apparatus
described, as well (advantageous relationship of dimensions of teeth in theI! comb to the light circle focused upon the modulator, sensible shape of the
sectored measurement diaphragm, etc.), which reduced the photometric error
6F to 1%. This makes it possible to evaluate the extrapolational possi-
bilities of the device as running up to a quantity of z equal to more or
less 80-90. With a measurement base of 250 meters (distance to reflector
125 meters) it is now possible to register S, up to 20 km with an error for

this value of visibility that does not exceed 20-2S%.

Thus in respects having to do with principle the compensation trans-
missivity recorder of V. I. Goryshin is at present the most highly refined
device in its class.

In concluding our brief survey of the development of photo2lectrical
methods for measuring and recording the horizontal transmissivity of the
atmosphere we shall draw up a few basic conclusions.

1. d D hot,,electric base devices founded upon modulation of light flows
and upon the use of two rhotoelements for differential measurement of flows
F COM and Fmeas have a deficiency in principle, occasioned by the uneven aging

of the photoelements over time. These apparatus cannot ensure measurement
of atmospheric transmissivity with the necessary accuracy even within the
limits of landing visibility norms. Devices of this type are of historical
interest only.

2. Photoelectric base apparatus, based upon modulation through the use
of~a single photoelement, are in a position to ensure the necessary accuracy
of measuremenv only on the condition that the commutation impairments pro-
voked by various causes are eliminated. The numerous design varieties of
devices in which this condition is not met are also only of hsvorical
interest.

3. The photoelectrical method as a whole has inherent in it a serious
deficiency associated with expense, complicated design, frequent need for

adjustment, indispensability of skilled supervision, etc. Apparatus re-
quiring massive concrete or stone supports are characterized by a further
shortcoming which consists in their being able to measure only in a set
azimuth.
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CHAPTER Vl1

MEASUREMENT OF HORIZONTAL A4D ON-HORIZONTAL TRANSMISSIVITY OF THE
AThOSPHERE BY THE LIGHT BACK-SCATTER METHOD

SLqi. General Gbservations

Lp to the time that meteorological rockets came into use, the method of
projector sounding, developed in the USSR by I. A. Khvostikov and his
collaborators [11S, 1161 and abroad by Hulbert (187] and other investi-
gators, was one of the basic ways of sounding optically the upper strata of
the atmosphere.

Though the help of projector sounding success teas encountered in
estailishing many facts of fundamental importance, which have subsequently
been confirmed by data secured by sending up rockets. A considerable and
unever aerosol hazing of the entire thickness of the troposphere and
great part of the stratosphere was detected. In those strata, contrary to

I] expectations, a purely Raylelgh scattering does not exist; the hypothesis
as to the exponential change of atmospheric tramsmissivity with altitude

-Iwas not borne out [66, 100].

A survey of the development of the method of projector sounding of the
atmosphere is given by G. V. Rosenberg [99].

In raising here the question of the measurement of non-horizontal trans-
missivity by the light back-scatter method we have it in mind as our ultimate
purpose not to investigate the transsissivity of the upper strata of the
atmosphere, but instead to perform a more limited task: that of measuring the
transmissivity of a surface stratum having a thickness of 200-300 reters,-to
the end of determining as reliably as possible landing visibility, i.e., the
visibility of objects along the concluding part of the descent glide.

One of the peculiarities of measuring hon-horizontal transmissivity is
the non-applicability of extrapolational methods, the ones ordinarily used
in measuremenvs of horizontal transmissivity, We camnot apply to nonzhorizontal
directions the hypothesis as to the homogeneity of turbidity, as is ordinarily
done for horizontal directions. For this reason, in measuring the trans-

-1 missivity of a limited slice in an inclined direction, one cannot extrapolate
2 a measured quantity into more extended sections in the sume direction.

In a non-horizontal direction one can measure the transmi:sivity only of
a limited inclined slice tnto which a light beam penetrates and within which
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the intensivity of scattered light is great enough to be avasured visually
or objectively. This circumstance complicates the problem of determining
non-horizontal transuissivity to such an extent that at the present so-t-ant
no developed, acceptable methods for measurement thereof exist.

Ibis is why our data regarding the optical properties of the surface
~200-300 meter strattum are limited. We still know very little about the

optical properties of haze under low clouds, about the character of the
change in atmospheric transmissivity with altitude, about the vertical
density of surface cloud.

Measurement of non-horizontal trartsmissivity is possible in principle
on the basis of projector sounding. But the need for introducing compli-
cated current corrections into each angular altitude, these being called for
by the properties of the scattering index; the complications of interpreting
given measurements; the complications of the" apparatus; and the like -- all
these things constitute a serious drawback to bringing this method--into V
state where it can be exploited.

As G. V. Rosenberg has correctly pointed out [99], back of the simplicity,
in principle, of projector sounding there lie concealed considerable
difficulties of an apparatus, methodic, and interpretational character:

In order to determine slant visibility an effort has been-made to utilize
such radical means as sending up a helicopter with an observer on board, and
sending up captive balloons with suspended black screens. But the rapidity
with which atmospheric process operate, a feature characteristic for weather
landing minima, takes all the value out of episodic "ascents; for to be sure
it is far too risky to keep helicopters or balloons in the Sir in proximity

i~i to runways during the entire period when a complicated state of meteorological
i affairs exists, particularly at crowded airports.

At present two methods for measurement of non-horizontal transmissivity
of the surface atmospheric stratta are bing developed; they" are substantially
differentiated from each other:

1) the method of equal angles, proposed in 1949 by Stewart, Druneter,
and Pearsorr [224], through which one can measure the averaged transmissivity

!! of a limited inclined stratum (about 100 meters) with a fixed slant angle
~relative to the horizon;

2) the light back-scattering method [22, 23], which makes it possible
to-measure a series of optical characteristics of the surface stratum -- the
transmissivity of inclined strata up to 2S0 meterD in lengthP and with slant
angles from 0 to 90%, horizontal transmissivity stratum by stratum, the
altitude of the upper limit of cloud (up to 100 meters above ground), and-

s om e o t h e r s .-
2 1
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§ 45. Formulating the Question of the Measurement of Non-Horizontal
Transmissivity by the Light Back-Scattering Method

The method of light back-scattering is proposed for measuring non-
horizontal and horizontal transmissivity of the atmosphere over a range
extending to some slight extent beyond the limits of presently operative

norms for landing visibility.

The physical essence of this method of measurement consists in determin-
ing the transmissivity of the atmosphere in accordance with the intensivity

of light scattered by a stratum of the atmosphere back to a light source
illuminating this stratum. The idea of such a mezhod for measuring atmos-
pheric transmissivity was enunciated for the first time in lS1 [22]. At
present this method, which is becoming more and more widespread [58, 134,
152, 203, 204], is called the light back-scatter method or the method of
return light-scatter.

The system for measuring the transmissivity of atmosphere via the light
back-scatter method consists in the following.

The atmosphere is lighted up by the beam of a projector. The aerosol
particles suspended in the air, and also molecules of water vapor and atmos-
pheric gasses, scatter the light rays in all directions, including that back
to the projector at an angle of 1800 relative to the light beam sent out by
it. In this connection it is assumed that the quantity of light energy
scattered back to the projector is proportionate to the degree of optical
hazing of the atmosphere. This assumption has at this date been substanti-
ated experimentally (see 5 49).

An objective or visual collector is set up parallel to the optical axis
of the projector or at a slight angle to it.

The magnitudes of light flows scattered back and measured by one means
or another are graduated as functions of the transmissivity of a homogeheous
atmosphere, i.e., of the meteorological range of visibility, which makes it
possible to measure horizontal transmissivity of the atmosphere, too, by the
light back-scatter method.

In order to measure non-horizontal transmissivity it is necessary first
of all to know the-distribution of the intensivity of back-scatter, commenc-
ing at the projecter and moving outward along the projector beam. The calcu-
lation introduced in the following section shows that distribution of the
luminance of light back-scatter has a characteristic peculiarity: close to-the
projector a bright return-illumination extending a total of 20 to 30 meters
develops. In this zone more than 90% of the entire light energy of the
projector beam which is scattered back is concentrated.

]l -222-
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~Clearly without elimination of the briyht-illur.ination zone measurement

of non-horizontal transmissivity will be impossible, since this zone obstructs
the detection and measurement of the fainter light flows which come in from
more remote zones of the projector cone. Effective penetration into the
atmosphere when a brightly gleaming nearby zone is present is decidedly
small -- 20 to 30 meters in all.

i!- Exclusion of the brig;, illurfination zone furnishes, as the calculation
introduced below shows, an entiroly different distribution of the luminance

', of light back-scatter, one making it possible to measure the light scattered
by sections of the projector cone which Hie removed from the projector by
tens and hundreds of meters, or even by thousands of meters with suitable

!: light sources.

. The brilliantly gleaming column of air in proximity to the-projector is
! - eliminated by means of the shadow zones method described farther on.

With the help uf shadow zones the effecrtive penetration in a projector
beam increases from 20-30 meters by a number of multiples and even by some
tens of multiples, something which makes it possible to carry out the

! measurement of atmospheric transmissivity in aIny direction.

The principle of measuring non-horiznntal transmissivity consists in the
fact that in a stratum of the atmosphere, illuminated by a projector beam and
inclined at a certain angle to the horizon, two successive effective pene-
trations, different in magnitude, occur; the difference between them makes it

at some altitude above the surface of the earth (see Figure 60).

Repetition of such a procedure as this for a number of selected- angles
of slant of the projector beam makes it possible to carry out a stratum.-by-
stratum sounding of a transmissivity which has been averaged (for the given

_ stratum). Combining a number of such strata fu rnishes the possibility bf
~finding the aggregate slant transmissivity -of a certain thickness of the

surface stratum at any selected angle to the surface of the earth.

I

i his is the general system in principle for the measurement of non-
horizontal transmissivitl by the light back-scatter methyl.

In this charter we shall examine the first steps in the-practical carry-
ing into operation of this method.

§406. Calculating the Luminance of Light Back-Scatter

Let us carry out an approximate computation of the horizontal stratm-
by-stratum luminance of projector cze, commencing at he projector and
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moving outward, for a sighting direction of 180* (Nk~oui the beam," accord-
ing to G. V. Rosenberg's terminology) and for different gradations of a
homogeneous turbidity: from fog to a Rayleigh atmosphere. The basic idea
of this corputation is developed in-studies of A. A. Gershun, V. V. Novikov,
A. I. GQibanov, and other Soviet phototechnicians. In general terms we shall
keep to the [40 and 52] systems for this cenputation.

A shiortccming of our cluputation is the assuption that the luminancet
of a projector beam close to the projector follows the low of squares,
whereas this actually takes place only for the zone of fozmation. The
luninance, we calculate will be somewhat less than the actual. This dif-
ference plays no substantial part, inasmauch a ; the principle of. veasuring-
a non-hoaizontal transmissivity is based upon two successive effective
penetrz;tions into the projector bean, different in magnitude; and 'An
addition, it is completely taken into account by the method of gradation.

Let us turn to Figure S3. Let us say that a projector is emitting
into a homogeneously turbidized atmosphiere a beam of very slightly diverging
rays. At a distance L from the projector these rays will pass through a
unit stratum dL. As a consequence of light scatter, stratum dL may kia
regarded as a unit light source which has Alfferentt light power in various
directions. Thbe degree of this difference is determined by the indicatrix
of light scatter.

igure 53. 'n Connection Vith Coniputing the Luujoance
of Light Dack-Scatter.

Key: a) P.rojactor

For any given direction constituting an angle 0 with the direction of
the falling rays, the strength of light d1(6) of stratum dL is equal to

dI (0) =p (0)E EdL. (7.1)
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wh~e F i th i-2uin tmefstratdL crested by the prajector;p()i

direction of the projector ray.

absobedpart vi~e, a p v.It is ordinarily assumee that the gaseous

particles, aineral duit, ad txae like, which have perceptible true bopin

4?$in order to simplift the calculaticn we shall 'take a = ,assuiing ha-t
sz~ke Sad dust particles are absent.

In the practice of phototechaicul calculations the gccepted thinm is to
consider the projector a point scurce ef light. Since up to the formatiori of
the bim a projector i. actually a light satirce hayin a slight divergence
of light rays, the assmtion: referred to above may be regarded as arbitrary.
It is iievertheless- used, in the first place -because it gmaitly simplifies
calculation, and- in-tbe segomA place bece escbeing this- assumtip ad
replacing it-with a-stricter-n cue ieis to. -w% clumsy z~ategral. that they can
be accepted only ou the basis; of simplifying assetions that reduce to
amght the severity of the initial foriltio. Om. this accawt, follinM
tAe generally accepted pFactice, -we shall coasider the -pr~je-,tor as beifg a
point seurce of light. In this case we can emp'r the A-Hard retlation to it
[see (1-31)1, in accordace with which illmuiation E~ of the unit- eraum dL,
-crtetea by the projector, Is equal (with less of light in straum L in
4iirection S taken irto, account) to

£i K!± (7-2)

Wtere I,, is the pomr of the light of the projector,, p is the irZex ;of scatter

J in stratum L, isich is assumed to be honogemeously tuibidized-

*Substitutirig (17.2) into -.7.1), we secure an expression for the P.er of
the light of the unit stratum &L:

dI()-ed

In the directi-on back to the light source, i;.e., with is 150% the unit
stratrim dL will crtae a lu mae o'he"d,*i, kigin O ccUnt
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loss of light on the path from dL to the projector, is equal to

dB = p (0) dl (6) e .

Substituting the value dI(O) and replacing p(O) by p(6180) (the index of

scatter with 0 = 180), we secure

dB= p (Oso) 2- ePL dL. (7.3)

By reason of the existence of the scatter indicatrix, which changes from
one atmospheric turbidity degree to another, the quantity p(6 hasquatit o(180)

difference values for different turbidities.

As a consequence of insufficient knowledge of the absolute values of
p(0 0 at different turbidities of the atmosphere, calculation of unit

luminance in accordance with (7.3) gives rise to difficulties.

AIn order to get around this difficulty, A. A. Gershun proposed that
instead of the index 6f scatter p(e) a non-dimensional auxiliary parameter
p6(e) be introduced, it being equal to the ratio of thc index of scatter P(O)

to the whole index of scatter p, taken as being a unit, i.e.

(7,4)

where (see § 68)

do p (0) snd'-2 pp '6) si 11dO. (7.5)0 Ib 0

Here o(0) is the mean value of the function of scatter in direction e
relative to the falling rays. Angle 0 is a solid angle with its apex in the
centur of the scattering voiume.

In accordance with its physical sense th auxiliary parameter ,(0)
characterizes the form of the indicatrix of sc(itter.

It is turther assumed that for any direction the mean spatial value of
p(0) is proportionate to 1/4w, In the event of isotropic lig',- scatter,
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i.e., in the event of a spherical indicatrix, for any particular direction
0 the parameter (O) wo-uld be equa] to 1/47r = 0.0796 - 0.08 [sic', and for a
solid angle 4w (G) = 1.

But in reality, any physical medium possesses anisotropy of scatt6r.
In the simplest case of anisotropic scatter, namely in the case of a
Rayleigh (molecular) symmetrical indicatrix, when

0 M + cOs2G0,

the parameter *(8) is equal to

-- 4 ( +os 0).

t

For the angle 0 180' which is of interest to ,,0180) = 0.12; for

angle 0 = 90a, (0O) = 0.063.

But so simple a definition of the values of (E) is possible cnly for a
Rayleigh indicatrix. For a real polydisperse atmosphere, possessing scatter
indicatrices diverse in form and magnitude, the definition of jf(0) becomes
complicated, since no reliable equations of atmospheric indicatrices exist.

On the basis of an analysis of experimental atmosphere indicatrices of
scatter, measured by various investigators, A. A. Gershun recommends the
following value for parameter tp(0) for the scatter angle 0 = 180' which is
of interest to us:

1) for a Rayleigh atmosphere 4(6180) = 0.12;

2) for a fairly transparent, clear atmosphere .(0180) = 0.05;

3) for a polluted, turbidized atmosphere J(6 80) = 0.03.

For an ideally pure Rayleigh atmosphere the meteorological range of
visibility can be assumed as equal to apprcximately 350 km. Let us assume
further that for a turbidized atmosphere SH 4 10 km, and for a pure atmos-

phere SM P 35 km.

If these values of SH and the magnitudes of i(e180j that correspond

to them are laid off on the axes of a set of coordinates on logarithmic scale,
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we secure the straight Hite represented in Figure 54.1 This straight line
makes it possibl.e to get approximate values of J-ewith values of S

from 1 to 350 kmn.

Vol2

409E

405

34 5 678910 20 .30 4~0 5060 80 10 200 300 W0Smaw

Figure 54. Values of Parameter *(e10 Depending on

Magnitude of SM

7 Te indicated values of (O were sit at-the basis of calculation of

the luminance of light back-scatter and'of the approximated luminance of
"lproJectOr haza"l making observations "down the beam," starting from the
projector and moving outward.

Now let us continue the calculation of the luminance of light back-
K scatter.

in' accordanc e with (7.4) we can write

1Thus far there is no single'iview regarding the value-of SM for sRayleigh

' atosphere. If one assumes with F. Linke [197] that for a Rayleigh atmos-
phere a Ray 0 Ray .0113 km1 , or with K.S. Shifrin (1271 that

0.0093 kmr 1, one can secure th* following values of 5m lit I/ai for a
Rayleigh atmo sphere:

A2 3 5ISM, km~jaccording to Linke) 346 310 266
SM, kin, (according to Shifrin) 412 368 315
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Substitution of this expression iA (7.3) gives the value for the
luminance dB af the unit stratum dL-

dB--018O p o e-2PL (7.6)

We shall show that the quantity p, which figures twice in (7.6), is
described by integrals (7.5) or can be given numerically in accordance with
the Koschmider relationship (1.28).

Integrating (7.6) for all unit strata located at distances from L to L

away from the projector gives the luminance of "projector haze" in the
stratum LI-L 2 , occasioned by the scatter of light upon suspended particles

(including molecules of atmospheric gasses):

IL dL (7.7)

In the sub-integral function of (7.7) we have justification for taking
as constant quantities the strength of the projector's light 10 and the

coefficient, or index, of scatter p for the given optical state of the
atmosphere. The function 4,(e18 0) for a given atmospheric turbidity may

also be regarded as a constant quantity.

Thus we have finally
L - 2pL

B=(DA. (7.8)

This is the value of the luminance of a projector ray between stratum L

near the projector and a more distance stratum L2 # if one looks at a projector

ray from behind along its optical atis.

Now it remains to calculate the integral in (7.8). It might be possible
to get it by means of the following procedure.
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Let us designate -2p by a. Then the integral in (7.8) is reduced to
the form:

dx +i-k a d/Jx

Since in our case n =2, the last integral falls among integrals of the
type

In-U- ax , (ax)2 (ax)l, (ax)'

Thus the integral in (7.8) which is being sought may be solved in the
following way:

L2 ~2L, 2.2!-
+. -2 e n 41n -- 2pL1 + (2pLt)2,

.1

+ (2pl)2 (2pL?.) +.. .

Integration of (7.8) through breaking it down into series leads, as we
see, to decidedly awk.vard expressions. But the practice of phototechnical
computations shows that the expression secured is not merely awkward, but
does not even afford the necessary accuracy of result, particularly when
7alues of pL are great.

A. A. Gershun has worked out an original and more up-to-date course for
calculating the integral in (7.8) through its conversion into integrals of
simpler form which are susceptible of being tabulated.

The integral in (7.8) is reduced to the form

-L2pL
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Thus instead of (7.8) we shall have

0
" 

2 , . -t 2Lt-

Each integral within the parentheses is expressed by means of the
auxiliary function

(2pL)= dt
2

which is then integrated by parts:

F (2pL)= .1 _ d=z e-
.f-f d =-2PL4T di.

2PL 11L

On the basis of existing tables for values of e-X/x and of tables for

the integral - f dt, A. A. Gershun and G. R. Tsyplyakov worked out a
x t

table of values for F(x) with various values of x = 2pL (See Table 26).

Outside the tabulated iield, with values of x < 0.01, the function
F(x) was figured out according to the formula

F(2pL) •L

On the basis of tables for the values of F(2pL) we have the following
expression for the luminance of a projector bean calculated in accordance
with the principle of light back-scatter from L1 to L2 for a homogeneous

atmosphere:

BL, 3 == 2i (01@ IG IF(2pL,) - F(2pL). (7.9)

The functions in brackets are determined in accordance with tables for
various values of P and L, in which connection L1 < L 2 . The difference

between these functions is what constitutes the numerical value of the
integral in (7.8).
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TABLE 26. VALUES FOR FUNCTION F(2pL) (AFTER A. A. QERSHUN AND G. R.
TSYPLYAKOV)

2pL P (21L) 2PL P UPL) 1PL F (2pL? 2p P(2./

0,00 oa 0.32 1.41 0.6-1 0.40-1 0.q 0. 161

0,01 05,, 0.33 1.34 0.65 0 .M 0.97 0, 160
0.02 45.7 0.34 1.28 0.66 0.379 0.98 0.156

0.03 29.4 0.35 1.22 0.67 0.368 q.) 0.152

0,04 21.3 0.36 1.16 0.68 0,357 1,00 0,149

0.05 16.6 0.37 1.11 0.69- 0.346 1.1 0.117

006 13.4 0.38 * 0.70 0.335 1,2 0.09"26
0:07 I11.2 0.39 1 :017 0.71 0.325 1.3 0.07.11

0,06 9.51 0.40 0.974 0.72 0.316 1,4 O,OC0

0,09 " 8.24 0.41 0.933 0,73 0.307 '1.5 0.0487

0.10 7,23 0,42 0.894 0,74 0,298 1.6. 0.0399

0.11 6,41 0.43 0.858 0,75 0290 1.7 03.8

0,12 573 0.44 0.824 0.76 0.281 1.8 0.0271

0,13 5.17 0.45 0.79- 0,77 0.273 1.9 0.0225

014 4.69 0.46 0761 0,78 0.265 2.0 0.0188

0,15 4.27 0,47. I0732 0,79 0.258 2.1 0,0157

0.16 3.92 0.48 0,704 0.80 0,251 2.2 0.0132

0,17 3.61 0.49 0.678 -0.81 0.244 2.3 0.0111

0,18 3.33 0,50 0.63 0,82 0.237 2.4 0.00936

0.19 3.09 0.51 0,630 - 0,83 0.231 2.5 0,00793

0,20 2.87 0.62 0,607 0.84 0,225 2.6 0.00672

0.21 2.68 0.53 0,586 0.85 0.219 2.7 0,00571

0.22 2.50 0.54 0,565 0,86 0.213 2,8 0.00486

0.23 2.34 0,55 0.546 0.87 0.207 2.9 0.00415

0.24 2.20 0.56 0527 8 0.202 3.0 0,00356

0.25 2.07 4.57 0,50 0,89 0.197 3.1 0.00304

0.26 1.96 0.58 0,492 0,90 0.192 3.2 0.00261

0,27 1.84 0.59 0,476 0.91 0,187 3,3 0.0024

0.28 1,74 0.60 1,461 0.92 0.182 3.4 0.00192

0.29 1,65 0.61 0,446 0.93 0,177 3.5 0.00166

0,30 1.56 0.62 0.431 0.94 0.172
0.31 1.48 0.63 0.417 0,95 0.168

Note: The values of F(2pL) in the Interval of values of 2pL from 0.01
to G.00 are set forth in Table 27.
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In accordance with the Koschmider formula the quantity p =a is
ordinarily expressed in inverse kilometers. But on the other hand the
accepted thing is to express luminance B in stilbs (candlepower per square
centimeter). If in expression (7.9) luminance is expressed in stilbs, then
P mmst be reduced to inverse centimeters (I cm- 1 = 10 - 5 kp-1).

Thus in (7.9) p2 7 OIkn1 hen (7.9) assumes the form

Bz-L -= . (1 2I I 2.L) -F(.L2]10 "-' O° sb, (7.10)

where L is to be expressed in kilometers, and p in inverse kilometers.

Expression (7.10) characterizes the luminance (which we have been
seeking) of an optically homogeneous column of air, illuminated by a pro-
jector and running from L 1 to L 2, sighted "down the beam," i.e., at an

angle of 1804 relative to the rays issuing from the projector.

5 47. Depth of Effective Penetration L eff Into a Homogeneous Rayleigh

Atnmsphere With 0 - 180 °

Expression (7.10) is the basic one for the light back-scatter method.
It enables one to calculate the r,,lative luminance of coltuns ef air of
varying lengths, and in this way to solve in principle the important
question of the depth of e fective penetration L eff irnto the atmosphere

when sighting down a "ray at an angle e = 180*. . . t us calculate Lef for

an ideally pure Rayleigh atmo-sphere.

Let us clear up to begin with the meaning we attribute to the concept
L ef f -

he general luminance B(lO 10) of a projector ray of infinite length in

a direction 8 = 1'80o ought theoretically to be taken as-being 100%. But for
a ray of infinito--.-length the concept Lef is devoid of meaning, since an

" illuminated stratum rimote by any distance you please from the projector
i] patticipates physi cally in forming a signal which can be theoretically taken

as 100% in calculating. Inasmuch as the sensitivity of the collector is-not
D infinitely great, the collector is not in a position to react to the contri-

bution made by a remotely positioned stratum. If the relative size of the
minimum contribution which the collector is still able to detect is
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designated by n%, then the distance Leff at which "saturation" of luminance

is attained for the given collector ought to be calculated for a distance
from the projector at which the luminance of the ray amounts to (lO0-n)%.

If, for example, we take n as being equal to 5%, then by Leff we should

mean the distance at which luminance B(e180) makes up 95% of the full

luminance of the ray that is theoretically attained at infinity. Here we may
carry out an analogy with the procedure, familiar and already known to the
reader, under which the luminance B of the sky at the horizon is made equal

to the coefficient D of the light-air equation, in which connection -a diver-
gence of a few percentage points between B and D is allowed.

Thus by depth of effective penetration into the atm~osphere (or more
precisely, into the projector beam) we understand a distance from the pro-
jector such that upon looking "dow the beam," 4.e., in a direction 0 = 1800,
we achieve a state of "saturation" of the luminance of the beam scattered
backwar4, in which connection when further removal of the stratum toward
infinity takes place no perceptible increment of the signal occurs.

Inasmuch as the depth of effective penetration is a relative quantity,
one might calculate it quite simply via computation of the difference
between the two functions in brackets (7.10). But it is of interest to
determine Leff when there is an approximated calculation of the constant

24(6 180)p
210, something which makes it possible to offer a few supplementary

observations regarding the potentialities of the method.

Since the quantity (C6180 ) forms part of (7.10) as a constant component,

it does rot exercise influence upon the depth of effective penetration into
the atmosphere at a given turbidity level for the latter. On this account
there is no need to complicate the calculation by introducing each time
precise values for P(O1 8 0 ). It is sufficient to make use of the three

values which were referred to during analysis of the nomogram in Figure 54.

Fox- all cases let us assume that the distance of L from the projector

mirror is equal to 1 meter, and that L2 varies from 1 to infinity.

Now let us calculate L for a Rayleigh atmosphere. So as not to
eff

ovezload this book with detailed computations and tables, we shall set forth
here only an outline of the computation.

&A
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For a Rayleigh atmosphere we assume with F. Linke that = 0.0113 k=-1,
P= 12.8310"" = l.3--; and further that, as we are aware, gC 180) = 0.12.

The light power of the projector, I0, when a RDSH-250 superpressure gas-

discharge mercury lamp having an arc glow luminance of about 2-,04 stilbs is
used, comes to approximately 5-107 candlepower (for a mirror of 60 cm
diameter).

Thus as applied to a Rayleigh atmosphere the constant in (7.10) is
equal to

2 j(Olso)PIoO 10-1*--2 - 1,2- 10- 1- 1,3 - 10- 4 - 5,4- 10- 7 . 10-10=
=1.7 -10-7.

Finally, for a Rayleigh atmosphere we secure from (7.10)

I BL,-1, -,. 0-7 JF(2pL,) - F(2pL.)1.

For determination of the values of the functions in brackets we shall
make use of Table 26 drawn up, as we have remarked above, by A- A. Gershun
and G. R. Tsyplyakov, and for a Rayleigh atmosphere Table 27, dorked out
in accordance with the approximated formula

F (2i1)

The data secured with applicability to a Rayleigh atmosphere a-e set
forth in Table 28.

From Table 28 it transpires that the intensivity of the light flow
scatter6d back to the projector falls off rapidly as one moves away from the
projector. Thus in the 1-5 meter from the projectcr stratum 80% of the
entire back-scattered light energy is contained, and in the 1-10 meter
stratum, as we have remarked above, 90%.

As the data in Table 28 show, in a Rayltigh. atmosphere at a distance
of 2S meters from the projector a statd of luminance "saturation" is practi-
cally achieved, since the contribution made by all remaining strata comes to
little over 5%. his distance may in fact be taken as the depth of effective
penetration Leff for a Rayleigh atmosphere, if one looks "down the beam"

Ifrom a distance of 1 meter from the projector.
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TABLE 27. VALUES OF F(2pL) , FOR A RAYLEIGH AThOSPHERE

(p - 0.0113 km-', Sm - 350 kn)

0.00001M 44 OW 0.00452 I 221
0.000113 8 8.) O.004J 204
0.000226 4425 0.00642 185
0.00045 2300 o.oC. &% 175
0.000675 1 4.d O.W(C 143
0.000904 )106 0.00904 I
0.00113 885 O.1130 SS
0.00136 73S 0.013X 74C.00180 555 O.O159 63

0.00226 442 0.0181 55
0,00271- 370 0.022G 40
000303I 316 0..71
0.(cWe M 0O.0310 26
0.0m 245- 0.03M 24

TABLE 28. STRATUM-BY-STRATUM DISTRIBUTION OF LUMINANCE GF LIGHT
BACK-SCATTER 1.3 A HOMOGENEOUS RAYLEIGH ATNOSPPERE (S,, - 350 ko)

i ' !Suaram-by-Suaum nceine
DIance fhon luwa"c= %of b
Projecw#. M of Sozfuda T.in= - Ilz

1-- 5.,0.10 -  9.1, 1--5 5.49-10 - 9 so

1-10 6.17 9.9 -10 0.62 9.9
I-10 6.51 94.9 10--20 0.34 5.0
2-.W 6.73 96.6 2 0.12 1.7
1-40 6.69 97.6 30-40 0.06 1.01-30 -6.3 :]8.1 s--SO 0.Oi 0. 5
1-460 5.75 5 , 0-W) 0.02 0.2
i--s 6.86 10 O,1 1.7

Note: The data regarding !uinance relate to the test set-up
described below.

In analogous fashion one can detex-aine Leff for any other value of

below me set forth values, cwiqted in the sine *anneor, for t-e depth of ef-
fective penetration Leff into a hamogeneousiy turbidized atmosphere, with

various values of SN and with observation throngh a closer zone of brilliant

glow (the length oE the stratum of luminance "saturation" when sighting
"dowri the bean"):
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Ska 0.5 1 3 5 10 20 Rwl*eith ataosphere

Leff- 13 18 18 20 20 20 2

From these data it is apparent that L eff dimnishes as atnos&eric-

turbidity mounts. For lip-its of meteorological visibility associated with
weather landing minima LeE; Comes to a total of 15-18 9

Suchi are the properties of the light back-scatter method if obser-
vation 'Ydown the b-A" is carried out through the brilii.-tly gloving stratto
of the zone close at haad.

Thus wlihout exclusion of the close brilliant-glaw zmne the sethixi of
light back-scatter would hsve to be evaluated as a local method making
poss~ble the mea~hrement onily of horizartal trausmissivity over the broad
range of its real ch~ange. but it is evidently !upossible to work cuta
methods system for awasureent of nom-horircutal transmissivity without
excluding the brilaliant-glov zone rind with an Lef afimt ig t~o 15-20 m

Can we sat aside from -the 000 process the intensi~ity glovinw
s tr am of air in proximity to tho, Pr.ojector?

Such a p~ossibility, ifadeed a soie such possibility, does exist. It con-
sists, as has already been pointed out, ir, the *ecassity of supplement'n
the litht baci--scattr method by ineaas of the shaded zones method, which
makes it potssible, as it wa re, to pass to one side of the intensive-glowm -%.oe
and to enter th! projector bm beyond its boundaries. nhrough% this conrse
we succeed in securing a mearabie signal from the strata of the atmos-
phere which are resote from the projector by tens ad bundreds of meters-, the
local character of the light b.-k-scatter methcd is aia ted, and it be cmes
possible to measure 't~e non-harizontal transmissivity of the atmosphere.

1 48. Augenting the Depth of Effective-Penetrat ion Into the Atmosp uere
With the Help of Shaded Zones r231

Let us consider briefly awh~t the ideaoif shaded zones consists of, and
what new nrtrmet possibilities their use opens up.

Let us imagine that on the optical axis of a projector an ojective
collector apparatus is positioned 5 meturs ahead oif tbe mirror.

in this event, back of the collector *iparatus there would be a five-
=er glowing zone containing moreathan 8On of all the light erveirgy scattered
along the be=u back to the projector. If this tom *eeto cut au and
were not to take part in the formation of thie signAl, ther te-. collector



would be capable of sensing signals from the more remote strata of the atmos-phere, where the state of luminance "saturation" would be achieved instratum of altogether different length. To be sure, the signal would underthese circumstances bc considerably fainter than without the introductionof the collector apparatus, but it would still be sufficient for its beingmeasured. As calculations in accordance with the system set forth aboveshow, the depth of effective penetration Leff increases substantially even
with removal of the collector from the projector by S meters. For example,in fog with SM = 0.5 km, Leff would achieve 50 meters instead of 15 meters,and in a Rayleigh atmosphere L would be equal to 130 meters instead of 15.

effIn principle the collector apparatus can be moved even farther from theprojector, even farther from the zone of the brilliantly glowing column ofthe atmosphere, which would make it possible to measure the light scatteredback from strata even morv remote than in the foregoing case. Calculationsshow that comparatively insignificant movements of the collector apparatusforward in the direction of the projector beam produce a surging increasein the depth of effective penetration of the ray into the atmosphere.

But the way of increasing the depth of effective penetration that wehave explained runs up against mounting technical difficulties in the way ofholding the collector apparatus fast as it is moved forward and back alongthe optical axis of the projector. Instead of this method of excluding thebrightly glowing strata, ft wculd be possible to make use of another, con-sisting in the shading of the zone of brilliant glow with the help of non-transpiaent diaphragms of one diameter or another, fastened ahead of theprojector on its optical axis. If the diaphragms are round, then a readilydiscernible shadow cone is formed with its base at the diaphragm and its apexon the optical axis at some distance from the projector. In this connectiondepending on the diameter of the diaphragm, the angle of divergence (emission)of the rays of the projector, and the magnitude of the field of vision ofthe collector, the depth of the shaded zone may vary from some meters tosome tens of meters. The design of a set-up having such shaded zones isshown in Figure 55 in principle. But shading the projector with diaphragmsis also disadvantageous, as a consequence of the attenuation of its axial
light power.

A more consequential method for creating a shaded zone is the placementof the collector on a bracket at some distance to one side of the projector,
and the carrying out of turns of the collector to specified angles relativeto the optical axis of the projector (Figure 56). In this case the axis ofsighting of the collector at a given angle of aim enters the projector beamat a calculated distance from the projector, cutting out a brilliantly glow-ing stratum of specified length without reducing the light power of the
projector.
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Figure 55. Method of Excluding the Zone of Brilliant Glow:
Creation of a Shaded Zone (TZ) by Diaphragming the Projector
Beam with a Non-Transparent Diaphragm Having a Central
Aperture Equal to the Angle of the Field of Vision of the
Collector ( rom the Photocathode Side).
Key: ai Projector; b) Collector; c) L eff; d) TZ.

a) floyce~mo

oda

-c L

Figure 55. Method of Excluding the Zone of Brilliant Glow:
SPlcet of athe Zoe (tZ) bne Siadhrgof the Projector

ScBamnitg AontranPret Biaphm avng afth Cletal
Aprtu reiEua to hefe Angles ofatet the ldOiol ofxth

of the Projector. TZ - Shaded zone.
Key: a) Projector; b) Collector; c) Leff; d) TZ.

glare"Pwith various shaded zones and values of Sieff are set forth in the
nomogrcgs of FPgure 57.
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Figure 57. Depth of Effective Penetration Lef Depending oun the

Magnitude of the Shaded Zone TZ and the Values for S M,
Key: a) Relative Luminance; b) Rayleigh Atmosphere (SM 350 kmn)
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From the carves presented in this figure it is apparent that increase
of the shaded zone is accompanied by a characteristic slant, of the curves
for the distribution of the luminance of back-scatter, relative to the
abscissa; in which connection this slant is the greater, the more trainsmissive
is the atmosphere. Values of Leff£ and also the distances from the pro-

jector at which a condition of "9S% saturation" luminance is achieved, can
be determined from the nomograms presented.

Variationis of Leff depending on the value of SM and the magnitude of

the shaded zone are the key to the construction of the methods system for
measurement of non-horizontal transmissivity and to the carrying out of
stratum-by-stratum sounding of the surface strata of the atmosphere.

S 49. Character of the Correlation Between the Intensivity of Back- Scatter
And the Transmissivlty of the Atmosphere

Augmenting the depth of effective penetration into the projector beam
with the htlp of shaded Z"ones still does not of itself guarantee the

possibility of measuring non-horizontal transmissivity."

In order to reach a final judgment as to tbs possibility of measuring
the transmissivity of the atmosphere through the light back-scatter method it
is necessary to elucidate the character of the correlation ',etween the trans-
missivity of the atmosphere and the magnitude of the signal to be measured,
i.e., the intensivity of back-scatter.

Obviously if at one and the sae transmissivity of the atmosphere the
magnitude of the sigr.: to be measured changes within broad limits and
independently of any regular linkages, then the principle of light back-
scatter will prove to be inapplicable for measurement not only of non-
horizontal, but also of horizontal transmissivity.

Thus establishing the character of the ccrrelation between the trans-
missivity of the atmosphere and light back-scatver is a matter of importance
as regards principle. This question was investigated on a first test model
of the "slanting beam" set-up [38] built as far back as 1960 and intended

* for checking the initial theoretical propositions of the light back-
scatter method.

We do not offer a description and diagram of the set-up here.

The set-up, mounted on a photometric range at Voyeikovo, was graduated
on days having steady transmissivity relative to values of SM (in the
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horizontal direction) in accordance with the indications of a M-37 trans-
missivity recorder and other devices available at the range. The set-up
was graduated for three shaded zones equal respectively to 20, 30, and
40 meters.

For each shaded zone about 200 graduated points were secured over a range
of S M values fron 0.35 to 20 kin, and for all three zones about 6n points in

all. The results of the graduation are set forth graphically in Figure 58.
Along the ordinate axis the signal uc is set forth in logarithmic scale,
and on the abscissa axis the SM values.

20-

TZ =20m

to-

st-. *.~ 2-5%

2 -

45 4 "o 0•4S ! 2 . to mr

Figure 58. Character of the Correlation Between SM and tie

Magnitude of the Signal u in the Light Back-Scatter Method,

as Secured on the"Slanting Beam ' Test Set-Up.
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In the graphs presented it transpires quite obviously that in the
logarithmic scaie of coordinates a linear relationship exists between the
intensivity of the light back-scatter and the magnitude of meteorological
range of visibility. 70% of all the graduated points were located with
deviations of plus or minus 20% from the central straight line, and as
much as 90% of them within limits of plus or minus 25%. Irregular, major
fluctuations of magnitude of signal measured were not detected at one and
the same level of transmissivity.

This circumstance is of decisive significance for the application of
the principle of light back-scatter in measuring non-horizontal and hori-
zontal transmissivity, and it substantially simplifies the graduation and
interpretation of the results of measurements.

i! In this connection the study [152] calls for attention; it reports
regarding experiments with a test set-up on back-scattering that were
carried out in 1956-1957 in the United States in a region where the air is
not polluted with industrial smokes.

The results of 200 measurements are set forth in the form of a compo-
site graph (Figure 59).

00o I to .

Figure 59. Character of the Correlation Between S M and the

Magni'tude of Signal u c, Secured on an American Back-Scattering

Set-Up.
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As the graph shows, this study too detected a well-defined linear
relationship between SM and the magnitude of signal uc. This relation-

ship is expressed by the authors in the following form:

where c is a constant.

It is easy to see that the graph in Figure 58 and the graph in Figure
59 coincide.

Investigations on a more up-to-date "slanting ray" set-up with-automatic
remote control, constructed in 1965 by the author and V. A. Kovalev -and
described below, once more confirmed the linear correlation between S and

back-scatter.

The data secured make it possible to conclude that a linear correlation
between the intensivity of back-scatter and the transmissivity of the
atmosphere (on a logarithmic coordinate scale) is a general property-of the
back-scatter method. This circumstance permits us to make us of the method
explained for measurement of a series of optical characteris'.ics of'the
surface stratum of the atmosphere. These we examined below.

Let us dwell briefly upon one interesting circumstance which arises
* both from the results of our measurements and from the data of the Amrican

investigators,

Experience has shown that with one and the same level of transmissivkty
the magnitude of the signal received undergoes fluctuation attaining 20-25%
relative to the measured mean value of Su. Thiz spread considerably exceeds

the errors in photometering the scattered light flow reaching the collector.
It is decidedly curious that the magnitide of the spread referred to remains
the same over a wide range of atmospheric turbidities: from heavy fogs to
good transmissivity (15-20 km), something which may be regarded as an
objective limit to the accuracy of the back-scatter method.

Neither the magnitude of this spread, nor its constancy over the entire
range of atmospheric transmissivity measured in reality, has yet received
explanation.
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5 50. The Theory of Measuring Non-Horizontal Transmrssivlty by the
Method of Light Back-Scatt-r (Theory and Method of Stratum-by-
Stratum Sounding of Horizontal Transmissivity)

As we indicated above, a cons.iderable increase in the depth of
effective penetration, Leff, into the atmosphere with the help of shaded

zones is the key to the construction of a methods system for measurement
-of non-horizontal transmissivity.

From § 46 it is plain that change in the luminance of back-scatterI takes place, generally speaking, in accordance with the Buger exponential
law. But in contradistinction to the usual form of that law

I (for the conventional designations see 5 8), in the back-scatter method the
-I -- length of course L should be doubled, i.e., instead of L we should have 2L

(inasmuch as a ray covers a double course: from the light source to the
scattering stratum and back), and the integral scatter indicator p should
be replaced by a scatter indicator p(0180). In other words, we would be

obl-iged, formally speaking to write

._ e- 0., ,(7.11)

but in our instance 2L is replaced by the equivalent quantity Leff, which takes

into account the double course traversed by the ray.

Furthermore, although we are actually measuring a light flow character-
ized by the scatter index p (0180), it ought to be brought into harmony with
general atmospheric turbidity. But the latter is characterized by the
integral scatter indicator p, which in its turn can be expressed through the
iseteorologiGal range of visibility in accordance with the Koschmider formula.
In other words, in place of p(0180) we should make use of a relationship
equivalent to it and analogous to (7.5a), i.e.

p (p, 24 5
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where c1 80 is the partial value of the relative indicatrix of scatter when

measuring at an ingie 8 = 1800; this value differs with differing atmospheric
transmissivity. The product cl800 is determined by the conditions of the

graduation.

Taking into account what has been said above, we can write in place of
" (7.11)

Leff = e-Lefft (7.12)

Expression (7.12) constitutes the Buger law as applied to the back-
scatter method. Basing oneself on (7.12) it is not difficult to lay out a
system for stratum-by-stratum sounding of atmospheric transmissivity on the
basis of two successive effective penetrations different as regards amount.
The system for such a measurement is set forth in Figure 60. With one and
the same angle of elevation of the projector, i.e., for one and the same
slant direction, two different effective penetrations into the projector beam
are successively effected by changing the shaded zones. Obviously a greater
Leff will correspond to the larger shaded zone. Let us designate the greater

effective penetration by Leff2 and the lesser one by Leffl.

ALeff Cost,

Figure 60. Diagr.3m of the Principle for Measurement of
Slant Transmissivity by the Back-Scatter Method
(Method of Two Effective Penetrations'.
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Having received signals for effective penetrations Leff.2 and I iff.

we determine in accordance with the calibratien nomogram the mean values
S and . in the specified slant direction that correspond to these

signals (see the nomograms in Figure 58).

It is clear that the values S 1.2 and SM.1 are characterized by a mean
slant transmissivity over sections Leff.2 and Leff.I respectively.

But this sort of information regarding slant transmissivity is only
relatively valuable, inasmuch as the averaging may take place for excessively
deep effective penetrations (up to 200-250 meters and more). Most valeable
is information regarding the mean transmissivity of the atmosphere stratum
that lies between two effective penetrations Leff.2 avd Leff. , something

that would make it possible to reach judgments about the mean transmissivity
of a stratum of atmosphere at a specified altitude above the earth's surface.
The carrying osit of such measurements is precisely what constitutes the basis
of the method being set forth.

In order that the course of further reasoning may be more readily
understood, let us recall one of the basic propositions of physical optics.

Let us imagine that we have two media of density L and L each of
Li  Lx

which has a transmissivity T and (see Figure 61).

i I

'comb --

Figure 61. Coabened Transmisslvity of Two
Strata, as Applicable to Determination of
Slant Transmissivity of the Atmosphere.
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In accordance with a proposition 
of physical optics, the combined~Lcomsb

transmisstvi.ty • of both strata is equal to the product of the trans-

'missivities of both medis, i.e.,

cL com =.L,L J. 
(7.13)

:'This proposition of physical optics is entirely applicable 
to the

method under examination for measurement 
of stratum-by-stratum transmissivity

of the atmosphere. If we turn to figure 60, it becomes 
evident that

Lcob Leff.2 sobee1edo

T is tn be related to L , and further that -L is to be related to

eff. X L 
&ff

T ; an .inlly, that -c is to be related to the 
value - which

we are seeking. In other words, analogously to 
(7.13), we can write

A eff2c==-L e ff 
(7.14)

From (7.14) we determine the transmissivitY of the 
slant secti.n ALeff,

specifically aL- -" Leff

- ~ef f 2"Leff (7.15)

On the other hand, taking (7.12) 
into account we cat write

I " e______eOPFJ (1=0) f+ L effs" ((7.16)

--- -L. eff ej(sOat

Assuming that

C2(jpz_ p2 andC~o P== Pj"

we secure in place of (7.16)

4L (7.17)

I ffjznt -e eff9?Ieff I.
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Replacing the integ.ral scatter indexes -2-d p in accordance with the

Koschider formula:

;3.5 3.5

we secure in place of (7.17)

,,(Leff2Leffi, (7.18)

bence

[LWff Leff I

Bearing in mind the fact that

3.5 .5

we finally secure (throwing out the "eff" index of &Lef)

35

-Zif 2  L e (7.20)

in which conz*ction it is obvious that

Expression (7.20) 6escribes the aeon transissii-ity of the slant section
Uslant, ex ressed through meteorological range of visibility (in kolemeter
unit length), and is the basic formala of the method. lie shall show tha.

(7.20) describes also the mean horizontal transaissivity of the stratur

' vor which'lies between the two effective penetrations Leff,2 and Leff.i*
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Fror' Figure 60 we get the obvious equality

'hor ALaajnCOs ?' (7.21)

where is the angle of incline of the projector beam relative to the

horizon.

Hence it follows that
. cos 'I

hor slant

on the basis of (7.18) we secure

-k =: ant ( e f •(7.22)

Further, analogously to (7.19) and (7.20), we secure

-= 4antCs , _ _ _ _slant.,

I eff 2 Lff I L
, h , t) COS9: Lef Lef i (7.23)

Thus expressions (7.20) and (7.23), characterizing respectively the mean
slant and mean horizontal transmissi.vity of the stratum AL = (Leff.2 - L eff.)

km, expressed through the meteorological range of visibility in kilometers,
have proved to be identical.

We have deliberately carried out the derivation of (7.21). (7.22), and
(7.23) in order to emphasize this last circumstance.

We would also -be able to show, by going throug, an analogous calculation,
the identity to (7,20) of the expression for vertical transmissivity S M(ALv )

Vert
of the stratum AL = ALsant sin 1

Vert slnt,'

The physical sense of the identity of expressions (7.20) and (7.23) re-
spectively for :lant and horizontal (and also vertical transmissivity of
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stratum AL is plain: this is the mean transmissivity of the stratum or the
mean meteorological range of visibility in k:Uometer unit length. The
mean transmissivity in the stratum over a kilometer's distance ought, in
fact, to be the same in any direction. But in this connection it is only
mean transmissivity in the horizontal direction, to which the hypothesis of
homogeneity of turbidity is applicable, that is of practical significance.

The practical significance of the mean transmissivity over one kilometer
in the vertical and the slant direction is slight, because in a real
atmosphere transmissivity changes sharply with altitude and the hypothesis
of homogeneous turbidity is not applicable.

Thus after having carried out two successive effective penetrations
Leff.2 d eff.L at a specified angle of elevation *l of the projector,

we at once determine in accordance with formula (7.23) the mean horizontal
transmissivity of the stratum h2 - b at a given altitude above the earth's

surface, in which connection

h.2 = Leff.2 sin 1

h1 = 
1eff.1 sin 01.

By varying the angles of elevation *I, .2' " ,i by carrying o-t for

each of them two successive effective penetrations L(eff.2) and Leff)

and knowing for each of the latter the magnitude of 5M' we can achieve

stratum-by-stratum sounding for strata of the atmosphere located at a
specified altitude above the ground and closely adjoining one another.

In order to ensure successful landing of airplanes under complicated
meteorological conditions it suffices to determine the transmissivity of 4-5
strata above the earth's surface (the thickness of each being 20-30 meters).

Calculating the angles of elevation of the piejactor and the magnituee

of the shaded zones in order to get the specified values of L is a techni-
eff

cal matter on the details cf which we need not pause here.

§ 51. The Order of Carrying} Out Measurements

The method of stratum-by-stratum sounding of atmospheric tranm. nissivity
described in the foregoing section calls for the availability of two initial
nomograms without which measurements cannot be accomplished.
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These nomograms are:

a) Calibration nomogram I, prepared beforehand with application to the
given set-up, on ori: of the axes of which values of SM are laid off, and on

the other, readings isi accordance with the measurement device; in order to
determine S during the process of calibrating one may make use of any of

the set-ups, devices, and methods described above (for the "slanting beam"
set-up described below calibration is carried out only once); nomogram I has
the form shown in Figure S8;

b) Computation nomogram II, prepared beforehand, for the values of
the depth of effective penetration Leff in relation to values of S zij the

magnitude of the shaded zone TZ (Figure 62). The principle for calculating
L and constructing the nomogram has been examined above.
eff

Figure 62. Calculation Nomogram II of Values of LIf In

a) teff

Relat~on to Heasured Values of SH (Applicable to the

"Slanting Beamn" Set-Up).
Key: ) Le m; b) TZ; c) Vithout TZ.

Measurement of stratum-by-stratum transmissivity should be carried out
~in the following order.

1. First one measures horizontal transmissivity. For this purpose the
i projector is given a ihorizontal direction and the signal is measure' for
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each (or for one) shaded zone. The magnitude of SM is determined in

accordance with calibration nomogram I from this signal.

2. The projector is given an angle of elevation €." The signal is

measured separately for each of the two shaded zones used. With these
signals we return once more to calibration nomogram I, in accordance with
which we determine the mean values S,.2 and SM.1 , but this time in an

* inclined direction.

3. In accordance with the values secured for SM.2 and SM.1 we resort

to the calculation nomogram II, in accordance with which we find the
corresponding values for L and L

(eff.)#, eff.l)#f

4. In accordance with formula (7.23) we determine the value of the
mean horizontal transmissivity .Moor) l of a stratum at a given altitude-

above the earth's surface.

5. The operations under 2 and 3 are repeated for angles of elevation
I2' ""' n of the projector.

6. Knowing the transmissivity of a series of strata of the atrmsphere
at specific altitudes, in accordance with transfer nomograms (on the con-
struction of which we shall not pause here) we determine the mean combined
transmissivity of the atmosphere in the direction of the descent glide or
for any other angle relative to the earth's surface.

With Leff equal to one kilometer more or less (which cannot yet be

achieved) and a marked runway', measurements carried out at the glide angle
would at once give values of Sland without any nomograms or other measurement
procedures.

It is indispensable to note that if there is strong atmospheric turbidity
one must introduce a correctie.n for reduction of the magnitude of signal by
reason of supplementary attenuation of light flow in the section of the
shaded zone. The true magnitude of the signal u c.true will be greater than

the measured value u meas by an amount e L , i.e.,
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where p = 3 .5/SM (SM is determined in accordance with calibration nomogram I),

and L is the length of the shaded zone.

The correction referred to is easily found from tables for the expo-
nential function ex to be found in any mathematical handbook.

S 52. Determination of Altitude of Upper Limit of Fog (Optically Homogeneous
*Surface Stratum)

Experience in studying working models of apparatus based on the light
back-scatter method has shown that when there are angular elevations of the
projector beam from the horizental direction upward signals change not at
once, but instead at a certain angular altitude *i" In this connection

experience shows that the stronger the atmospheric turbidity, the greater
the angle of elevation at which a sharp change in signal starts.

It is natural to assume that thz phenomenon referred to arises because
in the surface stratum of the atmosphere a certain optically homogeneous
thickness of air exists. The signal does not change so long as effective
penetrations L and L remain within the zone of homogeneous turbidity.

eff.2 a eff.l
It is only upon a given effective penetration's exiting beyond the limits of
the homogeneous stratum for a part of its depth and upon its entering into a
stratum having a different transmissivity that the magnitude of the signal
changes sharply. This circumstance makes it possible to construct a methods
system for determination of the altitude h of the upper limit of fog or, in

general, of a homogeneously turbidized stratum.

Let us turn to Figture 63. Measurement of 1; commences with measurement

oi S, in a horizontal direction (as was pointed out above), in which connection

it is sufficient to apply the two most remote shaded zones.

For these shades zones we determine in accordance with the magnitude of

signal secured S,, (in accordance with gradation noaogra.a I), and then Leff. 2

and Leff.1 (in accordance with calculation nomogram II). Then, having

estabiished the largest shaded zone with the largest Leff.2 and giving the

projector in succession larger and larger angles of elevation OP we con-

tinuously tollow the magnitude of the signal being measured. As soon as the
signal changes sharply, we halt the projector. Knowing Leff along the slant

down the direction of sighting in an optically homogeneous stratum, and
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knowing the angle of elevation 1 of the projector, we find the altitude

h of the stratum:

ha,. Left .sjin l-

We switch over to the smaller shaded zone with the smaller L eff. and

we continue raising the projector to angle ¢2' at ihich a sharp change in

signal with use of Leff takes place.

Analogously to the foregoing we secure

ho. I = Leff I sin ?2 .

The desired altitude h0 is determined as an arithmeticai mean:

The quantity h0 will be somewhat too high, inasmuch as effective pene-

tration by part of the depth (about 10% of Leff) will have to go beyond the

limits of the homogeneously turbid stratum for the signal to change sharply
enough.

his means that the altitude of the upper limiz of fog or of a homo-
geneously turbid stratum must with 100% reliability be no higher than the
value found for h0

a) - b)
Lff lf

oo°-.-oo o... .

Figure 63. Method for Determining the Altitude of the Upper
Limit of Fog or of a Homogeneously Turbid Stratum

Key: a) Leff.l; b) Leff.2.
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§53. Theoretical Error of Stratum-by-Stratum Sounding of Atmospheric
Transmi ss ivi ty

Let us evalueate the theoretical error of stratum-by-stratum sounding
(see 5 5)

In calculating we shall take (7.23) as our point of departure. In order
to simplify computations, let us assume an error in. the determination of
ALsat as being equal to zero, and for simplicity of recording we shall

plc 1 Lannrsetiey
write L*2 and LIin paeo eff.2 adL ff.1 repciey loSM~or)
in place of: S,'L~

After having differentiated (7.23) through, we secure after simple
trans format ions

dS., dS,. 7.4

Let us examine the expressions within parentheses in the nvuerator.

As the graduation nomograc (see Figure 58) has a lir-ear character and
the spread of values of SM over the whole range of atmospheric turbidit

comes to 20-25%, the spread of values of S M over the two shaded zo:nes is

approximazel:; onie 2nd the same. This enables us to consider that the
relative errors of the values of s4 2and SM. are approximately equal to

each ot-r, i.e., w~e can write

d Lq z: d tl 0 :- 5 1

The relative errors -f effective penetrations dL 2/L 2 and dL 1/Li are

also close to each other. This is clearly evident from thc character of
the calculation nomogram in Figure 62, in which the course of changes in
Leff for the shaded zone at 20 meters and the course of changes in Leff for

the shaded zone at 30 meters are alraost parallel to each other. If we
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assu'me that for two successive effective penetrations in a given slant
direction, SM.2 differs by SM.1 even by 100% (which cannot take place in

practice) then, as ensues from the nomogram, even in this case the relative
value of dL2/L2 will be distinguished from dL1/L 1 by no more than 20%.

Taking this as point of departure, one may assume

12 (A 2  ) L. dL d-SI
_-2H .. L, S, 1

dS( S 2  LI

Thus the expressions in parentheses in the numerator of (7.24) are
anproxixately equal to each other. Then, separating out the expressions
in parentheses in the character of a cowaon mltiplier and carrying out
obvious abbreviations, we secure in place of (7.24)

A1.2) ds~.,.

.1 2- (7.25)

Div'ding (7.25) by (7.23), shifting from differentials to increments,
and throwing out the index (1, 2), we secure an expression for the relativ-
error 6S :

-~~(c CS,= Z -- 7.26)

For the quadratic error of stratum-by-stratm sounding of horizontal
transissivity we finally secure, after having exchanged the relations in
(7.26) for 6 for brevity's sake,

s. . I- .(7.2?)

Substituting into (7.27) the values set forth above for 4S, and S 4 (for

either of the two values Leff.2 and Lf 1 , and also S a.2 and S.l) we secure
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This is the theoretical error in the determination of the horizontal
transmissivity of each stratum sounded,

If the magnitude of this error appears to be too great, let us recall
that present-day photoelectrical and instrumental-visual methods of
measuring the meteorological range of visibilities have an error of 16-20%,
and sometimes even 25%.

i 54. Description of a "Slanting Beam" Set-Up W~ith A.tomatic Remote
Control

The '"slanting beam" set-up with aut',matic remote control has been
developed and manufactured for the carrying out of the measurements indicated
in foregoing sections, specifically:

a) for determination of mean horizontal transmissivity of the atmos-
phere at different altitudes above the surface of the earth (from 2 to 250
meters);

b) for measurement of mean transmissivity in a given inclined direction
at a distance of 50 to 250 meters along the incline and with angles of
elevation from 0 to 90;

c) for determination of the altitude of the upper limit of fog (stratum
having homogeneous turbidity).

For the future determination of the altitude of the lower limit of low
clouds will also be possible.

The set-uD consists of a projector (diamete? of mirror 90 CM) with a
measuring attachment and a built-in elevation-angle drive, and also a control
panel.

The projector, with tite units referred to, is mounted on a truck (Figure
64). The control panel can be mounted to one side of the projector, within
the limits imposed by the length of the feed cables.

At the focus of the projector mirror a super-pressure RDSh-250 gas-
discharge mercury lamp having a rated luminance of arc of about 20 kilo-
stilbs is installed.

The projector can asste elevation angles of 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 45,
60 and 85.
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a)

.. . ..

I-, •

, h

b) .

4f

-i -

I

Figure 64t. Gtneral View of eS31a. ting ze '" Set-Up With Rete
Contro (a) and Control Panel (b). l, Projector; 2, ,.easuring

Attachment; 3, Elevatio"-Angle Mechanism.
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J

b)

Fiur 6. iara o Masrig ttchntof"Sanid)B~

II
Ke: esuremn 65-ti b Diagra of teasuing ofa~aetO prnism withe
Rue;lec)tontProlm Alon; the Projector e () od 1r. Daham
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The mcasuring attachm-ent (Figure 65) is fastened at 70 ca to one side of
the projector drum at the end of a rod which is rigidly attached to the drL=
housing. It contains: a) a full-interior-reflection prisn with tibe and
mechanism which enable it to carry out stepped scanning along the projector
bean; b) an objective; c) a FMl-22 photcultiplier; d) a preliminary snii
cation cascade.

The optical axis of the collector, which coincides with the axis of the
tube, and the projector bean -ae always located in a single plane at any
elevation angle of the projector.

Through the use of a driving mechanism the prism cM1 be -urried relative
to the projector beam to three fixed angulor osinsatwich th&t optical
axis of the collector enters the projector bea from one side At distances
of 15, 20 and 30 meters from the projector drum. These distances are in
fact the shaded zones, for each of which L eff is computed with consideration

{being given to the geometry both of the projector cone ar.d of -'-e cone or
tht collector's field bf vision.

The measurement flow at any given Position of the prism is focused, after
passing through the prism and the objective, upon the IEZ-22 photo~athodc.
The control flow directly from the light source also falls upon this same
photocathode, after having passed through apertures in the wall of the pro-
jectar drum housing and in the measuring --ttaciment and afterh)aving undergone
reflection f rom the glass plate set at a 4S" angle. The ixeasurennt and
control light flovs having different frequencies of modulzscien are cotaed
on the FEU1-22 photo6cathode.

After passinrg through the auto~atic =p~tIcation contol aad det-ect!LOn
circuits, the measurement and control signal-! are fei ino correspond=ing
nicroampere meters mounmted on the exterior panel of tht -:ornrol desk.

All candc- for angular elevrat-ions of the projector, for 2ngular sit
of the-prism along the projector beav, for turning the lanrp or. and keeping
I- going, for regulating feed to the FWU-22, etc.,* are carried out ftan the
control panel. A system o~f sighal lamps arnemces trough th.e help of
svecial relays both the reception of connands (red light) and their execu-
tion (green lsight).

4 T1he radiotckhnical units of the set-up and the autocrti-c systezi were
developed by V. A. Koval'yor-

The signals received are processed in accordance with the -nccmograns
and formulas set forth in foregi~ setins
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In conclusion e shall make a few remarks regarding the method, r.,ferred
to at the beginnin& of this Chapter, for measuring slant transmissivity by
means of the method of equal angles, and we shall evaluate its measurement

: potentialities.

A diagram of the equal-angles method in principle is set forth in
Figure 66.

CI A

LIS

I

- I 44ZA

Figure 66. Diagram of the Principle of the Equal-Angles
Method.

A projector sends out from point C and at some constant angle to the

horizon a modulated light beam. At points H and D two identical collectors
are set up, so turned that their optical axes, which intersect at point A,
form equal angles with the optical axis of the projector beam. This method
of aiming thF' collectors makes it possible to eliminate the effect of the
indicatrix of scatter upon the results of measurements, inasmuch as the
index of scatter p(O) for each collector proves tQ be the same, as a ccnse-
quence of the symmetry of their aiming relative to the projector beam. This
circumstance considerably simplifies the graduating of the, set-up, which is
unquestionably a merit of this method. In accordance with the magnitude of
the ratio between the signals processed by each collector -n averaged slant

transmissivity is determined for a sector equal to the difference between
the lengths of path L2 and L1 (counting from point A).
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]. Put thz equal-angles method possesses limited measurement potentialities,
and it has a series of serious shortcomings.

In the first place, the method of measuring is based upon the use of
~two collectors (two photoelements). Present-day tec hnology is still not in
~a position to create photoeiements having identiczl aging characteristics.

For this reason the use of two photoelements in the equal-angles method
requires the creation of a complicated system for checking and taking into
account the. aging of each of these, without which the apparatus cannot work
reliably.

In the second place, the equal-angles method can measure only a single,
partial optical characteristi c of the surface stratum, specifically the
averaged tansmissivity of a sector-at a constant slant, equal, as has
already been indicated, to the difference between the lengths L2 and L1

But such, a limited amount of information satisfies only to a slight extent
the requirements of aviation for safety of visual landing.

In the third place, a set-up based on tie equrl-angles method is a
stationary anre. Under ccaplicatcd meteorologies' %:',td~tions, in order to

~~secure fuli Information regarding the optical , -ties of the atmosphv. e
in the various glide sections -f.rom the close-in hw ,.,=% radio beacen to the
beginning of the runh'ay,-it is necessary to set up a -number of such

apparatus.

: - °.o publications exist dealing with the exploitatiorn-0 -,alities of the
~apparatus based on this method, as demonstrated by 3,ts work.
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CHAPTER Vill

DETERMINATIN OF THE METEOROLOGICAL RANGE OF VISIBIL&TY BY
!NSTRUMENTAL-VISUAL METHODS THROUGH THE USE OF

VISIBILITY CAGES

S 55. General Rcm~arks

The horizontal trans.;issivity of the atfo _phere, '*xpressed through
m~eteorological rang- of visiilit, M - oeo h caatrsiso h

physical state of the -atmosphere, and as such it is among the basic
tteeorological elements that are determined at the hydroaeteorcllogical
sl:aionm~etworks of all the world's countries.

The range of atmospheric turbidity which undergoes measurement is
covered by 't-he international 10-point visibility scale adopted by the
International Neteorolog-1cal Conference in 1935 (see T Able 3), i.e., it is
tI, span of mieteorologicul range of visibility (m.r.v.) running fromn 0.05 k
to SO km. Meassrtment of m.r.v. within such broad limits at a-hydro-
meteorological stztion network is a difkicult task in all respects.
Endeavors to perform it o. the basis of naked-eye estimates of visibility
points upon natural 0-e~~ during daylight and on artificial lights ini
darkness have proved to bz Cruitless for reasons examinad in Chapter 1.

Many years of endeavcr . to crnate for station networks objective appara-
tus simple and reliable in opezatia.tA respects, and capable of measuring
a.r.v. ever all 10 points of thf- i rimationa4 scale, hive not yet been
crowased with success, and the stati-M netuorc is still not equipped with
obj ective transpissivity gages1 . Up A-o thie minute m.r.v. at. a stationt
network has been determined, and will ev~Idently long continue to be
determined, on the basis of instrumental-isual methods.

If today there were to be creatad an objective ;apparatus responding in
full measure to the problems of the basic station netv,=k-, tise would be
required for its introducon t ah eeolgical station (if in fact
that would be appropriate) and to ensure proper care o,& t

l1t has been suggested recently that observatories under local adzinistra-
tion of the Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR, the regional hydro-
meteorological stations, etc, (except the AJSG Setwork) can be linked by
V. 1. Goryshen's compensating transmissivity recorder (see § 43) with i
measurement range of 0.2 km < 8 < 2S km meteorological range of~ visibility.
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accessible to any observer. One must also '-ear in mind the following
circumstance. Scue, questions having to do with the distribution in theI! atmosphere of the emanations oZ quantum generators and the calculation of the
range of their radiational effectiveness, the calcuzlation of the radiation
contamination of a nziclear weapon, etc., even today brirg up ti e problem

can foz= an idea of -the visibility of terrestrial objects- frA great siti-

tudes and from space around the earth only if methods for dtternining high-
level trarnsaissivity of the atmosphere, running into many dozens of kilo-
'meters, a~e atvailable.

Measurement of such high-level transuissivity by objective photoelectric
methods is, as was shown in 5 40, still not susceptible of realization-in
practice, while at the same time it cap. be achieved even today with the help
of instnzmental-visual- methods.I The developiment of nethods for instrumental-visual measurement of
atmosphieric transmissivity has an- interesting history and is of independent
scientific significance. For this r'Astev it is well to examine here. the

question of instrumental -visual Diethot,% for zseasri1g n.r.y.
In this Chapter we examine and ev~iluate fhe following fully developed

instrumez~tsl -visual methods for measuring as.r.v. by daylight:

1) measurement of m..r.v. through the lumi-Ace corkasts of terrain
objects hy the photometric equalization method 1.j1equa~ity set-up");

2) measurement oC m.r.y. through the luminance contrasts~ of terrain
objects by the photomestric extinction method ("14.;appearance set-up");

3) measurienn of m.r.v. in accordanco with the degree of visibilt.ty
of terrain objects by the photometric extincti?n method (I"disappearance
set-up");

4) meusurement of x.r.v. througn" conttrasts of natural and artificial
obj ects by the relative lU.minence metho6;

5) measurement of m.r.v. through two bleck btrdies by the relative
luminance method.



From here on the first two methods wilA be called contrast methods for
short; the thir6, the degree of visibility method; and the fourth and fifth,
relative lumir.ance methods. T3 anticipate, ve shall show that the Sost
highly refined of all these metho6s is the relative lsinance method with
the use o 'two black bodies.

The fou.dations for instruwantal-visual methods of easuring m.r.v.
were laid in studies by V. V. ShNaonov, V. A. Faas, V. F. Pisktu, V. A.
Berezkin. Subsequently N. G. Boldyryov [13], V. F. Belov [73, N. G,.
Boldyryov with 0. D. Bartenev and I. . Necihayev [15, 8s, N. E. Rityn,
L. L. Dashkievitch [S8, 59], 1. A. Savikovski [10], L. V. Gulnitski [53, 54],
and other Soviet specialists hare worked on these nethods.

§ 56. The Founctetion of Instrumental-Visua! Methods. of Horizontal
Tran. -issivity etbhods in Principle

Let us return to-expressicn (1..20), which describes the rule for change
of the contrast of any object projected against any "terrestial background,"
as brogght about by haze:

The conventional designations are as beiore.

The theoretical basis of the contrast nethod is a partial case of his
expression, when the object is projected agai-st a background of cloud (haze)
in a horizontal direction, where luminance, as we knoc, it. a majorit of
-cases attains a state of "saturation" and car be made equal to coefficient
D of the light-air equation. in other words, in the partial case referred to
o.ae nay put B = D; then the expression written bove assumes the form

K=,

whence

K=Ke-" (8.2)

- This is the rule of change, under the operation of atmospheric haze,, in
the contrast K of an object projected nainst a cloud background, in pro-
portion as distance L to the object increases.
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Expression (8-2) lies at the foundation of th. contrast aethod. From
the sense of I8Z2I the main requirmemt of the method, imposed upon terrain
objects, transpires: the obje.c.p may have any initial value of true contrast
1 0, ay color --d jom erf cl characteristics, but they absolutely must be
projcted against a sectims :- sky at the horizonl.

If the ob.ect is projected against a cloud backgrciund, but iovC the
horizon line by more than- .S-2, then only on days having con;iderable
anmosp eric turbidity is (0.2)-applicable to such objects; and it is
inapplicable on days heFis high tranmissivity, when the luminance of haze
in these directions does not reach a state of 'saturatim" and equality of
5 # to D may not take place.

Objec.s projected against a :ackgrmmd of other more rmote objectz
can also-be used, but only oL J.s le s.ric turbidy suci that
the rmot object is cmpletely masked by hero and is absolutely invisible
from the observation point.

Frm (R.2) we seure,

or after logaritiming to the base e

(8.4)

Substitution of (8.4) into the -osclhider formula for u.r.v, gi-oe.

L-- (8.S)

On the basis of eperi-Antal detersiation of the most reible value for
the threshold of contrast s,-sitivity c in the Kosch ider formula (see 5 66)
we assume that c = 0.03 and In 1/c = 3.5. Thea in place of (S.5) Ve shall have

Meetirs this condition is indispensable when m.r.v. is being measured by
the relative luminance method (see- S 16).
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(8.6)

or, shifting to decimal logirit!-s,

As we see from the eqzivsleut relationships (8.6) and (8.7), Oeteniation
of meteorological range of visibility through contrasts Of tera.n objects
consists in the fact that to begin with, through measurement of the true

and the haze-distorted K of one sad the same object, one dem&-mines the index
of atte.-uation a (or a10), and that thereafter oe calculates in accordance

with the osdaider formwIas the value of SK.

Although meteoroiogical range off visibility is dealt with as being the
range of visibility of an AbsoluC.ely black body, still in order to measure
it by the contrast mathod it is not indippessable, as we can see from (8.6)
and (.8-7), to have on the terrain absolutely black bodies. The attractive-
ness of the contrast method -coists precisely in the fact that theoretically

SM can be detemired, as has already been shown, from any real object with

any value KO , a2y -"gular dimensions, any shape, and any color.

Let us show the theoretical co'se of change of the contrast K of various
objects projected under a haze backgrund, undr the operation of haze.
Fra (8.7) we determine

L ~ L

or recalling that SWL z

io K- 1,5 (8.9)
Z

In accordance with this formula Table 29 has been comuted and a .moo-
gram for &!inge of contrast K depenilng on the initial value of tmua contrast
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K0 ar.4 ths &a*nitude of the extrapolational parastev-- z has been cornstructedl.

The rmogrm is set forth in Figure 67.

TABLE 29. CGURSE OF CHANGE OF CONTRAST K (t) OF OBJECTS PROJECTED
AGAINST A HAZE RAC',(QOOJN0, DEPNMOING ON THE VALUE z AN) THE QUANTiTY

i 9 '7.0 77.3 67.6 5S.0 46.3
$ g,2 6.6 67.01 49.09C.4 84.9 7&5.5 66.1 56.6 47.2

46 91.7 ~.5 73.4 &4.2 M3.0 45.9
20 1141 75.7 47.3j 5.9 35 3.
10 13.8 63.7 56.61 46.6 42.5133.0

5 S.1i 45.1 49.1 35.1 3.1 2.2 17.8 16.0 14.2 12.5 10.7 8.3-
1 3.2 2.9 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.5

As. may be seen from the table ad the nomogrm, change of contast i

takes place very rapidly at small values of z and slows down sharply start-
ig from z more or less equal to 20, ani higher. We may note that hi--'
peculiarity of the course of change of the contrast K of objects markedly
linrits the potentialities of the contrast method in measuring SM.

It is not difficult to guess that the course of changes in K in Figure
67 reflects the co =re of change of Itainance of atmospheric haze with
increase of distance.

5 57. reors in Measurement of S, Through Contrasts of Terrain-Objects

Differentiating (8.7) and disregarding errors in deteruination of L, we
secure

0.43- I5 (" "__±

1 Determination of the extrapolational paramter z is given in 5 40.
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Dopenln on 15ltias' Value of Contrast IK, and Mai|tudeof Paramter z.-

Dividing ;is r expression by the value -of %s in (8.7) =s rcifti fro

differentials to increments, we secur* an expressicm for the relative error:

out from (..9) it follows that

qW K_..29,K=_ '. -
£

Substitution of the last expression in (8.10) and replacing for brevity's

Sake 5 iith 6 s, -- [E respe-tively with 6% aM 6k, gives us for the

relative error of separate measurmnt

0-29-OK.+In
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and for the quadratic error of separate -ameome,

IS. ~ am j, O.gJ4J. '

Expression (8.11) _Oiu*ra s a wmstive inwt to the question re-
garding the acauracy o.f - = of Sk sicterding to the contrasisv of
terraf objects sad regarding the Vmra3 properties o. this- metkod

Ermors of- ME of re delimitd- by the value of the xtrapo-

Istiomal permeter z and by the agregate reItive errors f aeasf r I eNS
the contrasts Ko and K of terri objects.

--. error of is the less, the frt-er-eff ti object ef obseratioe

is located, i.e., the less z is, sl othetr circumstaucas being equal.

As regards esacks In -of cantrasi- -and- X-of -bjfcts,, bere

w -ma up agaimst some peculiarities of the o iat mho ithat do malt appear
-in Patent Sute either in (8,7)-or in (8.11). Oe of tese peclarities is
ta¢tepiaticol impossibility of -sisAltmously mie the coutrts KQUad

X of zeimra ajets. -TI practice, at -the mimnt ~f--of, 41 my
Ohe cotrast K of an object der-rhaze cm be detuaine. T. contrastK

of the .obiets xnt, htvww be, b detsr+inedma d i avn, -dws -11% trans-
nissivity so M&~ that kaze am the objects is absent. 7bis -comstitates; a
serims dra.4k of all instutrussal-isua vnthods for deteaisine.sm frO

natural -objects.

Ibis circutzace leads to-two conequences.

Is the first place, In (17) in place -of tN true value o the-co mtrast
)C rf a given object ome mist ubstitate a nero somt .k e., secured in
advance from a prolonged rcries of obsereatioss. Mviously the TepI-con-
ditions under Wh-ich determination of % takes Place are alucays to smS extent

differftt frM the 'eam" coad-tioms to Which relates.

in the second place, the deteuimation of _ er fcr those objects,

nest advntage=s for the method, that are located at a dstamce (L > 10 km),
is difficult, InasmUh as cases of such hilo trats issivity that no haze is
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abserved upon the objects and that measurement of K0 is possible are relatively

rare. On this account one usually ascribes to remote objects a K mean value

determined from closer objects of the same type, This may involve a source
of errors difficult to take into account, inasmuch as the photometric prop-
erties of monotype natural objects may change with distance. For example,
even the darkest r tural object -- a coniferous forest -- in the absence of

-; haze appears darker, the farther it is located from the observer. Other,
lighter objects in the absence of haze change (darken) with distance more
markedly than does a coniferous forest.

S "Seasonal and inter-seasonal changes in the K of natural objects still

farther complicate the contrast method, which again fails to be evident from
expressions (8.7) and (8.11). This circumstance -makes it necessary to
determine for the year-round cycle, and then use, not one value, but a whole
series of values for the K0 mean contrast of one and the same object. Inas-

much as nit a single object, but a number of objects, are used for obser-
vation, correctly taking K0 mean into account on all objects is pretty

complicated.

Furthermore, measurement of the contrast K0 of natural objects which have

color has proved impossible to carry out with the method of photometric
comparison. The eye of man is not capable of equalling-out -with any degree.
of accuracy the luminance of a variable gray marker with the luminance of a
colored object of observation. With the photometric comparison method it
is possible to measure only the haze-distorted K contrast of a limited group
of natural objects. As a matter of necessity a value for the K0 contrast of

objects (even coniferous forests) which has been determined by other methods
is used in the comparison method. In particular, measurement of the of

natural leafy objects can be carried out by visibility gages, the extinction
method ("disappearance set-up"), and the relative luminance method (measure-
ment of contrasts by these methods is examine. in detail in C ,pters III and

--; IV).

But when the "dsZappearance set-up" is applied, the values of K0 (just

as those of K) change substantially depending on the character uf the Qutlines
of objects: with a jagged, interrupted outline the object is brought to
disappearance earlier, and the measured contrast will be less than the con-
trast of an object of the same class, but one having a sharp linear outline
(Figure 68).
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Figure 68. Diagrammatic Representation of Objects Having

A Smooth (a) and An Interrupted (b) Outline

The effect of the outlines of objects on the visual perceptivity thereof
is such that objects having less contrast but having -a sharp outline may
be visibile at threshold perceptivit.y as well as or even better thaii objects
having more contrast but having an interrupted outline. As a consequence
of this, even though objects of the type described may possess different K0

values, their-visibility range may be the same.

We may see from Table 30 how much the contrasts of objects of one and
the same class, but having different outline characters, are distinguished
from one another.

If the Y- men value is determined fuz an object with an interrupted

outline, and the magnitude of K is measured on an object with a sharp outline,
then the difference in the denominator of (8.7) will be reduced, and SM will

be augmented.

Disregard of the character of outlines of an object may servi as a
source of supplementary considerable errors in measuring SM.

From what has been set forth above it is apparent that the contrast
method is not so simple and not so exact as expression (8.7) might seem to
indicate. The convenience of using natural objects is purchased at the high
price of a complicated taking into accotint of seasonal and other variable
variations for K0, different times for Reasurement of K0 and K, and a rela-

tively low accur&a*y of these meastxrements.
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So in the contrast methods we must make use of the following general

expressions:

1) for meteorological range of visibility

(8.12)

g 0 mean -log Ktek

2) for the quadratic error of separate measurement of

2K

. where the index "TEK" furnishes the current (not the mean) contrast of an,
object under haze.

. 58. Application of the Photometric Comparison Method In Measuring S In

F! Accordance with the Contrasts of Terrain Objects

The method of photometric comparison was applied on a considerable scale
at meteorological stations for measurement of M by daylight, earlier than

were others. This was helped along by the circumstance that V. V. Sharonov
developed a simple and inexpensive device called a diaphanoscope, which was
introduced into the station network to the number of some hundreds of units
shortly after the end of the Great Fatherland War.

Experience in the use of diaphanoscopes, and then the pupillairy photo-
meter developed by N. G. Doldyryov and described in [4], made it possible to
establish fully the suitability of the photomet-ri' comparison method for
measurement of SH in accordance with the contrasts of terrain objects

diversified as to shape and color.

V. V. Sharonov's diaphanoscope consists of a simplified stepped com-
parison photometer, designed as a six-power telescope containing an ocular
reticule with 13 gray marks of differing contrast quality 'fcr details on
the theory of the device and its construction see r123]). The principle of
observation consists in selecting a marker that corresponds most closely in
luminance with an object under haze that is being observed and that is pro-
jected against a sky background at the horizon. The marks should be placed

A against the ha-, background at a certain height above the object.
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In the N. G. Boldyryov pupillary photo 'meter, the optical-photometric
system of which constitutes a combination of a visibility gage and a con-
parison photometer (for details see [4]) , the idea of measuring the contrasts
of objects by means of an "equality set-up" was carried into practice i i its
most highly refined form.

Just as in present-day visibility gages, in the field of vision of the
pupillary photometer one observes a split imag e of the section of the terrain
being examined and a split image of a marker made as a non-transparent plate
having a patterned outline imitating the outlines of a natural forest.
Through the superposition of a masking Iluminance analogous to the way this
is done in visibility gages, the cont.rast between the unidsplaced image- of
the marker and the displaced image of the object projected against a-haze
background at the horizon is evened off. At the moment of equality of
contrasts the reading is taken.

Under suitable circumstances of observation, that is to say when one
has shapeless, monochrome comparison fields with sharply defined boundat~ies,
bringing the comparison fields to photometric equality-is a: -relatively easy
measurement procedure which can be carried out with high accuracy. 7he

~error of measurement in these cases does not exceed 1-2%.

It is precisely these qualities of the comparison method that have
served to bring it into use for measurement cf SM , -

In creating the pupillary photometer N. G. Boldyryov took as his start-
ing point the idea that the superposition of a masking luminance upon-the

i| image of a natural object ought first of all to lead 'To destruction of'the
[.,color-character of the object &,d to convert it into a uniform gray surface,

after which further phatometering u ould be reduced to a simple comparison of
o the luminances of two qualitatively uniform surfaces (the object and the

marker), carried out with ease and precision such as are inherent in the
~comparison method. If this initial idea- of W. G. Boldyryov had proven 'to be

justified, then the comparison method would have been ideal not only 'for the
purpose of measuring SM but also for other problems in terrain photometry.

But the universal tests of the comparison method which were carried out
in the Main Geophysical Observatory as regards its suitability for deteftin-
ing S-4 revealed a number of peculiarities inherent in its principle which

II

markedly limited "its acceptability for these purposes.

in the foregoing section we indicated that the comparison method does
not succeed in determining the contrast K 0 of objects having considerable

color. As was established in testing tho pupillary photometer, the color
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character of an object is preserved even when a considerable masking
liminance, cutting its contrast approximately to one-half, is superposed
upon its image. The color disparity between the gray marker and such a
colored object obstructs an accurate setting-up of equality. With the
comparison method one can measure with the required precision only faint
contrasts of colored objects, i.e., objects having color that are masked
by considerable haze in the initial position.

The true O contrasts of such objects cannot, as has been indicated

a bove, be determined with the necessary accuracy by the comparison method.
Most suitable for the comparison method are low-colored and markedly con-
trasting objects along the lines of coniferous forests (throughout the year,
excluding cases of frost and heavy snow) and dense deciduous forests (in
the summer).

The best object in all respects for the comparison method is an. artifi-
cial black screen with even just its top edge projected against a sky
background at the horizon, and inclined toward the sighting line at an
angle of 45-60*.

2 Experience in making use of diaphanoscopes, and subsequently tests on
the pupillary photometer, have shown that only such objects as these should
be cons.dered in the determination of m.r.v. by the comparison method.

Let us establish the measurement (extrapolational) limits of the method
of photometric comparison under the most favorable condition5 possible, i.e.,
when the object and the marker closely correspond to each other as'regards
color (grayness), shape, and dimensions.

Such conditions were created ii a special laboratory apparatus developed
by N. G. Boldyryov and described in [4], whence we borrow the results of a
few measurements.

This apparatus made it possible to alter the contrasts of the marker auid
the object within broad limits -- from threshold contrast to 100%. In this
connection the marker and the object did not adjoin each other abruptly'. a
narrow gap was formed between them, as occurs in field determinations of
m.r.v, by the comparison :.ethod.

Under these circumstances, as N. N. Sytinskaya j106] points out, even
a slender gap separating one field of the comparison from the other leads to
a heightening of the photometering error from 1-2% to 5%. But if the fields
to be compared are separated by a broader interval, then the error of
measurements mounts and may attain 15-20%. An error of 1-2% is achieved
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only ik t he event than the fields to be compared contact each other without
any inteoVal a, &1, forming a conspicuously perceptible dividing line which
disappears at T'he m,-ment of equality of the luminances being compared.

These deductions of N. N. Sytinskaya were completely confirmed by he
data from measurements by 0. D. Barteneva [4] and I. A. Savikovski (101].
The error 6K in the mea ,..ement of contrast with ideally similar marker and
object and with a narrew gap preient between them proved to be equal to± 5%. This error is iho uper limit of accuracy in the measurement of

the contrasts of objects by the photometric comparison method.

By making use of these da , $ ,ro- can evaluate the maximum extrapolational
potentialities of the comparison ;uthod in the measurement of SM in accord-

ance with black screens.

If we use as an object having K0 more or less equal to 100% a removable

black marker in the form of a shield or a black cavity (as is done with the
M-53A device), or a variable black marker located in the field of vision ofthe device (as takes place in the IDV device), 1 then in place of separated

measurement of the contrasts K0 and K of the black screen one can at once

measure the ratio K0/K by the comparison method. Then in place: of (8.12) we
secure

LKLL

and in place of (8.13)

IS.M 0,29x /~ 8(-.) K,29za (4o)

Since 6 = 5%, then

(8.14)

! At the end of this section we discuss the possibility of converting
present-day visibility gages into comparison photometers.
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As the upper limit of permdissible error of measurement we take the
quantity 6 SM 2S%. From (8.14) it-is apparmn that this value is attined

when z= 17.

This is the upper extrapolatignal limit of measurement of 5M by the

comparison method, when the shield or marker -and the object are identical to
e~zh other as regards color quality (grayness), shaipe, and dimensions.' In
this event, for measurement of visibility, within the limits of tho inter-
nationLI 10-point scale on the terrain it is necessary to set ur two balck
screens: at 200 and at 3,000 meters from the observation point.' When this is
done, the more distant screen, for the cast of a device having ten-power
sagnificm-ion, should have dimensions of not less than 3 X 3 meters (angu~lar
dimension; of 30') and should be projected, at least as-regards its upper
edge, agttinst a sky background at the horizon. For the IDV devie, which
has seven-power magification, thediminsions of -tesre t hsdsacwould come to S X 5 meters,_and for the M-S3A device, which has no tele-
scopic systeM, a screen of 30 X 30 meters would be requirod.

Setting up such screens on-terrain and keeping then in usiful. state
a" impossible for a meteorological station. During the winter-cleaning

C adhrtring snow aM frost from reto t q@ large screens is a task difficult to
carry out. In addition, since the black ~screens are inclined at an angle
of 45* to th~e line of sight (in -orda- to seiure maximum blackness), during
the winter (purticular'1 on sunny days) they gleem pcrceptibly by reason of
light from the snow-cc'! i'.. ground surface which they reflect. On this account
the value of SM mea !e ring the -winter season from inclined black shield-
screens is too low 6.. ~ In order to ovoid this, during the whiter
observations should be ;-!4e from vertical black screensl.

From what we have- i orth above it follows that measurement of visi-
bility by the compari!," -the,,A over the entire- sc.0pe of the international
10-point scale via blac; screens alone is very laborlous. It is more logical
to measure-SM by the comiparison method both vi~a screens .,Pd via natural
objects (as L. L. aashkievitch did with the help of the I-53A device), of
course if suitable objects exist on the terrain. Lot us eksaine the limits
of applicability of the comparison nhod in measuring %M from natural objects.

SIn measuring visibility over a limited span and when the device has a
telescopic system the use of a saiall vertical screen of7 black velvet is
entirely justifiable throughout the year (see S 64 and 6S)
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= Tie most suitable natural object possessing the least color character
i is a mature coniferous forest. If there is even-& slight haze upon it, it

~is converted into a sufficiently gray Object &M 'is basically distinguished
rom the marker only through luminance. But now powerful influen~ce is

• exerted upon the accuracy of evening off the contrasts riot only by the
presence of a narrow gap, but also by difference in the outli-nes of --he
object and the marker. According to data in [4], the e-.-or SK in mneazure-

j sent of the contrast of coniferous, and also of dense deciduous (summertime)-
: forests, ~omes to plus or minus 10%. As has been indicated, we cartiryt
Sdetermine the Y-0 even of a coniferous forest by the comparison method. W~e

Smust make usA of mean values YO mean secured with the help of visibility

gages through the extinction method or, something which is considerably more
~accurate, by the aethod of relative luminance (in the latter case without

taking into a:-count the character of the outline). From prolonged experience
in leasuring the -contrasts K0 of objects by the extinction method it follows

that 6Y.0 mean (seasonal) for a coniferous and for a dense deciduous forest is

equal to 7%.

Substituting the values SK and 6K0 indicated into (8.15), we secure for

the relative quaairatic error bf measurement 6f S the following expression:

The permissible error 8S = 25% is attained with z = 7, i.e., with a value

of z half as great as when b.lack screens are used. This reduction is
i occasioned only by the effect of the outlines of the object and the use of
Sthe mean value K 0 mean (for the given season) on account of the seasonally

" different measurements of and KO .

i

Now for measurements of SM oveor the entire span of the !O-point scale on
the terrain there must be a mininuo of three objects at distanres of 100-300

IImeters, 1-2 ka, and 6-10 km (visibility points 0 and 1 are determined

: visually).

:! The extrapolational potentialities of the comparison method become even
worse if one uses for obsevations objects having a sharply pronounced color
character, such as utumal deciduous and nixed forests. bti nh thickets, or
objects having t considerable mottl character of lminace when the are
pfrtially covered wi tho Inhis event ove when there is an inconsider-
ex' haze reducing the initial contrast oa such objects to o5-40 , photo-
metering for equalit is difficult by reason of the oifference in color tht
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is preserved between the object and the marker, despite the ha o upon the
object. The error 6K now increases still farther and comes to no less than
20% according to data in [4, 103]. With fainter haze it is j.%possible to-carry
out photometering of such Eolored or mottled objects. It is still more
imoossible tc measure by the comparison method the true K0 contrast of such

objects, mid this has to be determined, as has already beeh indicated, either
by the extinction method or by the relative luminance method.

Keeping the value K0  e = 7% for colored and mottled objects, for the

relative error 6SM we secure:

3S. = 0,29z V7-+-2 6, 1z/o.

From this it is apparent that in measuring m.r.v. by the comparison
method from colored or heterogeneous-luai,1tv objects the extrapolational
parameter z is equal to 4 (for 6S, = 25%), which is now but little to be

distinguished from the results which wer, secured in their day through the
use of diaphanos-opes.

One should note that in measuring ma.r.v. from natural objects with the
help of the M-5-A polarization visibility gage sources of supplementary
error make their appearance in the forn of the polarized component of. the
luminance of haze and of the actual objects of observation. Readings Irom
the device prove to be dependent on if:s orientation relative to the object
of observation.

As I. A. Savikovski has shown 1103], in making use of the M-S3A device
the component of the error 6SM occasioned only by the polarization properties
of light natural objefts (K0 more or less equal to SO%) may attain 20%. On

this account measurement of u.r.v. with a polarization device should be
carried out only on dark terrain objects, the polarized component of the
lumin-,ce of which is relatively slight.

We shall now show how the visibility gage may be converted into - con-

parison photometer.

As was indicated in Chapter II, the optical-photometric system of
present-day non-adaptation visibility gages is ba:ed upon optical splitting
of an image observed in the field of vision of the deAce. On this account
at a certain intermediary reading there are visible in the device's field of
vision both two images of the objecL, and tw images of the black marker
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(in the M-53A device a removable b) tck screen set up 3-5 meters from the
observation point serves as the bl:. -k marker). Of these four images one may
choose for measurements:

for the M-53A device -- the I asic (unbent) image of the screen observed
at reading "zero", and the suppl, aentary image of the obj.ect appearing at
high readings;

for the IDV device -- the gasic (L-ent) image of the variable black
marker observed at reading lz-, roll, an i :he supplementary- image of the
object appearing at high rereings.

Through appropriate or.,entations of the device or t.hrough precise
setting up of the movab~le s reen one brings about a situation where the
object and the marker (or .Fcreen) are located in immediate proximity to each
other.

By turning the rack and pinion of the device the observed luminances of€
the marker and the object are moved to one side or the other until they
appear uniform, which is in fact the moment of reading.

|Through analogous pro cedure one can compare light sources, and the like,
with each other (see-5 67).

Let us formulate some conclusions regarding the use of the comparison
method for measurement of SM from terrain objects projected agaifist a sky

(haze) backgromnds at the horizon. These measurements, with an up'per limit
of permissible error SSM = 25%, are possible in the following-cases:

1) when the object and the comparison marker are comrpletely-identical
as regards color quality, dimensions, and outline, something which'take.s it
possible to determine the K /K ratio at once; the extrapolational limits of

measurement comes to 2z-17z;

2) when coniferous forests or dense summertime deciduous forests serve
as objectF of observation; the true contrast K0 of the object and the con-

trast K of the some object under haze are determined at different times; the
extrapolational limits of measurements are 2z-7z;

5) when using relatively tright objects with perceptible color:
deciduous an mixed forests, hil locks in the autumn and spring, etc., and
also objects partially covered with snow; the extrapolational limits of
measurements are 2z-4z.
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Visibil..ty gages based upon splitting the image make it possible to
measure . K 'contrast distorted by haze thro'ugh the photcoetric comparison
method (with the condition that this neasuremenz shall not be affected by
the color quality of the object) and the true contrast K0 by the extinction

method ("disappearance sei -up") for practically any objects.

Such are the potentialities in principle of the method of ~ii
comparison in the measurement of m.r.v. in accordance with t.hE, ' bntrasts of
terrain objects.

5 59. Application of the Extinction Method for Measurement of S tn

Accordance with the Contrasts of Terrain Objects

i The principle of photometeriag by extinction (the "disappearance sct-*')
makes it pssible, as has been indicated in Chapter II,. to messue the cost-
'trasts Koand K of objects of any color quality, Wn angular disensiois, and

any configuration of outline. But here it is-necessary to make si important
observation ragarding the difference in the magnitudes of contrasts Obtained
by the extinction method and by the comparison-method.

A contrast determined with the help of a visibility gage in accordance
A with the moment at which the visibility of she object is lost is called a

perceived contrast, inasmuch as its magnitude depend-s on lumiuance, colar,
angularity, shape, and -other properties of the object, wdith affect its visual
perceptivity.

A contrast measuired by the aethod of the "equzlity set-up" is called a
luminance contrast, inasmuch as this proces* of setsurmeent takes into
account only the difference in lumnance and does not take into account t~he
color, shape, and other distinctionas between the object and the varker.

As -numerous experimental data have shown, the perceived contrast does
not as a rule coincide with the Ivainance contrast, other things being-equal.

If the object of obscrvation has a jagged, interrupted outline (see
Figure 68 b), then its perceived contrast is always less than the luminance
contrast.

The perceived c.'ntrast coincides (within the limits of errors in metsure-
ment) with the lumin~ance contrast if the object- has-a distinct or smoo~thlyIvarying contour (see Figure 68 a) and sufficient ly treat angular dimensions.

Failure of the perceived contrast 2nd the ainance contrast of natural
objects to correspond is, as has been indicated, a source .9f supplementary



erro.-- r, tihe determination of Sby ihe metW~ of photesetric compari so,
inammcb is the table values for the corst K of asturai cbjects

btring a jagged outline, mzeasured by the exinctijen method, are reduced as
-conared with the sagmitudes of the luminance comntrast %if it is oossible

to detezuine.- then by thle comarison method.

The PWitagite of this reductien nay be considerble (see Table 30).
in consecq±e!ce of 5iild the value of Sm ushen the carison sethcz! is used

m; wb- .eightened, nsad as -the differenc= between the lo~arite:z -of the
ewtro--s in the deznmirater ojf (8-12) will !se less tbz-n the value- wool& be

= 4til msurement of =4~ 8: only by the comarisoa meth~oed.

Irt us also note tbX k- dette ivir4g the rzqipof visibiality of xti
4c~C onehas to deal with seen contrasts, i_.e.., with actually perceived

zp and not with lImrAnce contrasts-.

The procedzhre for zeasurintg contrasts by the eltiltioa metchod is~ examined
in detail in Chapte~r lI. let cs recall that: the contrast 3:-of am obje&t -is
4efined as the relation

K-V

w'here V~ is the degree of visibility of the obJpect -2gainst a riven backgraandi
tIn O=r case agair-st a sky back~rm.-ma); V.~ is the degree of vi-Siiity- of a

blac-k squae (oar the black marker off the instrawannt) 'also against .a sl^
backgrowbd at the horizo..

A section of sky at the horizon (--he seccnd s-.plenentary iuzge) is to
serve as the azsking IZZM1611ance.

* l~~I accordance vdWa (S-212) :7-ae expression for K zost be plid ie

I) in measringthe ti-ue ccmtraer off the Z,4jet(ea .le

K0~~ 40 -C;aOMa.

2) in meastrig the curren cnrast of raie same object mder haze

K V(01 ViSatcret
curmtX) urent Icurrent dsatCrel



The expression of SM may be written in the forn
ISL __

aS, f Vo • V

Vmean o V rret (8.15)

or

SMI9 (qneanVO mean) - log ( urrentvtrue. current)(816

From (8.15) and (8.16) it follows that the possibility of ietermining SM

by the method of extinction in accordance with the contrasts of real objects
'having any color quality, any angular dimensions, and any shapes is won at

the cost of complicating the methods system for measurement; specifically,
each determination of SM calls fof knowledge of four quantities: V0 mean'

VM mean' V current' and VM current*

As has already been indicated, experience in making observations brings
to light a divergence between averaged and current quantities. For this
reason, aside from a divergence between V0 mean and V0 current' there also

exists a divergence between VNI mean and VM current' in which connection
I'M mecn is obviously determined more accurately than is VM cdrrent"

Such are the consequences of determining the K0 and K contrasts of

objects at different times; this difference of time is retained also during
determination of SM by the extinction method.

For the quadratic errors of measurement of the contrasts we get:

in can )d.means
current- true.current .mean-

Let us evaluate the components of these errors.

In the foregoing section it was shown that in the comparison method
6KO meal f 7%. 6Vo mean" too, is determined with approximately the some

degree of accuracy. From experience with prolonged observations on the
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extinction of a black movable screen or the marker of the device against a
sky background it transpires that 6VM mean is determined with an error of

about 6-8%, i.e., thac it also can be taken as being equal to 7%.

Thus for the quadratic error of measurement of the true contrast K0

by t extinction method we have

'Io r=/ m 1/7- V= 10%

in place of 6K0 = 7% according to the comparison method when coniferous and

dense deciduous forests are used as objects.

The relative errors of the components for 6Kcurrent' as was shown in

§13 and 14, are equal to approximately 12% in each case, i.e.,

true. current hi4. current

Consequentlyi

9K ==tVI 22+ 122 - 170/0.

For :he relative error of measurement SSM we secure in accordance with
(8.13)

&.= o,29z 1/ ~o. +K 2 r,== 0,29z x
<-V2 + - V± Wv =0.29Z V ,

StC~rr-e~ M. current17)

or 6S. 0. 29z • 290 5,8zo/0 .

In other words, measurement of SM by perceived contrasts of terrain

objects by means of the extirction method is possible with an upper limit of
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extrapolation z = 4.3 (for 6S, 2S%), which is little to be distinguished
from the measurement potentialities of the diaphanoscope and the comparison

method using colored natural objects.

These small extrapolational potentialities of the method under exami-
nation are occasioned only b,' the fact that measurement of contrasts by the
extinction method calls, every time, for the supplementary determination of
the threshold of contrast sensitivity, £ = l/V 1 . With application to K0 mean

and Kcurrent one must determine cmean and c current with relative errors of 7

and 12% respectively. These two supplementary measurements not only heighten
the error of determination of S , but also considerably complicate the

measurement methods system. On this account measurement of SM in accordance

with the perceived contrasts of objects by the extinction method is not
advisable, and the method has not undergone development and application.

But under the extinction method one can construct a more accurate and
simpler way of measuring SM if one determines not the contrasts, but the

degree of visibility, V, of the objects.

Let us exam~ne the foundations in principle ot this method.

§ 60. Application of the Extinction Method for Measurement of SM it

Accordance with the Degree of Visibility of Terrain Objects

The conclusion as regards the possibility of measuring SM by the extinction

method with higher accuracy thrus':s itself upon one as one examines expres-
sion (8.17).

As was shown in Chapter II, ";isibility gages directly measure not the
contrast K of an object, but it, degree of visibility V = K/c,,i.e., the
relation of the contrast K to the threshold c. We should recall that the
magnitude of V, determined as the quantity of threshold intervals contained
in the given contrast, expresses the intensitivity of the visual-perception
of an object with all the photometric and geometzical properties that pertain
to it and when it is observed under specified lighting conditions.

The system of methods of measurement SM via contrasts, rather than via

the degree of visibility of objects, as described in the foregoing section,
was a concession to a more expanded concept of contrast, although from the
very start it was plain that as a result we would get a more complicated and
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less exact method, on account of the necessary presence of c in the expres-
sions for K0 and K.

Now we shall show that renunciation cf contrasts and use of the degree
of visibility, V, of objects, as determined directly by visibili:y gages,
simplify measurements and make them more exact.

The initial premise of the method of determining SM in accordance with

the degree of visibility of objects is the proposition to the effect that
under the action of haZe the Aegree of visibility V of an object projected

against a sky background at the horizon changes in -accordance with the same
rule as does the contrast K of the object, i.e.,

V = voe-L, (8.18)

where V0 is the degree of visibility of the object when there is no haze on

it; V is the degree of visibility of the same object, but when observed through
haze. Potentially arising objections against the replacement of the con-
trasts K in (8.2) by the degree of visibility V of an object are easily
eliminated: both quantities are reciprocally linked, and they arise from the
differential form of the Weber-Fechner law; they constitute merely different
ways of expressing the intensitivity of visual perception of the object.
This has already been discussed at the end of S 13.

After solving (8.18) relative to a and after substituting the value found
for a in the expression for S., we secure by analogy to (8.7):

S.iogvo-,o • (8.19)

But even the use of the degree of visibility of the olblet does not
eliminate the need for determining the V0 and the V of the object at

different times.

It is impossible in practice to measure the quantities V0 and V simul-

taneously, just as is the case with the contrasts K0 and K. One must

necessarily make use of mean tabular values for V0 m ,an determined in

advance from a prolonged series of measurements and then refined on the spot.
But with current determinations of SM one need measure only the degree of

visibility Vdit of an object under haze.
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Thus in accordance with (8.12) we can write in place of (8.19)

s F V a t.Og cunent (8.20)

The principle for determining V0 and Vdist is the same as the principle of

determining K0 and K: the image is brought to threshold perceptivity by means

of a masking luminance (see Chapter II and III).

When (8.20) is compared with (8.15) or (8.16) the advantages of using
the degree of visibility of an object become apparent: in (8.20) the thresholdSI, of contrast sensitivity c is absent, in connection with which measurements of
the thresholds em and E fall aside.

This is the place to remark that even before ,the. Great Patherland War
V. A. Faas was trying to introduce a radical improvement into th methods
system for determining S in accordance with natural objects, to which end,
in order to measure simultaneously KO and Kj he made 30odels of sucli terrain
objects as coniferous and dense deciduous forests. The models consisted of
small black shields set up in proximity to the observation point, having
shapes and outlines that imitated the objects under observation. The same
model served also for determination of the threshold e.

Since the photometric properties of terrain objects hWd at that time
been studied very little, V. A. Faas assumed that observation on such a model
could take the place of measurement of the contrast K0 of the objects
indicated. Then in place of K0 mean it would be possible to sutbstitute in
(8.12) K0 current or even directly to determine the ratio Ko/K for terrain
object, which would heighten the accuracy of measurements. But V. A. Faas
did not live to complete this work.

Subsequently the author of the present nomograph sought to apply model-
ling for determination of the visibility V0 of any real terrain objects. To
this end the model was given not only geometrical but also photometric
(through appropriate coloration) similarity to the object. In other words,
an attempt was made to develop a method of simplified varicolored photo-
metering of variously colored terrain objects. Despite the obvious impossi-
bility of strict geometrical and photometric similarity between the obj'ect end
the model, it was asstuned that divergence between the object and the test
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model in accordance with the V0 value was less than the non-correspondence

between the tabular and the true values of V0. Despite persistent

endeavors, it was necessary to drop the models method. To prepare a test
specimen of satisfactory shape, to color it properly, to change the color
and sometimes also the outlines depending on the seasons of the year, proved
to be no easy matter. The method of modelling objects proved to be unsuccess-
ful, as there was no success in eliminating through this procedure the need
for measuring V0 and Vdist current at different times; the use of averaged
tabular data is indispensable up to the moment where V0 quantities are ad-

justed for accuracy in accordance with selected objects at the point, of
determination of 94"

As was indicated in Chapter II, in any measurements by the method of
extinguishing an object the error is somewhat reduced if the observation is
carried out to the accompaniment of joggling the image bein& examined
(whict is achieved by turning the instrument to a certain angle to either
side relative to the optical axis). But one should recall that extinction
with joggling of the image heightens the readings by the amount of some
divisions on the scale of the instrument. Extinction with jogglinig can be
regarded as a-procedure which heightens, as it were, the contrast sensiti-
vity of the eye. On this account it is necessary to maintain uniformity in
observations, i.e., these should be carried out either only with joggling
of the image, which we in fact recommend for all cases, or without any
joggling at all.

Let us evaluate the extrapolational potentialities of measuring SM by

the method being examined here.

For the relative quadratic error of separate measurement we can write,
having (8.20) 4n mind

-.29z me-n' true.current (8.21)

From a comparison of (8.21) and (8.17) one sees dist.nctly the EIvantages
of using the concept "degree of visibility of the object" over using the con-
cept "contrast": under the radical sign in (8.21) we do rt have two relative
errors of measurement of the threshold of cantrast sensitivity r., specifically

U o, -- V 7/. and 'z = V = 52.V

mean M.rean current M.current
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Assuming, os before, that

V 7ea d true. Current"

we secure

&S-..2Dz V 122 "4.Oc/o. (8.22)

For a permissible error iS = 25% extrapolation is possible to a value
M

of z = 6.5, which almost corresponds to the extrapolational potentialities of
the comparison method when only coniferous and dense deciduous forests are
used.

Ir? one takes into account the fact that use of the degree of objects is
not linked with limitations in the selection of the latter, then the advantage
of the method expounded over the method of perceived and luminance contrasts
becomes even more evident.

In order that measurements of S! in accordance with the degree of

visibility of objects may be commenced, one must have reliable values
V m for various sorts 6f terrain objects projected against a sky back-
ground at the horizon, applicable to various seasons of the year, "arious
lighting conditions, the character of outlines, etc.

For observations on the determination of V0 mean there were recruited not

only the observer corps of the photonetric range at Voyeikovo, but also the
Toksovo, Kovrov, Konotop, Borovichi, and Novgorod-Volynsk weather stations,
which furnished for analysis and processing valuable data regarding the
visibility V0 of local objects1 .

As a result of the processing of the extensive material, T.qble 30 was

drawn up, it contains averaged values of VO and of the perceived contrasts K0

1 Observations were carried out in accordance with the "disappearance set-up"
method with the help of one of the early modifications of the IT;V
visibility gage. At the time when the measurements indicatt,. were carried
out the relative luminance method had not yet been developed.
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for the most typical terrain objects, with the character of contours being
taken into account, and also the type of observation procedure (with or
without joggling of the image).

In light of the high reliability of the data in Table 30, this table is
not only of value for determining S M, but can also be recommended for the

solution of other terrain photometry problems.

Somewhat unexpected was the fact that the mean values V 0 mean and

KO0 mean of objects proved to be dependent only in slight measure upon the

azimutl relative to the sun, and also upon the lighting conditions.
Divergences in V 0 values with sun lighting proved to lie within the limits

of the quadratic erro)rs of measurement for other lighting conditions. Ibis
afforded a possibility of unifying V 0 mean values no matter what the

character of the lighting, which considerably cut down the dimensions of
the table.

The circumstance that there is only slight dependence of contrast and
of the degree of visibility of the object upon the azimuth of the su:a is
presumably to be explained by the -fzct that if, for example, the ltuminance
of an object in an azimuth opposite to that of the sun goes up, then a
compensating heightening of the 1iminance of haze takes place as well.

During observations in the winter season on snow-covered objects in
overcast weather with low cloud it often seems that the cloud is considerably
darker than the objects. One should recall that this is an optical
illusion: photometrically the cloud, if it forms an even and continuous
background, is brighter than the snow-covered objects. Minnart pointed this
out in [88].

For measurements of S M in accorda nce with the degree of visibility of

objects within the limits of the international lO-point scale on the terrain,
one must have at least three objects at distances of 200-1,200 meters,
1.3-7 kin, and 8-12 kmn.

Errors in measurement of 6S H will run from 10% (for z -2) to 2S%

(for z = 6.5). Measurements with z greater than 6.S are useless, Vecause the
errors will exceed 2S%.
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Instrumental measurements of SM in cases where 'z is less than 200 meters

are undesirable. Such values for visibility are noted ve-y rarely -- cloud
of such great density possesses extreme optical nconstancy which makes
instrumentai measurements pointless; finally, visibility up to 200 meters
can be determined by simple visual observations on - ,ject3 in th.e locality.

Let us for.aulate a few conclusions:

1. With the non-adaptable visibility gage (MSA, IDV) method of
extinguishing ("moving to disappearance") it is possible to determine S9

for any natural objects of scenery (objects of any color, any perceptible
dimensions, with bright heterogeneous surface and any shape). From this
two systematic variants are possible.

a) SM is measured in accordance with the perceived contrasts K and

K of objects;

b) SM ;s measured in accordance with the degree of visibility VO and

V of objects.

Variant a) has -little to offer, as it is complicated, calls for t'o
supplementary measurements of the threshold e, and possesses only slight
extrapolational limits (2z-4.Sz).

Variant b) is more convenient, since it does not call for the measure-
ment of the threshold c and it possesses extrapolational limits 2z-6.Sz,
i.e., approximately the same as the comparison method when ornll cohiferous
and dense deciduous forests are used.

2. In the presence upon the terrain nf appropriate objects the-mea,

values of V0 mean can be determined directly in accordance with Table 30,

which has a sufficient degree of reliability. Determination of 11oen

for obj t.s not in Table 30 calls for some dozers of series'of measurements
in each season, with no haze on the object.s.

3. The heterogeneity of the objects selected for observation has its
negative side, associated with the complicated character of the taking into
account of seasonal variations in the values of V0, with the subdivision Uf

single-type objects depending on the character of their outlines, and on
Iother individual properties theypossess.
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S61. Determin~ation of 5Mj by the Pelative Luminanc. Method.

initial Theoretical Correlations

Tomethods of deterainiml SM via the ccurrasts x:9 the detrees of

visibility of real terrain objects, examined in fore~ing sections, 2re
pretty complicated and possess sxall extrmnolatiopal poentialities inot
more than 7z on natural. cbjeets and not -more than 15z on artificial black
screens).

As a consequiernce of the low accuracy of the ofs~ee~ f cantrast
Which is Jaherent in all thesp, method.-., cr; the terrain one has to use only
s-zch objects, includini artificil *ones. as aye already masked in their
initial positirn-by a considerable atmos pheric haze. For measuresents of
visibility over the span of the 13;ternaticiial 1O-point scude on the terrain
one must have a ximi of three objects at~ different distances,_ *M the
-variable photonetric propertie-4 anid Zeofetricsl peculiarities of these mzst

2 be take fully into ai ccunit

It would -hardly be possible to6 rerfine tlieie methods radicallY as com-
pared with-The stage that has been: aCfiev.&_

Considerable improremenr in the state of' affairs as regards nsrnt 1

visaial determinations oi S w=y be *xpe-6ted fro the relative lminanxe

method described in Mater 111. Air the reader will recall, over the span
of contrasts frm-95 voi0, 10 r~ ntemaue ~to 1 et ot~
of one percent, risL- to individat1 perceztase units in the _span-of con-

* trasts from -70-90%. Th1is aeons that t!;e relative luirinwe zmethod makes it
* possible to fix the preserice on the object, paxtktilarly if it is black, of

the 1-ightest traces of haze, somethin~g vahich cauht. wc fitse substatstiall
the extravolatiornal limits of miasurremevits, xd -consequestly JeaE to sizrPlISi-
cation of &.e methods Syvsten for Zeeerullning S.

As is shown in fbllowir4 sections, on~ the basis of the relative I-,=i-
nante method tie =S:hoi ofE this nowcgrnb has devilop"d-s=M variants of th&
measurement of NM in daylight, the best rtvhich possesses extravolaticenai1
liniti. of z equal to more or less 220, scathift which makes it possible, over
the span of the inaternational1 10-poirst scale, to detcrmirve 'I ron a sicgle

black L-ody at a distance of 200-250 a-eters from the point of obser-iation.

Without examininig afresh the theory of the relative limina.-ce method
and the principle of observations,* we shal! pruse here to consider onl .y .
few of its features as they apply mo the suibstamce of rte question lbeing
discussed.



~9

Use of the relative luminance method for measurement of S. consists

in determining by chis method, in the expression for meteorological range
of visibility

SM og1,5L
log Ko-togK

1 the true K0 and the haze-distorted K of the contrast between the object being

observed and the sky (haze) at the horizon. In this connection for the
relative luminance method it is not necessary that the objects be projected
against a sky (haze) background at the horizon. They may be projected
against any real object at any di.ztance one chooses. But it is important
that upon observation in the visibility gage the degree of splitting
between the basic, bent and the supplementary, unbent images, determined by
the properties of the given design of visibility gage, 'shall make it
possible to superimpose upon the object of observation a masking luminance
in the form of a section of sky at the hcrizon produced by the second,
supplementary image.

It is in this point, as hzs been indicated above, that there resides one
of the advantages of the relative luminance method in comparison with the
extinction or comparison methods, for which the objects of observation must
indispensably be projected against a sky background at the horizon.

* In expression (3.3) for the contrast between object and background,
luminance B of any selected background must be substituted for luminance

D of haze at the horizon, i.e., in place of (3.3) one should have

i K(B, D)- --- , (8.23)

where B is the luminance of the object, in which connection B < D.

All the subsequent computations of § 16. leading to the final expression
(3.6), are correct also for the present case, but expression (3.6) for con-
trast should be written in the form

K(BV- ovi~'=I--V1 (8.24)-A DV- -i V
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where V' = V - 1 -- a quantity determined in accordance with the gradua-
tion table of visibility gage by reaching the moment of extinguishing
the mark of the device against the background of the object, VI = V - 1

-- a quantity determined in accordance with the extinguishing of the
marks against the background of the sky at the horizon. Thus, of course,
VI = 1/c - 1, where c is the baffle contrasting luminance of the eye

(the liminance D of the haze on the horizon is due to the sensitivity of

the film).

Thus it follows from (8.24), for the degree of contrast of the object,
according to the method fo relative luminance as associated with luminance
acsording to the method of extinguishing the object, it is necessary to
make two observations:

1) To extinguish the luminance D of the haze on the object so that
it gives V';

2) Also to extinguish the luminance of the background haze
horizon so that it gives V1.

[We notice that there is no contrast according to the method of rela-
tive luminance, and that th- procedure of establishing the range of visi-
bility V of the object becomes independent of the current extinguishing
of markers against the sky background.

In correlating the formula (8.24) for the term SM, the application

is usel twice: 1) for the measurement of true contrast of the object
K0 , and 2) for the measurement of distortion by haze of the object K,

and so it is necessary to establish:

I;;

V(8.25)K=1 -.- 1
VM J

where V' and V. are quantities determined in accordance with the gradua-
0 dist

tion table for the moment of extinction of the marker against an object
without haze and with haze respectively.
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If observations are carried out on natural objects, then their true
contrast K0 cannot be determined at the moment of direct measurement of SM.

Just as in the cases examined above, this must be.determined in advance,
prior to the start of systematic measurements of SM, on days when there is

no haze on the object.

The relative quadratic errors of measuring SM by the relative luminance

method are determined in accordance with expression (8.11), where the errors
6K0 and 6K under the radical sign can be determined via (3.12) or via the

graph in Figure 17, or via Table 11.

§ 62. Measurement of SM in Accordance with Natural Terrain Objects by the

Relative Luminance Method. Evaluation of Applicability of the Method

Measurements of meteorological range of visibility by the relative
luminance method were commenced for the first time in June 1957 at the
photometric range of the Main Geophysical Observatory at Voyeikovo. To begin
with a methods system for determination of SM from natural objects was

worked out, in which connection a movable thin-walled hollow cylinder,
blackened inside and set up against the background of the object under obser-
vation, served as the black marker. In order to carry out the measuiements
the following objects were used: a coniferous forest, a grassy hillock, a
line of bushes, and an individual coniferous tree.

Inasmuch as the relative luminance method measures only luminance con-
trast of objects without taking into account the character of the outline,
it became necessary to determine anew the K0 of the articles indicated, since

the data of Table 30, which contains values for perceived contrast; are
inapplicable for the method under examination.

As was to be expected, the very first measurements showed that -he K0
values of the objects indicated, determined L.; the relative luminance method,
were -igher than the magnitudes for K0 measured vi . extinction of the out-

line (Table 31).

Let us note that for measurement of transmissivity of the atmosphere
the method of measuring the contrasts K0 and K is in itself of no particular

importance, but it is important that K0 and K be measured by one and the

same method.
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TABLE 31. VALUE OF K0 M DETERMINED BY THE RELATIVE LUMINANCE

METHOD (a) AND BY THE LOSS OF VISIBILITY OF THE OBJECT (b)
(DATA OF TABLE 30)

Object Out1line of a b
object

Individual coniferous Even 88.5 75
t ree.

Grassy hi llock. ;?75 65
Dense thicket of Interrupted 85 70

bushes.
Coniferous forest. Even 93 93

Practical measurements of SM via natural objects by the relative luminance

method at once ran up against complications associated with the photometric
properties of the natural objects.

It turned out that the "10 contrasts of darker objects measured via

relative luminance do not exceed 93% instead of the 95-96% that had been
expected. Although the difference comes to only 2-3%, nevertheless, as will
be clearly apparent from what follows, it considerably narrows the measure-
ment potentialities of the method.

Furthermore, the high accuracies of measurements of contrasts by the
relative luminance method made it possible to detect a dependence of the
value for the true contrast K 0 of an object upon the azimuth of the sun

and other lighting circumnstances, something which had not been revealed
during measurements via loss of visibility of the object, by virtue of their
low accui.acy. This fluidity cf values of K0 is supplementarily complicated

by their seasonal variations, particularly at the change of seasons -- the
fall of leaves, the spring emergence of buds, etc.

For measurements of S,, the tables of values of the K0 of terrain objects,

determined via the relative luminance method, become decidedly clumsy by
virtue of wvhat has been said, and the actual taking of K0 into account be-

comes rather complicated. But this does not exhaust the complications.
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By reason of the individuality of the course taken by errors in the
measurement of contrasts by the relative luminance method, the use of
natural objects with their comparatively low K0 values affords practically

no advantages in comparison with the methods examined in § 58, 59 and 60.

Let us examine the extrapolational potentialities of the relative
luminance method and of the error 6SM, taking as an example objects having K0

values equal to 80, 90, 93% (the darkest natural object) and 100% (an
absolutely black body). The theoretical errors 6K0 for these objects when

measuring them via relative luminance are respectively equal to 4.2, 1.9,
1.3, and 0% (see Table 11).

In order to determine the error 6SM when an object with a given K0i0
value is used, we cannot take the K value of the same object under haze as
being in any measure close to the magnitude of K0, inasmuch as the error 6K

via the relative 'luminance method is always greater than the error 6K0 . For

example, with K0 = 80%, for which SK0 = 4.2%, one cannot take the value of K

as equal to 76%, since 6K in this case comes to 5% and the equally-probable
value K may catch up to and even exceed the equally-probable value KO . For

this reason, in order to determine the theoretical error of 6S, when using

an object with a given magnitude of K0 one must take a maximum value of K

such that, when the error 6K is taken into account, it does not cdver the
magnitude of K0 , taken with the error 6K0 taken into account.

For an object with K = 80% the closest K value having a "non-covered"0
error 6K comes to 71%.

For objects having K0 values equal to 90, 93, and 100%, the closest

"non-covered" K values are respectively equal to 85, 88, and 99%.

Now, in accordunce with the formula

-z 1.5

"-- iog o-ogK

one can establish the value of z in accordance with the magnitude of K0 and

the arbitrary values of K. Making use thereafter of Table 11 and formula
(5.12), one can easily determine the value. of the theoretical error 6SN.
rhe results of these computations are set forth graphically in Figure 69.
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il In this figure the values of z are laid off on the abscissa axis, and or the

ordinate axis the theoretical errors 6S M . Each curve illustrates the course

followed by the errors 6SM depending on the in~itial K0 value of the terrain

object.

10 -

o 8 J6 24 J Woe56 W 0 1 20 140Z

II

oda Figure 65. Extrapolational Potential ites of the late

fl e Luminance eth-d in  easuring S Via Natural Terrain

Objects.

b !I From the nomograms in Figure 69 the limits of applicability of the

~relative luminance method when measuring. Sm via the contrasts of natural

objects are made graphically apparant.

As the top cure shows, for objects having K0 = 80% the minimum error

of measurement SSM comes to about 32% with z = 7. To either side of this

minimum the errors mount rapidl2y.

Hence it follows that all terrain objects having KO less than or equal

to 85% are unsuitable for measurement of Sm via the relative iuminance method,

inasmuch as the measurement errors 6SM registered are higher than what is
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permissible (25%). Among such objects are: deciduour, forests in the
summer, autumn, and spring; individual deciduous -trees, bush thickets,
grassy hillocks, reinforced concrete and silicate-brick buildings, and
all objects in the winter season when covered with snow or frost. Even
for objects having K0 = 90% the minimum error 6SM = 25%, and it is still

not possible to carry out measurements of SM frot such objects.

Thus the majority of natural terrain objects are unsuitable for
measurement of Sm via the relative luminance method.

The matter stands somewhat better with the darkest teiTain objects:
coniferous forests, buildings of blackened red brick, etc., for which the
mean value of K0 = 93%. For this group of objects the course followed by

errors 6S is represented by the second curve from the bottom in Figure 69.

The minimum error 6Sm in this case comes to 23% with z = 8, and it rises

relatively slowly to 26% when z = 25. These extrapolational limits of
measurement exceed by several times the potentialities of the comparison and
extinction methods when natural objects are used, ai.d are almost 1.5 times
greater than the potentialities of the compari-qon method when black screens
are used.

W ere suitable conditions exist, i.e., where there is a dark strip of
coniferous forest projected against any background, it is easy to organize
observations in accordance with relative luminance. But one should recall
that in this case, as in the comparison method with observation in accord-
ance with coniferous "orests, we encounter a "latitude effect" of the llace-
ment of such objects predominantly in the northern parts of the USSR, and
during the winter by reason of frost or partial or complete coverage with
snow these objects, too, become unsuitable for observation, even in the

Ageographical regions referred to.

Control observations carried out at the photometry range of the Main
Geophysical Observatory at Voyeikovo in accordance with the four objects
mentioned above have completely confirmed the theoretical course of errors
in measurement by the method being explained. It was necessary at once to
choose such objects as a grassy hillock and a strip of bushes, since the
error of group determinations of 5M rarely lay below 25%. Satisfactoiry data

were secured only when observing a coniferous forest.

Thus even bringing in the relative luminance method with its accuracy

higher by approximateiy one order does not afford a substantial gain relative
to results secured by the comparison and extinction methods. This makes it
possible to draw the general conclusion that to achieve any sort of progress
in the measurement of N.i via the contrasts of natural objects, as co.mpared with

the present level, is hardly to be deemed possible.
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Nevertheless, the relative luminance method incorporates a potentiality,
in principle, for radically improving instrumental-visual determination of
SM. This possibility consists in renouncing the use of natural objects, and

in the development of methods for measuring SM which are to be based on the
use of artificial black bodies or screens.

§ 63. Determination of SH by the Relative Luminance Method With the Use of

a Single Black Object (Single Black Object Method)

In Figure 69 our attention is drawn by the course taken by the curve of
errors 6S in measurements carried out in accordance with an absolutely

black body having K 0 = 100%. It differs sharply from the course of curves

for natural objects. The extrapolational potentialities are in this case

extraordinarily expanded, in comparison with the ones examined earlier, to
= 150-200.

So high an accuracy of the relative luminance method, in measuring the
contrasts of artificial black bodies with values of K0 that are practically

speaking close to 100%, is precisely what makes it possible to construct a
process for measuring SM on a new and more highly refined methodical basis,

without having recourse to natural objects.

Let us first pause to consider an initial variant -- the single-black-
body method -- in order to examine in the follo ing section a still more
perfect variant, the method of two black bodies.

Let us suppose that a black object (body) is set up on the terrain in
which connection, as has already been-indicated, it may be projected against
any "ground" background below the horizon line (within the limits of the
angular splitting of images in the field of vision of the visibility gage).
In accordance with (8.25) we are to measure by the relative luminance method
the true contrast KO and the haze-distorted contrast K of the black object.

The procedure for measurements which was examined in § 16 is preserved
in this case without any alterations.

The following artificial constructions may be used as the black object:
a black shield or screen inclined toward the lin~e of sight at 45-60°; a
vertical screen of black velvet; a parallelepiped blackened inside, in which
the dimensions of the open cavity are related to the length of its base as
1:3 or 1:2, or even 1:1.5. The true contrast K0 of such black objects when
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they are sighted through the device can bo taken as 97% for the inclined
black shield (painted plywood), 98.7% for the velvet, and 99.0% for the
black cavity. These are mean values secured from prolonged tests of various
forms of black objects.

For example, the K0 of the black parallelepiped with a length of its

base three times as great as. the dimensions of the open cavity comes to
99.2%.

By a control experiment it was established that the K0 of a special

black body the length of which was ten times greater than the open cavity
came to 99.3% upon observation through the device, i.e., it failed to
achieve 100. The existence of this incomplete blackness of a black body
as viewed through the instrument is occasioned not only by a certain in-
herent luminance of the black body (particularly in the case of painted
shields) and by the luminance of the column of air between the black body
and the device, but primarily by parasitic luminance, i.e., by light
si-attered within the measurement device by the lenses, diaphragm walls, etc.

The linear dimensions of the black object depend on the distance at
which it must be set up, and also on the presence in the visibility gage of
a telescopic system.

In turn, the distance at which the black object should be set up depends
on the optimum value of the extrapolational parameter z pertaining to the
given method. The dimensions of black objects applicable to the IDV and
M-S3A devices are indicated below, after establishment of the z figure for
the method being explained. Taking K0 = 99% for the black hollow and ricalling

that in accordance with (3.9) K = (n - 1)/n, or n = 1(1 - ;), we find that n
is more or less equal to 103, whence by (3.12) we determine that 61K =-0.17%

0
(inasmuch as tVM.current = 6 VM.curren t  12%).

Thus when the single-black-object method is used in (8.25) one is to
measure directly only the K value of the object under haze, i.e.,

=K I - srrent
V,M. current

which is associated with two measurement procedures: 1) extinction of the
marker against the background of the object under haze, which gives V'

dist. current'
and 2) extinction of the marker against a sky background at the horizon,
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which gives VI . The relative errors of measurement of theseM. current"

quantities, as has been shown more than once above, are equal in each case to
12%, i.e.,

, 8V ., V' "1201.
Idist. curren: ),, current

Substituting the quantities K0 and K in the formula for S makes it

possible to find the value of the meteorological range of visibility.

For determination of the extrapolational potentialities of the method
being explained one must establish the closest "uncovered" values, for the
contrast K of the black object under haze, at which confident measurements
may be initiated.

As such a first "working" contrast one should take K = 97%, for which
n = 33. The measurement error 6K according to (312) will be equal toZV j.'122 + %22

&K=.n--r - 0510

(the index "current." has been dropped out).

For the relative quadratic error of the separate measurement of 6SM .

according to (8.13) we get, knowing SK0 and 6K,

U. =0,29z V6-K.:+-,-(
=0,29zJ/f,17'+ 0,51: . 0,1610.

whence it is apparent that for 6& = 2S%, z = 150.

This is the upper extrapolational limit for the single-black-object
method.

But, to anticipate a little, we shall indicate that in conseque r e of
certain shortcomings of the method which will be expounded upon further the
true extrapolational limits are somewhat lower than the theoretical ones,
and specifically that in practice z = 120. It is precisely this figure that
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cnnstitutes the upper extrapolational limit for the single-black-object
method. We point it cut at once so as to establish the minimum dimensions
of the black screen and the minimum distance to it.

For measurement of visibility over the span 0.5 km Sm 4 S0 ka on the

terrain it is sufficient to have a single black object at a distance of
350 to 400 meters from the point of observation.

The minimum dimensions of the black object depend on what visibility
gage is being used.

For the IDV device, which has a seven-power telescopic system and in
its field of vision a round black marker of 25' diameter, the angular
dimensions of the black object should come to a minirum of 2° . At a
distance of 350 meters it will be necessary to set up a black object of
1 X I meter dimensions, or a shield-screen of I X 1.3 meters dimensions
(taking into account the inclination of 45* toward the line of sight).

For the M-53A device, which does not have a telescopic system and which
uses a movable marker in the form of a shield having a square hole cut Cut
of its center, the minimum dimensions for the shield -t a distance o7 350
meters should came to 4 X 3 meters (the setting up of black bDdies falls
aside for the M-3SA).

The single-bl*ck-body method has passed official tests in the system
of the Main Administration of :he Hydrometcorological Service an& is at
present being incorporated intu the station network.

The organization of observations, the order o.f carrying cut measurements,
and the processing of data are set forth in detail in the acccpanying
instructions.

Further work on refining measurements of S by the relative luminance

method has made it possible to bing to light some defects of the single-
black-ob ect methcd.

The main defect of the single-black-object method is the failure to
satisfy on the part of the way of measuring rcurrenz' Which is carried out

in the case of each observation through cxtinction of the Maiker or the
movable shield against a sky background. Here two factors that lower the
accuracy of measurements of ccurrent, and consequently aiso of SM, come to

light:
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P. considerable effect of instrtmental errcr occas2 ed by the great
steepness of the gratduation curve of the devices in the sector corresponding
to the zoment of extinction of tbe narker (the movable shield) against the
sky bickground (see Figure 20);

2) the effect of difierence in the Itainance of those sectors of sky
against the backgrowid of wchich extinction of the marker or the movable
shield is carried out.

Experience has sho~cn that an account of these factors divergences in
the value of curn as determined by a Proup of observers do not fall

below 10-42'1, and ay at tines reach lS-20%, relative to the quantity c.
But a divergence ixi the value of r amuting to n%~ leads to a divergence in
the nagnitude of S~amw~nting to aproximately 2A~. Cosecuentiv the

divergence ina the values ofS attzins 25-30x.

e uthrorcurrent "osrvtL ir, accordance with the sky" obstzcts
xeasirements of &, duzring twilight =1' eveni &ring the time preceding it-

This iS qccasioned by fields of ad-fii on~f diffexing in lirni:zance, when the
marker or the movable shield is fir st ext3!1gi-S:hed against the backgr-owd of

F the bleak object and the eye adapts itself to the luiance of the twiligbt
landscape. arnd then they are at once exting'Asea' agaimst the bamckground
of the considerably more iuminous sky. This produces am exaggermcted F.IZ '~i
Yaiue- iich sharply raises %N durir.g tviliht - Consequently the single-

black-cbJect rethed excludes mastmeaents of SN ka ilieht.

Thus tMe need for 'cbservat ions in accordance with the sky" cccstitutes
the pripcip&2 defeat of the single-black-object method. 'This defect reduces
the extrapolational potentialities -om z = 1S0, which is wihzt the theory
offers, to z -100-120 in Pr-actical .onduct of the oethid.

S 64i. Determinaticn of S, by the Relative 1'emiaance M~ethod W~ith the U'se of

Two Black Objects (T%---3!ack-0,4>ject Mtruzcd).

in the search for ways of eliminating the defects of the sin-gle-b~-la
object method the idea caste L- that one might use twco black objects, -idenrica;
in angular dimensions andj vho%.ozcr;caly siraiiar, located at different
distances aad approximately in a single azixmzth. Tin this comection the closer
black object (of saller Unear dimensions) vras to be set up at such a hort
distance frovm the observation point (S-10 meters) that the iUminance of hate
upon it might be disre,-arded- under anyf atmosmpheric turbidity.
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At first glance it might seen that it would be reasonable to determine
KO current directly by the relative luminance method from a small black

object located close at hand and photometrically similar to a more remote
one by relating it to the more remote object which would find itself under
a haze. But such a conclusion is erroneous, since the determination of
K 0 current in accordance with the closer object, or direct determination of

the K /K ratio gould in any event call for carrying out of the extinction of

a marker against a sky background (for determination of ecuirrent ) , something

which would afford no advantages in comparison with the single-black-object
method.

The problem consists in replacing "observation in accordance with the
sky" by observation, equivalent to it, in accordance with the closer black
object. Such a replacement proves to be possible.

Let us write (8.25) in an initial form conforming to (3.5):

V

aV l (8.26)

where V'0 and V' are values determined from the graduation table for the moment

of extinction -f the marker against the black object without haze and with
haze respectively.

But measurement of V' is now carried out in accordance with the closer
0

black obect having no haze upon it, and V' in accordance with the remote
object under haze. For this reason (8.26) may be written as follows:

SK= V' { (8.27)

8*
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The first expression of (8.27) opens up the way to a new method of
determining 1/c, and consequently e, on the condition that the K0 value of

the object is known. We shall show what sort of a method this is. After
elementary transformation of the first expression of (8.27) we secure

S1 o closer (8.28)
E 1 -K "+

0

It is formally possible to get a value 1/ in accordance with the second
expression of (8.27), but no practical use can be made of it since K is a
variable quantity and it is not possible to determine 1/ from a prolonged
series of variations with any reliability.

Expression (8.28) makes it possible to determine ip a new way the
threshold of contrast sensitivity c by the relative luminance method. This
way is associated with extinction of the marker against the background of
the closer black objezt, the K0 contrast of which is to be determined in

advance with the help of the same device. In this connection, if in'accord-
ance with the conditions of the problem it is necessary to know the mean
value ,mean' (8.28) should be written iA the form

. closer.mean----=-= |+ (8.29)
mean o mean

where V'closer mean is the mean value of V'closer upon extinction of the

marker against the background of the closer black object, determined from a
prolonged series of measurements; Ko.mean is the mean contrast of-the

closer black object, observed in the device and determined in advance, also
from a prolonged series of measurements.

If in accordance with the conditions of the problem one must know the
current magnitude of ccurrent' :hen (8.28) should have the form

________V 'iScloser.current 
(8.30)

current o mean

where VIcloser.current is no longer the mean, but instead the current magni-

tude, determined on each occasion in accordance with the moment of'extinction
of the marker against the background of the closer black object. The back-
ground relative to which the K0 of the closer black object (the object does

not have to be projected against the background sought) should serve as the
ma! king luminance.
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Expression (8.29) furnishes the foundation for the casting aside of
"observations according to the sky" and replacement thereof with observation
according to the closer black object.

Substituting (8.29) into (8.27) we secure:

Ko - IV" I o closer. current\e closer. mean (8.31)

K ,io- -n Icu r r e n t
• n ' clser.mean

where V'0  and Vi are quantities determined from0closer.current a disacrrn

the graduation table with current determination of SM in accordance with the

moment of extinction of the marker against the background of the closer and
more remote black objects respectively.

The expression within parentheses in (8.31) obviously correspond
approximately to Cmean in (8.29). Actually, from (8.29) we find

!-K
o meanean I t(8.32)n - K0 mean l V'c]oser(meap.

which is distinguished from the expressions in parentheses in (8.31) only by

the difference 1 - K mean in the denominator.

Inasmuch as the K0 mean of the black object is distinguished from unity

by not more than 0.03, the difference 1 - k0  < 0.03, whereas the value

V' is close to unity.closer.mean

1 As was shown in the foregoing section, the loose equality of K to
0 mean

unity, revealed only by a method so highly precise for these contrast
values as is the relative luminance method, is to be explained mainly by
the pre!sence of parasitic luminance of the measurement device.
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Thus the approximate value cmean within parentheses in (8.31) is dis-

tinguished from the precise value cmean according to (8.32) by no more than

3% of the magnitude of Emean, i.e., one can write

4 i llea I-.K ma
mea v'--mean 1omeanIme-an 1.-. g fi~-nVcloser. meanVcloser. mean (8.33)

On the basis of (8.33) the expressions of (8.31) can be transcribed in
the following form:

Ko= IJVo

mean closer.current (8,34)
K:=-= 1 - a..V dist. currentmeian

with the distinction from (8.26) or (8.27) that now cmean is determined in

accordance with the extinction of the black marker of the devite against the
closer black object, and not against the sky background at the horizon. But
on the other hand, as was indicated above,

I
.mean M. mean

whero VM.mean is the mean value for the degree of visibility of the black

marker of the device (or the movable shield) against a sky background at the
horizon. On this account one can write

I -Komean .Inmean (8.34a)
closer, mean VMxInean

On the basis of (8.34a) expressions (8.34) can be written in the form:

K0  V; closer. current

VM mearl (8.35)

S!=t currcnt

VM. mean
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Within the limits of errors of maasurement

VIcwr. mean
,.mean I-Ku mean

Expressions (8.34) and (8.35) are the bases for the method of two black
objects. For measurement of SM one must carry out two measurentent pro-

cedures: 1) extinguish the marker of the device against the background of
the closer black object; 2) extinguish the marker of the device against the
background of the more distant black object under haze.

The measurement procedure of "observation according to the sky", which
is obligatory for all the methods examined above (aside from the determin-
ation of SM by the comparison method and by the degree of visibility of

objects), is now excluded. By virtue ot this fact one also eliminates all
the complications that procedure gave rise to in the single-blackobject
method, these being indicated at the end of the preceding section.

It is obvious that physically, thanks to the photometric and gebmetric
similarly of the black objects used, observation in accordance with he
closer black object would be the equivalent of observation in accordance with
the distant object if there were to be no haze upon it. On this accoant in
(8.34) it is actually Ko current and Kcuent that are determined, since thequantitiescuren cureretnhtcrd~, n

quantities V'0 closer.current and VIdistant.current reflect the currdnt, and

at the same time an equivalent, state of both black objects under given
conditions of observation (with a given lighting, effect of atmospheric
scatter indicatrix, etc.).

Let us evaluate the extrapolational limits of the two-black-objects
method.

In accordance with what has been set forth in foregoing sections the

relative error of unit measurement of 6VM.mean' as it was performed earlier,

can be taken as equal to 7%.

The relative errors of current measurements of V ' and ofcloser.current

V1 dist.current are equal to 12% in each case, iLe., in correspondence with

what has been indicated earlier

BV' z7V' z12clo.
closer. current dist. current
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Assuming, as in the single-black-object method, that KO = 99.0%, for

which nI is more or less equal to 100, and taking as the first "working"

contrast (with which measurements may be commenced) K = 97.5%, for which
n = 40, we secure according to (3.12)

V/7, ,V' f'- _I: -122 lz

3Ko= M.niea2,xr. current - - 0,15o/.
nI -1 100

Zv?_- 
(8.35a)

mLJ/ r u 0,381

nil-I 4

For the relative quadratic error of separate measurement of Sm for the

contrasts KO and K indicated, we secure in accordance with (8.13)

,,s.2 =- o.52r"' o2V + 0.382
= 0,29Z - 0,41 = 0, 12z ,.

From this it follows that for 6SM = 25% the upper extrapolational limit

z of measurements of SM by the two-black-objects method comes to 210, which

exceeds by almost twice the extrapolational potentialities of the single-
black-obj6ct method, under which, practically speaking, z = 100-120.

For measurement of atmospheric turbidity within the limits of the
international 10-point scale of visibility on the -terrain, it is sufficient
to have one black object at a distance of 250 meters from the point of
observation. For the IDV device it should have dimensions of 70 X 70 X 90 cm
(for the M-53A device the dimensions of the black object should come-to
2.5 X 2.5 X 3.0 meters).

But the non-linear course of errors in measurement of cotrastg by

relative luminance makes measurement of SM disadvantageous in accordance

with only a single black object and within the limits of the international
ten-point scale.

The zone disadvantageous for measurement lies within the field of small
values of z, which fall respectively to small values of contrasts. As compu-
tation of errors shows, starting from small value of z it is more logical to
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shift tc observation of a more proimity located intermediary black object,

having a greater contrast, i.e., a greater z quantity for a given SM. This

intermediary black object should be placed at 0.1 of the distance to the
distant black object, in a single azimuth with it; the dimensions of the
distant object should be reduced approxTately 10 times. It is not indis-
pensable that the intermediary object should be projected against a sky
background.

So as to find the most advantageous limits of measurements on the
distant and the intermediary cbject, we calculate and construct a nomogram
showing the course taken by measurement errors 6SM in accordance with these

objects depending on the SM values and the z parameter.

For calculation we take K0 as 99% and 6K as 0.15%. Then we compute

6S in accordance with (8.13), K in accordance with (8.9), 6K in accordance

with (8.35a); finally, SM = zL.

The results of the computation are presented in Figure 70.

~3r 0 "
35 1 0 120

" ~0 5
t15L 50 1

2

V75;eV2 P-3 41 OSL L41 8 3 5 5670 101 d520 '12 40 6080S.fi

Figure 70. Most Advantageous Limits of Measurements of S M On

The Basic, Remote (1; L = 250 M) and Inte:mediary (2; L 25 m)

Black Objects in the Relative Luminance Method. Figures by the
curves are the values of the z parameter.
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From the nomograms one can draw a series of interesting conclusions
bearing upon some peculiarities of the two-black-objects methods.

1. The minimum (theoretical) error of measurement 6SM comes to about

16%. With 6SM = 20% the z parameter changes from 5 to 120, and with 6 =

25% the limits of extrapolation expand from z = 4 to z = 200.

2. With S 2.S km measurement errors 6S on the distant and inter-SM M
mediary objects are identical and come to 18%. With Sm < 2.5 km it is the
more advantageous to carry out measurements on the intermediary black object,
the less the z value is. On the other hand, with S. > 2.5 k. the accuracy

of measurements on the dist.ant object becomes higher, and within the limits
2 km< SM < 30 km the error comes to 17-20%.

3. The lower extrapolational limit in the two-black-objects method
proves to be, as is apparent from the nomogram of Figure 70, the value z t 4,
in which connection 6SN = 25%. But in practice, for the sake of"securing

equal-accuracy measurements oze should shift to observation in accordance
with the intermediary black object in those cases where for the distant
object z < 10. The moment for making the change is indicated in the
pertinent instnctions.

The expressions (8.34) or (8.35) can be transformed and brought to P,
simpler form. Lt us divide both expressions (8.34) by cmean:

a 1 cr"

'mean 'mean
K 1 ](8.36)-- Vdist, cuffen

amean 'iean

But, as we are aware, 1/cmean = VM.mean Than in place of (8.36) we get:

KoV V

Wm.a - ciaer. crrentItmlean M.ea

K v (8.37)
41mein M.*-l,Vine t. caent
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In (8.37) the physical sense of the two-black-objects method is more
clearly disclosed: the quantities V'closer.current and V'dist current

constitrte current corrections which must be introduced into the mean
quantity VI .mea n which has been determined in advance, in order that one

may secure, through observations on the two photometrically identical
distant and nearby objects, current values V0 current = K0/cmean and

V = K/c -a. In this connection V can be determined either incurrent mean M.mean
accordance with the moment of extinction of the marker against the nearby
object [see (8.34a)], or via prolonged series of extinctions of the marker
against a sky background under various weather conditions (the worse variant).
Thus, the physical sense of VM.mea n consists in the fact that VM.mean

characterizes the degree of visibility of a black object against a sky (haze)
background at the horizon.

Consequently, in place of (8.37) we may finally write:

V V-V
o current IM.mean closer.current

(8.38)
V dist.current = V .mean dist.current

where V M.mean can be taken as equal to 45, as this is in fact done in the
present nomograph.

Substituting these values into the formula for SM gives the meteorologi-

cal range of visibility that we are seeking.

Obviously (8.38) is equivalent to (8.34) or (8.35), and all of what has
been spid above relative to the latter expressions is also true for (8.38).

The corrections V' closer and V' characterize theclsrcurrent adVdist .current

deviation of the V0 current and Vdist.current of the black object being

observed (the distant or the intermediary one) from the degree of visibility
of an absolutely black body by reason of the effect of atmospheric haze, the
atmospheric indicatrix of scatter, the parasitic luminance of the instrument,
etc.

Such are the basi.c properties and the potentialities in principle of the
two-black-obj ects method.
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Let us note that with the M-53A device, which does not have a tele-
scopic system and uses a movable black marker, measurements by the two-black-
objects method are laborious. If the movable marker is set up at 3-5 meters
from the point of observation, then the closer black object, which plays the
part of a "sky substitute," has to be located somewhat farther (at 20-25

-meters). But given the sensitivity of the method, which admits of 200 x
extrapolation, such a nearby object may be under haze even with SM = 5 km.
Thus measurements by the two-black-objects method with a M-53A can be com-
menced with an SM of no less than 7-8 km.

Now we must convince ourselves of the extent to which the practice of
measurements confirms the justice of the tenet that dropping "observations
according to the sky" and replacing them with observations via the closer
black object or shield lead to heightened accuracy of measurements and to
expansion of their extrapolational limits.

Let us turn to the results of field tests of the method of two black

*objects, carried out on the photometric range at Voyeikovo.

In view of the absence of a standard set-up for measurement of S M, to the

-f end of greater objectivity of the expcrimental check on the method expounded
measurements of SM were carried out not in accordance with a single black

object, but simultaneously in accordance with two, set up approximately in
the same azimuth at 200 and 500 a from the observation point and having
dimensions of 70 X 70 X 90 cm and 1.4 X 1.4 X 1.8 m respectively. The nearby
'black object of small dimensions was placed at 7 m. From the object set up
at 200 meters the m.r.v. was measured up to 40 km,; from the object at
500 meters, that to 100 km.

As a consequence of the closed field of view, all objects were set
approximately 10 below the open horizon line. As c measurement device the
first working examples of the IDV device, described in detail in Chapter III,
were used.

The very first observations showed that elimination from the process of
measurements of "observation by the sky" and replacement thereof with obser-

- . vation by the closer shield do in fact afford great advantages: the spread in
readings by the group of observers was reduced, the accuracy of measurements
S M was heightened, the extrapolational limits of measurements were extended,

znd measurements in early twilight became possible.

The results of many months of measuring S. in different seasons of the

year, carried out by the personnel of the photometric range at Veyeikovo,
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are set forth in Figure 71. In each series of measurements the overall
number of which exceeded 200, from two to four observers took part.
Measurements carried out by single observers were not included in the pro-
cessing-.

4. ,rw

S,;,:,,40

6-

2--

1 2 3 ' 5 6 71f0 20 .30 * 0 S060 SeO$,uq

Figure 71. Results of Field Tests of Relative Luminance
Method (Two-Black-Objects Method). Convergence of results
of measurements of SM in accordance with black bodies at

distances of 200 and 500 meters. 1, Zone of errors cf
±1 ; 2, Zone of errors of 1 25%.

In figure 71 we have laid out on the abscissa axis the "true" values of5M, being the arithmetical mean from the results secured by the group of
observers. With SM < 10 m, as a standard m.r.v. gage we used the M-37
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transmissivity recorder. On the ordin~ate axis of the nomogra in Figure 71
we have laid out the values of N_ secured by each cbserver of' a giver.

group. Simultaneous observations in accordance with tx'o remote black
shields set up at distances of 200 and SOO meters pursued the purpose of

4 clarifying the character of change in the values of %M with distance to the

object (as one often finds occurri-ag in the extinction aid comoarison methods)
when natural objects &Te used and vhen their photometric and geonetrical
properties are not completely taken inato account.

As is apparent from Figure ?], the basic mass of obsez.-stiozs (sore
than M0) falls into the plus or milnus 1_55 error zone; a considerably smller
part of ti observations (about 20t) fall into the 1S to 25% error zone.
Beyond the limits of permissible error, 2.5S, there proveed to be orly-at few
series of measurements. The saie result was secured also by cceparing the
results of" neasuremwts with the_ indications of the 14-37 transmissivity
recorder (Figure 72). 7 hus the experimtal check of the two-black-objects
method confirmed the cerrectness of its theoretical bases in principle. What
has been set forth renders it possible to conclnda that aong ell the instru-
mental-visual methods examinaed above, the two-black-oojects relfati-,e lLUd-
nance method is the most exact and the most convenient for measure-~ents
during daylight and partial twilight in steppe -Aa~ polar regions, on tcrrairn
with a closed field of 'view, inasaszch as the setting up of black bodies of
relatively small outside dimensions at a sliht lew are tv at n

T maintaining them in operational condition present so difficulties. M e
development 9f the tv*-black-boies method hss cred msy years of research
twon the creation for meteorologi-cal statioas of Th. most acmptatble
instrumental1-visal method of mesrement Of Sa by daylight-.

In Figure 73 we compare with each other fike extrapolation&I potential-
ities of ali the instrnm~nSal-visual methzods exatined in the present chiapte=.
a&d the accuracy of measurements of SM, by these meld.Errors 6S are

lad off on the ordinate axis, the extrapolatioma psraimeter = on the abscissa
axis. The highest permissible error of mesrmt is considered to be

From the nomogram of Figure 73 it is cpwarest tkat the ieest extrapla-
tional potentialitie3 are those of the extinction ad zomarison metod with-

* the use of natural objects. -Men the method of coqixisor. with observation
from a black shield 'follows. For comparison we also present on the ncawgr
the extrapolationa! potentialities of the 14-37 transuissivity recorder and of
the compensation recorder on V. 1. Goryshin's system, idaich may be regarded
as the standard objective instrument at the present stage as regards accuracy
of measurements. For all of these methods and apparatus the quantity 6 1

proves to be a linear funection. of z.
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C ure 6 2 Conareflec thoeus o thMr-, i easuremt under

~the reiative ltuminanc~e method resn.-ctvvelv for a :3"ngle andfrtobc
0- obets . Vie advanitages _)f the two-bl::ck-obiects method' over the extirr:c.-.

+ and comnar ._zon. me., ds are obvious -:'-'----y nle us ce--- ~a

6- .n-. - e 'clIta

i^~~:-th :0 l or,_ s hould shift to T s vt, rOM an interriediary - , ,
5ensures e/ /Ua! accurac Ski .t- a o . a,+ ,,-.

00 - ers to SO km.

¢@ + It 4s nec~ssary to riake P remar'- on r c ,h "so of ncl ,- ! la sc -.. r
+; iin the wintertime when working with ?-he %1-53A,

: As has beeni indicated above, in the wintertime inclined black screens
) gleam perceptibly in consequence of diffusion scat-ter of light 'J/ th- sncow
i+++  cover. on this account in the wintertime observation based on them produces
! a considerable supplementary eror• In order to reduce this error erie

should carry out observations via vertir~al shields in the winter. As
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experience has shown, during winter it is still better to use vertical screens

of black velvet. Of course, this is possible only when :a visibility gage

having a telescopic system is used; thanks to this, the linear dimensions of

screens can be reduced proportionately to the magnification of the 
visual

tube. Removable velvet screens are very convenient for winter use, as a

means for combatting frost, icing, adherence of snow, etc.

34
I

Figure 73. Comparison of Extrapolational Potentlalities of
Various Methods for Measuring S . ), Extinction and compari-

son method with use of natural objects; 2, Comparison method
with use of black screen (ideal comparison photometer); 3, 4,

5, Photoelectric base method with errors in photometering flow

amounting to 3, 2, and 1% respectively; Method of relative
luminance; 6, Single-black-object method; 7, Two-black-objects
method; 8, Limit of permissible error of measurement under'the
technical :onditions of the Main Administration of the Hydro-
meteorological Service.

Small screens of black velvet have provefi their worth splendidly in one

of the methodic treatments set forth in the next section.

General conclusions on the two-black-objects method consist of the

following:

1. The two-blacK-objects method, the development of which was concluded

in 1962, has obvious advantages as regards extrapolational potentialities over

all other instrumental-visual methods, including the single-black-object
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method in use at meteorological stations. In addition, as the results of
practical checking show, the two-black-objects method also has advantages

- i relative to the congruence of results of measurements carried out by a
group of observers.

2. With permissible variations in the setting up of the black body on
the terrain, running from 200 to 250 meters, measurements of meteorological
visibility from 1.5 to 40 or SO km are possible. With SM < 2 km observations

should be carried out from an intermediate, identical, small black body set
up at 0.1 of the distance from the remote object.

3. The two-black-objects method, and visibility gages based upon the
relative luminance method, fully solve the problem of measuring visibility
in daylight and partial twilight at meteorological stations with a closed
field of view, in steppe and arctic regions, in the complete absence of
natural objects, inasmuch as the setting up on the terrain of small-size
screens and maintaining them in operational state offer no difficulties.

§ 65. A Simplified Variant of the Relative Luminance Method

The author of the present nomograph has been asked to work cut, for
expedition cenditions, a simplified variant of the instrumental visual method
of measuring SM, on the basis of the relative luminance method, over a span

of atmospheric turbidities from 0.5 to 10 km.

To solve the problem the method of relative luminance (the two-bl&ck-
objects method) and the IDV visibility gage based on that method were used.

Prolonged observations in accordance with the two-black-objects method
revealed one peculiarity of that method which in fact lay at the foundition
of the simplified variant. This peculiarity consists in the fact that at
reduced atmospheric turbidity (with SM less than about 15-20 kim) and pre-

dominantly in overcast weather, readings on the nearby black object located
5-10 meters from the observer are little to be distinguished frcm on another,
and the spread in the magnitude of V' which arises has little; ~~~~~~close.currentwhcarssaslte

* effect on the value of K0 in (8.35) or V0 in (8.38) and, consequently, on

the final value of SM (< 20 km).

There arose the idea of studying in greater detail the chang,- in the
magnitude o! V e under circumstances of visibility up to 10 kin,close, current

or a maximum of 20 km, on the basis of taking, at a really small spreaa of
V? instead of that quantity the mean value V' fromclose.current' close.mean
prolonged observations, and of cutting short current observations in ccord-
ance with the nearby black object when visibility values are low.
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Thus when using expressions (8.35) and (8.38) the need for determining

V'close.current in accordance with the closer object would fall away, and

over a given span of atmospheric turbidity the whole process of measurement
would boil ..own to merely extinguishing the marker of the instrument against
the background of the remote object, i.e., to determination of V'Idist.current
alone.

This was the initial idea for a simplified variant of the two-black-
objects method.

In order to make the spread of V'close.current quantities as great as

possible, i.e., in the last analysis to secure a value for V'close current

having a low quadratic error, it is important that the close and the remote
4i black objects possess maximum blackness, changing but little under any

circumstances of illumiuation.

Screens of painted plywood are ill suited for the simplified variant, since
even when they are inclined toward the line of sight they gleam perceptibly
under sunlight, and during the winter whenever there is snow cover. There
is no use expecting minimm deviations of V'close.current from the mean value

with such screens.

The matter stands considerably better with black bodies of sheet dural
in the form of a parallelipiped having an open cavity and with the back-wall
inclined toward the line of sight. But under expedition conditions even
black bodies having small dimensions are hard to transport and are clumsy.

A vertical screen of black velvet proves to be the best black object in
all respects.

The blackness of velvet, exceptional in comparison with all other
materials, is, as we are aware, not a property of the coloring substafice, but
a peculiarity of the structure. If one looks at velvet through a 1S-25X
glass, one can see that it consists of an infinite quantity of narrow'and
deep black "holes" of various dimensions. Black velvet may be regarded as
a black body put together out of a multitude of black honeycombs. A
vertical screen of black velvet does not nhange its blackness in the winter,
whereas wooden or metal screens painted black, especially when inclined at
an angle of 45, gleam perceptibly, as was remarked above.

Thus for the simplified variant of the relative luminance method black
velvet screens are used as black objects. If one considers that the span of
dimensions lies within limits 0.5 km <S M 10 km, which for the two-black-

objects method is an extrapolational parameter of z = 200, and that the IDV
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instrument has a 7-power telescopic system, then the dimensions of a screen
should be small, since placing it at 50-60 meters from the observer is
sufficient.

in order to determine the accuracy of measurement of SM when the mean

value V o is used one must establish experimentally the quadratic. close.mean

error 6V' via prolonged series of measurements, on the basis of, close.mean

which one then finds the error 6SM.

For cases where 1 km < S.f < 20 km, some dozens of series of measurements

were carried out to reveal the mean value V' cbs mean in accordantce with the

closer velvet shield. It proved to be 0.73, with a mean quadratic error
6VI of about 15%.close.mean

We should remark that in accordance with data from observations on the
photometric range at Voyeikovo, in overcase weather during the winter'the
value of S fails to exceed 20 km in about 90% of cases.

M
With 1 km < S < 50 km the magnitude of V' changes but little;close .mean

but as a consequence of greater spread of indiyidual values for VI' close.current

the error VIclose.current reaches 20%. The heightening of this error and the

increase in spread of values for V'close.current are occasioned by the effect

of sun lighting.

Thus with 1 km < SM < 20 km the error 6V close.mean - 15%, which is

greater than the error 6V't.mean = 7% and is only a little higher than the

error 6V'close.current with current extinction of the marker against the

background of the closer object, which comes to ± 12%. This is what consti-
tutes the essence of the initial idea for the simplified variant of the two-
black-objects relative luminance method: the current value of V"close.current

in (8.35) or (8.38) when I km < SM < 20 km can be replaced by the mean value

V' ciose.mean secured in advance, and the measurement process for these con-

ditions can be reduced to a mere two or three readings from the remote (or
intermediary) black object.

A substantial methodic gaini
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We shall show that use of the mean value V' in accordance with
close.mean

the velvet shield in place of the current value VI does not worsen~~~~~close.currentdosntwre

the accuracy of the measurement cf Sm when 1 km< Sm < 20 km.

In accordance with (8.35a), when the black body is used

WO ~ ~ ?sr current;o__ nal._ A. mea.__. = U. 15910,
-nt-1

where 6V'M.mean = 7%, close.current = 15%, n1 = 100 (for SM from 0.5 to

50 km). In the simplified variant we have for 6Ko: 6V1 .mean= 7%,

6WVclose.mean = 15%, n1 = 75 (for S from 1 to 20 kin), i.e., K 0 = 0.23%.

I The value of 6K in the simplified variant obviously remains the s~ie
as in (8.35a), i.e., 6K - 0.40%.

I Thus the use of VI in place of current observation in accord-close .mean
ance with the closer object changes matters only a little with respect to
accuracy and the extrapolational limits of the change of S -- only when

1 km< SM < 20 kin, to be sure.

Let us see what will happen if we dete~iuine V'close mean for limits of

measurement I km < S M < 50 km. Prolonged observations have shown that in this

event, as was remarked above, the error 6V' close nea rises to 20%. Then

in accordance with (8.35a) we shall have

9 = 1Y72+A 7 2 j

and 6K will remain unchanged, i.e, 6K = 0.40%. Hence

9S. = 0,29z 1/K-' + .K2 = 0,29z Yo,.282+ 0,40 = 0. 1 4 '10.

For an upper limit of 6Sm = 25%, the parameter z = 175. In this case,

too, the simplified variant yields ground only a little to the precise

method as regards extrapolational potentialities for limits 1 km < S < 50 km.

But in order to ensure equal-accuracy determinations of ! within the span

1
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referred to, one may recommend the carrying out of measurements in accord-
ance with the simplified variant up to z = 150, but by the precise method
with z values from 150 to 500.

Thus the simplified variant of the two-objects method is of equal
accuracy, up to z = 150, with the single-black-object method, but it calls
for only one measurement procedure instead of two.

What sort of results do practical measurements in accordance with the

simplified variant produce?

In Figure 74 we present the results of current measurements of S4 in

accordance with the simplified variant for the span 1 km < SN < 20 kin, and
also processeJ prior observations carried out by the precise two-black-
objects method at the photometric range of the Main Geophysical Observatory
at Voyeikovo (in both cases the same mean value for Vtclose.mean was used).

In the drawing SM, values in accordance with the M-37 transuissivity recorder,

or mean quantities of SM for a group of observers, are laid off on the abscissa

axis, and on the ordinate axis, measured values for SM.

From Pigure 74 it is clearly apparent that on .the practical plane, too,
the replacement of current values V'close current by the mean magnitude
Vt over the span I km < S < 20 1cm is entirely justified. Thisclose .mean IJ

confirms one more time the correctness of the initial premises of the
simplified variant of the relative luminance method.

Now let us turn to a description of the methodic side of measuring S.

within the span 0.5 km < S < 10 kin, which we referred to above.

As a black object we took a screen of black velvet 35 X 35 CM, fastened
to special frames which could be set up easily on a pole, a meteorological
telescoping mast, a post, etc. The screen can be set up one degree'balow
the horizon line some 50-60 meters from the observer.

Both the two-black-cbjects method and its simplified variant, possessing
high extrapolational potentialities, make it possible to standardize t.he
distance to the remote object depending in the upper limit of S which is

being subjected to measurement. This standardization of distances and the
unity of the method of measurement make it possible to provide on the IDV
visibility gage not only the basic scale, but also a supplementary one, on
which the S4 value is shown for a given standard distance L to the black body.

The need for any sort of gradation tables or for the proce.sing of measure-
ment r-sults falls aside completely when distance L to the black object and
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limit values of z are selected correctly. But, as was indicated above, in
order to maintain accuracy of measurements when z > 150 one should shift from
the simplified variant to the precise one, carrying out current observations
in accordance with the closer black object, and determining SM in accordance

with the gradation table in accordance with the basic scale.

* /

f J*
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0 t 20 so 49 50" 5, A?

Figure. 74, Results f easueents of S in Accordance ith

The Simlified Variant of The Two-Slack-Objects Relative Luminance

Mehod. Observations were nort carried out in accordance wih the
closer object when S M < 20 krm (the mean reading was used); when

S M > 20 -tom measurexents were carried out in accordance with the

precise two-b!ack-objecr ethod, i.e., via observations in ccord-
ane with the cioser bl~ack object. For legends see Figure 71.
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For the frequent case of a measurement of SM within limits 0.5 km <

< 10 kin, there is a supplementary scale in the instrument with values of SM

up to 10 km. Obviously one can install in the instrument a scale of SM

values for any span of visibilities, En particular for limits 0.5 km <
S.M < 50 km (with L = 2S6 m).

The simplified variant of the relative luminance method and the I9V

visibility gage in a design treatment by G. V. Suvorov were presented at the
beginning of 1964 for state performance tests, and they passed them success-
fully. The ID, instrument has been put into series production.

The most ;:ecent series model of the IDV visibility gage is shown in

Figure 75. In this model, in contradistinction to the original pattern (see

Figure 19), two scales are introduced, of which one, as was remarked above,
at once indicates the value of visibility. The angular dimensions of the
black marker iD the field of vision are increased to S0*. A movable sleeve

has been introduced in order to eliminate flanking glare upon the objective
from inclined light. Mtaphragming within the instrument has been made more
powerful ;n order to obtain maximum attenustion of parasitic luminance. The
image of objects in the field of vision is direct, with 7.2X magnification.
The weighit of the instrument is 450 grans.

2 2 -C5

N- ./
f"Is

'Z.I

Figure 75. General View of IDV Visibility Gage With Scale zf

Values of S Forming Part of the Device (For a Given Standard

Distance to the Remote Black Object). 1, Collimator with movable

sleeve; 2, Scale of values of mettorological range of visibility;

3, Peasureent platform; l4, Basic scale of instrument; 5, Visual
tube and eyepiece with eyeshade.
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§ 66. Experimental Determination of Reliable Value of Threshold of Contrast
Sensitivity c in Koschmider Formula.

In the basic Koschmider formula for meteorological range of visibility

C l

the threshold of contrast sensitivity c appears in general form, without indi-
Ication of any concrete mmerical valua.

The great importance of this formula in the study of visibility has
served as i stimulus for the setting up of numerous investigationm upon the
th2eshold of contrast sensitivity. The distinguishing peculiarities of the
many studies carried ou, in this sense are the heterogeneity and the contra-
dictory character of the results secured.

Numerous disagreements, not overcome to date, have arisen as regards the
concept "threshold contrast" and its numerical expression, as a result of
which there is even today an absence of any agreed standard definition,
accepted by all ccuntries, of meteorological range cf visibility1 .

First of all, it occurs to us not without interest to provide a brief
survey of the results of investigations on the thresholds of the contrast

f sensitivity of vision (basinally, the fixed thresholds).

Koschaider, taking as his basis laboratory investigations by Koenig and
Brodchun, tock for the neteorological range of visibility a value c = 0.02
(or 2%) tIn 1/c = 3.91 or log 1/c = 1.7).

Kcenig and Brodchun, in harmony with one of the treatments of the
differential form of the Neber-Fechner law, regarded £ = 0.02 as hardly

I Disagreements have gone so far that in the United States and some other
countries the concept 'eteorological range of visibility" has been
rejected and the concept "eteorological optical range" is used instead:
under this concept atmospheric turbidity 's characterized by the length of
a stratum of atmosphere such tOat a parallel bean of rays o passing
through it will become attenuated to SO of its initial intensivity. in
Soviet literature this term is transla-ed as '"eteorological range of
visibility", although the sense of the two terms is obviously different.
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constituting an acceptable threshold contrast (a barely perceptible de-
tection of the dividing line of the field of vision of a photometric apparatus).
But Koschmider, in harmony with another treatment of that same law, regarded
c = 0.02 as a visually unperceived threshold contrast, and in accordance with
this view he understood as range of visibility the distance at which dis-

' appearance of the contrast being observed occurs.

* At present both in domestic and in foreign studies the value c = 0.02
is used very freqently, but again in a twofold interpretation: in some cases
the unperceived contrast is taken as the indicated value of the threshold, and
people speak of the range of disappearance, and in other cases they under-
stand by this term the perceived contrast and what they have in mind is the
range of detection.

In their investigations of threshold functions V. V. Sharonov and
N. N. Sytinskaya have demonstrated that the values for c determined under
laboratory and field conditions are substantially differentiated from each
other even when one and the same method of investigation is used.

Initially V. V. Sharonov proposed that in the formula for SM E = 0.019

(in l/E = 3.96), but later he adopted c = 0.015, or ln 1/c = 4.15, in which
connection he related this value to the unperceived contrast and treated
the range of visibility as the distance of disappearance.

In accordance with the results of measurements carried out with the help

of a polarization visibility gage, L. L. Dashkievitch takes C = 0.018 and
treats it as the unperceived threshold contrast.

Schoenwald [160], as a result of laboratory investigations in artificial
fog with observation of a round black object with an angular diamete of 10,

• found that E = 0.02 and that the unperceived contrast corresponds to this
threshold. The magnitudes of threshold contrasts found by Siedentopf under
laboratory conditions [219], but for objects the angular diameter of which was
less than 10, deviated considerably from the laboratory data of Schoenwald
and come to about 0.01 (c = 1%).

In accordance with evaluations of the visibility of natural objects at
15 km distance, Hulbert [160] secured mean values for unperceived contrast £

equal to 0.02.

F6itzik [160], after having analyzed the results of extensive observations
on natural and artificial terrain objects having angular dimensions of not
less than 10, determined that the mean value is c = 0.02. For objects of
"sharp-boundary" shape and smaller angular diameters (the spires of churches,
water-towers, signal towers, etc.) the value of E increases and may reach 5%.
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But it is essential to re~ark that Foitzik does not indicate to what threshold,
the perceived one or the unperceived one, he relates ths-e5C- valu.e!. lnasnch

- as at the start of his investigations Fe-itzik refers to Koscmider, one may
Isuppose that he h1ras in mind the unperi;eived contrast.

Starting from the fact that a %tole series of inviestigators have got
c = 0.02 in a majority of cases, Foitzik proposes that this value be intro-
duced into the equation for SMas a constant of horizontal range of

visibility, ind that the quantity

3.91 1.7
SH CL or SM -al

Iapplicable to a dark object having angular dimensions of I" rroJected against
- a sky background at the horizon should be called the normal range of visi-

bility. This latter, regarded as a physjical unit of atmospheric turbidity.
can easily be asssciated with the range of visibility of real objects-

It is easy to see that the normal rau-ge of visibility is the same th~ng
as the illustrative range of visib'ility. T1his last tiem was pro"osed in 1910
by V. F. Piskun, ani it frequtntly figured ir- Soviet meteorological literature
before the second World War and in, the first years after it,

At present the term nost widepread in all countries is "ime1eorological
range of visilbility," which we are~ in fact making use of in the Present
ncsgraph.

Side by snide with -data that are in harmony with each other there gre
studies the resualts of which diverge sharply.

Frca the extensive laboratory inv-estigations of the Anxericsn physicist
Blackwrell [1391 it transpires thaz threshold detection of contrast lies

- between Jimits of 0.00".0014. Ne mtay rewark that no inyvLstigator has gotten
such lowc threshold contrasts for detection.

But American tran-suissivity recorders on the D.,uglas systen [1591 are
- graduated not in accordance with NOXackwell's data, bit for a value E = 0.055,

taker. as being the threshold of detection of a black screcn a~ainst a fog
background. The distance corresponding te this detection i taken as the
criterion in accordance with which the landing of airplanses at Anerk;an

j airfields is peraitted or forbidden.
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The Intecrnational Commission on Illumination recomwends as a threshold
of detection the value c = 0.04, for which log 1/c = 3.22.

Middleton [200], upon studying visual thresholds of detection, secured
from 1,000 series of observations the distribution of threshol:d quantities

set forth in Figure 76, a. The mean value for the threshold of detection
from all of these series is equal to 0.031, and In 1/c = 3.SO.

Middleton processed the data from investigations of threshold contrasts
carried out in the United States by Howell. The results of the processing
of 285 series of observations are set forth in Figure 76 b, analogously to
76 a.

-2 a) b)

to dU OJ __4.O DA

Figure 76. Distribution of Thresholds of Detection Ce

According to Middleton (a) and Howell (b)
Key: 1) Number of Cases; 2) cdet

The frequency of ,-iistribution of threshold quantities and the mean value
of the thresho:.d of detection amounting to 0,03 coincide with Middleton's
data.

N. G. Boldyryov and 0. D. Barteneva [15"1 found, from observations on
natural objects carried out via the 1)!-7 visibility gage, that c as a
threshold of detection is equal to 0.05 fln 1/E = 3.0). .These authors re-
gard the meteorological range of visibility as being the distance -of
detection.
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The initial proposition tor the invcstigation may be formulated as
follows: the greatest nw*zr of coincidences of zw s~aed values for the
meteorological range of visibility with actual values thereof should indi-
cate the point at wiich one gets the reliabie value for c.

As a criterion for the actual value of SM we took a precise visibiJity

furcation, fixed upon the terrain: "visible -- not visible", in accordance
with natural and artificial cbjeccs nrojected against a sky background at
the horizon. The correctness ef the reliable value for c was interpretC
in accordance with the number of times the measdjed values of SM fell Within

the limits of one or another pr';cisely fixed furcation of visibility.

The usb of the furcatio as a "standard" of visibility is of course
associated with a certain amount of imprecision, inasmuch as limits of
visibility are iidicated, and not the actual value thereof. But we had to
zeconcile. Ourselves to this, by reason of the absence of a standard apparatus.

" he study was carried out on the photometric range if the Main Geophysical
Cbservatery at Voyeikovo, where natural objects uere selected and aiditional
artifirchl objects were set up in the form of snields projected against a
sky back rcund. As a result eight furcaticns were secured, data regarding
which arc set forth in Table 32.

TABLE 32. OECiS USED FOR DETEPAINATION OF THE RELIAEiE VALUE FOR E

NO. Breadth of the
of Limits of | \qcation Relative Chiracter of Objects Forming
Fur- Furcation ! tc Mh mean Furcation
cation (meters) (% t) 1

1 100-200 D Artificial shieLd...
2 200-300 20 1
3 300-4,20 17
4 5GO-1,O0O 33 Black shield and coiferous

I forest with jagged ourline.
5 420-1,000 40 S.
6 i,oco0-i,Wo 17 - .' iferous fornst and individual

I or-e tree.
7 1,700-2,700 23 ras, sy hillock and coriferous

8 2,700-4,0001 19.4 Coniferoui forest.

1, As the upper linit of the furcation we took the indicatiojs .f the
transmissivity recorder and an evaluation of the degree of haze upon -an
object located at 2,700 meters. There was no object on the range at a
distance of 4,000 meters.



As may be seen from the data ir Tzble 32, the rel 3tive breadth vf five
ftrcations out of the eight lie ithin the measurement accuracy limits that
are attainable by visibility gages (firrcatiuns Pios. 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8)_

The eight furcations indicated were broken down into three more or less
hm.ogeneous groups, containing furcationr having approxiatVly uniform
relative breadths: Group 1, furcations Nos. 3, 6 and 8 having relative
breadth of ± 17%; Group 2, furcations Nos. 2 and 7 having relative breadths
of ± 22%; Group 3, furcations Nos. 1, 4 and S having relative breadth of
± 33%, t 40%.

During the course of a year. 261 series of observations we're -ade en the
three grouri a f furcations. Measurements were carried out only on days
when proper conditions existed for precise visual fixation of the furcation
by the'"visible -- not visible" method.

As the final criterion for accuracy of deteminatioi of SM at one value

for c or another- we took the number of incidences bcth within the pr--cise
limits of the visually fixed furcation and witkin the iiits of a furcation
exten3ed by ± 20 fro its urper a.nd lower bo-mdaries.

The magnitude of Im was eas=ei through the use of ane of the early

oMels of the 1DV instrument in ac-norrie with the degree of visibility of
.tural and artificial objects,, their (O)toetric and geonetxical properties
being taken fully into account as Is set forth in 5 60. The SM value was

calc-lated according to the formula
I!

where L is the distance to the object of observations, always less than the
lower limit of the fixed furcation; V0 Re, is the true degree of visibility

of the object (not distorted by haze) thw. value-of which tras taken fromTable 30 and was thern made more p-ecise i;- ts application to the objects
used; Vdist.current is the degree of visPhiity of the sane object, distorted

by haze and detoraiied via current observatians in accordance with the
graduation rating.
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Each current measu.-n N Vdist.current made it possible to determine

S with substitution cf one value of a or another. For our purposes we

selected the three following values for the threshold c: 0.02, 0.03 and 0.05,
for which the log li'E nxgnitudes zre respectively equal to 1.7, 1.S and 1.3.
In accordance with th-s, r'iree values -fr c, S magnitudes were calcsa~ted

for each of the 261 series of observations.

The results of these observations are set forth in Table 33. In this
table, as well as in Tables 34 and 35, we show in parentheses the percentage
of the overall number oF measurements comirg to 261 and taken as being equal
to !00%.

Colua. S is introduced so as to readi an objective final judp ent regard-
ig the suitability of cne value of c or anotrier, and so as to take into
account errors of measuremermt oi! SM ccming to 15-20%.

nTe observations which Nent beyond the upper and the. lower limits of the
precise, unextended furction, together with their plus or sinus signs-of
deviation, are given in colims 7 and 8, in which connection .Jte overall
nuber of observations going beyond th-P, limits of the precise furcatio. has
been taken as 100%.

Analysis of the data in Tale 33 makes it possible to drax the following
conclusions.

For all eight furcations of visibility the gre4test percent of fnci-
dences within the precise furcation falls as follows: for-c = 3%, to five
furcations; for c = 2%, to two -urcations; for c = -A, to-one iurcaticn.

Over 261 series of observations, there fall within precise furcations
of visibility:

C, . . . . . . . . . .. 2 3 S
Vu:ber uf cases ...... 1S4 181 154
%of 261 ............ ... 59 69 59

into furcations extended by ± 20% there fall:

. . - 3 S
N~mber of cases ... ...... 222 237 216
% of 261 .... .......... 8S 9; 83
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Thus~~, thnc %e inotes tem-ireau in accofidiance s th th vt
the prie -- notiible, ad thi loe exmte on e. uct sawy oe

bythe eye; characLteof the rve-A omis deviations of Eh cac=tdvle o S% fre=
thate l upp re.d lde ims ofete than premisefratio-nse ithrshl contr%, a st

al de iions midve a mis ofdeignfrsfations o u fr t f the vlegofht. r

setafor h ablte 34. to sdtr~ie nacrac wt h rnil

by toe ey; e~iaEntoy thmbe ofvlec ofm s Devioatons5- nan

I The ~~~~er and simts of-iof fwfoh tlu e Wiree vauesso
set frthricTabe 4.aio

lAL 3.CHRCTROFDVITON Sn O9I LIISignEC

21 107 (41) I81 (75)26(5
3 - 80 W3) -38 (48. 424(52)
5 108 (41) 21 (14) 1 87 (81)

From the data in Table :54 it is apparent that only for c =3% are bith
deviationv signAs equPally frequent, whereas for £ = 2% and particularly for
c = 5% the repetitional character of signs is sha-mly eliszinguished. Thus

- for e = St, -minus deviations predomir..te. Hence it folloscs that this value
of c is too high for evaluation oO thp, lowcer limit of the furcatiop . s the
threshold of detection with fixed observation, since observers hwve perceived
a contrast of less thani 5% as bein~g the lowei 'limit of the furcation. Accord-
ing to our data -a 5% threshold contrast corresponds rather to an. unfixed
detection threshold than to a fixed one. Tihe preponderance of plus -devi.st ions
(7S% of all cases) with c -2% means that this threshold is too small and does
not characterize the non-perceived thi-eshold contrast, which ought to be set
larger.
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The results of the study in question as they affect c A 3% -st be cwl-
fessed to have proved somewhat surprising.

An assumption has arisen to th* effect that nzaural objects, ini shich
capacity 5re used an individual pin. tree (distance 1,400 a), a hi& hi11~ck
(distance 1,700 a), 2 forest with -ndividual trees that stood out sharply
(distance 2,700 xi) introdiuced z ccrtain elemnt of inaccsracy bcth into the
vrlues for the linits of a furcation and into the values for I-as seasurtQ

in accordance with ome or another of the objects listed. This elecent of
inaccuracy- was occasioned by the character of the out lines of matural
obiects;: a Jagged, saw-toothed outline levers the visibility range of the
object, abd Jthe threshold of perception of suchl an outline rises. On this
account, if one zeasumres the threshold of contrast sensitivity in accordance
with the-degree of visibility of such objects, its magnide would in all
cases have to 6=me out too high. Ibis meani one might expect that studies
on objects having an uninterrupted outline, for exavile on artificial
objects -- black shields -- would mnake it possilble to drawmore sharnly
defined conclusis as to the effect of c upon the reliability of calcuzlatedi
values of M

From the foregoing observatiowi; the. author of this-.nomograpa Isolated
only those which had been isde from shields, and carried orat supplementary
observations from the shields *11one (these stinentary okasefvations sze
a~lso i".cladeci in Table -33) - In this- winy we secured five furcations conasti-
tuted by shields and-by one conifarous forest having a relatively smooth
Outlite. the results of thuse neasrements are set forth in Table 3S.

The data in this -table, covering 133 cases of observations, hsxe in
fact nade it nossible za- draw still more sharply defined conclusicas regard-
ing the effect of the magnitude of e upon the valuzz 1GI Sjh. For all five

furcations, -tine greatest Dimer of incidences in thea pre -ise furcatioa again
-falls to c =3% (90% of all cases of observations). 77% Gf cases fall to
c = 7.%, and 643L of cases to c - St. Incidences within the limits of fur-
cations extended-by 1 20% come to: 97% for c = 3%; asld 90t each or c£ 2%
and c S%_

The distributioe of signs for deviations is even w:ore sharply defined
in this case, namely when s = 5% all deviations are miws ones relative to

the owervisble ounary f te precise fuircation; at c - 2% plus deviations
from the uyp--r limit of-the furcation again predominate (71%); and only a 3%
threshold gives a morze balanced distributi~n o~f signs.

in3Adissibly great deviations of calct-lated values for 5 from the

boundaries of the extended f6rcation ffai lure) in the cases of all cet
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furcitimss cme to the follovizZ (a, n~vimr of fad-led obserraticus; b, per-
cent of total umber of observatices, i.e.., of 261):
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From this it is apparent that the quantity of inadmissibly great devi-
ations when e = 3% is little more than half as great when c 5%, and is 60%
as great when e. = 2%.

Thus analysis of the experimental material shows that as regards the
number of incidences within the limits of the precise furcation and within
the limits of the furcation extended by :20%; as regards evenness of distri-
butions of the signs for deviations from the boundaries of the precise
furcation; and finally, as regards the smallest number of failures, the value
of SM calculated with E equalling 0.03 has a clear advantage over SM calcu-

lated with e equalling 0.02, and especially with c equalling 0.OS. In
harmony with the data of Tables 33 and 35 the value c = 0.02 is too small,
and SM is secured too high. In accordance with the same data the quantity

e = 0.05 is too high, and SM is secured (in 40% of cases) lower than the

actual visible lower boundary of the furcation.

In harmony with the experiment carried out we take it that the most
reliable value for l in the Koschmider formula is 0,03, and that ln 1/c =
3.5 (or log l/P 1.5).

As detailed analysis, even more sharply defined conclusions are secured
with e = 2.65%. Upon being rounded off, this value gives the quantity of c =
3% adopted in the present study.

G 67. Regarding Determination of the Transmissivity of the Atmosphere in
Darkness by Instrumental-Visual Methods

The methods for measurement of atmospheric transmissivity which has been
examined in the foregoing sections of this Chapter are applicable only during
the light hours of the 24, inasmuch as the basis for these methods consists
of one or another way of measuring =.ontrasts (or degrees of visibility) of
natural or artificial objects. For measurement of the transmissivity of the
atmosphere during darkness these methods are inapplic ole, something whih
is occasicned by a sharp falling-off in the-contrast sensitivity of the
human eye, even though thc value for the actual contrast between the object
and the background does not change upon .the shift from day illumination to
night illumination. This embodies the reason why there has been no success
to date in developing a universal instrumental-visual method for determination
of S which would be suitable both in daylight and in darkness. 711s problem

can only be solved on the basis of photoelectric measurements, although even
in this case serious complications arise, these being associated with the
need for eliminating parasitic scattered daylight luminance, a matter we
examined in detail in Chapter VI. No photoelectric ap-iratus acceptable Zor
the basic hydrometeorological station network as regards its use qualities
haz yet been devised.
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~Measurement of the transmissivity of the atmosphere in darkness is
possible in principle with the help of the following visual or instrumental-
visual methods:

il 1) in accordance with the degree of visibility of lights on the terrain

(non-instrumental method);

2) the nephelometric method;

~3) the "stellar', photometry method;

4) the back-scatter method.

To anticipate, we -,hall point out at once that the first and third nethods
are merely of historical interest and that at present only the instrumental-
visual variant of-the back-scatter method continues to preserve its signifi-
cance. The nephelometric method continues to be controversial. There are

no up-to-date treatments of this method.

I, Let us pause to ccnsider the side of all these methods that relates to

principle.

Determination of m.r.v. in Accordance with the Degree of Visibility of
L [ :Lights on the Terrain

The first methods for determination of meteorological visibility in
darkness were constructed on the basis of non -instrumental methods (analogously
to daytime observations from terrain objects) that made use of objects emit-

ting lmnance of their own -- lights of known lighting power positioned at
known distances on the terrain.

V. A. Beryozkin worked out a nomogram (Figure 77) in accordance with
which the value of Su in points on the international scale of visibility could
be determined on the Mprinciple of a "visible -- not visibla-1 visibilir!y
furcation for lights. To this end there had to be on the terrain as many
lights as there were approximately visibility scale-points, and these lights
had to be at known distances and had to have known power. The nomogram was
constructed in accordance with the- Allard formula (1.31) reduced to the form
of (1.32) on the assumption that thre:shold illumination on the pupil of the
eye, E th, is equal to 2.7.10-7 lux.

Although such a way of determining S M in darkness looks simple from the

outside, in putting it into operation it proves to be complicated and clumsy.
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Lights at a Given SN Value).

- Key: a) Power of light; b) Visibility Range of light.

In the first place, the initial propositior, of the nole ograla, associated
with the value Eth =2.7.i0-7 lux calls for the level of darkness .adaptation

of the observer's eye being at least approximately in harmony with the
indicated value for Eth.

The practical impossibility of bringing about universally a standardi-
zation of conditions under which the constancy of the value of Eth would lie

ensured, particularly if mass measurements of visibility on the basis of a
network of stations are involved, constitutes- a weighty fault of the method
referred to.

The real heterogeneity of the levels of darkness adaptation of the eyes
of obsei-vers leads to such variations in -the values for F th fat tesra

in valuss for SH1 may come to hundreds of percentage points; by the method under

examination, visibility'would be determined with an error not less than one
-point, plus or minus, on the international scale.
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In the second place, in carrying out the method great difficulties
arise in determining the light power of the light3 observed, these being
subject to considerable changes by reason of sputtering of the incandescent
coil. Systematic checking of the lights observed with the help of special
photometers would be an excessively complicated and clumsy measure for a
mass network of stations.

In the third place, some light, or even several lights, may not be present
on the terrain. Installing the lights of which one is short, rinning feed
lines out to them even at short distances, are again complicated operations
that do not recommend themselves.

On e.ccount of the basic shortcomings referred to, the method for measure-
ment of SM by night which is being described has not become widely distributed

and is practically nowhere in use.

But the nomogram of V. A. Beryozkin has not lost its significance: It
is very convenient to solve the reverse problem through its use: that of
determining, in accordance with a given meteorological range of visibil-ity
in points or fractions of a point, the value for the visibility range of I.
light of known-power when Eth = 2.7.10-7 lux.

The-Nephelometric Method for Determining SM

At one time a group of Soviet specialists devoted a great deal of effort
to the creation of an original nephelometric uethod and developed a series of
design variants of visual nephelometers. The side of this Lethod which
relates to principle, and the conclusions which relate to the merits and
shortcomings of individual design5 for visual nephelometers, are examined
in the next Chapter.

Determination of SM by "Stellar" Photometry Methods

Measurement of the transmissivity of the atmospheze by "stellbr" photo-
-metry has a long history, well set forth in the nomographs of V. V. Sharonov
[118] and Middleton [200]. Here we shall touch only upon those developments
which have been brought to. completion since the publication of the mono-
graphs referred to.

Let us recall that at the basis of stellar photometry there lies the
comparison of the light power of a remote light, observed in the form of a
gleaming point, with an artificial gleaming point, or "star" (hence the name
of the method), of variable luminance, created by special instruments --
"stellar" comparison photometers. After having measured vith such a device
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the light, altered by haze, of the point-light under observation, and knowing

2 zits true lighting power, we determine according to the Allard formula the

index of attenuation a, and then, making use of the Koschmider formula, the
value for S

There is another variant of the stellar photometry method, in which

is determined from two identical (point) lights, one of which is located
so close to the observation point that the effect of atmospheric turbidity
can be disregarded in all cases. It is more convenient to employ here as an
instrument not a special stellar photometer, but instead a visibility gage
functioning as a stellar comparison photometer. The comparison star in this
case is the light close at hand.

I The simplest variant of the stellar photometry method was proposed,
shortly after the end of the second World War, by V. V. Sharonov, who
described a way for photometering lights of known power with the help of the
graduated scale of a diaphanoscope [1Z31. But the method he proposed found
no practicai application.

N. G. Boldyryov created an original design of stellar photometer [5]. by
means of which the flash of a given light on the terrain was compared with

the flash of two artificial comparison stars the flashes of which were
different from each other.

A series of designs for stellar photometers were developed by N. E.
Rityn, Middleton, Gold, et al.

But success was not achieved in creation of an apparatus and method for
measuring S.! by the stellar photometry principle which would be suitable for

use in the base hydrometeorological station network. The main difficulty of
the method was the positioning on the terrain of lights (a minimum of two)
having a given lighting power. Installing posts to carry the feed lines,
stabilizing the light flow emitted by the lights, and the like -- all these
things proved to be beyond the limits of meteorological station capacities.

In addition .o this, it proved to be the case thnt evening-off the flash
of two point-lights was associated with a considerable error which did not
fall below 12-15%. This brings it about that the extrapolational potential-
ities of the stellar photometry method are very low: z does not exceed 10.

A( In other words, when a light is placed at a distance of 1 km, the upper limit
of measurement of S comes to no more than 10 km.

I The author of the present monograph has tried to refine the principle
of stellar photometry. As terrain sources of light, In place of incandescent
lamps, reflectors of special construction were installed.
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1-he reflectOr consisted of .a conicave midrror of 12 cm. d!.-aste~., at the
fOCca Of which a. small flat mirror was positioned,, When such a ref luctor

4 is lit up by gn automobile headlight it appears as a brightly gleaming point.
Twi -reflectors were installed on, -%t terrain: a small one at a distance of
100 ieters &md a largLb one at a d....:ance of 500 meters. As an instrument
one oi the ewi,,2y vudifli cations of the IDV visibility gage was used -- the

-' IV-GGO device which ferAs part of the M-6 installation complex [71] which
was at one -time sq~pliod to the station network. The instrument was used
as -a stellar compaziston photometer. In order to heighten the accuracy of
photometerin-, the stationr' gleaming points to be compared were converted
into Lissajous fi uxces b~y lightly tapping the instrument. This lowered the
error of measurement ffrcr. 12-15% to S%. The details of this treatment are
published in [24].

aut experience in making use of the M-6 installation showed that even
acomplete replacement of light sources by reflectors and a reduction of

error of photometcrinig the points to be compared by half improved matters
only to an insignificant extent. The extrapolatiohal parameters of- z
increased from -10 only to 1S.- Vie reflectors were a lot of trouble to

pset up and cl*ig'hmofds n syjw , etc. wasdifficult-.

Thus stellar photometry, too, with its small extrapolational potential-
itie an th coplications of installing lights on the terri n an

taining them in operational State, failed to solve the problems it meistar-

ing %M in darkness; at -a, station network.
The state of affairs changed only with the development of new methods

for measuring atmospheric transmissivity, in particular, the light back-
scatter method.

Measurement of 5Mby Instrumental-Visual Variants of the Light Back-Scatter

Method

L. L. Dashkievitch [58], has developed a visual alparatus, the M-71,
based upon the principle of light back-scatter (see Chijpter -VII) and intended
for measurent of % -in darkness at meteorological s'.ations.

I*e system. for the principle of the apparatus is set forth ini Figure 78.
A searchlight of about 100,000 candlepower sends out a light beam into the
atmosphere. An M-53A polarization visibility gage is pointed "down the beam"
at a scatter angle of 'about 180'; it views the light sheaf from the'search-
light through the lower semicircula- through-hole apertures of -the light box.
The upper non-through-hole semicircular aperture is- illuminated by ths
searchlight'-itself and constitutes a field of vision a diagrammatic view of
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which is also presented in Figure 78. By turning the polaroid of the M-53A
device evening-off of the luminance5 of the two half-fields of comparison
is brought about, and SM is determined from the reading given.

a) b) c)

.-

Figure 78. System, i:'i PrinctF', of the Visual M-7I Apparatus
For easurement of SM in Darkness at Heteorolog!cal Stations.

a) and c) are positions of the comparison field at which readings
are not taken; b) is the moment of reading, when the fields tQ
be conpared are Identical In luminance.

A general view of the install.ation is shown in Figure 79. The theory of
the principle for determining trans.-issivity of the atmosphere by the lightIj back-scatter method is examined in Chapter VII, and there is no need to
repeat it here.
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into the atmosphere. Lijht scattered backward falls utk the collectinag
concave mairror b ad is focussed Upon the 1imer -field ot a flat annular
miftoe- 3, set up before ih. focs of the concave -irror (closer t-i the
mirrr). The c parison flow passes thromgha-ilky -lass 4- which, isH ffixed to the trsnsparent part of-the--annular mirrorz, and it is-controlled
by a "cat's-eye" diaphr --2, to the point of-eeing-off -with the field1 being measured. The eye fixes the fields to be photometered through-an
eyepiece 5, via an aperture iN the concave mirOr. To feed -the -Imp oneneeds "rly a sall- storge batrery.

!Figure 80. Principle 6f- De s i g n o o f t a b l o I VIrmI Ins-orumnt. 

In -akness.

Asobs ivati :ors with- a model have- n-3pesas ts awn be carrto out -
within the indicstod range of *isibilit14s--Aen the-sun is 8.1lo° beloW -06e
-hrizon (wiTJ. odessy-

Weszvat of the trarsaissivity- of thoi-mtlms:pbler*" by tho back -scottir
mthod, has al so-some shottcaid As. F* oxnipI- AJd thin-is lpeiiai -
especially- hery sn&, -rdo pst or sowflakes-fllint -4ose -to PJW-- - atus-co 1 <- strong -back-r-lecion of light-ail f-s an too MO.

and the value of S. is Ssdured too low. On this accont *an the.* Ats _prj-
-ipitation one 8ust introdufe Ino-the indicatioab of the dovel cIorrections
which have been dotominod eecmmbtlly.

-$50--
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I nut the -mthz -as a who le, and its visual aodification. have -altosubstantia!i neits;: the abs.-nce of aae mehe posblt ofmeasuring aM n shipboard- 70 blonec
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CHAP"ER-IX

THlE NEPfiEL(METRI-C METH0OD-OF MEASURiNG THEHORIZONTAL

8-. Physical basisfte attho

tui-mdium, undergoes diffusion -upon -the particl#Les suspended. ii :it:,- -am

:i -consequeince of thi s takes on-a terceptible luminance. This luminance
-cagsmarkedly depending on- the degree of turbidity- of -the .edi~inaue

*iisof'--tbe -luinance- by one- means,-or another sae. it possible to jmdge Ithe
dgo-of -transitissivil~y of-that mxedium.

The application of the nephelometric method to-the-weasuremeut-of
transuissivifty-of the atmosphere is very -tismpting . This- method does -nut
korcquire base sections,- is -satisfactory -for daylight and -nighttime, -can be

Spplied' o -,pnterrain, -mid -mountains, seas etc.:

The 'nephelometric -princple of mauink transwissivity of-the atilos-
phere- was worked out for the -first time by k. A. -Gershun, N'. N.-Qirievitch.,
ind-il.7_E. Ritvni, who treated a. series -of visual -ehlmtr 11 21
that-afe-described below.- epemtrsi2,11

K A characteristic ,pecuiariT-ty- of- the nep ctimetric meth~a in the -fo3 in
which- -the inzvestigators nzamed- above developed it -is the -relative -scantiness
of the lllminated volume of turbid -air,_ a limitation -brought- *wot by -the
practi cally linit~d dimensions of the light-beam used.

£ We shall Lwint -out at once that this iiavolves a. coatroversial prolew,
not solvedf to-dite, regarding- -the' applicabiifty in -principle -of nephelometric
determninations--of -atmospheric -transaissivity, ina!!!ich as -there exist an

~ Iopinion to the eff~ct that the light-diffusirg properties of-a small local
volume-n~ differ-considerably from the ligh!;diffusing proprisoth

:1 Treal- atmosphere as: a whole.

Let ~us set out the phyzical, basis for -nepheloetric measuienmts of
I atmospheric transmissivityj basing ourselves upon the study (34]-.

-Inasmuzch as the local- volume of air being tested in the nephelooeter
constitutes -an-optically turbid medim, a- light be=n gassing through it is
ttenuated- ap a consequence of *arial absorption and -diffusion- upon.

colloidal-di.Bpersie suspensions of water -and-dust. and also upon molecules-
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of air. IThe manituadt of this a em-satCo, expressm4 ly an index of
Itemzation a, Ls usM up -of a disdm sotbed pcrt, expressed

respectiytly by anindex of diffusion p and an index of truze Ibsorzytion

All rh quatities in fcmula. (9.71) have a dimesiouiaity iirerse!'r,
'pro~ortionate te I"-- th

Acccdiag to t!be- Durger law f(see fpf.2fl1)

iwhere the relatiopnsip -of -the- 1igIkt ftow -F that has trwersed. a cwrsc. -kiik~
the_ turbid i~sd to -the flik J caetering th-meiis the -trissivity

r of -a st.-mcm L of thE udwiau -in quistica.

*or-inaco cwith M (3)

Fxm physical optitcs we ame aware O~at -msioig -off igh esers y ga xs
mle~is -als byc~lloidl-disperse suspemsipas fatrarinlgby

-sa1as -co -ar" -with its 4jffsion. in- this ease Lime in&=x of true
1=~pi is ordinarily taken as being v =0. Ilem frm (9.1) it f116s

that

(9.3)



£ap.

a-ad instead of (9.2) we secureIv
For-a stratum of unit length

whence

But from application -of -(9.3) to the- Koschmider formula (1.28) it
ensues _th-at

I )3.

I Consequently,

3.3 (9.5)

The expressions (9.4) uzMd (9.), disclose the physical -: nst of the
4 nepheoneuicmethod for determination of atmospheric- transmisisivity:; the

qu.ntty-0 of diffused light observd in the -nepheloweter -is- eual- -to -the
n atural logarithm of. the transmissivity T -of the atmosphere taiken with an

invrs siior is inversely prop-rtionate to the meteor6ooical_ range of

visibility, SM,
IOne must emphasize once more that-the relation- (9r.5)-which iinkcs the

index of diffusion p with the- meteorological -range of visibilityS, has been

secured on the assiaptioni that the--diffusing mediumx does- not absorb 'light
eneray, i.e., that the index -of true absorption -4 a -0. ith, applicationf to} - -a-real atmosphere-this propostin icreteentthtite

f reason of true absorption ay be-considerable and can.-even prevail over
diffusion (for example, in dust storms). Ther. from the small-quantity of
diffus-ed-light one may make- an incorrect conclusion to- the effect that-the{ meteorological range of visibility is high.
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Inasmuch as such particles are almost always present in a real atmos-
phere, nephelometric measurements based on (9,4) and (9.S) in a certain
measure contain an error which is greater, the mcre such particles
there are in the atmosphere.

These constitutes still another shortcoming, involving principle and
still not studied to conc2usion, of nephelometric measurements of atmospheric
transmissivity. Despite this fact, with nephelometric measurements it i5
always assumed that v = 0 and a = p.

The magnitude of the diffused light beam as defined by the index of
diffusion p, depends markedly upon the direction of sighting at the light
beam which has passed through the volume of air being tested. In other
words, with identical properties of the turbid medium being measured in the
nepheloweter, the quantity of diffused light changes depending on the angle
of diffuasion 8, i.e., on the angle between the direction of sighting and the
di ection of propagation of the lignt beam. Thus one should speak of an

index of directed diffusion p rather than of p.

The entirety of the particular values of p(6)i at various spatial angles

of diffusion, expressed in vector form, can be presented in the form of a
spatial index of diffusion.

For each atmospheric turbidity an indicatrix of diffusion of its own

iz characteristic, inasmuch as each particular value p i depends on -the
quantity and dimensions of the light-diffusing particles in the unit volume.

Literau -regarding studief t£f atmospheric indicatrices of diffusion
is decidedly e;..-sive [91, btt a lack of space prevents us from dwelling
on this problem in greatc';' iet:i.

The initial relationshix-: (9 '" a3 (9.4) do not contain any plain indi-

cation of the dependency of the i~dx of diffusion p upon the direction of
sighting relative to the rays p~zsing within the nephelometer. In order to

get a stricter idea of the links between p(O)i, a, and SM and the circum-

stances of the gradation of nephelometers, we shall deduce a relation which
defines the magnitude of the light flow diffused within a nephelometer.at a
given atmospheric turbidity.

At the center of the spherical diffusion chamber of a nephelometer
(chamber radius R) let there be a light-diffusing particle of volume dU, upon
which a light wave of intensivity I falls. We can regard this light-diffusing
particle as an elementary source of light of power dI (Figure 81).
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d Zw Rsin 0d T'

dU

Figure 81. Relates to the Nephelometric Method For
Measuring Transmissivity of Atmosphere.

A light flow dF' didiffused by the particle and reaching an elementary

di

area dS on the surface of the diffusion chamber, is equal to the product
of the power .1I of the light source times the magnitude of the solid angle
under which the area dS is visible from dU, i.e.,

dFdlf = Wl dnD.

But inasmuch as a light flow, diffused in a given direction and reach-
ing the wall of the diffusion chamber, has different values thanks to the
indicatrix, we should write in place of the foregoing expression the follow-
ing one:

__' P' ()ddw,

where P&~) is a coefficient depending on the direction of propagation of the
diffused flow; i.e., it is an. index of diffusion in a direction constituting
an angle e relative to the light falling on dU.

Since the solid angle do,-dSfR2, and the area dS on the surface of a
sphere is equal to

dS== Rsin MYRAO

then, assuming that p _()d_=p()
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we secure for dF'dif dFdf==p(0 slnoddr.

This is the magnitude of the light flow arriving at the elementary area
dS from the diffusing particle.

The total amount of light energy diffused by a single particle and

reaching the walls of the chamber of a nephelometer in all directions is
equal to

i 2==

Fif=-= p(8)sin dOd?=-=2= p(O) s;I(O)d(O). - (9.6)
f o

Now we must write an exoression defining the total light flow Fdif

diffused by all particles located in the nephelometer. Formally it is simple
to do this if one integrates (9.6) through for all directions within a
solid angle 4r from quantity p(6), assuming that all particles are iso-
disperse, i.e., identical in dimensions a..d diffusing properties.

Then in place of (9.6) we would get

Is
Fd f 3p (0) dw, (9.7):1 4z

IU
where dw = 2v sin 0 dO -- the elementary solid angle the apex of which lies
at the center of the volume (the chamber) of the nephelometer (40).

But in reality in the diffusion chamber of a nephelcmeter there are
polv-disperse particles with various diffusing propertics, to which (9.7) is
inapplicable. Each such poly-disperse particle or group of homogeneous
oarticles makes its individual contribution to the total quantity of diffused
light energy. At present it is impossible to express this th-,uh mathe-
matical relations.
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I, order to gt out of this fix, in (9.6) we introduce in place of

p(O) an "averaged" fui.ction of diffusion F',7, describing in general form the
"averaged" indicatrix of diffusion which cornes into being as a result of the
aggregate action of all particles located in the nephelometer. Then in
place of (9.7) for total diffused light flow

Fdf= O) do = 1 rto)sinedo. (9.8)

As to physical sense, Fdif represents an integral form of the index of

diffusion o, or in the light of the assumption of (9.3), an integral form of
the index of attenuation, i.e.,

I t=P= CFdifV

where c is a constant for the given circumstances of turbidity. -On this

account we can write in plece of (9.8) (see (9.1) ff.):

== = sin odO, (9.9)

in which connection the function rIe) can be selected so that the 'constant c
shall be equal to one.

The expression (9.9) furnishes a poirter for the principle of develop-
ing a rational design of nephelometer and foz the method of Sraduatinjg them.

Design variant No. 1 is the so-called directed nephelometers which
measur@ the index of diffusion p in one direction constituting an angle 6 with
the direction of the light beam passing through the volume which is being
tested. In place of measurement of p in accordance with (9.9), we actuallydetermine

PeCFdif (6 (9.10)

where Fdif(8) is the amount of light diffused within the given angle 8 by al

particles located in the nephelometer.
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The transition from (9,10) to (9.5) calls for graduation of the
nephelometer in accordance with various actual values of S, from a standard

instrument or from some other one. The graduation can be carried o.ut also
from artificial standards of turbidity having known values of p. The
constant c is determined by the circumstances of the graduation.

Design variant No. 2 is the integral nephelometers, which measure the
index of diffusion p in accordance with (9.), i.e., in accordance with the
total volume illuminated by the light beam pa:ssing through it (or in some
single plane in accordance with several directions).

For transition from (9.9) to (9.5), as a result of our not knowing the
analytical form of the averaged function of diffusion l'O) for various values
of atmospheric turbidity, we must carry out a number of supporting graduation
measurements at various magnitudes of SM-

All of the visual and objective nephelometerg developed up to the
present time fall either under design variant 1 or design variant 2.

§ 69. Design Variants of Directed and Integral Nepheibmeters, and Some
of Their Peculiarities in Use

A. A. Gershun, H. M. Gurievitch, and N. E. Rityn have developed a number
of variants of visual nephelometers which fall among the directed nephelometers
as regards their design system, i.e., they fall to design variant 1.

A Diagram of the principle of such P nephelometer is shown in Figure 82.

In a ball-shaped or cylindrical cavity I which is blackened on theI1 inside and which is called the diffusion chamber, air from outside is sucked
in and is lighted up by a brilliant parallel beam of light produced by lamp 4
and condenser 3. A black body, 10, eliminates as far as possible the
diffusion reflection of light from the walls of the chamber. The beam of
diffused light passes through a Luemner cube 8 and is examined by the eye via
eyepiece 9. The angle $ between the direction of sighting and the direction
of the light beam is 45° . The light beam being compared, which is directed
by mirrors 5, falls on the reflecting plane of the Luemmer cube. Evening-off
of the light flows is carried out by diaphragm 7 operated by scaled drum 6.
The diffused light is examined against the background of the black body via
eyepiece 9.

The scale of the drum should be graduated in values of meteorological
range of visibility SM-
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10.

Figuri 82. Diagram of Principle of Visua!
Nephelometer of A. A. Gershun, M. M. Gurievitch
and N. E. Rityn.

Many years of testing various variants of directed visual nephelometers,
performed by V. V. Sharonov, V. F. Belov, and others, and also by the author
of this nomograph, have made it possible to establish the following
measurement and use properties of these instruments.

With relatively high transmiasivity of atmosphere (SM > 10 km), the

greater part of the indications of the neplielometers coincides well with
aztual visibility as determined by instrumental-visual methods and with
visual observations of good quality.

In -he intervai of SM from 3 to 10 km approximately 25% of observations

deviated from actual visibility by some tenths of one percent (possible
effect of the local character of measurements).

At lower transmissivity of the atmosphere, particularly for observations
in fog, indications of nephe)ometers in the majority of cases diverge sharply
from the actual visibility both in the upward direction and in the downward
direction. Apparently the basic cause of these divergences is the effect of
the local character of measurements by reason of the small voltue of the
nephelometers, and also in consequence of considerable spatial heterogeneity
of the actual atmospheric turbidity.
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An oxploitational peculiarity of visual directed nephelometers which
makes its appearance more markedly at low transmissivities is the frequent
non-periodic spurts of luminance of the field of vision when large suspended
particles get into the diffusion chamber. The frequency of these spurts,
particularly in fogs, but also in the spring on dry terrain devoid of plant
growth, can be so great that it sometimes becomes impossible to carry out
measurements.

A major defect in use found in visually directed nephelometers is insuf-
ficient luminance of the field of vision, occasioned by the small volume of
the area subjected to testing.

In daylight, particularly on a bright sunny day and with 5i > 10 km,

by reason of the low luminance of the field of vision measurements arepossible only after a preliminary 10-15 minute darkness adaptation of the

eye of the observer; carrying this out under field circumstances is
associated with a whole series of exploitational inconveniences and compli-
cations. Upon the taking of a test sample of air into the diffusion
chamber of the nephelometer, as experience shows, a breakdown of the
structure of the aerosol takes place which leads to distortion of the
results of measurement.

Thus experience in the use of visual nephelometers for the measurement
of S has revealed their serious exploitational shortcomings. Further work

on these devices was terminated by the authors referred to.

Considering the defects of directed nephelometers, V. F. telov proposed
a new, more highly refined idea of nephelometric determinations of the
transmissivity of the atmosphere, based upon measurement of the .integral
index of diffusion described by expression (3.9j [7, 8]. The integral

nephelometer, corresponding in our presentation to design variant No. 2, is
made in the form of a hollcw ball, whitened inside, having a diameter of
25 cm and consisting of two separable hemispheres 2 and 3 (Figure 83).

The photometric apparatus consists of a photometric cube 4, diaphragms 6,
eyepiece 5, and a white barytic comparison surface 7. An incandescent
lamp 8 serves as a light source, and it illuminates the walls of the ball
evenly. Upon observation through the eyepiece one sees two halves of the
field of visicn, one of w' ch is directly illuminated by the lamp 8, while
diffused light, observed tainst the background of the black cavity 1,
falls upon the other.

Thanks to the spherical form of the chamber the aerosol is evenly

illuminated from all sides by light scattered diffusely by the walls of the
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ball. In its turn the aerosol, too, evenly scatters light in all directions.
Thus the intensivity of the scattered light flow Fdif, and presumably also the

quantity p, do not depend on the direction of sighting. Thanks to this
circumstance (9.9) carries through in its entirety, i.e., the intensivity of
diffusion is proportionate to the quantity and dimensions of the aerosol
particles, and is cunsequently propartionate to the integral index of
diffusion p which is being sought.

The taking of the aerosol into the chamber is accomplished by simply
opening the upper hemisphere and then closing it. Experience in working
with a pattern model of the integral nephelometer has shown that the luminance
of the comparisoa field is so great that observations car. be carried out in
daylight without preliminary darkness adaptation of t e eye. In the
nephelometer described, provision is made for a variant oi the measurement
of the index of diffusion p with the help of a photoelectric sensor.

1 2l

Figure 83. Dtegram of the Principle of the Integral
Nephelometer of V. F. Belov.

A general view of the V. F. BElov integral nephelometer is presented
in Figure 84.
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-4A4Figure 84. Ceneral Viewv of V. F. Beiov Integra| Nephelometer

Along with this, as V. F. Belov points out, the nephecmeter he has
developed does have a defect, consisting in the fact that immediately aftor
the closing of the top lid sedimentation of large aerosol particles
commences. This can also be regarded as being, in a fahion, a breaking-
down of the aerosol structure along the line of sight, bringi-g about
that the test 3ample of air (along the line of sight) beco.nes more trans-
missive, the quantity p falls steadily, and S. rises --orrespendingly. Thus

a breakdown in the structure of the aerosol upon the admission of a test
smple of air takes place not only in directed nephplometers, but also in
the integral one, despite the considerable volume of the measurement chamber
of the latter. This defect, in the opinion of V. F. Belov, is difficult
to overcome and can be eliminated only when measurements are carried out
directly in the atmosphere.

Work on further refinement of V. F. Belov's integral nephelometer was
discontinued, although in our opinion the system proposeA by him constitutes
the most highly improved form of nephelometric measurements of atmospheric
transmissivity.

In the United States in February 1965 a patent [0oP] was published for
an object integral nephelometer having an impulse lamp as a light source and
a photoamplifier as a collector. The air test sample is continuously sucked
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in through the ball-shaped cavity by means of a puuzp. The design of the
principle of this nephelometer precisely reproduces the idea of the V. F.
Belov integral nephelometer, but there is no reference to this circumstance.

In study [231] there is a comtvnication regarding a polar objective
nephelometer falling within constr-uction variant No. 2.

W~ith this instrument measuiements of atmiosph' ric transmissivity have
been carried out at various altitudes through the use of balloons. No
data of an exploitational character are communicated.

What has been set forth above makes i t possible to say in conclusion
that experience in the application of nepheloneters for the purpose of
measuring the meteorological range of visibility has not given favorabic
results, generally speaking. Evidently the main defect of nephelometric
measurements consists in the low representational character of the data zt
mediua and low atmospheric tra1nsmissivity. lo what extent the "gigantic"
extrapolationz oi nephelonetric measurements are valid can only be shown
by further improvement of the nephelometric method as a whole.
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